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EDITOR'S PREFACB

Three points stand out prominently in the prwedure
descnl^d under the name of war contrac . The first is that
the estal,h.hed system of doing business in the W^ar and
IS.' -y Departments broke down early i , the wai. The seconds that the civilians, expert and inexpert, who attempted tocarry on busmess which properly belonged to the departmei tswhere they succeeded at all in doing better than the depait-mcnts themselves, did so usually by violation of the law-
the veo- law which, in large measure, prevented the depart-ments from domg as we!l as the civilians did. The third isthat It was found necessary to replace a bureaucratic orderwith the more elastic and free, methods of private business.

I he history of war contracts shows clearly that there weremany men in li.e 'Var and Navy Departments who were
entirely competent to foresee the needs of the countn in the
crisis and to prepare plans adequate to meet them Thev
were prevented, however, from doing this by the laws or
administrative regulations defining the scope of their author-
ity. Therefore, as >s us-al a-, a time of heated public opinion
they were accused of incompetence because they did not get
results which they were enable to get only because this very
public had insisted on tying them hand and foot. This is a
cc onplace of governmental administration to which pub-he attention needs to be called again and again.
To put the matter in another way, the public of this coun-

try IS so afra.d that its servants may be occasionally dishonest
that It prescribes in great detail the methods by which thevmay do publi.- business. We have sacrificed and wii. always
^cnfice efficiency and dispatch for what we think is safelytven when we happen to get a con-.j^tent public servant for
the niggardly pay which the people of ,e country are willing
to give for any public office, we tie his hands in this way andmake him bury his talent. There were numerous cases of
thts kind in both War and Navy Departments, and men
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MifferMl in reputation, not because of their inability to meas-
ure and pro\ ide (or enlarged responsibilities in the crisis, but
because the public was impatient of their inability to do ao

under the conditions that the public had laid down. Criti-

cism of departmental officers in the War and Navy needs to

be tcmfwrate in the light of this fact.

ICfficiency in the conduct of business implies not only that

high personal responsibility but great lilwrty of action is

assigned to those who are charged with doing the work.
This liberty of action we are constantly refusing to our public

officers on the ground that they will either he corrupt or auto-
crat'c. Perhaps it is a relic of the old idea that anyone in a
democrac; can do any government job.

Some students of this history may very likely fall in with
the vijw of those people who would lay the blame of our
failure to be prepared and to push our participation in the war
in a more businesslike way on the shoulders of the adminis-
tration and of Congress. Mailing allowance for all that may
be charged to both for short-sightedness and unsound prin-

ciples of action, it still remains true that this kind of criticism

is too cheap. Many of those who make it are the very people
who would have found fault if money had been expended in

preparation for war which did not eventuate, and now find

fault because money was not spent for war that did eventuate.

In other words, they are the people who ask that their repre-

sentatives shall have unerring foresight and wisdom. To be
sure, we may fairly expect men who are elevated to the high
office of representing the people to be men of larger caliber,

greater wisdom and farther foresight than the rest of us.

We get some such in our halls of legislation and of adminis-
tration. But it is too much to expect that all of them will be
so, especially when we remember the niggardly treatment
which this great democratic country gives all its public

servants. We expect first class men to take first class jobs

at third rate pay, and then abuse them if they do their work
in what is really a first class way. The public is more largely

to blame for the failure of the government through recent
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years to do its work adequately in the way of "preparedness"
than is the government itself. Nevertheless, it is true that
men in public office must lie rea'" at times to take the
responsibility of doing theii duty in ways that are for the
public interest, even when those ways are criticised by pu'^Hc
opinion. One who does this is truly a great public 5er\a..t.
But he must be strong enough to withstand criticism until
the event justifies his wisdom.
Looked at in a large way, the greatest lesson of .ur "war

contract" experiences, in tlie mind of the editor, is not the
fact that we devised excellent business methods for the dis-
charge of the duties of the government officers, even in the
time of war, valuable' and importani .i those were. It is

rather the fact that in a large way we .,.11 not expect perma-
nently to find business efficiency, in the sense in which the best
organ; led, most honest ?nd most capable business men use
the term, developed to a high degree in a democratic govern-
ment. For such efficiency implies a degree of auticrattc
authority in management which the public will i

- long
tolerate. There is a feeling that the cry for business . .Jency
in public administration, while easy to understand because of
waste and mismanagement in public business, can not be
pressed tuo far because of the feeling, almost instinctive, on
the part of the people that this good can be purchased only at
the sacrifice of some degree of freedom. In this the public is
right. To put the matter in another way, we might say that
the most democratic method of doing business is the old town
meeting plan of New England. Everybody takes part in the
decisions. But no one would claim that you can do business
efficiently in this way. We can not have the utmost of
democracy and the utmost of efficiency at the same time in
the conduct of a business operation, even if it is a public one.
This lesson needs to be taken to heart in these days, particu-
lariy when there is on the one hand a demand for what are
called business methods in public administration and on the
other a demand for a wider participation in these transactions
on the part of the public.
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The Student will find many new illustrations of important
matters in this study of Dr. Crowell's. He will find illustra-

tions of new methods of organization for business purposes
and methods of expediting business. But our business expe-
rience in the war has not added any new fundamental prin-

ciple either to the science of economics or to the science of
accounting. None the less, its lessons are highly valuable.

David Kinley,

Editor.

University of Illinois,

October 19, 1920.



FOREWORD

The subject of contractual relations between government
and private concerns in time of war has as yet received com-
paratively little attention. There are a few books on the
legal aspects of war contracting. But neither the economists,
with a few exceptions, nor the public officials have given the
matter the consideration which it seems to deser%e. One
fares better in the search for discussions of these matters by
going to the files of engineering journals—an ever increasing
source of applied economics. Consequently, this inquiry in

both its methods and results has something of a pioneering
character about it. The field has impressed the author, for
many years a teacher of economics, as having much that might
be utilized with advantage in the research work of graduate
instruction, if not even in the more advanced courses of under-
graduate instruction in quasi-public economics. Besides
being closely related to engineering, the subject is neighbor
to that of accounting. In these three subjects—of govern-
ment contracting, contract engineering and contractural
accounting -we have a group of economic literature repre-
senting achievements of which the representatives of sci-

entific economics are bound to take early account if the
latter subject is destined to keep abreast of the progress of
economic research in closely allied domains of enterprise.

It has been the purpose to keep clear the distinction
between the war time and the peace time contracting, because
the problems and the conditions affecting their solution are
different under the two regimes. It is not always easy to
detect where the departures began. But the role of the United
States of America, as associated with the Entente Powers in
the World War against the Central Empires of Europe, is

always the essential viewpoint from which this exposition
proceeds. The events cover the better part of three years,
1917-1919. The materials are to be found in the Congres-
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sional proceedings of the period, in military and naval records
and reports of the several departments and bureaus concerned
with the war, in the hearings and appendices of the several
special investigations and reports, in the enactments, resolu-
tions and executive orders and in the current discussions of
engineering, aeronautical, maritime and economic organiza-
tions among others. Reports and Minutes of the Council of
National Defense are valuable. Nor should the contents of
the weekly and the daily newspaper press be overlooked.
The more reliable issues are helpful in getting a good grasp of
conditions and of events which helped to shape contractual
terms, systems and policies.

This task has proved to be full of difficulties and not a few
discouragements, owing mainly to the intricate and bewilder-
ing complexity of the mass of materials. The lack of ready
access to ultimate sources, among other things, added to
the burden of maintaining scientific fidelity in a milieu
sometimes surcharged with personal or partisan bias. Under
these conditions, however, there has been whipped into shape
a tentative statement of the working principles in the light of
which public policies were formulated and the hydra-headed
problems of war worked out as they arose. The major part of
this study has consequently had to be descriptive in character;
a minor portion could be given to rigid analysis, and a still

smaller part to the tempting formulation of the theoretical
aspects of government war contracting. The idea has been
kept in view that descriptive analysis should always lead to
some helpful criticisms, if not to definite conclusions, in order
that sounder methods of administration might result from
the exposition of the mistakes and the masteries of the past.
For, in the wide survey of the entire panorama of this eventful
era in history and economics the masteries of governmental
problems far outweigh the mistakes; the patriotic fruitage of
national fidelity in contracting enterprise far outshines the
profiteering exploitation of a war stricken citizenship, and
moral worth triumphs in spite of unparalleled material waste-
fulness.



For courtesies I am indebted to the various bureaus of the
War and Xavy Departments, to the committees of Congress
which had most to do with the war, to the District War
Claims Boards and to many contractors communicated with
by letter or interview. Commercial organizations have been
helpful in getting the business viewpoint, as have also the
officials of the district offices of the Federal Rcscne Bank.
To the staff of the F.-ee Public Library, East Orange, N. J., I

am indebted for more than the usual facilities and courtesies.
I'se was made of the Endowment's office rooms and library
at Washington while collecting public documents. For pains-
taking care in the preparation of the manuscript, for verifica-
tion of references and for helpful suggestions I am sure that
this monograph owes most to my wife.

Congressional investigations relating to the war contributed
the larger volume of information and opinions. From these
the following may be mentioned as the more important sources
of research material

:

InMigalim of the War Deparlmtnl: Hearings before the romniittee on Military
Affain, United States Senate, 65th Congress, second session, inquiring into progress
made in providing for ordnance, small arms, munitions, etc. Begun December
12, 1917, and extending into 1918.

Vnittd Slalts Skipt^ing Board Emtrgtncy Fleel Corporation: Hearings before
the Committee on Commerce, Senate, 65th Congress, second session, on Senate
Resolution 170, to investigate matters relating to the building of merchant vessels
and report findings. Begun December 21, 1919. Two main volumes indtxetl
Volume 8, illustrated.

Aircraft Production: Hearings before the Subcommittee of Senate Committee
on Military .Wairs, 65th Congress, second session. Begun May 29 1918 Two
volumes.

Rtport of Senator Charles S. Thomai. from the subcommittee of the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs, August 22, 1918, under Senate Resolution of April
30, 1918, 19 pages, pursuant to Sen. Res. 48, on "Aircraft Production in the
United States." Senate Report No. 555, 65th Congress, second session.
Ex-Jushce Hughes's Report and Recommendalions on Aircraft Produclum Imxs-

ttgalion, transmitted to Attorney General Gregory October 25, 1918. Reprinted
as Appendix A to The Congressional Record, December 30, 1918, pp. 883-914.
Gives history of government's aircraft administration, analyzes contracts and
summarizes causes of detay in production. The best single summary available.

operations of the V. S. Housing Corporation: Hearings before the Subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, 65th Congress, second
session, pursuant to Sen, Res. ,171, to report on costs, construction, operation,



maintenance and future disposition of public buildings, etc. Parts i ff. Begun
E>ecember 6, 1918.

Htarinis on Public Buildings and Grounds: House Committee hearings on Sen.
Res. 194, directing U. S. Housing Corporation to suspend work on buildings
where construction is not over 75 per cent completed and to cancel contracts, etc.
Begun January 8, 1919.

Rdalive lo Conlracls: Hearings before the House Committee on Military Affairs,

65th Congress, third session, on House Bill No. 13,274, to provide relief where
formal contracts have not been made in the manner required by law. Begun
December 9, 1918. Pp. 34. Testimony of Crowell, Goethals, etc.

Hearints on HiUkcock Bill, Sen. s,l6i, before Senate Committee on Military
Affairs, January 7, 1919, on acquiring lands for esublishment of mobilization
and training fields for artillery and small arms, including testimony of Secretary of
War. Pp. 59.

War Expmdiluns: Hearings before the Select Committee on Expenditures in
the War Department, including five subcommittees on Aviation, Camps. Foreign
Expenditures, Quarterma-ter's Corps, and Ordnance. Sixty-sixth Congress, first

session. Begun June 23, 1919, and continued during 1919. Published in pam-
phlet form for distribution, and numbered as Serials and Parts, as "Aviation,
Serial i. Part I."

For a large part of the information here presented these
several doruments have served the author's purpose. The
testimony is usually of a first-hand character, by the official

in authority on that particular division of service. Easily
the most voluminous source is the hearings last mentioned, on
w. r expenditures. In fact, this testimony on the several

matters of military interest covers practically every one of the
major fields of inquiry relating to tlie war. It has been prac-
ticable to do no more than refer to some of the most inform-
ing testimony, owing to the limitations of this monograph.
These documents are literally mines of information on war
conditions as they affect contract relations, conditions of pro-

duction, mcihods of settlement, etc.

From all oi hese and other documentary sources one thing
stands out in bold relief, namely, that Congress exercised its

influence on the conduct of the war not on the military side

but preeminently on the side of its economics. And in this

respect its influence was felt in three main directions

:

I. In historic enactments providing for raising revenues
and the appropriation of funds on a scale never before under-
taken by any government.



2. In promoting the work of equipping the army by prompt
investigation of abuses, delays and official inefficiency in

business operations, as criticism of these and other conditions

were reflected into the legislative branches of government

;

and in applying correctives where practicable.

3. By investigating conditions at the end of the war, as to
the transition to peace and the liquidation of war assets, so as

to formulate sound policies and enforce prompt adjustment,
along lines of economic sanity and political safety.

John Franklin Crowell.
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PART I—WAR CONTRACT CONDITIONS

CIMPTER I

DittinctiTe Cluncter of Gjvenunent Contracting

Payments arrange.) t)y contract, even in ordinary times
comprise a major portion of the annual disb-irsements of mod-cm ffovemments. In times of peace these public engage-
ments m volume of transactions give to national governments
a place of primacy among the purchasf^rs of the products of
mdustry and the serx-ices of men and women. When, how-
ever, the making of war beromes the main business of the
state, the proportionate importance of the government's
contractual relations with the business world overshadows
eveiy other material consideration. Here we have, on the
one hand, the mobilizing of the actual and potential economic
resources of the belligerent nation; on the other hand the
military and nnval organization and operations in all their
complexity. Between them the var contracting relations
stand as the bridge by which the man power and the materials
are coordinated and converted into the means of public defense
and destruction of the public enemy.
This vital role of government war contracts has not been

'

fully enougn appreciated in the study of the conditions and
causes that lie back of the phenomenon of wars. Failure
duly to appraise the contractual relations of governments in
times of peace is possibly responsible in the main for the almost
total absence of treatment of the subject as related to war
Consequently some introductory reference to the distinctive
character of the governmental contract, as distinguished from
the commercial contract, is deemed advisable. It will help
to define the viewpoint and to disclose the features of this
most basic structural relation of modem governments to the
economic order of the nation and the worid.

3



4 OOVEINMENT WA« CONTRACTS

General Featihes of Peace Time Contracting
In the fim place, thi, branch of business relationship i.unique ,n other respects than mere volume or gross valueEven a casual comparison of contractual practices and prin^aples m th.s field with those in vogue in commercial circL wHIdisclose many mherent peculiarities. These differentiating

elements are of .uch a character as to mark off this domZof bargammg as a realm of .nethods and relations quite .nto
tsc-lf. So much is tl the case that one can not go far ntohe subject under cok ..ration without convincing him^lfthat economics has here a promise of almost untouchedre^arch fo.- the student o. the future. Government h!lmuch to learn, from this source, about business relations; andbusiness concerns should mor,; readily avoid wh,t is unsound

in their efforts at private service of public interests
The distinctiveness of the federal contract arises largelyfrom the (act that its requirements belong to fields of operationm which the gov-mment has a monopoly of functions. This

appi.es pnmanlj to the War and Navy Departments, butby no means exclusively so. . *nerally, the government has
Its own periods for making its purchases. It follows its ownmethods of carrying out its ag, cments, to which the trademust conform. It often buys in <|uantitie8 quite unlike what
commercial purcha..rs require. In some of its departments

• the question of reserve supplies enters fundamentally into the
contractual progr,-.m. Furthern.ore, its standards of bo*h
kind and quality are disfnctive. It often requires that
delivenes be made in sizes and forms and packing conditions
after one plan for the army, anol :.er for the navy and a third
or more for the civil administration.
Not only have the general provisions regulating contractsm this sphere of busmess differed for each department butwithm the same department of government the different

bureaus nave had an extraordinary liberty of specification
even for the identical commodity. In fact, some bureaus
have had so wide a scope of specialized requirements as to
give to their contracting system a still more attenuated variety
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of bargaining units under divisional if not sectional con-
tracting officers. Compared with commercial contracting,
these governmental agencies an prone to require far more
elaborate details in specification. As they operate in ordinary
times, they insist on stressing the standards of inspection
much more rigidly. So, too, they enforce more exactly the
penalties for nonfulfilment. As the final appeal, outside of
the Court of Claims, is generally to the second party to the
contract, the two members in the agreement are by no means
on an equal footing in final adjustment of disputed points
Owing in large part to these and other conditions, dealings with
the government on this basis have tended to become a more
or less specialized branch of contractual undertaking. Al-
though accompanied with its inviting lump sum awards, it
18 on the confar> beset with some of the more forbidding
busn.- hazards. Even though banking credit is usually
responsive to advances on hypothecation of a public contract
the hazards involved in acceptable execution are by no
eans lacking in speculative quality. It is not, therefore
jrprsing that the enterprise of filling government contract^
nd orders, whether in the fields of construction, of manu-
'ctunng or of merchandising, should tend in times of peace

to fall into the hands of a comparatively limited class and
cotene of competitive bidders.' It is common knowledge in
business circles that this group of successful contracting con-
cerns IS not as a rule fairly representative of the better types
in the industries and trades directly concerned. As a rule,
the conditions of award have been too divergent from the
prevailing commercial standards to encourage wide competi-
tion. The exactions of compliance have been too prone to
emphasize incidentals at the expense of essentials to make it
worth while for many of the most capably equioped to share
in the bidding. The terms of compensation have been beset
with too many routine reports and too much "red tape" to
attract and hold that type of business firm which places

P. wSdindSiS c'™mSu«'
"' ^- "P '• •"«• '^>- T«'in,on, <rf JohS



6 GOVERNMENT WAR CONTRACTS

probity and fidelity to the public interests above the amount

and rate of pecuniary profits.' Consequently, government

contracting, to a far larger extent than is for the public wel-

fare, had gravitated in some of its more vital relations with

business into the hands of subaverage grades of business

standing. Hence, the net effect of the policy and practices in

the official attitude was not only to narrow down the con-

tracting interest in governmental needs to a limited, special-

izing class of concerns; but also to exclude in times of peace,

from that group on which the government had to depend in

an emergency, the more capable, competent and public

spirited of concerns in their respe^ ve fields of business.

Basic Factors in War Time Contracting

Against this rather narrow background of peace time

experience, a new chapter in contracting history opens. With

amazing rapidity the shadow of the European War was

lengthening in the direction of America. Almost before we

had recovered from the shock of the collapse of international

relations on the older basis, we suddenly discovered that we

had become the arsenal for the waging of a world war. That

situation proved to be a boon of inestimable value as a prepa-

ration for national defe- e in the business of war contractwork.

Probably the most valuable lesson which came out of the two

years of American service as the neutral reservoir of war

materials and munitions was that of the necessity for the

reconstruction of the wsu" contract itself.

That was accomplished by three definite acts of Congress.

One of the reconstructive measures was the Act of National

Defense of June 3, 1916,' ten months before the United States

entered the war as a belligerent. A second enactment bear-

ing on the business of war contract relations was the act

creating the Council of National Defense with its Advisory

Commission. That act was approved August 26, 1916, so

that both of these reconstructive provisions became laws

' Tht Engitumng Heati, May 24, 1917, p. 428.

' Public, No. 85, 64th Cong. (H. R. Ii.766).
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before the outbreak of war on our part. A widespread and

overruling demand on the part of public sentiment for a better

state of preparedness insisted on profiting by European experi-

ence. Under the terms of these two acts the United States

finally entered the war against the Central Empires. We
were not long in discovering ,it appalling costs that neither

the commandeering of the war contractor, nor the voluntary

mobilization of the industrial and the commercial agencies

and resources of the nation could win the war, without

reorganization within the War Department itself in its meth-

ods and systems of handling contracts. Congressional inves-

tigations disclosed newer methods emerging and not always

within the limits of the law.

That much belated remedy was expedited by the Overman

Act of May 20, 1918. It applied especially to the coordina-

tion of departmental agencies. Its purposes were to elimi-

nate the abuses of disjointed competition of the government

against itself, to consolidate the agencies and to concentrate

the aims of military and naval power on the one thing—the

winning of the war against Germany. At one fell sweep,

this act enabled the war authorities to centralize contracting

operations upon a scale that promised to meet with reasonable

promptness the needs of the preparing process at home and

those of the Expeditionary Forces abroad. Although the

Overman Act came six months after the actual reorganiza-

tion of the contracting machinery of the department had

begun, it had the virtue of heading the government in the

right direction in what proved to be the home stretch of the

war. The era of unreconstructed contracting had given

the country three examples of how not to do things. These

appeared in the bargaining operations of the Quartermaster

General's office, in the delays and difficulties of the Ordnance

Department and in the misleading prophesies of the aviation

program of the Signal Corps. All of these preceded the pas-

sage of the Overman Act. As the last link in the series of

contract reorganizing enactments, however, it had a basic

relation to both what had gone before and what followed it.

ii' -'I



CHAPTER n
GoTemment Contracts in the World War

Government war contracts as here considered refer to that
period included within the years of 1917, 1918 and 1919.
During most of this period a state of hostilities existed between
the United States and the Central Empires of Europe.
The scope and character of this inquiry is not, however,

limited strictly to the war contract expenditures on the part
of the two federal departments which bore the brunt of mili-
tary and naval enterprise. It also includes other depart-
mental and special branches of government. These, although
under civilian auspices, nevertheless supplemented and effect-
ively fortified the two regular military establishments. Such
were the United States Shipping Board, the United States
Housing Corporation, the National Council of Defense. All
of these and some others figured in a more or less direct way
in the contractual experience of the government under condi-
tions of war. No treatment of the subject would, therefore,
be adequate which failed to take into account the contribu-
tion of each of these elements to the situation. Each in its
own way throws some essential light on the process of con-
tractual development. And it is only by consulting this wide
and richly equipped range of governmental experience that
we can hope to answer profitably the questions of what poli-
cies were followed, what problems arose and what principles
best served the people and their government through this era.

Enormous Volume of Contract Operations

The size of the task thus proposed is by no means a modest
one. It involves a body of information which has as yet
had almost no attention on the part of research. Its scope
is rapidly expanding with the economic powers of govern-
ment. .And the business contract in general, as well as that
between government and privateenterprise, is one of the oldest
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as well as one of the most fundamental instruments in the
evolution of modern economic life. Under this form of
pecuniary agreement by far the larger proportion of war
expenditures was disbursed on the stupendous scale of outlay
which characterized the prosecution of the world's war. The
director of finance of our War Department indicates only
part of the problem, when, in his capacity as one of the
government's principal contracting officers, he reports dis-
bursements of $14,544,610,213.65 for the War Department
alone, from .'\pril 6, 11,17, to June i, 1919.'

Probably no exliibit of contractual operations could be
more illuminating in 'lis connection than that which shows
along what lines the aggregate just quoted found its way
through the channels of military disoursements into the
possession of the people. According to the official statement
of the Director of Finance the thirteen different departments,
corps or bureaus in the War Department expended during
the period above indicated $12,704,822,224.49 within the
limits of the United States, and $1,839,787,989.16 through
the disbursing officers of the American Expeditionary Forces
abroad. This division of outlay is amplified in the table
following;

TOTAL SUM CREDITED TO WAR DEPART.MENT DISBURSING
OFFICERS FRO.M APRIL 6, 1917, TO JUNE i, 1919
(Office of Dibectob of Finance, War Department)

r-
Expended by

uepartment Expended in American Expe- Total

§
or Corps United States ditionary For»:ea Expenditures

uarterraaster Corps $7,1+2,250,947.32 $1,123,454,486.28 ,265,705,4,3.60

tl^vT,?'^' 3.-83,345.386.02 359.138,436.14 4I45483 8».l6
FnS,?^"' 298,003,436.56. 25,603,565.51 ,lJ3,6O7,0O2.O7
Engineer Corps.... 435.762.558,32 204,298.597.45 640,061.1,,. 77

Sr^^lvSn' .>0,60,,757.80 8,517.848.72 .29.1.9,666.52

and Aeronautics 783.975.555-85 .18,334,605.06 902.310.160. 91
Adjutant G^..eral. . 148,404.15 ij8 104 i.
JudgeAdvocate Gen. None sfaf '

ProvostMarshalGen. 30.873.427.44 30.873,427.44
Contingent expenses 2,514,951.10 440,450.00 2.955,401. lo
Additional employes 23,41. ,978.08 23,411,978.08
Chemical Warfare

S"^"'" 83,933,821.85 83,933.821 .85

Total expenses. .
. $.2,704,822,224.49 $.,839,787,989.16 $14,544,610,213.65

'• Hearings before the Select Committee on Expenditures in the War Depart-
ment, House of Representatives, 66th Cong., 1st Sess., Ser. 1, part i, p. 40.

1



10 GOVERNMENT WAR CONTRACTS

It thuj appears that the distribution of disbursements on
a geographical basis gives the domestic field 87.3 per cent of

the total, leaving 12.7 per cent as the proportion for disposal

in foreign lands. But of far greater import is the distribution

among the several divisions of the departmental service.

This analysis brings into clear relief the fact that it is the
contracting for supplies and munitions that makes war
expensive. The Quartermaster Corps, the main supply
agency of the department, and the Munitions Department,
both of whose functions are now consolidated in the Purchase,
Storage and Traffic Division under the General Staff, had
combined disbursement credits of $12,408,189,225.76, or

853 per cent of the department's entire outlay. Of this

proportion 56.8 per cent, or more than one-half of the depart-
mental expenditure, reached the market through the Quarter-
master Corps; and 24.8 per cent for the production and dis-

tribution of munitions. Outlays for supplies were just twice
as large as those for ordnance account, and the two together
account for almost seven-eighths of the expenditures of the
War Department.

Dynamic Import and Scope of War Contracts

War contracts have a dynamic aspect of tr-mendous eco-

nomic import. In the transition from the peace time era ti

the war contracting regime there is a sudden enhancement of

governmental purchasing power. For instance, the regular

and deficiency appropriation for the service of the entire

military establishment (army) for the year ending June
30, 1917, was only $384,496,086. Prior to 1914 it averaged
about $100,000,000 a year. For the year 1918 it rose to

$9,016,688,201. and for 1919 to $15,416,440,084.

To this grand total of $14,544,610,213.65 of army disburse-

ments must be added $4,324,279,754 for the corresponding
thr-e years of naval appropriations; also the amount of

$2,732,786,821 on account of Shipping Board contracts, and of

$150,000,000 for the Housing Corporation under the Depart-
ment of Labor. The Department of the Interior figured to
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the extent of an appropriation of S8,ooo,ooo for the settlement
of so-called invalid contracts or claims for mineral production
and prospecting on account of the war. Other items might be
added, but those mentioned, together with certain supple-
mentary totals expended in various directions, such as con-
tracts paid out of the presidential fund of $100,000,000, would
easily bring the aggregate up to $21,850,000,000 as the direct
money cost of the war.

'

U'ithin this stupendous sum lies the core of the government
war contracts question. But not all of this was, of course,
paid out to contractors. It is probably safe to say that not
over 20 per cent was disbursed on army, navy. Shipping Board
and other noncontract payrolls, and on the civilian per-
sonam

'
for salaries of officers and employes, etc. That would

allow 80 per cent for contractual disbursements. At that
ratio we get a net total of $17,480,000,000 as having been
expended in the form of contracts or commitments, purchase
orders, procurement orders "and the like during the war
regime. This does not embrace some tens of millions which
other departments of the government spent directly and
indirectly on war account. It, nevertheless, gives one a
fairly approximaie idea of the size of the question measured
by statistical and financial standards.

With this delimitation of the field we pass to the considera-
tion of some of the more general phases of experience within
the domain of governmental bargaining. Obviously, to
grasp the significance of war time procedure, it will be neces-
sary to get in hand the general character of contracting prac-
tice in times of peace. It will be equally essential to bring
out into clear relief the main statutory provisions which
control in the government's contract policies under war time
or national emergency conditions. Likewise, the question
must be answered as to what administrative principles guided
the war authorities in applying the legalized powers and
policies to the exigent contritions which confronted them.

.„' 'S?"^'''
'' Ayera: The War with Girmnny, A Statistical Summary, p. 131,

War Department, Washington, 1919.
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Finally, we must sketch at least in tentative outline the

colossal reorganization of contracting machinery involved.

The peace time supply system of the army alone called for an
average annual appropriation for the five prewar years of

only $100,000,000 a year for the entire support of the military

establishment. Imagine the increase in the power of eco-

nomic demand to a world war scale of suppK command, in

which the average annual appropriations for the War Depart-

ment were $8,272,541,457, and the total appropriations for

the nineteen months of actual hostilities at the rate of

$15,674,280,000 a year.



CHAPTER m
Principles of Procedure in War Contracting

In the handling of government contracts the principles of

procedure vary according as the contracts apply to times of

war or of peace. In ordinary times the laws require that

contracting be done under competitive bidding. In war
times, in view of emergency considerations, the competitive

procedure may be waived in favor of other methods of pur-

chasing better adapted to the changed conditions. An
analysis of the Revised Statutes, Acts of Congress, General

Orders and Supply Circulars of the War Department, together

with legal opinions and official rulings or decisions, discloses

a mass of material from which the following classification of

contract principles and procedure may be deduced

:

Statutory Principles of Procedure

The policy of the federal government toward contracting

concerns, during the World War, was formulated in the

National Defense Act of June 3, 1916. In section 120 the

specific procedure is outlined for the "Purchase or Procure-

ment of Military Supplies in Time of Actual or Imminent
War. " It runs as follows:

War Time Purchase Methods and Priorities

The President, in time of war or when war is imminent, is empowered, through

the head of any department of the government, in addition to the present author-

ized methods of purchase or prticurement, to place an order with any individual,

firm, association, company, corporation, or or^nized manufacturing industry for

such product ot materials as may be required, and which is of the nature and kind

usually produced or capable of being produced by such individual, firm, company,
association, corporation, or organized manufacturing industry.

Compliance with all such orders for products or material shall be obligatory on
any individual, firm, association, company, corporation, or organized manufac-

turing industry, or the responsible head or heads thereof, and shall take precedence

over all other orders and contracts.

3



14 GOVERNMENT WAR CONTRACTS

This act went still further. It authorized the Secretary of

War to determine a reasonable price as compensation, and
that said compensation for "products or material, or as
rental for use of any manufacturing plant while used by the
United States, shall be fair and just." In case the owners or
operators of any plant equipped for the manufacture of arms,
or ammunition, or parts of ammunition, or any necessary
supplies or equipment for the army, should refuse to manu-
facture any kind, quantity or quality of arms or ammuni-
tion, as ordered by the Secretary of War, then

—

The President, through the head of any department of the government, in

addition to the present authorized methods of purchase or procurement herein
provided for, is hereby authorized to take immediate possession of any such plant
or plants, and through the Ordnance Department of the United States Army, to
manufacture there in time of war, or when war shall be imminent, such product or
material as may be required. , . . Any individual, firm, company, associa-

tion, or corporation, or organized manufacturing industry, or the responsible head
or heads thereof, failing to comply with the provisions of this sec- i shall be
deemed guilty of a felony and upon con\-iction shall be punished by ;..,prisonment
for not more than three years and by a fine not exceeding $50,000.'

In order to safeguard itself against the possibility of excess-

ive costs in private plants, this same act provided for an
investigation into the comparative expenses of manufacturing
arms, ammunition and equipment on governmental account.
A board of five citizens, of whom two were to be civilians and
three army officers, was authorized to report "showing also
what the government plants and arsenals are now doing in

the way of manufacturing arms, ammunition and equipment,
and what saving has accrued to the government by reason of

its having manufactured a large part of its own arms, ammuni-
tion and equipment for the last four years."

Kernan Report on Ordnance Manufacturing Policy

This report came to light in Senate Document No. 664,
dated January 4, 1917, Col. Francis J. Kernan, President.

* In this Act (20,000,000 are provided (Section 124) for nitrate supply, with
which the abandoned project of Nitre, W. Va., has been concerned. See the
advertisement of this property in the Ntw York Times, August 26, 1919. Accord-
mg to the press dispatches of December 7, 1919, this plant, which cost the gov-
ernment approximately $75,000,000, was sold for $8,551,000.
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Its thirteen recommendations had an important bearing on
the ordnance contracting policy of the war authorities. It

found and recommended that it was not desirable for the

government to manufacture its arms, ammunition and
equipment exclusively ; that such a policy was neither practi-

cable nor feasible, with regard to economy and preparedness in

a reasonable time; that while the government plants, espe-

cially the Rock Island Arsenal, should be increased in capacity

and a plan of coordination with private industries be worked
out for full day-and-night capacity, it was desirable to arrange

with private industrj* for a supply of whatever reserves of

arms, munitions and equipment might be suited to war time

needs; that at least a year's supply of all raw material needed
and not found within continental United States be accumu-
lated; that a full supply of drawings and gauges be accumu-
lated so as to equip coordinated industries with these basic

facilities and that standardized gauges, jigs and tools be

provided as soon as practicable; that skilled labor be enrolled

for selected factories; that assemblage plants for field gun
ammunition be established at strategic points, with due
regard to safety and facility for distribution.'

The National Defense Act applied especially to contract

conditions as related to the purchase of army supplies and
the production of munitions; it left undefined the powers

and procedure in that other important field of food and fuel

supply. That was accordingly embodied in the so-called

Food and Fuel Control Act of August 10, 1917. By means
of these two basic statutes the war contracting program
was buttres3ed and balanced so as to place on equally firm

foundations both the command of economic resources and
the equipment and support of ti.c military power.

Contract Control in Food and Fuel Act

In some respects this Food and Fuel Control Act was the

most important piece of economic legislation which the war

regime called into being, because it brought the nation back

* National DefenseAct of Jun«3, 1916, Sec. I2I. Public, No. 85, 64th Cong.
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to the assertion of faith in its fundamental principles of official

responsibility and commercial integrity in public bargaining.
Its comprehensive authorizations were among the most
sweeping of statutory provisions in the field of war contracts.
Its principles were extraordinary both on account of what it

provided for and also on account of what it put an end to. It
established on a firm legal basis the government's price fixing
power in a realm of contract that had been subject to some of
the most abusive types of speculative exploitation in these
public necessities. It likewise helped to put an end to that
situation in the contracting operations whereby members of
advisory trade committees had been functioning in such
relations with government agencies as to be virtually selling
to themselves in violation of the federal anti-trust statutes.
It expressly avoided, however, the temptation to react in the
reverse direction, cutting off the more helpful lines of civic
and voluntary cooperation. This was done by empowering
the President, as commander-in-chief, "to enter into any
voluntary arrangements or agreements, to create and use any
agency or agencies, to accept the services of any person with-
out compensation, to cooperate with any agency or person, to
utilize any department or agency of the government, and to
coordinate their activities so as to avoid any preventable loss
or duplication of effort or funds" (sec. 2).' This particular
provision came very near making unnecessary the Overman
Act of May 20, 1918.

To Prevent Collusion, Control Speculation and Fix Prices

The principle of public contracting, that the person who
acts in behalf of the government should have clean hands
and be safeguarded against even the appearance of having a
pecuniary interest in the bargain, is set forth in section 3 of
this act:

That no person acting either as a voluntary or paid agent or employe of the
United States in any capacity, including an advisory capacity, shall solicit, induce,
or attempt to induce any person or officer authorized to execute or to direct the

' Publi-, No. 41, 65th Cong. (H. R. 4961), p. i.
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cxtcutlon of contract* on behalf of the United Sutct to make any contract or fiv«

any order for the furnishing to the United Statei of work, labor, or kervicea, or of

materialf, tuppliea, or other property of any kind or character, if tuch asent or

employe hai any pecuniary interest in tuch contract or order, or if he or any firm

(if which he it a member, or corporation, joint-itock company, or aMociation of

which he ia an officer or stockholder, or in the pecu>:*:'ry profits of which he is

directly or indirectly interested, shall be a party thereto. Nor shall any afent or

empkiye make or permit any committee or other body of which he is a member to

make, or participate in making, any recommendation concerning such contract

or order to any council, board, or commission of the United States, or any member
or subordinate thereof, without making to the best of his knowled'^e and belief a

full and complete disclosure in writing to such council, boarJ, commission, or

subordinate of any, and every pecuniary interest which he may have in such con-

tract or order and of his inteiest in any Brm, corporation, company, or auoriation

being a p.'vrty thereto. Nor shall he participate in the awarding of sulii contract or

givi ^ such "^rder. Any wilful violation of any of the provisions of this section shall

be punishable by a fine of not more than f 10,000, or by imprisonment of not more

than five years, or both: Provided, that the provtsions of this sertion shall not

change, alter or lepeal section forty-one of chapter 331, thirty-fifth Statutes at

Large.

The ancient common law bulwarks, by which the con-

suming public is enabled to keep out of the conspiracies of

commercial distributors, are here reiterated as the principles

of public safety in the sections which follow. The provisions

against destroying necessities in order to enhance the price or

restrict the supply (sec. 4); against unjust, discriminatory, or

imiair or even wasteful storage without license; against

hoarding (sees. 5-6) or combining to restrict supplies (sec.

9)—these are aimed at those age long evils occurring under

the legal triology of "engrossing, forestalling and enhancing"

so recurrent in the history of English speaking municipalities.

Still more drastic and direct control over "foods, feeds, fuels

and other supplies necessary to the support of the army or the

main aance of the navy, or any other public use connected

with ti.d common defense," is authorized by requisitioning

existing stocks (sec. 10) and by taking over "for use or opera-

tion by the government, any factory, packing house, oil pipe

line, mine or other plant." Just compensation shall be

ascertained and paid.^ P ^^ if said compensation be not

satisfactory, then 75 per ceuL of the offered amount shall be

* Public, No. 41, 65th Cong. (H. R. 4961), pp. 1-5.
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paid, with thr privilege of suing in the United States Circuit
Court for the determination and collection of the difference
(«ec. 12).

The Theory of Government War Contraclint

Contractual control over private property and economic
resources expands with emergency speed in the other sections
of the act. An absolute guarantee of wheat prices which will
insure producers a reasonable profit, but not under S2 a
bushel, basis No. I, northern at interior markets (sec. 14)- a
complete suspension of the production of distilled spirits for
beverage purposes at thirty days' notice (sec. 15); fixing the
pnces of coal and coke "for the efficient prosecution of the
war (sec. 25); and the regulation or even prohibition of
operations on the commodity exchanges, boards of trade
clearing houses and similar institutions having to do with the
prices and transactions in necessaries where the evil practices
of market manipulation or unfair and misleading quotations
are resorted to (sec. i3)-there the bargaining power of the
l^resident is made supreme in the interest of public necessity.

1 he theory of the government war contract is that the
collective emergency of the national struggle for existence
dominates every phase of economic life. This law step by
step brought man power, manufacturing, the supply market
agriculture, mining and merchandising under its dominion in
the form of federal statutes. By the Urgency Deficiency .Act
of June 25, 191 7, the President was empowered to build
requisition and acquire ships. Reaching out still farther by
the act of March 21, 1918,1 the rail transport systems of
255,000 miles passed under federal control. And lastly the
military establishment itself, by the Overman Act of May 20
1918, empowering the President to consolidate executive
bureaus, agencies and offices, had to capitulate to the public
demand for less formality and more effectiveness.' By this
redistribution of army supply functions the policy of consoli-

' Public, No. 107, 65th Cong. (S. 37«)
Ubid., No. lit, ejtl. Cong, (S. 3771)
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dating the aupply service, transportation and iinance ct)m-

pleted the statutory provisions of emergency control over war
contract relations.'

Administrative Principles of Proceuirk

Apart from war time legislation affecting government con-
tracts, there had been developed a large Iwdy of special acts

and regulations which def.ned the administrative procedure
in entering into contracts. Some of these had come down
from Civil War time, in which obligations by army and
navy had at first liocn rather loosely assumed. .An inscstiga-

tion by Congress in 1861 and 1862 resultetl in a remedy fur

the method of indefinite agreements and uncertain liabilities

being then placed upon the government. In the World War
the same tendency to waive the regular methods of procedure
in concluding contracts came to prevail ver>' extensiwiy.
Among these informal awards the most common were the
procurement orders during the second year of the conflict.

This situation came out in the days immediately following

the armistice, when the Comptroller of the Treasury ruled
iigainst the validity of the so-called informal or verbal con-

tracts. The government, it was suddenly dis<o\ere(l. wa> ia

no sense obligated, especially when goods had not been
delivered, because the act of 1862 expressly provided that a
contract could not be valid unless it was signed in writing.

Formal Requirements of a Valid Contract

That requirement is thus quoted from the Revised Statutes,
sec. 3744:

Conlracis to be in Wrilini.—It shall be the duty of the Secretary of War, of the
Secretary of the Xa\-y, and of the Secretary of the Interior, to cause and require
every contract made by them severally on behalf of the government, or by tht-ir

officers under them appointed to make such contracts, to be reduced to writinK.
and signed by the contracting parties with their names at the end thereof; a copy
of which shall be filed by the officer making and signing the contract in the Returns
Office of the Department of the Interior, as soon after the contract is made as
possible, and within thirty days, together with all bids, offers, and proposals to

* War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part t, p. 182.
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him made by persons to obtain the same, and with a copy of any advertisement he

may have published inviting bids, offere, or proposals for the same. All the copies

and papers in relation to each contract shall be attached together by a ribbon and

seal, and marked by numbers in regular ortler, according to the number of papers

composing the whole return.

Contracting Officer Disclaims Interest Under Oath

One of the most common difficulties arising under this

requirement occurred when the contracting officer who had

begun negotiations and informally entered into agreement

with a manufacturer was called to duty elsewhere, maybe in

France, leaving the drawing up of the terms in writing and the

signing to his successor. Another source of irregularity was

the practice of having a subordinate under direction of the

authorized contracting officer do the signing. Hundreds of

contracts as filed in the Returns Office are of this sort. They

are, however, none the less irregular in procedure when this is

done in the original contract. In order that this return may

be made ia due form the statute requires an oath of disinter-

estedness to be affixed by the contracting officer representing

the government. That part of the procedure is contained in

the Revised Statutes, sec. 3745:

Oath to Contract.—U shall be the further duty of the officer, before making his

return, according to the preceding section, to affix to the same his affidavit in the

following form, sworn to before some magistrate having authority to administer

oaths: I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that the copy of contract hereto annexed

is an exact copy of a contract by me personally with ; that I made the

same fairly without any benefit or advantage corruptly to the said or

any ther person; and that the papers accompanying include all those relating to

the said contract, as required by the statute in such case made and provided.

The penalty for omitting returns as thus required "unless

for unavoidable accident or causes not within his control,"

made the contracting officer guilty of misdemeanor, and

imposed a fine of from $100 to $500 and not over six months'

imprisonment. The chiefs of the several supply bureaus are

required by law to "insure a precise and immediate compliance

with these statutes," and contracting officers shall familiarize

themselves with their provisions.
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Advertising for Proposals the Standr i Procedure

Although competitive bidding is ws", >o' in emergencies,

it is a mistake to assume that it is e inly scl ?--l<'^ by war.

Practically all of the contracts miile by tht r: .ganized

Quartermaster General's Office (afte. (unuarv, 19 8), under

the Purchase, Storage and Traffic L; 11,1011 cj' the General

Staff, were made on the open advertising basis. This prin-

ciple of procedure is based on the idea that a fair price is more
likely to result from competitive bidding after due publicity

in ordinary times. War conditions might change the method
without abandoning the policy. So it was held that even in

emergency times, with proper cost accounting and price

determining facilities, such as this division then had in the

War Industries Board, better results could be gotten by the

open bidding than by the cost-plus plan of award. For the

further protection of the government. Army Commodity
Committees were later constituted.' The law which defines

the method of letting contracts under this plan reads as

follows;

All purchases and contracts for supplies or services in any of the departments of

the government, except for personal service shall be made by advertising a suf-

ficient time previously for proposals respecting the same when the public exigencies

do not require immediate delivery of the articles or performance of the service.

R. S., sec. 3709.

When immediate delivery or performance is required by the public exigency the

articles of service required may be procured by open purchase or by contract at

the prices and in the manner which such articles aie usually bought and sold or

such services engaged between individuals.

This was and is always the standard procedure in the pur-

chase of supplies, e.Kcept when a duly authorized exigency

makes more direct methods necessary. In the absence of such

authorization by the head of the department or order of the

President, the proposal must be advertised in the open market.

The Comptroller of the Treasury has ruled that when news-

paper advertising is impracticable, it should be done by
circulars, letters or posters, directly or indirectly advising

i Supply Bulletin, No. 33, Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division, August, 38,

1918, pp. 3-9.

i!
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dealers. The navy did this effectively throughout the war

period.'

Elimination of the Contract Broker with Contingent Fees

Shortly after the passage of the National Defense Act of

June 3, 1916, the government's purchasing assumed such

increased proportions as to attract an unduly large clientele of

contract or contingent fee brokers. These functionaries had

figured largely in American contracting with European

belligerents before we entered the war. Many became unduly

rich, until the Allied Governments consolidated their pur-

chases on this side of the waters. They swarmed into the

field of negotiation between the departments and the market,

usually operating on a 5 per cent basis. This loaded the cost

to our government by just so much more in addition to the

manufacturer's price. At least, that is the view the Attorney

General took of the practice, for whose prevalence the War
Department was mainly but not wholly responsible. In

order to do away with this "insidious and reprehensible"

method, which the courts had universally condemned, the

following covenant was prescribed for insertion in all gov-

ernment contracts and orders:

The contractor expressly warrants that he has employed no third person to

solicit or obtain this contract in his behalf, or to cause or to procure the same to be

obtained upon compensation in any way contingent, in whole or in part, upon such

procurement and that he has not paid, or promised or agreed to pay to any third

person, in consideration of such procurement, or in compensation for services in

connection therewith, any brokerage, commission, or percentage upon the amount

receivable by him hereunder; and that he has not, in estimating the contract price

demanded by him, included any sum by reason of any such brokerage, commission,

or percentage: and that all monies payable to him hereunder are free from obliga-

tion to any other persons for services rendered, or supposed to have been rendered,

in the procurement of this contract.'

Purchasing Through Jobbers Discountenanced

A further step in clearing middlemen from the field of con-

tract relations between government and the manufacturer

was taken by the more rigid enforcement of the general policy

' Report of Paymaster General of the Navy, 1918, pp. 15-16.
* Letter dated June 18, 1916, by the Attorney General to heads of all depart-

ments.
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of the six supply bureaus of ihe War Department to buy

directly from manufacturers, after the reorganization in 1918.

On this matter the Director of Purchases, Storage and

Trafiic, of the General Staff, found it necessary to issue

Supply Bulletin No. i, dated June i, 1918, stating again the

essential features of the general policy of direct purchasing.

This policy was summarized as follows:

A. That the War Department diacountenances purchases through jobbers in

general.

B. That purchases thn ^h jobbers are almost entirely confined to small emer-

gency purchases where quick deliveries are necessary and can only be obtained or

can best be obtained from jobbers' stocks.

C. In certain cases of comparatively small purchases involving a list of miscel-

laneous articles it may be advantageous for the government to place one order

with a jobber for the complete list of articles rather than place several orders with

manufacturers of the various items.

D. In certain clearly defined and well known and understood cases purchases

are made through selling agencies set up by and representing one or more man-

ufacturers. These selling agencies are at times the sole authorized agency for

handling the selling of the manufacturers' goods.

E. The general policy of all bureaus is that purchases through jobbers are excep-

tional, and exceptional reasons, therefore, must be presented before such purchases

are authorized.

Other principles of a more or '<" technical character g'^v-

erning the validity of contracts . 'ought to the front in

connection with the cancelation . .tracts ensuing upon

the armistice. These are dealt with in a later chapter. The
substance of the questions involved is, however, to be found in

the Hearings before the House Committee on Military Affairs,

Sixty-fifth Congress, Third Session, on H. R. 13,274, "To
provide relief where formal contracts have not been made in

the manner required by law."' These proposals on the part

of the War Department officials, especially relating to muni-

tions, represented probably 25,000 outstanding contracts,

on November 11, 1918.

Organic Principle of Governmental Supply System

It required the greater part of the nineteen months of the

war to get rid of the older supply system and work into the

* Public, No. 107, 65th Cong., 3d Sess. Approved March 2, 1919, usually known
as the Dent Act.
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new. In the prewar organization of supply in the War
Department the bureau system of independent purchase
prevailed generally. That soon proved its incapacity to do
business satisfactorily. It had defeated its own usefulness,
by forcing prices up to highly speculative levels by wasteful
rivalry among the contracting officials, if for no other reasons.
It had been a survival of conditions in the War Department of
which it is charitable to say that the country generally was
ignorant. For years the public had been entertaining the
illusion that with the outlay of a hundred million of dollars a
year it was maintaining a military establishment that was
within reasonable distance of being ready for war. The test
of experience brought to light the facts as opposed to the
official fiction. The facts of the official investigations go to
show that the older supply system was, like most other
interests in the department, dominated by tivo internal
forces of about equal strength. One of these made for prog-
ress; the other for reaction; together they automatically
deprived the nation of its rightful p-oprietorship in an ade-
quate system of public defense. The military establishment
as such had many examples of splendid service and of
devoted individual efforts under adverse conditions. Yet it

remains true of the establishment as a whole, with the excep-
tion of two or three of its branches of service,' that much of
the department's business machinery for handling a real war
in the spring of 1917 proved to be incapable of adapting itself
to the needs of the hour.

In no particular respect was this situation more evident in
actual practice than in the supply functions. Its more glaring
inadequacies had been exposed in the mobilization of troops
and their care on the Mexican Border. Then the country
let it pass with a Congressional investigation or two. But,
with the advent of the war with Germany, the patience of
the business world soon reached the limit of toleration. To
relieve the army supply situation, as a result of the failure in

' The Corps of Engineers, whose business relations have been c- n in peace
times maintained at a high standard of efficiency, likewise found itself best pre-
pared for war. SeeReportof Secretary of War, 1917 pp 34-36
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departmental circles to meet the conditions adequately, a
large number and variety of individuals and business organiza-

tions volunteered to cooperate, each seeking to assist in what-
ever way practicable. To cut a long story short, the efforts

of the department to adjust its supply machinery to the

business organization of the country brought into being the

General Munitions Board, later merged into the War Indus-

tries Board, as the means of mediation between the two.'

Joint Powers 0} Purchase and Industrial Control

On what organic principle did the supply system of the War
Department ultimately work out the problem of contract

relations with business through the War Industries Board?
This is answered in the statement issued by the Purchase and
Supply Branch, Supply Bulletin No. 22, dated August 28,

1918, defining the dities of the army commodity committees
and army representatives on commodity sections, as related

to the War Industries Board.' These commodity committees
were units of the Purchase and Supply Branch of the General
Staff; the commodity sections were the corresponding units

of organization on ihe War Industries Board. War Depart-
ment representation in these sections could become effective

only to the extent that the departmental representatives were
competently equipped for service thereon. The principle of

procedure is thus stated officially to the army committees
and representatives having part in the supply of commodities
for the army in cooperation with the War Industries Board;

Conditions of modern warfare demand more than the mustering of armies; thev
tax the productive capacity of the nation to its limit and require the mobilization

of all our material resources for the purposes of war, Tmong which are the mainte-
nance of the civilian population and the preservatirn of the economic fabric. The
provision of funds and unlimited power o^ purchase is not alone sufficient to this

end. With governmental power of purchase nv st be coupled governmental power
to control, administer, and mobilize industry and material resource. Every other
belligerent nation has recognized this necessity and provided for it by creating a
single agency or ministry of munitions possessing both the power to purchase and

*See the Second Annual Report of the Council of National Defense (1918),
pp. I17-119: "The War Industries Board and Its Subordinate Agencies."

* Supply Bulletin, No. 22, pp. 1-2.
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the po«M to control re«)urcc. We have provided a »imilar mechanUiii, Bmt by
centering the power to control resources in rhe War Industries Board; second, by
vesting vast power of purchase in the War Department and other governmental
agencies, and. finally, by malting these agencies part and parcel of the War Indus-
tries Board coupling the power of purchase with the power to control Industry-
all to a common end.

IVar Department Representation on War Industries Board
But the coupling of these two powers and the mechanism so created can not be

rendered effective unless all officials and units connected with it have a clear
understanding of its purpose and its organization. On the part of some of our
units this understanding seems not complete. Two things must be constantly
kept in mind.

First, that officers representing the War Department on the War Industries
Board or on any of its organizational units are as much a part of the Utter organiza-
tion as the officers of the War Industries Board themselves and that their powers
are as broad and iheir duties and responsibilit a as absolute as the powers, duties,
and responsibilities of officers of that boaro.

Second, that the duty of representation of the Wa.- Department is not per-
formed by a mere submission of our needs and requirements to t!ie War Industries
Bo,-rd. Our officers must participate in all deliberations and plans for the fulfil-
ment of these requirements, bringing to the knowledge of the inrlustrial fabric
that is found among civilian memheis of the board the technical knowledge of
materiel, the experience of war purchase, and the relative urgency of the military
demand that is found only in our own organization. Action by those units result-
ing from these deliberations should be the joint and reasoned action of our own
representatives and the civilian and other representatives thereon.



CHAPTER IV

Rise and Fall of Eztra-Departmental Contracting

A careful suney of the evolution of army contracting under
war conditions discloses three r-.ther distinct developments.
First came the older system of each bureau doing its own
purchasing independently. That was done on the theory
that it takes a military specialist to buy a manufactured
commodity for use along professional and technical lines of

ser\ ice. This plan had the pecuniary result, when it came
to contracting on the billion dollar scale, of costing the public
Treasury many millions of dollars over and above what was
reasonably necessary. The second period was that in which
the Council of National Defense attempted to cooperate in

the contracting functions of the War Department in partic-

ular, w ith the twofold result of landing the business organi-
zations on an illegal basis of cooperation with the government,
and of breaking up the unity of departmental responsibility.

The third stage was that in which a long advocated plan of
consolidating the war purchasing agencies was effected under
a single control of the Division of Purchase, Storage and
Traffic, under the General Staff.

Isolated Bure.\u Systejh of Contracti.vg F.\ils

Under the peace time system of isolated bureau contracting
each chief managed a piece of official machinery of varying
degrees of contracting efficiency. In their narrower and more
intense fields of specialization there was much superior service

on economical lines. At intervals the methods of internal

administration were overhauled, so as to bring the procedure
of a given bureau somewhat more fully into line with prevail-

ing business standards. This, however, strengthened rather

than weakened the isolating individuality in functions and
in relations to the contracting market. In the main, the

27
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art of intcrbureau cooperation was more or less atrophied
when the war era began to dawn upon the department. Even
two years of war in Europe had not served to lower the walls
of partition which rendered cooperative capacity across
delimiting lines next to impossible under the circumstances.
Each specialized in its own contracting field. The established
plan was that of advertising for bids, waiting a month or so,
then opening the bids in public, and after comparison and
inquiry as to the responsibility of the bidders, making the
award to the lowest acceptable bidder. It was a safe and
fairly satisfactory peace time method, but ill-adapted to the
speed of war procedure, without some expediting changes in
plan, such as the navy adopted. The ruts of tradition seem
to have been too deeply worn for the machinery to get out
and speed up for emergency demands by readjustment from
within.

Advisory Supplies Committee Negotiates Contracts
It was this that made it comparatively easy for the Council

of National Defense to assume, under the guise of assisting
negotiations, the virtual role of war contracting for the
Quartermaster Corps. By means of its Advisory Commission
and Its groups of associated committees the real work of
contract making rapidly came their way. The supreme
exigency of national peril was at hand. Commercial organi-
zations were demanding better coordination of the several
purchasing agencies of the government, and Congress was
advocating a separate departmental head to take up the
production and supply of munitions. About the same time
it becan.e evident that the much advertised aircraft produc-
tion was not functioning satisfactorily under the Signal
Corps proper. In fact, the advisory personnel had assumed
control of program and policy. The Quartermaster General's
Office was depleted of its experienced assistants, consisting
of highly capable civilian office employes whom General
Sharpe had commissioned, only to have them transferred to
other duties than those in which they were preeminently
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needed. Meanwhile documents relating to ponding contracts
were choking the channels of official machinery in charge of
newborn talent. Still, in spite of this, the supreme necessity
of coordinating war material purchasing, and thereby check-
ing th<; agrant abuse of competitive bidding among bureau
chiefs and running up prices by leaps and bounds, was sys-
tematically opposed. General Goethals, when he took charge
of the Quartermaster General's Corps, December 26, 1917,
found only one chief of bureaus to agree with him on this
remedy. On this subject his testimony is relevant:

Of course there wa> oppoiition by all the bureau chiefs. We were robbing
them, ai they viewed it, of «omc of their authority and some of their perqui-
litesand we met with considerable difficulty in bringing it about.'

Belated Advent of Consolidated Supply Service

This came after a supervisory makeshift had failed to work
in the pooling of purchases. The really vital contracting
plan of a consolidation of purchasing agencies under a single
head came into effect slowly. Although taken up with the
General Staff as early as February, J918, and again formu-
lated and put up to the General Staff, in Julj-, 1918, it was
not really acted upon until late in September. Even then
its actual operation in full scope did not really get under way
until the middle of October—less than a month before the
armistice. Fortunately, some of the correctives of the
government buying in the same market as rival bureau bidders
were applied months before the fully coordinated plan of
supply service came into being. FiiHy half of the war was
fought under an egregiously uneconomic system of buying,
and it took a large part of the other half of the period to drive
the war authorities, both the Secretary and the General Staff,

and the self-centered bureaus, to recognize and abandon the
system for something better.

Contractual Functions of War Industries Board
The necessity for consolidating the supply service was made

the more insistent by reason of the fact that the Council of

' War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 6, p. 523.
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National Defense had meanwhile assumed a role that was
neither to the liking of Congress nor to that of the military
bureaus. By the end of 1917, under the ineffective efforts of
the War Department in handling the supply situation, the
council had practically taken over much of the purchasing of
clothing and equipage for the army from the Quartermaster
Corps. This was done through one of its advisory commit-
tees, especially the Committee on Supplies, acting in coopera-
tion with the I ge trade organizations. It turned out, how-
ever, that the very representatives of these trade and indus-
trial orc.-.ni^ations who wore assisting the go\ernment in
making its supply contracts were at the same time interested
in the industries and concerns that were selling to the govern-
ment. This discovery of what turned out to be a violation
of the anti-trust laws put part of the work of the council
on an illegal basis. Many resignations of advisory commit-
teemen followed in order to avoid even the appearance of
impropriety. The advisory service of the council was em-
bodied in the price fixing and cost determining cooperation
of the War Industries Board of a personnel ifsassociated
from anypccuniary interest in contracting proctJ j.e. There-
in was vested the allocation of contracts on priority bases in
supply orders.' By this time the Purchase and Storage
Division, with General Goethals in charge, had begun to
centralize the purchasing work of the Quartermaster Corps.
But that was not until civic cooperation had threatened to
shelve much of the \\ar Department's out of date contracting
machinery.



CHAPTER V

Types and Forms of War Contracts

Evolution of contract forms as used by the army and the

navy dates mainly from the beginning of the Civil War period

down to the present time. In the Civil War it was the navy
that got itself into trouble from a rather loose method of

concluding agreements for supplies. Of this, at least, some
enterprising people took ad^'antaKe and brought in claims of

which there was at best doubtful ground for recognition.

That resulted in the passage of the act of 1862, after an
investigation, making a contract in writing necessary for its

\alidity, and requiring signing by the contracting officer.

That law now stands as section 3744, Revised Statutes, and
is the cornerstone of our war time contracting policy. It

requires other formalities, including the oath of disinterested-

ness. It implies rather than requires advertisement for com-
petitive bidding in express terms. But competitive bidding

was the peace time rule which it was sought with varying

success to carry over into war time. The two main classes

of contracts and orders in use in the army in peace were

competitive awards and procurement orders. The latter were

in general use especially on the part of the Corps of Engineers

in river and harbor work, where it was not convenient to make
purchases of supplies during the short open season of outdof)r

work by the more formal plan of competitive bidding for

articles of standard market price. This was authorized by
law, and under that law the other bureaus of the army
purchased freely in war time, with the result that there was
a vast number of informal contracts outstanding when the

Comptroller of the Treasury ruled that they were illegal,

whether iudgetl by war or peace standards. They were mainly

orders given informally, when they should have been contracts

drawn and signed formally. These were later validated by

the act of March 2, 1919, known as the Dent Law.
31
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The following classification of war time contracts will
serve to .nd.cate the several groups of obligations into which
the government entered under different conditions during thewar period

:

» ^ «

I. Compelitive Awards, under sections 3744, ,74, and
3746, Revised Statutes, used in time of peace i the only 4alform, with certain exceptions. Applied especially to the three
departments of the army, the navy and the interior. Used inthe army supply purchases after the reorganization of that
division under General Goethals, even during the war

2 Cosl-Plus Contracts. These were made legal by theNational Defense Act of ,9.6, upon proclamation of anemergency condition making the usual competitive method
of award inexpedient on account of urgency of demand to bedetermined by the President. The features of this type werethe payment of the full costs by the government, and compen-
sating the contractor for his organization by th. payment ofa fee either fixed or in the form of a percentage of the cost.

Ihis form of contract was afterwards prohibited by act ofCongress in the contracts for housing facilities.' The Poin-
dexter Bill of May 20, ,9,9, prohibited it as well as commis-
sions m any government contracting. The General Staff
Purchase and Supply Branch, of the Purchase, Storage and
Traffic Division of the army, required that an approval sec-
tion be organized to protect the interest of the government inany supply bureau where that form of cost-plus contract wasbeing used to any considerable extent. (Supply Bulletin, No
18, August 3, 1918.) The act of Congress applied only to
the percentage fees—not to the fixed price fee

3- Allocation Contracts. These were resorted to when the
quantity of supplies exceeded the known capacity of mills
w-hen the orders were apportioned among the factories, usually
after some conference among the representatives of the tradeon the basis of capacity, including both operating capacity
and potential capacity. Many of the contracts for duck and

.9'.l!''Hou'iJg ^^.'
''•" '^"«- <" « "•'«<" >"»-«n8 «. 7 of act of May 16,
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woolen cloth were placed thus, at a price agreed u|Km with a

10 percent profit.

4. Commandetring or Requisilioned Orders. This was used
as a last resort, when the conditions in the trade or industry

were such as to make it in the public interest to waive nego-

tiation and get results by taking o\er industries or supplies

for public account. The com|H'nsation for use of premises,

plant, etc., had to Ijc at a fair and just price, and in case of

dispute to pay 75 per cent ilown antl settle for the balance

when and as it may Iw adjudged.

5. Procurement Orders. These ha\e l)ecn descril>ed in

connection with the informal contracts under the head of

cost-plus contracts. The use of this type of order, or contract,

assumes competitive conditions in the branch of trade con-

cerned. It pertains usually to merchandise as to the prices

for which there is an open market and of which no unusual
quantities are wanted at one time.

6. Agency Contracts. These were the kind used in the con-

struction of the shipyards and the ships at the great govern-

ment plants for fabrication of tonnage of steel ships. The
same kind was used for the purpose of accomplishing various

other war time objects, such as the construction of projects

at home and abroad. It provided for payment by fee in fixed

amount per unit of product, and differed little from the cost-

plus contract for a fixed amount.'

The competitive contracts were usually lump sum awards,
though not always so. But under war conditions the factors

entering intv; t"' mal.iii,; of prices were fully disorganized.

It became n(ci-i.ir>-, therefore, for the placing of contracts

on any terms at all to recognize the emergency conditions

which controlled costs and to adjust • the government's

methods of bargaining to these new requirements.

Early in the war period, owing to the necessity of speeding

up all government work, the established lines of procedure

' For a specimen, see that of the American International Corporation with the
Emergency^ Fleet Corporation for the building of the Hog Island yards and fifty

ships. This was signed September 13, 1917, and is reprinted in full in Investiga-
tion of U. S. Shipping Board. E. F. C, Vol. I, pp. J6o-s7I.
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in contract making were loosened up, yet the authorities

H^'L"*;! y'°:r """ *° *'"' ^^'^y °f «"°-"8 largehberty m official bargaming. Instead of anticipating war
a>nd.tions, the recognition of an eme,^ency was not author-^ under the auspices of the War Department by the
Secretary's letter of April ,2, ,9,7, until six days after thedeclarafon of war with Germany. This declared that in viewof the existence of an emergency, within the meaning of sec-tion 3709, Revised Statutes, and other laws, the advertisTng
requirement for bids in making contracts for and on beTal ofthe government might be omitted.

rnir/^'j!'^'' ".T^*''"
^'"^ departure from the usual for-

malities be provided for, at the hour when camp and canton-ment construction, munitions contracts and other equallyurgent arrangements were being effected altogether tooslowly for the exigencies of the hour. For instance in th^
division of the Quartermaster Corps which h^dThand theplanning procurement and building of camps and canton-ments, the entire personnel in charge at Washington was

woTo^ hr ™'r''
'""' '""' '"^" *-^'"« *° "Lie thework ostensibly on the prewar basis. Hordes of contractorswer^ crowding the single room in which this ill-equipped staff

sides of The ^ffi.' *'>V"""';!;'""^
^°"*^^^*''- -* - thesides of the officer s desk at which he was presiding.'

Army Supply Offices Hindered by Peace Time Forms
A somewhat similar situation as to the pressure for con-

the'lr'"" aT'*"* •" **'" """'' °' *^ C'-'-^f °f Ordnance of

Im T^' u
' '"""ediately after the declaration of war

this office began to experience the incapacity to meet a war
situation of which its head had occasion after occasion lamednot only his supenor m office but Congress as well. To the

tTe n5 ?^''f' '"'T'"''
'* '""'' ^ P°'"t«l °"t that bythe National Defense Act of ,916 it had provided for an

increase m personnel of the Ordnance Office. Yet, in spite
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of this emergency provision in the law, no increase, except on
the five year peace time basis, in the much needed service on
account of the supposed imminence of war was allowed.

The appeal of Brigadier-General Crozier, then in charge of

ordnance, had been made long before that for authorization

to proceed on an emergency footing to make contracts for

basic requirements for ordnance production, by "organizing

the increments of the Ordnance Department without organ-

izing any other increments provided for in the National De-
fense Act." But the law office of the War Department, true

to the obstructive traditions of departmental interpretation

of laws, gave negative answer. True also to the insatiate

legal appetite, the remedy was suggested in further legislation.

With that decision or ruling the Secretary of War coincided,

leaving the contracting capacity of the Ordnance Office

bound hand and foot to the limitations of a prewar basis

with a personnel of less than a hundred officers at the several

arsenals and in the Washington office. A few dates will help

to locate responsibility. The Ordnance Office's first letter on
the subject was dated December 4, 1916, and the Secretary's

reply, endorsing the Adjutant General's negative ruling,

arrived only on February 9, 191 7. Thus the great oppor-
tunity to utilize the lawfully provided presidential discretion

in declaring an emergency condition was lost. Meanwhile
the country was on the very verge of war. The makers of

ordnance and small arms were obliged to enter into provisional

contracts or understandings with the federal authorities, under
conditions that radically modified the speed of delivery under
contracts. To this the Ordnance Office as well as the Quarter-
master General's Office were driven by the signal failure of the

military establishment's authorities to see ahead and take
action in time. Could any more convincing proof of this

paralyzing quality of administrative inaction be wanted than
the fact that the declaration of an emergency condition exist-

ing was not made by the Secretarj- of War until six days after

the country had gone to war with Germany? Every contract,

in the meantime, that was made on any but the prewar basis
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of advertising first, then waiting for bids and finnlly awarding
to the lowest bidder, was done with the knowledge that
it was an indictable oflfense.

Factors Affecting Forms of Contracts

These are some of the underlying conditions that had a
decisive influence on the types and forms of contracts that had
to be improvised in the hour of national crisis. The more
immediate factors in determining the types of agreements by
which the government may get things done are four: (i)

costs of production ; (2) quality of goods wanted
; (3) quantity

of goods wanted and (4) time within which delivery is required.

These are given in what may be called the peace time order of

importance. In war time, when time is of the highest con-
sideration, costs sink to the bottom of the list, and the order
of relative importance stands as follows: (i) time of delivery,

reduced to the lowest absolute minimum; (2) quality, which
retains its relative rank; (3) quantity, and finally (4) costs.

The two types of contracts which were used in the vast
majority of cases were the straight purchase-and-sale con-

tract at a fixed price, and the cost-plus contract. The addi-

tional compensation in the latter type -night either be a defi-

nite sum or a percentage of the cost as the second element in

pecuniary reward. The former type is often called the lump
sum contract, and the latter the cost plus percentage or fixed

profit contract. In the one a fixed price per unit is the feature.

In the other, both of the elements, of cost of production and of

premium or percentage, are or may be variable. The one
embodies certainty and definiteness in obligation and com-
pensation, subject to inspection for quality standards and
compliance with delivery schedules. The other, owing to the

importance of producing results at all hazards, makes both
expense and profit a contingent outcome. Consequently this

applies to speculative or experimental undertakings, for in-

stance. A third form, the agency contract, employs an already

existing or especially equipped organization to produce a
given product or perform a desired experiment. Here the
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government pays the bills and compensates the agent by a
percentage on costs. It is this last named Itind of agreement
under which the American International Shipbuilding Cor-
poration was organized to carry out a contract for building
merchant ships for the United States Shipping Board, under
the auspices of the board's subsidiary, the Emergency Fleet
Corporation at Hog Island. The largest shipyard in the
world was there constructed on a swampy river front in the
course of twelve months, and the practicability of quantity
production of fabricated ships amply demonstrated.
The field in which the cost-plus type figured most widely

in war contract operations was that of camp and cantonment
construction," as well as in the building of office buildings,
docking and loading facilities and warehouses and storage
facilities for the War Department, especially for quarter-
master supplies service. By far the most of this work was
done under the cooperation of the Emergency Construction
Committee of the Council of National Defense.' To this
advisory agency belongs the credit of working out an emer-
gency form of contract in the crisis of war time needs as well
as of applying the cost-plus contract to an extremely difficult

situation during the first year of the war. Probably the best
known field in which the fixed price purchase-and-sale type of
contract figured was in that of the purchasing after reor-
ganization (1918) of the Quartermaster's Department of the
army, subsequently merged into the Purchase, Storage and
Traffic Division of the General Staff.

Interdepartmental Effort to Standardize Contracts

As might well be supposed, the rather sudden entrance of
the country upon a war program led to many departures
from the legalized types of agreement in supplying the needs
of army and navy. Once the limitations of the law were
removed as to the statutory and administrative procedure,
and the full swing of emergency freedom realized, we find

' Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 1918, p. 61; rWrty-too Cilies at
40,000 PopvJatiim Each.

'

* Second Annual Report, Council of National Defenae, pp. 188-190. M«i
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much confusion arising and criticism current as to the con-

tracts under which war work was being done. Many new

oflficials were inducted into contracting offices, who knew not

the routine of the prewar procedure in the War Department.

In that situation the suggestion of an interdepartmental con-

ference on the uniformity of contracts and cost accounting

methods and definitions was called. The conclusions of the

dele ates, thirty in number, representing the Departments of

Commerce, War and Navy, the Council of National Defense

and the Federal Trade Commission, were as follows:

I. That in every instance where fair terms can be obtained, contracts should

be in the form of straight purchase-and-sale contracts at fixed prices.

The question of what constitutes fair terms has a twofold bearing. In this com-

mittee's view it served as the moral basis from which the entire subject of govern-

mental war time bargaining ought to be regarded. In its definition of "fair terms"

the conference laid down six criteria:

(i) Quality and quantity of the article purchased.

(3) Adaptability or inadaptability of th- "lant to other than war business.

(3) Duration of the job, proportion of j- ar.c and capital tied up.

(4) Possibility of fluctuations in materii ; -.nd labor costs.

(5} Loss to commercial business by tailing government work.

(6) Comparison with prices of other manufacturers, competitive bidding, etc.

II. That a standard form of straight purchase-and-sale contract be adopted for

use wherever practicable.

Among the features of this form it was advised that clauses on the following

•ubjects should be incorporated:

(l) Methods of delivery, storage of product, shipment to designation.

(3) United States to pay for raw material delivered to the contractor.

(3) To have the right itself to supply material and component parts.

(4) To adjust prices on increased material costs above estimated costs.

(5) To adjust price on increase in labor costs.

(6) Liquidated damages.

(7) War termination clause, providing for cancelation, etc.

This conference did not fail to take account of certain con-

ditions which made it difficult to get contractors to undertake

government work on the fixed price basis. There were many
elements of hazard in the business situation, which made it

necessary to follow the cost-plus form of agreement, in order

to get work done on fair terms to the contractor of the best

intentions. There was, for example, no experience on which

to estimate what the cost of making steel helmets by a sheet

iron concern might be. In all such untried fields the experi-
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mental basis of the cost-plus contract was the best the govern-

ment could do, short of commandeering the plant or going

into business on its own account. This type comes into use

in cases where the materials and labor markets are in a state of

fluctuation such as to make bidding on the fixed price plan a

highly speculative undertaking. Moreover, it was a matter

of contract experience on engineering and building construc-

tion projects that the cost-plus plan had become a standard

type of agreement. Why, then, could it not be applied with

confidence to the enormous construction program of the

government, provided the contractors were selected with due

regard for fidelity and efficiency and were given an induce-

ment to be economical rather than extravagant? Conse-

quently the recommerx I Ktions

—

III. That in cost-plus contracts a fixed profit of a definite sum of money per

article be agreed upon instead of a percentage of cost.

IV. That this agreed upon profit be subject to adjustment, so that the con-

tractor may share in the saving of costs, or be charged witii part of the excess

of actual cost over estimated cost.

V. That a standard form of cost-plus contract be adapted for use wherever

practicable.

Obviously the main difficulty in making this plan workable

was to ascertain the costs upon which contractor and con-

tracting officer could agree. Thanks to the state of progress

of the accounting profession and the existence of both govern-

mental and advisory agencies for price determining and cost

accounting, this was a task of organization out of available

talent in professional circles. But such a checking up staff

had to be at every factory, in every shop and at every camp

and cantonment to see that the contractor, whose interest it

was to swell costs, was not taking advantage of his oppor-

tunity.

There were no cost-plus contracts in the Quartermaster

Department, as later reorganized, outside of the construc-

tion work; or if any had been arranged before December 26,

1917, they were abrogated later.' The plan was opposed,

under the reorganization in operation during 1918, because

* War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 6, p. 528.
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it produced extravagance, it gave no incentive to tlie con-
tractor to economize, it imposed all the risks on the govern-
ment and left the contractor with none. Even though the
Shipping Board's contracts with the five fabricating yards
were made on the cost-plus basis, it was not considered neces-
sary by the navy as a rule to get contractors on this plan
either for yard construction or for shipbuilding, though often
used in emergency repair contracts. The conclusion of the
Interdepartmental Conference of July, 1917, is consequently
sound in the main, when it says:

The interests of the United States and the contractor are inevitably opposed if

the profit is baaed on a percentage of cost.

The temptation is great to the contractor to inflate his own cost as well as the
costs of subcontractois, and the task of the United States is dilBcult and burden-
some in checking and determining proper costs.>

Competitive, Cost-Plus and Commandeering Contracts

It is not difficult to see that between the peace time method
of competitive bidding and the highly drastic method of com-
mandeering, it may in given circumstances become advisable
to take a middle course. Commandeering is a compulsory
procedure, and no compulsory arrangement with the owners or
operators of an industry can possibly bring as high a degree
of efficiency in economic results as a voluntary agreement
can. Every productive factor—labor, capital and manage-
ment—is to some extent subnormalized by such a system of
manufacturing. Commandeering limits if it does not largely
negative the possibilities of cooperation in the productive
process. When the history of this method of meeting the
government's war necessities is written, if it ever is, it will be
seen that impressment of industry, unless it be made uni-
versal, always involved the impairment of the potentialities

of team work. Forceful bargaining must inevitably result in

lowering of morale in the productive organization. Nor does
the competitive selection of the lowest bidder always react
favorably on the spirit of the factory and the workshop.

' Uniform Contracts and Cost Accounting Definitions and Methods, n. S.
Government Printing Ofiice, 1917.
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Often the underbidding is accompanied by underpaid wage

schedules—the wage earning producer is "sweated" to make

up for the lower bid needed to get the contract, or the quality

of the goods delivered is "shaved," or secret understandings

neutralize actual competition. In this case the government,

under guise of open bidding, gets goods at monopoly costs.

With the cost-plus procedure, on the contrary, all inducement

to cheat labor, to use inferior material, or to impair the spirit

of the management is alienated by insuring the costs plus a

reasonable charge for overhead and use of the organization.



CHAPTER VI

Commandeering as a Means of Supply Control

In the contracting world there was a sort of a stigma
attached to the fact of having one's industry or supply of
commodities in trade commandeered by the war authorities.
That very attitude prevented the powers from having to
resort to this extreme measure. Even the veisatile secre-
tary of the Council of National Defense ventured the opinion
in public testimony "that the people would not have stood for
it," presumably meaning in the early stages of the war. But,
as a matter of fact, the navy had seized stores at New Yorki
and the Quartermaster General of the army had within a short
period thereafter commandeered four important supply com-
modities, including wool, cotton, heavy ducking and canned
goods.' As a means of protecting the public interests, how-
ever, this procedure is, in some quarters, regarded as the only
acceptable one by which to place all concerned on a common
footing of equity. Certainly, as a method of scotching the war
time serpent of riotous profiteering, as was the case in the tin
trade in the fall of 1917, it proved effective. In that case, all

questions of price, grades and terms of payment were referred
to specially appointed district boards of adjustment, while the
government lost no time dickering with speculators for the
metal urgently needed for the manufacture of ammunition.

The Problem of Fair and Just Compensation
On the wisdom of contracting by means of the commandeer-

ing procedure as a general thing, it should be kept in mind
that none of the three other methods have proved wholly
satisfactory. None will apparently meet all situations and
conditions, without some agency by which the necessary
negotiations, price fixing and bargaining process in general
can be made to function with fairness to both parties to the

* War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 6, p. 536.

4»
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contract. This agency the navy developed in the Board of

Appraisal and Condemnation at New York. It was created

to act as a clearing house to supply the navy with information

as to where and in what quantities stores might be procured,

and it served admirably for the model of such an agency of

intelligence and negotiation. This board of three officers

had the duties of preparing lists of tools, of making inventories

of goods of interest to the navy as located in warehouses,

held by banks or forwarding agents for export and of seizing

and forwarding articles needed by the navy. In this capac-

ity, up to June 30, 1918, it had inventoried the contents of

238 warehouses, and holdings of 49 banks, 553 forwarding

agents and 223 exporters. Considerable quantities of fin-

ished supplies were thus commandeered in and about New
York at ^ substantial saving to the country. These idle

supplies, detained from the market in a scarcity state of

supply, released just so much labor and manufacturing ca-

pacity which new orders of equivalent amounts must have
entailed.'

Even where the customary form of a contract is employed,
the mandatory or commandeering order, accompanied by the

means and responsibility for determining a fair and just price,

has proved to be of advantage to the public interests, without

prejudicing private interests. Vot instance, in the emergency
of having to obtain material for contractors, a letter of com-
mandeering under the signature of the single authority in

which this power was vested, cut bales of red tape and saved
no end of time. Likewise, in a given shortage of steel prod-

ucts, while congestion at the seaboard for export had caused

accumulation of stocks, the navy was enabled to commandeer
ample to meet its needs, and by its price determining power to

purchase at an advantage without impairing the economic
equity of the owners or exporters.

The legality of the commandeering authority was tested in

the case of Moore & Tierney, Inc., vs. Roxford Knitting Co.,

in the U. S. District Court of Northern New York. Before

"* Report of Paymaster General of the Navy, 1919, p. 30.
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Justice Ray in Syracuse, June 17, 1918, the decision was
rendered that the placing of the informal order under urgent
demand for underwear on the part of the navy, irrespective
of the form of contract used, was obligatory and took pre-
cedence over all other orders and r .tracts of the manufac-
turer with private citizens or firms. And it was also decided
that no damage could be recovered by reason of the claim
that such contract was entered into voluntarily. The con-
tract in this case was placed by allocation for this industry
generally, and the alleged injury was claimed to lie in the
ignominy of a mandatory order on the theory that the manu-
facturer's patriotism was questioned thereby.

Form of the Navy's Mandatory Contract or Order
The main clauses in the mandatory order used by the Navy

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, after reciting the acts of
Congress conferring authorization, stated that—
"»n onter it hereby placed with you under the conditiont suted in lubpara-

B™P'* . to fumbh and deliver material needed by the navy as listed below.
Comp!.jnce with the order is obligatory and no commercial orders shall be allowed
by you to interfere with the delivery herein provided tor.

(a) The price herein suted has been determined as reasonable and just com-
pensation for the material to be delivered; payment will be made accordingly.
H the amount U mH satisfactory you will be paid 75 per centum of such amount
and further recourse may be had in the manner prescribed in the above cited acts
(Man:h 4, 1917, and June 15, 1917). . . .

(b) Aa it is impracticable to now determine a reasonable and just compensation
for the material to be delivered, the fixing of the price will be subject to later
determination. You are assured of a r«as<maU« ^o/U under this order. .

(c) The order mtui be accepted and filled in any event, and if placed in accord-
ance with paragraph (a), you are only required to indicate below whether the price
stated and fixed is satisfactory or is nal satisfaaory. If nol satisfactory a separate
letter of comment and qualification must accompany the original order that is to
be signed by you and returned. If the order is placed under paragraph (b"
original is to be signed and returned. . . .

By direction of the Secretary of the Navy.

(Signed)

Paymaster General uj tht Navy.*

Contracts or orders under this form, numbering 3,342 in
all up to the end of the fiscal year 1918, showed that 1,789

' Report of Paymaster General of the Navy, 1918, pp. 34-36.
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had been accepted and returned to the auditor signed, 1,274

awaited final determination of prices, making respectively 54
per cent and 38 per cent of the two classes, while the remain-

ing 8 per cent had been canceled.

Bargaining Value of Authority to Commandeer

Authority was conferred, by the National Defense Act of

June 3, 1916, for the President, through the head of any
department of the government, to take immediate possession

of any i^lant refusing to furnish arms, ammunition or parts

of ammunition, etc., at a reasonable price as determined by
the Secretary of War, and to operate such plant through the

Ordnance Department of the United States Army, at fair

and just rates of compensation.

This method of getting ordnance supplies was one of four

distinct plans of letting contracts. They were:

(i) By taking time to advertise and getting competitive

bids. Emergency considerations, rather than inability to

avail of competition, were responsible for the lapse of this

method during much of the war.

(2) The second policy was to fix or agree upon the price

and other terms, divide the amount required among the

various manufacturers and have them deliver according to

contract entered into on a noncompetitive basis. This was
known as the method of awarding by allocation. It was
resorted to in many cases in which the government's demands
were far greater than the available capacity of the manu-
facturing industry in normal times, or where it was deemed
wise to distribute war needs equally among mills engaged on

private orders. The contractors were all sure of getting

orders, in the former case ; the only question was the price as

it was fixed by expert knowledge of costs. In some of the

ordnance contracts proposals were invited and allotments

made in the light of these proposals. In this method price

fixing by the government is the distinctive feature.

(3) The next method is the cost-plus plan of award. The
difficulty of fixing prices at what the manufacturer regarded
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as just, fair and reasonable led to this meth(xl on a large scale

in ordnance manufacturing. Of the total of $1,750,000,000
in contracts entered into by the Ordnance Department up to
Dccemlwr 31, 1917, the Chief of Ordnance testified that "the
great majority of that sum had t)een contracted out under
the cost-plus method of compcnsat'on."' ^'et there were
notable exceptions. The Baldwin LxK-omotive Works of
I'hiladelphia, which worked wholly on government contracts
in 1918 and had 868,400,000 of orders canceled when the
armistice came, operated almost if not wholly on lump sum
contracts. Much the same was true of the J. G. Brill Com-
pany, working on cars, trucks and field equipment."

(4) Commandeering authorizcil by the National Defense
Act pertained directly to the possible needs of the Ordnance
Department. It was recognized that go\ernment arsenals

could not and should not be relied o!. to make the needed
munitions. The Kernan report on the subject settled that as
early as January, 1917,' rf-nor*'. j ad\i'rscly on the advisa-
bility of exclusive dcpendenr • c.n government manufacture of

arms, ammunition and equipment. But in providing for the
impressment of private industries it was assumed that com-
mandeering should be an expedient of last resort. The very
existence of that aut!:ority, to seize plants and fix fair and
reasonable prices—thus totally subordinating the existing

management and utilizing the working organization on the
government's own terms—acted as a potential factor of

direct service to the government in making contracts. With
that power in reserve there weie very few, indeed, who would
risk the attitude of obliging the Ordnance Office to make
seizure for the country's exigencies. As a bargaining factor,

the commandeering authority was, therefore, held in abeyance
for the most recalcitrant cases. On the whole, it may be
said, it was < isely used, although in some cases unnecessarily

and in others -nost bunglingly.

* War Expenditures HearingB, Ser. I, part 5, p. j88.
' See annual reports of these two companies for tne year 1918.
•Senate Document, No. 664, January 4, 1917.
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From another point of view commandeering was made

unnecessary. As the military establishment had the author-

ity to stop private manufacturers from producing for the

commercial trade in preference to the government, the recalci-

trant manufacturers could have been and actually were put

in a position where the alternative before them was to take the

government orders or be prevented from doing any Imsmcss

on private account. Under these conditi...i- nothing short of

blind obstinacy or hope of gaining by prolonging negotiations

could have forced the war or naval authorities to cut the

gordian knot and take o\ er the plants or proi)erties without

delay. General Goethals commandeered several woolen

mills which did not care to take wool to weave cloth when

the army was in urgent need of present and prospective sup-

plies for clothing the soldiers. He also commandeered the

output of food products, including canned goods.' Probably

the term or act of commandeering may also be applied to the

policy of the Ordnance Department in its effort to meet the

needs of the army for cloth and leather equipment. In his

report of 1917, the Chief of Ordnance states that the demands

on the productive industries of the country were deemed

certain to be so heavy as to justify the policy of purchasing

raw materials in large quantities by the department itself.

These were distributed among the manufacturers contracting

for cotton duck, webbing and leather goods. Otherwise the

contractors would have had to go to the open market and com-

pete against one another, with the certain effect of inordinate

price inflation. The policy, as thus put into effect, was

believed to have resulted in very important savings partic-

ulariy with reference to leather equipment.'

In naval purchases, commandeering was even more gener-

ally resorted to, and the Naval Board of Appraisal and Con-

demnation was especially organized eariy in 1918, to handle

compensation cases, after seizure of tin supplies in New ^ ork.

•WarExpendituresHearingj. Ser. I, parts, p. 536.

Rtport if Chief of Ordnance to Secretary of War, 19<7. P. 19-

• Report of Paymaiter General of tlie Navy, I9i8. PP- 30-31.
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Conditions Which Apparently Justify Commandeering

We have seen how far from uniform are the agreements by
which the public authorities and private interests reach what
the lawyers call "the meeting of the minds" in war contract-

ing. These variations are partly due to the fact that under
the extraordinary conditions of war nearly every commodity
is, as it were, a law unto itself. They are also in part due to

the absence of what may be called well conceived and adapt-
able bargaining machinery. The view that upon the decla-

ration of war all commodities and all services for the use of

the government should be put on the same identical basis as

that of the drafted soldier coincides with the war contract-

ing policy of declaring everything subject to mandatory
orders of the government. Industry was commandeered,
but labor was not. In the language of a leading British

economist, "Why should millions be kept under the most
severe military discipline and other millions be bribed not to

strike."'

From the viewpoint of equal treatment in the presence of a
national crisis we may give tentative expression to some of the
conditions under which commandeering of resources seems to

be justifiable:

1. Where the partial or complete breakdown has occurred
of the usual economic conditions under which values are de-

terminable with any approach to fairness and justice, on the

ordinary basis of supply and demand for services and goods.

2. Where the tendency of the trade is, in anticipation of a
scarcity condition of supply, to accumulate unduly large

quantities for speculative control and extortion of unreason-

ably high prices from the public powers and private necessity.

3. Where it is impossible to bring holders of commodities
and of individual and corporate services to recognize a com-
mon basis of obligation not to t? advantage of a national

emergency by putting personai p ot\t above collective wel-

fare in the hour of national peril.

' J. Shield Nicholson, War Finance, preface, xvil-xviii. London, 1915,
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4 Where the unwillingness to accept compensation on the

basis of actual costs plus reasonable profit becomes a serious

handicap to the rate of speed and effectiveness of mobiliza-

tion of national resources.

5 Where commandeering may be required to forestall or

prevent the quick rise in the costs of living superinduced by

the race for excessive profits and extortionate wages exacted

by the crisis in public existence.

6 Where it is difficult or impossible to recoup the extra-

ordinary need for public revenues from taxes on excess

profits and unearned incomes from salaries and wages or other

sources.
<• l t- j j

No inconsiderable part of the procedure of the Pood and

Fuel Administration during the war was conducted m more

or less accord with these general principles of safeguarding the

public interest as against private or corporate exploitation.

Similariy, the operations of the Australian War Precaution

Act enacted to meet the coal strike in that country during

demobilization of the army, were .lade equally effective by

the free exercise of the commandeering power of the govern-

ment in a public exigency.'

Commandeering West Coast Spruce Production

Commandeering a given commodity for war purposes is

often if not always forced upon the government by the posi-

tion which the commercial trade has taken toward the public

needs. It is not always the contractor's unwillingness; in

fact it is often quite the contrary, when the contractor is tied

up with private contiacts, as to which agents or brokers are

threatening to sue if they do not fill orders as agreed. That

was precisely the case on the west coast when the Aircraft

Section of the Signal Corps came for a necessary supply of

airplane spruce and fir. The Allied governments and the

airplane corporations had been there in advance and bought

largely through agents and brokers, to the extent of clearing

Report of Tnide CommiMioner, A. W. Ferrin, U. S. Commeree Report., July

21, 1918, p. 4°<'
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the timbered log supply. Prices were as high as $250 a
thousand, and cost about $90. Consequently one can under-
stand why the brokers were eager to have their contracts
cleared before the government became too deeply inter-

ested in the situation. Their threat of receiverships, law-
suits and other forms of embarrassment tied the hands of the
lumbermen, especially as the agents insisted on having their
orders take precedence of governmental orders. In that sit-

uation the commandeering order of September 6, 1917, was
issued, thereby releasing the contractors of obligation to fill

the brokers' orders immediately and clearing the way for the
mills to cut for the government. This commandeering order
was drawn in the Aircraft Board, approved by Howard E.
CofBn, Judge Lovett of the Priority Board and General Squier
of the Signal Corps, and signed by the Secretary of War,
legally commandeering the aircraft spruce production of the
Pacific Coast. It did not cover the timber stumpage, only
the lumber cut.'

The disadvantage of this position, with brokers' orders
relegated to the rear and the government in control of trans-
portation under priority rules, was that the federal authori-
ties were responsible for losses involved in canceling or defer-
ring brokers' contracts. In order to meet this condition and
save the public from penalty costs, it was negotiated by the
government's spruce lumber representative that the private
orders should be reinstated to the extent of 80 to 85 per cent
of their volume. This was done only, however, on the condi-
tion that the originals were canceled, that mills released the
brokers, and that the price of $105, which the government
had fixed, be embodied in the terms. Thus the orders were
replaced and releases for any damage forestalled subse-
quent claims.

The spruce lumber commandeering had another advantage.
It enabled the aircraft authorities to introduce a corrective
on the wasteful system of cutting and grading. The old plan

InvHtigation of the War Department.
Part 7, pp. 2310-2311.

Tettimony of Maj. Cliarlef R. Sligh,
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of selling on the basis of the G grade had resulted in cutting

and shipping much timber not suited for airplane uses and

made the rejections so large as to leave only from 15 to 20

per cent of the stuff received. By enforcing the more scien-

tific specifications, not only was economy introduced but

uniformity was established in lumbering and timbering

methods in the logging camps and at the cutting mills. It

likewise placed all producers on a common basis of stand-

ardization with the market, in establishing the more read-

ily the inspection regulations looking to conservation and

economy.



CHAPTER VII

Contractual Role of the Conucil of National Defense

cha.rma„ of one of seven separate committees wWi^Werto select the members of its committee from either XTnmental or avil life, or both." The names of heseCeralcomm.ttees mto which the Advisory Commission div.edtlabors were med.cine. labor, transportation, raw material!saence and research, munitions and supplies. Among'^
for ITi'^h'

™"""'." ''"'' °f conferences was provided

arv 7oV^r' "T u
'^"^ '"'•"^"^ fundamentalfy neces-

shall be chosen by tt c:mSon'"'^: ^"^0^°^
.hose hav,-ng special knowledge in industria

, mH^arandnaval affa,rs," to prepare definite plans for the council andcommission to consider as a basis for national security ^dwelfare .n the event of an international emergency
^

The duties of this expert body carried its members and

oTt'ww 'r*'^
'"*" *'^ ''^'^^ ^^'^'^ *»>« vanouT^vlsirns

^!. M- kL' f^P'^':""^"* t^^v^-^ed in the performance of the"r

T^^") 1""T"': ^=P^"""y «> -^ *h- the carwithregard to the Mumtions and the Quartermaster General'sdepartments, the two principal contracting agencies of thegovernment. How extensively this expert board and theLe„specal committees headed by the members of the AdvTs^ryCommission cut across the regular work of the department's
N.tion.1 D.fen« Act, 1916, wctlon defining dutie..
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bureaus and divisions is seen by the commission's request for
information as early as February i8, 19,7, less than fifty days
before the declaration of war on Germany. At the most
critical stage in the preparations for national defense, these
departmental agencies were called upon to supply the com-mi^ion for Its special committees "detailed lists of materials
with specifications and detailed dimensioned blueprints
covering all equipment needs for a balanced force of one
million men. Estimates were also to be furnished covering
supply of ammunition for the same force in the field during
each ninety days of active service.- The purpose for which
this information was desired was "in order that approxima-
tions may be made as to the amounts of material, both manu-
factured and raw, for which it will be necessary to draw upon
the resources of the country."" The already overcrowded
office of the Quartermaster General of the army had thereby
an extra week of work thrust upon it, and more than that if
refigunng of its present data were required on the basis of a
balanced force as provided by the defense act of June, 19,6Ihe chief of the Ordnance Department replied that it would
take a lonm time to furnish the information requested. Practically no cooie, of

. ZZ i?
'™"'":' " '"V""'

"•°«- "P- "" have toTrr' Furthemore, m many msta.ice. where part, ar* manufactured at present only in

3.h ;"°
'^'f^,''''rr

"'"• "= "'^ ^«' attention to tLJact that o

IZont^'^^ ,K
»' "%"»«™''. «c., a. requested, would requ 4 some

^Ct^Z::!'^"""'"-' " "-'"= "">"* ^'°-' "-»'"' "O- ^-
Contracting Methods of Cotocil's Advisory Committees
Under the Advisory Commission regime of intended coop-

eration with the military authorities a complicated system of
committees and subcommittees grew up as if by magic
Somewhere in this jungle of intermediating agencies of an
unofficial or advisory character the center of gravity of con-
tracting responsibility disappeared for the time being. Where-

Se'r.Tpi^t™"^" "' ^ PP- 56-577 in Hearings on War Expenditure,
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ever it lay, it was equally as remote either from the parental

council on the one hand as it was from the legally liable bureau
chiefs of the War Department on the other. This develop-

ment had its growth and downfall between the beginning of

1917 and that of 1918. In that year's time the work of nego-

tiation for many of the staple commodities hitherto handled
by the Quartermaster's Office of the army peissed into the

hands of outside committees over whose operations often a
single civilian was the presiding genius. Such was the case

with the section on supplies of the Advisory Commission of

the Council of National Defense. Around this individual

agent practically all of the cost accounting and the price

fixing work centered. The force of assistants and collabora-

tors, of which there were many talented and patriotic business

and professional workers, was responsible to this individual

agent, the vice chairman of the committee on supplies. In

due time even the contracting officer, the highest responsible

contracting official in the Quartermaster General's organiza-

tion, with his seven commissioned officers and twenty-five

clerks, was moved over into the offices of the advisory com-
mittee on supplies. "He was attached to us to sign and
validate the contracts," testified the aforesaid vice chairman,
"and generally OK'd everythmg that we OK'd."'

In volume of business transacted this committee on supplies

had the remarkable record of putting through 45,000 contracts

in the nine months of its existence. This averaged about 200
contracts a day. The requisitions came from the Quarter-

master General's Office, but the agreements with manufac-
turers were always brought about in the purchasing commit-
tee's office, where the vice chairman met the manufacturers
and negotiated the contracts.' Only occasionally did this

committee's head ever advise with the trade committees
directly concerned; with the contracting officer only when
differences arose, which was but once in each 200 contracts on
the average ; and still less frequently with the Quartermaster

' War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 4, pp. 414-415.
' Investigation of the War Department, Part 2, pp. 799-801.
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General himself. The committee on supplies had so com-

pletely absorbed the purchasing of the woolen goods, cotton

goods, knit goods and shoes and leather as to make its acting

head, the vice chairman, the de facto Quartermaster General.

In his written statement, submitted to the War Expenditures

Select Committee of the House, June 26, 1919, Mr. Charles

Eisenman described the committee's relation to contracts.

Instituted May 17, 1917, to assist the Quartermaster's Office

in the purchase of clothing and equipage, it occupied itself

with collecting all needed data available regarding contracts

existing on May i and summarizing the facts about contracts

made after that date which the committee had recommended.

It had ingenious systems of checking up the progress of con-

tract work, prospective requirements, etc., so that after June

"all contractors were at once notified to report, on forms sup-

plied them for the purpose, first, of deliveries made to date on

each contract and thereafter weekly on the weekly shipments

made on each contract."'

Allocation of Contracts by Commitiee on Supplies

Only two different types of contracts were made use of in

the handling of 142 different articles, the aggregate value of

which was approximately $800,000,000.' For the three main

classes of textiles, including woolens, cottons and knit goods,

the practice was to allocate awards among the mills accord-

ing to capacity. The other form of contract was by competi-

tive bidding, and figured in the purchases of shoes and leather.

Allocated awards were really cost-plus contracts. How they

were negotiated is thus described

:

Will you tell the committee in just a brief narrative way how you went on

about the« purchases (asked the chairman of the select committee).

Mb. Eisenman: Weil, Icnowing the needs of the government, we found out the

manufacturing capacity of the country, and at the same time we also determined

the costs. There is no such thing as one cost in manufacturing cotton, woolen,

iron or steel. We took the cost of a very up-to-date mill, the cost of a mill that

» War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 4, p. 412.

' Ibid., Ser. 1, part 4, pp. 414, 422.
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wa« not up-to-date, and the general mills, and we ascertained what at any partic-

ular time it would cost to make a certain thing. Based upon that knowledfe,
we predicated our prices.

The Chaibuan: How did you do that, Mr. Eisenman?
Mh. Eisenman: By cakulating in the ordinary way. When we were in doubt

we called to our assistance cotton engineers and woolen engineers that were remote
from the job. who had nothing to do with it, except as we called them in for infor-

mation. We held them here a day or two, gcit the information, and sent them
home.

The Chairman: Did you have accountants employed by your council or by
the War Industries Board whose business it was to estimate the cost of production?

Mr. Eisenman: We had men—in fact, most of our men, the men that I

selected to help me do the job, knew manufacturing costs themselves, and they
were of tremendous help. . , ,

The Chairman: You did not make the contract?

Mr. Eisenman: No.

The Chairman: You agreed on the terms of it, however?

Mr. Eisenman: We agreed on the terms. In fact, in our branch of the
business it was ntver a question of who would get the business, but we allocated

the business to every mill in the United States. They had to take the business.

They did not want it, ... I mean there was more business than there were
manufacturers—and we allocated the business to every mill to it^ full capacity.

The mills were wont to say, "No; we are sewed up, and we cannot take your
government business," because they were getting ao to 30 per cent more from
civilians. But that condition was impossible, so we allocated to them their full

I»wluction.^

The allocating principle in war contracting was of much
wider application than is at first apparent. As in the navy, so

too in the army contracting there was patriotic appeal or

moral suasion used along with the consciousness of power to

place orders to the capacity of industries concerned. During
the first year of the war in the heavy cotton goods industry

the needs of the government were about four or more times

as large a yardage as the capacity of the mills. The ascer-

tained capacity for tentage duck was twelve or thirteen mil-

lion yards, whereas the army was in the market for 87,000,000

yards.' In such a case the representatives of that industry

were called together, told of the situation, and steps taken to

enlarge producing capacity. For this and other co itons, carpet

> War Expenditures Heariogt, Ser. I, part 4, pp. 414-416.
' Ibid., p. 404.
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mills were drawn in and shown how to turn their machinery to

account. The committee of supplies' engineers on duty at the

cotton mills were sent to the woolen and the silk mills to

meet the crying needs of ducks. Wherever the demands ex-

ceeded the capacity and the civilian trade yielded profits of a

scarcity market, the allocating plan of contracting had to be

resorted to. It was the same in the woolen as in the cotton

industry, as the vice chairman to the committee on supplies

has pointed out in his testimony:

M» Eisenman: The woolen marufacturer. were very willing to help wlicn

they MW the light, but not all ol them were willing to help m the same degree.

iTean they wanted to exclude one-fourth o( their product (or c.vdun purt«»«,

bJTauM thVy got a lot more money that way. Then «>me o( the manufacturer.

STarwere w'll ng to come in and malte government good, wanted more than we

would pay, «. we a.certained what wa. a (air price, and for five month, we mam-

u°nedS price again.t all odd. And when they were no. w,n,ng

about the first of the year (.9.8) they .pilled the bean, and complamed to the

Senator, that we were not treating them fairly. ...
The Chahiian: Wa. that the time the complaint wa. made that you gentle-

men were buying of yourwlve.?
AU.l.. ~>n„

M.. Eisenman; Well, you know that broke the fine morale All the manu-

facurer. we dealt with had ab»rbed the philowphy that the thmg to do was to

«rve with u. and to »rve in the highest and best po»,ble degree^
I^"mZ

Kime Klfi.h men, and unfortunately the Senate committee abwrbed their philo^

ophy before they did ours.'

The method of ascertaining costs against which there was

complaint allowed a profit of approximately 10 per cent after

including the elements of labor, materials, overhead and

returns on the investment. This was regartK-d as reasonable

profit when working for the government on one thmg. 1 he

strength of this system of cost determining and price arrang-

ing lay primarily in the mastery of the factors of costs, in its

treatment of the manufacturers on a .substantially common

basis, and in the prevention of undue profits by the exploita-

tion of the government in a national emergency. The navy

did the same thing in its official capacity as an established

feature of contract policy.

1 War Eipenditures Hearings. Ser 1, part 4, p. 4'*

•I

J
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Advisory Control of Contracts in War Industries

Board

The weakness of the policy or system followed by the

advisory committee on supplies, and the fumlamental cause of

its overthrow came, however, from a quite different direction.

There were both constitutional and statutory objections to the

setting up of an extra-departmental contracting mechanism.
It was all the worse when, as in this case of the committee on
supplies, an advisory agency practically preempted the Quar-

termaster General's functions of purchases by lodging control

in the hands of a civilian who had not been in any regular

business for thirteen years before coming to Washington.

There were also administrative objections, in at least two
basic directions. Finally—and this was the rock on which

the advisory system went aground—there arose legal diffi-

culties which found voice in Congressional criticism and in

the complaints of trade organizations. Of these repeated

criticisms in both Senate and House, bearing on the contract-

ing relations of the council and its committees to the War
and Navy Departments the Council of National Defense felt

obliged to take account at it^ session of July 18, 1919. It

realized that there was a more than ordinary degree of mal-

adjustment both with relation to Congress and to the war
making departments in its effort to serve as a medium of

intercommunication and interaction between the government

and the business organizations of the country. Somehow it

had put itself, the advisory commission and their advisory

committees, in a false position as to its policy and methods

of contracting. To rectify this and to clear away this evident

misunderstanding as to the character and value of the services

being rendered in the conduct of the war, the following plan

was decided upon

:

In the conduct of the affairs of the council the Secretary of War and the Secre-

tary of the Navy, who already have the legal power to fix prices, 10 make purchases,

and to authorize contracts for the army and for the navy, should act as ex-oficio

members of the General Munitions Board, and with the chairman of the Munitions

Board should act as the War Purchasing Board of the Council of Xational Defense,

which board should finally apprx)ve all contracts and authorize the purch.ise of
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•11 nuterUto by dlrKtlng the preMnt •uttioriud agMiti o( the loverninent now

ervint in the two departmenti, the array and the navy.'

In order to divest itself of all contact with the negotiating,

the price determining and the cost accounting relations of the

contract making bureaus of the departments, the council

differentiated these cooperative functions into a distinct

agency in the form of the War Industries Board, to succeed

the War Munitions Board. This board for the rest of the

war acted with the departmental agencies, in the capacity of

clearing contracts proposed, on matters of alloralit)n of

contracts, checking prices quoted and otherwise guiding the

different contracting bureaus, especially the Ordnance and the

Quartermaster General's operations in supply contracting.

On May 28, 1918, the President made of this board a distinct

entity, one main purpose of which was to so reorganize the

membership of this board as to prevent any person having

any interest in contracts from serving in a contracting capac-

ity on this or any other advisory body. The earlier ad\ i^jry

committees that had heen called into fjeing by the Council of

National Defense were largely dissolved. In order, however,

to avoid all appearance of crookedness, while still retaining

the valuable advisory services of these committees represent-

ing the country's industries, they were reconstituted into war

senii e committees under the Chamber of Commerce of the

I'nited States. They rendered unquestioned service "in

correlating procurement of supplies in the several industries,"

although the main work of industrial mobilization had by this

time been done.'

The Council's Position in Principle and Practice

In its relations to war t mtracting the council had in princi-

ple only an advisory capacity. The law on the subject was

explicit. But in practice it tended to assume administrative

functions belonging entirely to the contracting officers of the

army in particular. It went even farther; it practically

Resolution of Commiraioner Coffin, Council Minutes. July l8. I917-

War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 3; Testimony ol G. B. CUrkson,

p. 341-
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wrote the terms of the contracts for supplies and raw materials

for the Quartermaster General's and the Ordnance Offices.

For instance, it virtually determined the terms for the first

big copper contracts for the Ordnance Office in the bargaining

with a score or so of the big copper producing and selling

concerns which controlled about 75 per cent of the country's

output. The War Department's representative "sat in"

at these meetings, and was on hand at the finish to sign the

agreement.

On this question two quotations may suffice. The memo-
randum of the Chief of Ordnance, War Department, for which

this copper was bought by contract dated April 21, 191 7,

notes as item 2:

It is unckntood that the price was fixed at a meelinn between the copper

producers and the advisory rommiMion of the Council of National Defense.*

The second quotation from testimony of the director of the

council runs thus:

The Council of .N'ational Defense did not of itself let any contracts for supplies.

It made all the arrangements for supplies, but heade.'l the actual letting of con-

tracts up to the War Department. As time went on it amounted in effect to

contractual relations with the manufacturers, but the contracts technically were

made by the War Department.*

The purchasing policy developed by the Council of National

Defense and the plan put into operation, when it came to be

examined, was found to be entirely foreign to the business

relations of the government before the war. Nor was it

deemed necessary under the circumstances, had there been

sufficient coordination among the bureaus in the hands of

some official of good organizing ability. The very absence of

such coordination in the prewar bureau system gave occasion

and opportunity for the council to assume the role of a coordi-

nating agency under executive authority. Beginning as an

advisory body, its relation to the contracting work demon-

strated the necessity for greater unity of contract control, and

it ended as the chief purchasing bureaus of the government

»War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 3: Testimony of G. B. Clarkson,

p. 69-
' Ibid., Ser. I, part 3, p. 337.
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became coordinated. Not until March, 1918. when the War

Industries Board was cut loose from the council, and assigned

to advisory service to the War and Navy Departments, did

things contractual I egin to right themselves on the normal

adminii-tralive basis.
.

Any fair criticism of the position of the council in its

relnti..!! to the work of inaugurating and shaping up the

busimss arrangements of the government must include the

following: ,

1. It had the effect of dividing the responsibilities of thi-

War Department under executive approval.
_

2. Instead of curing departmenul competition, it caused

more of it in some directions by increasing the dimciilties of

the bureai's in fields of purchase which the council's conmut-

tees and subcommittees had already invaded.

3. It absorbed constitutional functions belongiii'^ to r. sm.
'

departments of government, both executive and legisk.tiyc

4. It lodged powers of contract negotiating ami pn'e

fixing authority in the advisory commodity or trade iuin-

mittees, leaving only a nominal responsibility in the legally

liable contracting officer of the government.'

5. It was responsible for the arrangement, by which repre-

sentatives of interested industries acted on committees which

both sold to and bought from the government in the same act.

I W»r EipendituTM Hearinp, Str. I, fit 6, pp. 51*. 540.





PART II-WAR CONTRACT OPERATIONS

CHAPTER I

Anny Supply Orders and Contracts-Quartermaster, Engi-

neer and Medical

The Quartermaster Corps in the modern army is the great

provider for the military organisation. I" /^e Amen^n

army in the European War ^PP'°'''"'J''t\^ n^lr*
Zel per cent) of the entire expenditures of the War Depart-

ment were made by the Quartermaster General under the

bureau form of organization or by its reorgan.zed successor

the Division of Purchase, Storage and Traffic, ""der the

General Staff. The exact figures convey an idea of the rela-

t^^e mi^rtance of this arm of the service - the business

Itionfof the army. In round numbers the Qu-^ermaste

General's Office spent $8,265,000,000 out of the total for the

entire War Department of «'4,5^.ooo,ooo be^een Apnl6^

.ni7 and lune i, I9J9- Of the former total $7,142,000,000

were spent in th; Unfted States and $,,123000,000 by the

Imerkan Expeditionary For^s abroad. These supply ex-

neTses do not, of course, include the Ordnance Office s expend-E which in total amount were half the size of those

of the Quartermaster General's Office.
t

• „„
Here as in other divisions of service the practice of giving

procurement orders as well as awarding "ore formal conwats

prevailed in the system of purchasmg .^"W''*^'
,J^^ ^cTros

rather general method of procurement in the Engineer Corps

and the system seems to have been extended. Although the

faw required bids and advertising, in order to msure compet^

^n as it was assumed, the purpose of the law was regarded

.Contracting and purchasing practice ^^^^?^;";:^ffZ,^^"fL°^S,

on "Regulation of Purchasing" July i8, lQi8.
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as respected so far as these orders pertained to articles and
commodities of a standard kind and quality as to which there

was a market piice competitively determined.

The Quartermaster General's Office was one of the few
branches of the military establishment which had undergone
an up-to-date reorganization shortly before the European
War began. But as that was to meet the needs of the small

regular army, incl'iding tiie upbuilding of adequate reserves of

supply, it soon found itself out of date for several reasons.

First came the mobilization on the Mexican border. That
soon exhausted the reserves and disclosed some points of

decided weakness both in the structure and in the functioning

of the corps. Consequently, when we entered the World
War, it was common knowledge from the very start, as th*

Secretary of War reported, that

—

The supply needs of the depBrtroent (corps) were vastly greater than hIk
capacity of the industrial orgaaaation and facilities normally devoted to their

production, and the problem preaeat«d was to divert worlcshope and factories from
their peace time output into the intensive production of clothing and equipmcst
for the army. Due considenttion had to be given to the maintenance of the indua-

trial balance of the country. Indaatries already devoted to the manufactured
supplies for the nations associated with us in the war had to be conserved to that
useful purpoec. . . . In 1917 the normal appropriation for the Quartermaster
Department (corpa) was $i86,305,oao. The emergency appropriation for this

department for the year 1918 was $3,000,000,000; a sum greater than the normal
annual appiopruttion for the entire expenses of the federal government on all

accounts.*

Reorganization of the Army Supply System

It was these conditions and requirements that from the

very beginning so overloaded the Quartermaster Corps'

machinery for handling its own orders and contracts as to

produce confusion and give the impression of administrative

incompetence. The difficulty was not, however, so much a

matter of personnel as of position. The gist of the entire

failure to function satisfactorily was more in the traditional

isolation of the supply service from contact with the commer-
cial and industrial organization than in anything else.

' Report of the Secretary of War, 1917, p. 38.

5BH
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Between the rise of these conditions in the supply sen-ice,

under its small scale bureau organization, and the rec-onstruct-

ing process which began early in the war, looking toward

comprehensive reorganization, there was an interval of

remarkable administrative interest in the business relations

of the Quartermaster's Office. When its inability to do the

vastly increased volume of work became evident, many of

the country's most capable business men volunteered to come

to the rescue and serve in any capacity without consideration

in order to relieve the swamped supply office. Most of this

pressure came by way of the Council of National Defense,

through whose advisory committees civilian contact with the

various branches of the military service was ti> be found.

Almost parallel with the process of reorganization which was

going on within the Quartermaster General's Office there

arose the contracting and negotiating activities of tlie ('om-

mittee on Supplies in the Council of National Delense—

a

committee that in the purchasing emergency for a period of

several months took the lead in the arranging and issuing of

orders and contracts running into hundreds of millions of

dollars. Its methods have been described, and the remedy is

given in the account of the reorganized purchasing mechanism

as it developed under the pressure of actual war and war

time criticism.

One of the most instructive instances of reorganization in

the course of action is to be found in this reconstruction of the

army supply system, which took effect late in 1917. Supply

Bulletin No. 29, dated November 7, 1917, as quoted below,

outlined the considerations by which the (jeneral Staff was

moved to take this radical step. The war authorities frankly

recognized the reform as the result of public criticism, con-

gressional investigation and confessed inability on the part

of the existing bureau system of contracting to function satis-

factorily :

I. The prior existing system was or^nically unsound in such a degree as to

render it doubtful, or at least uncertain, whether it could carry the increasing load

for even as much as one year.

3. llie reorganization was such that it could be effected along the lines of the

ttJ*^,'-;iJ-i ilhi.'iiU
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natural ttndency toward iiiip.«v«ne„t and wa> not an upheavj by fiat It

ni?n°„ • .L
S""*"''

"r.r""™' '"*="' ' ""^"'^ ««" " ^"'"1^ a. toresult in no interference with the |p>ing concern."
J^The principal mistake., contusion., and deUys under the prior ,v.ten. were

directly traceable to centers ol orjianic umonndnen
4. The adviMbility of the reoipini^ation depends! on the pro,o«d plan beine

put into effect without deUying the supply program.

A memorandum of similar tenor had lieen issued under
date of July i8, 1917, approved by the General Staff, which
nad long since seen the necessity of bringing the bureau units
of the military organization into some form of coordinated
relation and common control. Supply circulars had pn.mul-
gatcd at intervals much of this plan, beginning as earlv as
June. These were issued from the Purchase and Supply
Branch of the Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division of the
General Staff,' Into this nexus of procurement control step
by step were gathered during these eventful months of supply
reorganization the thousand and one lines of contract rela-
tions. As the various agencies of supply came to find their
focus in the new organization, waste and cost abuses began to
dimmish. And under modern conditions of warfare the sup-
plying of the army, to quote t! official statement, 'makes
demands that completely absorb the economic and industrial
facilities of the nation." One of the greatest gains was the
elimination of overlapping and lost motion.

In the plan which was gradually put into effect, between
the midsummer of 1917 and the spring of 1918, the supply
function was subdivided into the three well recognized acti\ i-
tres oi purchase, storage and traffic. In the theory of the Gen-
eral Staff, as contrasted with that of the highly differentiated
bureau system, each of these constituted a separate and clearly
sj ecialized task on its own account. Fitness to purchase, it
was assumed, resided in men and organizations experienced in
commodity transactions, rather than in a large variety of
technical divisions, each operating in isolated indifference or

SuMy''s^e?n?"oo' P;r"A?i?''r^l'''r'^ 'l^'^T Reorganization ol Army
a:S''p*^an':fs."^.„tSPes'r9fnd^l'°

^"""'^ '-'"'''" """ »" '"' "'3. ">9. ..I

^^^.wm^^l
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ignorance of what an> or all of the others were (if)ing. It

was thereiore held that purchasing is n()rrt*':ially divided into

commf)dit\ sections, and not by functions oi -ervice, as under

the peace time system. This is the plan by which the Xa\ y

Department, through its Bureau of Supplies ^nd Accounts.

achievtHJ the deservetl reputation ol reducing ti*»* bu-jness of

purchasing to a science of effective contracting. The navy,

under its purchasing airangements, had forty commodity

sections, each of which is under a section chief, who is at the

head of specialists in that particular market. This principle

the Purchase and Storage Division foihiwed: it regarded pur-

chasing, storing and transporting lor rhe army as hi^ily

specialized tasks of such sameness as to ne well co*>rdinai*-<l

under one head.

Bureau System's Defects in Phactice ajso Theory

One of the main reaHons why the peace time organization

of the War Department's contracting broke down under the

weight of war time responHibilities was to lie found in the tact

that it was overloaded with misassigned duties. In the rii*»e

of its purchasing, the two most important oftices of the Ord-

nance Corps anf' the (Quartermaster General had a nias^- ot

accrued routine work. This could ha-ve been perlnrmed by a

commcm purchasing and contracting a*;enc>'; buT so lony; as

that remained it prevented the particistar otihi-e t'nfm keeping

pace with its strictly technical work by ron' ''ntratioTi of effort

thereon. Naturally enough, ( .eneral Crozier. Chief of Ord-

nance, in urging an increase of cf)mm*ssioned personnel.

December 4, U)i6, in view of what was pfr)perly regarded as

emergency conditions, found his dejjartment "instead of get-

ting abreast of its resptmsibilitie^. falling constantly farther

and farther behind in the production of new designs which

progress had shown to represent practical advance in ordnance

construction."'

This confusing of military functi(m with commercial -up-

' Ordnance Office Letter to the Adjutant (ieneral, War Department, December
+. 1916. yiioted in Hearings on War Expenditures, 1919, Ser. I, part 5, pp. 453-
4M.
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ply service, of operative duties with supply contracting func-

tions, is possibly the main reason for the failure of the several

bureaus to rise to the emergency of the war time demands.
In the acid test of practice the theoretically unsound situation

in organization was brought to light, too late though to escape

the consequences of a thoroughly Brahminic policy in the con-

tracting system. Plurality of supply agencies, besides pro-

moting competition unduly, prevented lower prices for bulk

orders, made supervision difficult, multiplied types, quanti-

ties, designs, forestalled interchangeability in supply, pre-

vented the balanced accumulation of reserves in keepi.ng with

the army program by the different bureaus, required five

different sets of property accountability by line officers and
duplicated over and over again the processes of distribution,

assemblage and storing.

Competition among departmental supply units was a far

more potent influence in boosting prices in the earlier stages

of hostilities than is commonly supposed. Major General

George \V. Goethals testified clearly on this matter before the

• Select Committee of the House on War E.\penditures, July i

,

1919. He had assumed charge of the reorganization program

as Acting Quartermaster General of the army, December 26,

1917, serving until March 4, 1919. He said, as recorded in

these Hearings:'

WIksi I came here as Acting Quartermaster General and began looking into the

clothing situation 1 iwmd the condition of the wool market very serious. I found

that tile Quartermaster General was buying clothing; that the Signal Corps was

buying dothiag; that the Medical Department was buying some clothing;

that the Ordnance Department was furnishing blankets, so that they were

all competing with each other. We were furnishing harness and saddles for

mules, and also furnishing wagons; the Ordnance Department was furnishing

saddles and harness for hoaies. We of the Quartermaster Department had

launched the Liberty trucks, but the Ordnance Department was buying its own
trucks, and the Engineers went buying their own trucks and automobiles, and

the Signal Corps was buying trucks and automobiles, and paying no attention to

the Liberty truck, which wc bad developed; all were entering into competition

with one another.

The Chajuian: What was the effect of that competition?

1 War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 6, pp. 531-532.

lt.ilWT%
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Genikal Goethals: Well, it increaied prices to tome extent, until we got

the War Industriet Board to fix prices, and until, as Quartermaster General, I

secured the cooperation of the War Industries Board and commandeered all the

wool. Even then there was competition between the army and the navy on the

wool Htuation. I became thoroughly convinced of the advisability of a ministry

of munitioBS, but that had been decided against me by the higher authorities, so

I concluded the best thing we could do in the War Department was to bring

about such coordination and consolidation of purchases as would do away with

this competition.

Purchase Procedure Under Reorganized System

The theory of this reoi^anization is that the purchasing of

all standard articles of merchandise required by the five main
War Department bureaus sboeild be consolidated under one
purchase division. This is the practice in all well organized

industrial and commercial concerns doing business on an
extensive scale. That was the first feature. It did not,

however, rob the bureaus of their purchase of highly tech-

nical material, such as mrdical specialties, and as aircraft and
ordnance production m^ht require. Its second feature was
that of storage and distribution of all War Department sup-

plies, whether standard or special, for issue within the United

States and prior to shipment abroad.

This method of contracting involved a wide range of ac-

quaintance with market conditions. It required not only a
lai^e staff of commodity specialists but had to have also at its

service well equipped agencies for cost accounting and price

determining. On the question of price fixing General Goethals

throws further light in the testimony following:

The Chairman: One thing we would like to know, I think all of the members
of the committee would, is who fixed the prices as you observed on the various

committees that were purchasing for the government, such as subsistence for the

army, and quartermaster stores, during the time you were in the Quartermaster

Department?

General Gokthals: At first prices were Band by a commictEe of the Council

of National Defense. As to subsistence, that was fixed by the Food Administra-

tion, and subsequently by a committee of the War Industries Board.

The Chairman': Had you, during that time, or your department, anything

to do with the fixing of those prices?

General Goetvals: Not of the raw materials, but of the manufactured prod-

uct, except when I first went there I went into the market and bought up clothing

of all kinds.
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The Chairman; What was your method of prucedure? Did you make requi-

titioTiB for what you required, and did thoie . lian committee* get the stuff foe

you?

General Goethals: No: we made purchases direct from the manufacturers.

For insunce, we purchased cloth and commandeered all the wool and alloctcd that

wool around among the manufacturers for them to manufacture iJoth according

to the capacity of the mills. Prices were fixed by a price fixing committee If a

mill did not care to take wool to weave into cloth we simply commandeered the

mill.'

Reorganization eliminated most of the interbur' competi-

tion for commodities in the supply market, al?''-ugh it did

not wholly relieve the government of that rejvi !;
.

.\fter the

army had commandeered the wool supply, the rmy and the

navy authorities were still competitors in the wool situatiot .'

But the industrial situation, as related to the government's

war needs, was immensely bettered. The War Industries

Board, acting through its local representatives and by the

aid of its subcommittees not only prevcntet', the recurrence of

such abuses but aided materially in expanding the productive

capacity of industries in general in furtherance of the muni-

tions program

Another result of the reorganization was the rejection of the

cost-plus plan of contract. U had been most extensively

used in the earlier stages of the war. But m)w business was

better able to foresee costs. Inordinately profitable contracts

like those of the automobile industry on Liberty motors were

overhauled in the public interest. Contractors preferred bid-

ding to being commandeered.

.^fter July, 1918, the purchasing of supplies and the issuance

of orders and contract awartls for Imth the Quartermaster

General's Office and the Ordnance Corps was consolidated

under the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic. Both

the Medical and the Engineer Corps joincnl in this arrange-

ment, excepting as to highly technical supplies. The organic

principle of this consolidation in the governmental supply

system in\(il\ed the two essential features of (li\ ision of labor

along lines of specialization by commodities—a principle

' War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. f, part 6, pp. ^2-i-=,^(>.

' lihd.. p. 522
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which found expression in practice in the appointment of

army commodity committees. But how was this more highly

specialized division of duties to be coordinated into unity of

policy? In the Supply Bulletin, No. 14. of July 30, this was

answered by the creation of a Superior Board of Contract

Review. Its personnel included the Director of the Purchase,

Storage and Traffic Division, the Surveyor of Contracts and

either the chief procuring officer of each supply bureau or a

member of the Board of Contract Review. The circular

says:

It .hall be the duty of the Superior Board of Contract Review to consider the

lorm and policy of contract, and conir ;ting method, of the variou. bureau., to

fut upon particular contract, or other matter, relating to purcha«:.

The field of the commodity specialist involved two kinds of

duties in contract work. One of these was to serve as special-

ist in the respective supply bureaus which consolidation had

not obliterated but rather integrated. In order, however,

that the commodity specialist might not have too much con-

trol over awards of orders and contracts, there was created a

Board of Contract Review in each supply bureau. Its duties

were "to approve or disapprove of the final form of proposed

purchase transactions, bearing in mind particularly the neces-

sity of protecting the interests of the government as to price,

terms and conditions."

This method of contract review was especially designed to

.^ive an additional safeguard against one sided cost-plus

transactions on which there had been much criticism. It

was also purposed to take further precaution against awards

to favored bidders for the prevention of possible mistakes of

judgment of commodity committees, or of collusion, by giving

each proposed purchase a final review in line with the estab-

lished purchase and contract policy of that particular bureau.

The cost-plus contracts came in for another precaution in

the Supply Bulletin of August ^. iqi8. By this it was

required that proposed expenditures for labor and materials

by the contractor, in which there had been some padding of

> War Department, Purchase and Supply Branch, Supply Bulletin, No. 21,

August 16, 1918.
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costs, should "be approved in advance by an approval
officer of the bureau." It provided that in all supply bureaus
in which cost-plus contracts were used to any considerable

extent there should be established such an approval officer.

These were to be men competent to protect the government's
interests in purchases and contracts and subcontracting work
of whatever kind.

The policy of fullest publicity for all War Department
contracts and awards was restored officially as early as August
3, 1918. As outlined in Supply Circular No. 75, the lists of
proposed purchases for which bids were desired had, for

military reasons, to be censored by the Military Intelligence

Branch of the General Staff. But, otherwise, the status of

contractual publicity and competitive awarding had practi-

cally passed out of the emergency stage peculiar to the earlier

period of the war, and was now reorganized and reestablished

on something of the peace time competitive footing. The
Supply Circular No. 88, of September 7, 1918, formally

defined the provisions to be inserted in all fixed price contracts

made by the supply bureaus of the War Department.

High Contracting Standard of the Engineer and
Medical Corps

In up to date contracting the Engineer Corps of the army
probably leads the War Department in times of peace. Its

capacity to adapt itself to the requirements of war was
shown in the quiet, unobtrusive adjustment of an excellent

peace time contracting machinery to new conditions. This
great division has always kept in close contact with business

life in its contract work, especially in river and harbor improve-
ment operations, which ordinarily involve an outlay of tens

of millions of dollars annually. Its expenditure;, in the war
totaled $640,000,000, and of this nearly one-third was spent
in its work with the Expeditionary Forces in France. No
other arm of the war service spent so large a proportion of its

total outlay abroad. Its contracts and purchase orders were
extensive up to the end. Nor was any other better fitted to

accomplish satisfactory results. Its main service was that
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of constructing railways, building facilities for transport and

maintaining equipment for moving men and materials from

seaboard to the battlefront in the interior. It did this with

but few, if any, cost-plus contracts. In the use of public

funds it appears to have carried into the emergency conditions

of war the high standards of fidelity and efficiency maintained

during peace. From a total of 230 officers and 1 ,825 men on

April I, 1917, it expanded to 10,000 officers and 284,000 men

on November i , ig 1 8. An idea of the scope of its contracting

operations may be had from the twelve branches of construc-

tion, repair work, quarrying, forestry, water supply and

sapper and pioneer work. In France it created the entire

American system of railroads and terminal facilities re(|uired

for the rapid handling of the troops, equipment and su] 'ies.

In time of peace much of its dealing is by means of procure-

ment orders, especially for standard commodities instead of

by formal written contracts. Its best known peace monu-

ment is the Panama Canal.

Among the branches of service which maintained superior

contracting standards during the war one must include the

Medical Corps of the army. Its available appropriations

during the entire period of the war amounted to $500,000,000.

It bought nothing without a contract and made no cost-plus

contracts. At the very start it found itself confronted with

the problem of improvising production in medical supplies,

hospital equipment and other kinds of war needs. In the

case of surgical needles, for instance, it was found that there-

tofore the f.erman importers had supplied American needs.

There was not a single domestic industry of any r()nsi<lcrable

scale of production in this special line. The Medical Corps

succeeded in enlisting the m.nnufacturers of -iwing machine

needles to make the needed surgi( al instrunuuts. A lack of

manufacturing facilities for producing hospital cots was

another case. For that work baby carrin-e ant! metal toy

manufacturing plants were enlisted with the utmost success.

In a single plant where these cots were made the government

for this and other articles had placed contracts amounting to

$25,000,000 when the armistice came.
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CHAPTER n

Emergency Construction Contracts on Cost-Plus Plan

No class of awards which marked the nation's preparations
for war came in for so much criticism as that providing for the
building and equipment of the army camps, cantonments and
storage establishments. Nor did any other part of the work
of the army stand quite so close to the public interest as these
camps and cantonments. For, were not these two kinds of
units in the military preparation and training program the
actual gateways through which the civilian youth and young
manhood passed into the military milieu? On their way
thither to these convergent thresholds the drafted contingents
of the ten million of enrolled recruits were still only citizens,

even after the draft; but once within the gates of camp or
cantonment they became something more—they were citizen
soldiers. They were now enlisted in the service not simply of
their country, nor even only of their continent, but in the
service of the civilization of Christendom. The broadest and
deepest public interest that the nation had known for half a
century had for weeks and months centered on these focuses of
training fervor. Within these folds the sons of the people
were receiving the discipline and the development of fighting
capacity, such as was intended to make them more than a
match for the best seasoned legions of dynastic Europe.

Costs and Fees for Building Sixteen Camp Sites

Events moved swiftly in those days of emergency demands
on men for prompt measures. As a result, much of the criti-

cism was in the position of the advice of the government
lawyer to the then President Roosevelt, who had directed the
removal of the long objectionable Union passenger station
from the Mall, at Washington. "Very well," assented the
President to his obstructive suggestions, "you just look up

74
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the law while we tear down the station." Although a full

month was lost before the commanding generals of the

several departments of the army were directed to select sites

for the construction of cantonments for the training of the

mobilized National Guard and national army' on May 7—

a

month after war was declared—the sixteen national army
camps were all located in June, contracts were executed within

a few days after the selection of the sites, and the various con-

tractors had their work in progress within a few days after

the awarding of the contracts. So that within an average of

nine days after the camp sites were approved the contractors

were at work on their projects, which averaged a little more
or less than $8,000,000 each in estimated cost. The maximum
compensation which any contractor could get or claim as his

profit was $250,000, under the terms of the cost-plus contract

for emerge .icy work. That made the per cent of the con-

tractors' fee to the total cost average just 2.84 per cent.

The following table combines these results:

DATES RELATING TO NATIONAL ARMY CAMP SITES, CONSTRUC-
TION AWARDS AND RATES PER CENT PAID CONTRACTORS

ON COST-PLUS BASIS'

Location of Sixteen Cantonments
American Lake, Wash., Camp Lewis.

.

Annapolis Junction, Md., Camp Meade
Atlanta, Ga., Camp Gordon
Ayer, Mass., Camp Devens
Battle Creek, Mich., Camp Custer
Chillicothe, O., Camp Sherman
Columbia, S. C., Camp Jackson
Des Moines, la.. Camp Dodge
Fort Riley, Kans., Camp Funston
Fort Sam Houston, Tex., Camp Travis
Little Rock, Ark., Camp Pike
Louisville, Ky., Camp Taylor
Petersburg, Va., Camp Lee
Rockford, 111., Camp Grant
Wriehtstown, N. J., Camp Dix
Yapnank, L. I., Camp Upton

Sites Awards Work Per Cent
Approved Made Suited on Cost

May 31 une 15 une 14 357
une 33 une 23 uly 2 3.38
une a une II une 18 3-33
May 31 une II une 13 2.57
une II une 19 une 19 2.87
une 31 une 31 uly 6 2.60
une 3 une II une 15

une 19

3.86
une 37 une 32

une 30
367

,
une 13 3.84
une II une 20 une 14 3.72

,
une 1

1

une 23 .
une 17 3.77

une II une 20 une 32 3-55
une 8 une 18 une 20 2. 30
une 31 une 21 une 34

une 13
2 93

une 3 une 14 2 59
une 18 une 33 une 31 3.20

H

The total amount paid to contractors for the work of con-

structing these camps was $4,000,000. Wherever the dates

' Repoi t of Secretary of War, 1917, under "Cantonments," "National Camps,"
etc.

Ibid., p. 33; and War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. Ill, part 3, p. 1 15.
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of Starting work are earlier than those of the award, verbal

understandings had been reached and a start made before the
contracts were foimally executed and delivered. From these

percentages of cost it is evident that the rates of compensation
ranged from as low as the minimum of 2.20 per cent at Camps
Lee and Upton to 3.72 per cent at Camp Sam Houston, Texas,
where one would expect costs to be lower on account of the
nearness of a native lumber supply. Evidently material

costs were not guarded any better in Texas construction than
in the State of Washington, where in another lumber district

the costs ran over the average, reaching almost a maximum
at Camp Lewis, or 3.57 per cent. These two camps together

witn those at Atlanta, Georgia, at Des Moines, Iowa, and at
Louisville, Kentucky—all within or adjacent to good lumber
regions—proved to be the most expensive as to contractors'

fees. Probably labor costs would bear the blame for excessive

returns to the contractors; yet at Camp Meade where carpen-

ters at one time got $60 a week the contractor's fee was as

low as 2.38—considerably below the average of 2.84 per cent.

Methods Employed to Keep Down Costs

In the testimony of Brigadier General R. C. Marshall,

Chief of the Construction Division, Wtr Department, before

the Subcommittee on Camps, War Expenditures Hearings,

July 14, 1919, the methods of safeguarding the interests of

the government in the original camps and cantonments were
described as follows:

General Marshali.: On every job we had a congtruci-'ng quartermaster and
his fort:e, who had as a part of his stafT an engineering stalT a.'^d an auditing and
accounting stalT, who controlled time keepers and material checkers and who
inspected and watched the work of the contractors continuously both as to the
quality of the work and conduct of the labor, and all of the things that enter into it.

General Marshall: ... In the original camp and cantonments we did

not have that system of checking. We considered ourselves fortunate in being
able to get this work and produce the results in the time that it [sic] was produced,
but the cost of the original camps and cantonments was not excessive.

Mr. Dorehus: This system of cost checking—did it extend to all the various
units of construction?

General Marshall: Why, generally speaking, it did. In some places it

was run and kept up more effective than in others; in some places it was very
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difficult on account o( the cUm of chcckera we could get to place reliance in it, but

that was alwayi an indication of what w^a going on, and the cauie for invertigation.

Not only had we supervision of those things on the ground but from Washington

office inspectors went out periodically to go over the job and go over the accounu

to see that there were no wastes or eiceasive costs.

Mr. Dokeuus; Looking back over the period of the war. General, are you

satisfied that everything that could have bei!n done to safeguard the public interest

was done?

Genesal Marshall: Yes, sir. I believe that the government got as near a

dollar's worth for every dollar spent as it would be practicable to do if we sUrted

fresh today. The condition that confrontad the country at that time was when

the whole material market as well as the labor market was taxed to its utmost.

We were at war and the first duty of every government agent was to prosecute

that war. The method of conducting construction work or preparing elaborate

plans and specifications or asking bids on them and making these awards was

absolutely out of the question. And the method of doing what is known as the

purchase-atid-hire—purchase of material and hire of labor by the government

doing the work—was equally out of the question. We were confronted with doing

thirty-two jobs, sixteen of which would be at a rate greater than the rate of the

building of the Panama Canal in its highest years. The other sixteen were about

half the rate, and to attempt to organize thirty-two construction outfiu from the

material in the hands of the government and not use the already existing organiza-

tions, the commercial organizations in existence, would have been in my judgrnent,

the height of folly, ... it would have thrown the whole draft machinery

out of gear.^

The Contract That Built Ninety Per Cent of Building

Program

In the war contract program for building purposes there

were four distinct governmental agencies each of which had

developed a more or less different type of contract. Although

some contracting for this purpose was done outside of these

limits, by the individual bureaus of the army and navy,

practically the entire burden of building operations fell under

one or another of these groups. These included, in the main,

the following:

I. The navy, in which a trt-.tiendous expansion in the

original program of storage facilities, and in the building con-

struction work for the Bureau of Yards and Docks are the

outstanding feature.

' War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. Ill, part J, pp. I15-117.
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2. The United States Shipping Board, principally through
the Emergency Fleet Corporation and the board's Housing
Committee, in the construction of shipyards and the necessary

buildings connected therewith, including public utilities and
towns of dwellings for workers.

3. The United States Housing Corporation, to provide

housing, local transportation, and other general community
utilities for such industrial workers as are engaged in arsenals

and other industries in the United States, mcluding groups of

buildings for war workers in the District Columbia. These
comprised nearly a hundred projects.

4. The Construction Division of the Quartermas^ Gen-
eral's Corps of the army, in cooperation with the Committee
on Emergency Construction and Contracts. The latter was
originally a subcommittee of the Munitions Board of the

Council of National Defense.

In war time building the last of these four carried the big

end of the stick. Between 80 and 90 per cent of the entire

governmental building program was executed by this specially

organized construction unit.

It is worth while looking at the outfit that put this program
into elTect. It represents in essential respects the best type

of war time contracting cooperation between the war author-

ities and the organizations which in the national emergency
sprang into the gap from business life, it also represents

some of the more serious defects of the system followed. The
emergency construction division, with Col. I. W. Littell of

the regular army in charge, was designed to be a specially

built organization for providing quarters and camps for the

training and housing of the new national army. Around this

agency there crystallized in a phenomenally short time a
group of military and civilian executives of remarkable con-

structive capacity. They lad a threefold task. First, they

had to build a contract that would meet the conditions and
see the program through in the course of a single quarter year.

Second, they had to select the contractors whose demonstrated
capacity, business integrity and control of resources, with
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secondary regard for the pecuniary results, could be abso-

lutely relied upon. Thirdly, they had to put the thing

through—and that thing was the first fateful step in the part

of the nation in the world's war.

On the government's part it was not very well equipped, to

say the least. To be sure there were excellent plans in the

pigeonholes of the Quartermaster General's Department, for

camp construction in case of war. And that department

itself had but recently been organized on the basis of the best

business standards. The impression is still too widely cur-

rent that this arm of the service was caught .lapping. But

that is gross ignorance. On the contrary, a complete and

thoroughly thought-out plan of expansion was not only in

readiness but was actually put into operation prior to the

declaration of war. Capacity to meet emergency conditions

was shown by the department in abandoning the customary

methods of awarding rush contracts. This was done mainly

at the suggestion of engineers in civil life and construction

men whose combined experience was a hundred times broader

in the field of contracting than that of the entire army. It

was seen that strict adherence to the routine method might

result in loss of valuable time, when time was everything and

cost relatively negligible. And it was by reason of these

considerations—considerations under which nobody dared to

take uncalled for chances—that the contract for emergency

work was constructed on the cost-plus basis of compensation,

rather than through competitive bidding.

Sanitary considerations had much to do with abandoning

competitive bidding and lump sum compensation. The

Quartermaster Corps was determined to take no chances on

this score. It was determined to select the healthiest places

possible for camps, although in some cases it must have been

badly misled. But to insure sanitary construction the

advisory committee of town planners, water specialists and

sanitary engineers both for speedy building's sake and for

efficiency of results, is credited with inducing the war author-

ities to change from the lump sum to the cost-plus plan of
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payment. They also were credited with having resorted to
the selection of contractors on the footing of proven integrity,
reputation for finishing work on time, equipment, aptitude in
controlling men, etc. This plan of selective competition,
they reasoned, would give them the best; and why bother with
undependable candidates for jobs when the stakes were so
vital?



CHAPTER in

Why the Cost Plui Percentage Fee Was Adopted

A fortunate thing was this early coordination of the Con-

struction Division of the Quartermaster's Office and of the

Corps of Engineers with leaders in the contracting and en-

gineering ranks of civil life. Even before Congress had made

the appropriations for the housing of its millions of soldiers

in the training camps, the Quartermaster's Office had plans

in readiness; plans, too, in which departmental "red tape"

—

"the other fellow's way of doing it"—was reduced to a mini-

mum. These were abandoned almost overnight. And why

this sudden change? Business leadership in the contracting

world had come to the War Department, pointing to such

achievements as the erection of the training camp for 5,000

officers at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana, in three weeks,

and a similar training camp for 2,400 reserve officers at Fort

Myer, Virginia, in only two weeks. These were the work of

contracting firms which had made speed records in building

skyscrapers in big cities, and had proved their capacity to

perform wonders of speed in wood construction. All they

asked was that the government, in the uncertainties of ad-

vancing price , e\-els and labor costs, should assume the hazards

of the emergency conditions; and, besides that, should cover

the overhead and compensation for the use of the contracting

firm's organization by the payment of a percentage of the total

costs. All of these were to be subject to the inspection,

checking, cost accounting and control of the army authorities

on the spot.

To summarize, the reasons which moved the department to

a ccept the form of contract in question were as follows:'

See Testimony of Gen. I. W. Littell, on the Emergency Construction Contract,

Investigation of the War £>epartnient, Part 7, pp. 2321-2382.
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(i) It was a triid and proved mrthod of compensation for
emergency work in contracting experience and was so recog-
nized among construction engineers of the highest standing.

(2) It enabled well equipped building organizations to
begin work almost instantly on essential parts of the contract
without waiting for detailed plans and specifications which
on tnc fixed amount system must be made the basis of esti-
mates. It was tlurefore a time saver in an hour when time
was almost everything.

(3) It admitted of the selection of contractors with special
regard to their records of execution and reliability, as against
the risky method of award to the lowest bidder who might be
a "plunger," thus taking advantage of what amounted to a
more effective kind of competition in such selection, on the
basis of demonstrated merit.

(4) It—tne cost plus percentage or fee system—appealed
to the fair minded contractor on the basis of an exceptional
opportunity to make a record of his best work, because it

was to be done imder conditions in which he was released
from concern about his own profit, and was thereby freed to
concent! ite his efforts on the essential points of speed of
execution, prin-. quality and the lowest cost practicable
within the accompanying circumstances of war time work.

Points of Mutual Appeal in Emergency Contract

Not the least illuminating feature of the emergency con-
tract for camp work is the otherwise prosaic statement of
the viewpoint of the government and contractor as they come
to a focus in the preamble. In a few short paragraphs of the
document the entire background of the momentous business
is brought out into clear relief.' The rationale of the policy
which is driving the man power and the ec nomic resources
of the nation fonvard in a given course is stated in such clear
language as to merit full quotation of its essential paragraphs:

'War Department, Conttruclion Division, 4th Edition of "Contract for
Emergency Work, pp. i-ii. Reproduced also in War Expenditures Hearinis
Ser. Iu,part2,pp.84-Il3.
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Whereas, The Congmi hai declared by Joint Resolution approved April 6,

1917, that war exists between the United States ijl America and Germany, a
national emergency exists and the United Stages urgently requires the imm'^iate
pcrfontiance of the work hereinafter described, and i* is necessary that sail! work
•hall be completed within the shortest possible time; and
Whereas, It is advisable, under the disturbed cor Prions which exist in the

contracting industry throughout the country, for th Un>ed Sta'es to depart

from the usual procedure in the 1 .atter of letting contracts, and adi pt means that

wi'i. . isure the most expeditious results; and
Whereas, The mntractor has had experience in the execution 01 similar work,

has an organization for the performance of such work, and is ready co unde'Vke
the same upon the temu and conditions herein provided;

Nffw, Tktrefore, This Contract Witntsseth, That in consideration of the prem ses

and of the payments to be made as hereinafter provided, the contractor hereby
covenants and agrees to and with the contracting officer as folbwa-

The contractor shall in the shortest possible time, furnish the \ahm, material,

tools, machinery, equipment, facilities, and supplies, and do all things necessary

for the constructk>n and completion of the following work;

Each of the four editions of the "Contract for Emergency
Work," as fho (amp and cantonment contract was designated

in the War Departii'ent, contained this identical statement of

the common ground on which the two parties to the award
consented to work out this urgent prob'cm of mihtary prep-

aration. Then follow the several articles of specific agree-

ment under Articles I to XV inclusive. These embody the
main points around which many years of engineering and
contracting experience had crystallized. They include such
topics as the extent aiivl cost of the work. The factor of

-: was defined in eleven separate items, specifying the
things to be included in or excluded from the category of

chargeable costs. 0;i these the contractor shall be entitled

to calcula'e his percentage of compensation for the completed
job. On no point were the public authorities more watchful,
on no phase of the public accounting was there -nore care
bestowed, tl\an on this very one of cost determining. Other
articles cover the subject of time and conditions of the pay-
ment of fees and reimbursement of contractual outlays
authorized by the government's rcpiosentative, Ihe contract-
ing officer; the required facilities for the inspection of records
and the audit f accounts; special requirements as to the
time of beginni ^ and the prosecution of the work; the im-
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portant consideration ci the conditions on which the con-
tracting officer may terminate the contract and put another inthe contractors place; the provisions for settlement in casethe work IS abandoned as no longer necessary for the emer-gency needs of the goxernment, having in mind the possi-
bility o the unanticipated end of the war or change of plansand pohcy in the department; and finally th. vexatious
problems of the hours and conditions of labor, the settlement
of disputes and the control of subcontracting or subletting
with approval or consent in writing or. the part of the con-
'racting officer of the department. The highest fee earnable
was > 50.000 on a contract of Sio.ooo.ooo or o\cr.

Detehmi.vation of thk Co.ntractor's Fee
T!ie considerations which controlled in the construction

program, involving over 300 different contracts, balanced
public emergency against private opportunity. The measure
of inducement was therefore of primary importance The
situation of the public interests was set forth in the foregoinir
analysis of contract as embodying three factors

:

(a) That a national emergency existed, requiring the utmost
urgency in the execution of the work;

(b) That in the disturbed economic conditions in the con-
tracting industry the usual legal procedure of competitive
contract letting had to be waived in this class of work in the
interest of more expeditious performance; and

(c) That the contractor mtiiiioned in the award had the
requisite experience, organization and machinery in similar
work and was willing and ready to undertake the job at onceon terms specified in the contract.
This indicates the more general ground of appeal- the

specific inducement was the agreed payments or fees, the main
economic feature of which was that he should throw himself
and his organization into the emergencv with the agreement
that he should be guaranteed ag..inst losses; that he would
forego extraordinary gains, and that the government would
by means of a covering fee enable him to come out even if

- 0.
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an equivalent thereof, on the gr. , cost of the project

FJh.rr ""ZL"'
**° '''"''' '" *^' construction contracts.E.ther a specified percentage was paid or a fixed sui The

IL^Xwi'rrav:
'^^'""""' °" ^ '-'"-''«'= "' '"^ -»'"

SCHEDULE OF COST PLUS FEES FOR EMERGEN. BUILDING
CONTRACTS

"-"-umu

If the Cce of Work !• _. ^ ,^
|ioo,ooo

The Fm of Co.t ta

Owrlioo.ooo and under lijj.ooo 7 per cent

Over lijj.ooo and under »4jo,ooo ,.
*^°°°

Over 1450,000 and under »5oo,ooo «J per cent

Over »5oo,ooo and under >i,ooo,ooo ,
'"'•'5"

Over |i,ooo,ooo and under »l,ioo 000 '^' ""'
Over »l, 100,000 and under f-,Joo.'ooo

»6o,ooo

Over »l,500,ooo and under »l,650,ooo ''If
""'

Over »i,650,ooo and under »3,Joo 000
M>.5<»

Over t3,joo,ooo and under I»,i5o'ooo '5" ""'
Over »j,45o,ooo and under fa.Sjo.ooo

»Ilo,ooo

Over «j,850,ooo and under Ij.ajo.ooo
4t Per cent

Over »3,J5o,ooo and under $4,000,000
»"S.a50

Over 14,000,000 and under 14,250,000 4 per cent

Over »4,J5o,ooo and under 54,775,000
»l(io,ouo

Over »4,775,ooo and under »5,l7s,o,X) ,''• •" ""'
Over $5,175,000 and under $5,725,000

»I?9.o6j.5o

Over $5,725,000 and under $6,M5,ooo 3* per cent

Over $«,M5,ooo and under $6,825000 "00.37S
Over $6,825,000 and under $7,400 000

3t per cent

Over $7,400,000 and under $7,750,000
$221,812.50

Over $7,750,000 and under $8.350,000 3 per cent

Over $8,330,000 and under $8,800 000
«35,500

Over $8,800,000 and under $9,650,000 >! per cent

Over $9,650,000 and under $10,000,000
»242,ooc

Over $10,000,000 2» per cent

$250,000



CHAPTER IV

Selection of Contractors under the Fee System

In the spring of 1917, in the prewar stage of preparation,
the Quartermaster's Corps had proposed designs for a stand-
ardized cantonment. These had in fact been worked out to
meet the requirements of the National Defense Act of 1916.
When the war in Europe had gone far enough to require revi-
sion these plans were reconstructed in the light of that experi-
ence. One of the changes was that of adapting the plan to
meet the conditions of enlisted troops, as compared with
regular army troops, for which the original plan had provided.
The purpose then still was to build thirty-two cantonments for
enlisted troops. But the alarming rise in costs, the presence
'n this country of foreign mission? to advise our authorities,
and the increasing influence of civilian advisory bodies as
represented in the Council of National Defense resulted in a
revision at the eleventh hour before letting any considerable
number of con

:
.acts. The number of cantonments was thus

reduced from thirty-two to sixteen,' and the size increased.
The two great changes were this concentration into fewer
training centers and the adoption of an engineering method
of contract awarding. On these sixteen centers, consisting
of 1,000 to 1,200 buildings each,'a total outlay of $128,000,000
was to be made within a single season. The middle of June
had slipped by before the localities had all been selected. By
the end of September these buildings were to be in such a
state of completion as to be used by the incoming enlisted men.
Under date of June 16 the government issued the first oflS-

cial information regarding the fee system of the cantonment
contracts. The entire army building program included 250
contracts, involving about $300,000,000 worth of construction.

* Report of the Secretary of War, 1917, p. 19.
'/6«f.,p. 33.
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Methods of Mobilizing Building Concerns

87

This system, it was stated, had been elaborated by the
department in cooperation with the Emergency Construction
Committee of the General Munitions Board and other
civilian advisors. The latter were especially responsible
for the mobilizing of the contracting firms in the rush plan
of building operations. From some three thousand ques-
tionnaires sent out an available list of contractors had been
built up, representing most of the best in the nation. The
Council of National Defense, in its reference to this in its
first annual report, thus describes this phase of work in the
selection of contractors:

From every available source thi. list ha> been expanded and InformaUon built
up unul the committee has in hand probably the most complete survey of the con-
tracung field that has ever been made. From these lists, as the various canton-ment sites were selected, recommendations ol contracton were made by the com-
mittee at the rwjuest of the Quartermaster's Department, and upon their beini
approved by the General Munitions Board the awards of contracts were made.

The army policy in pursuing its building program in-
volved about $300,000,000 of outlay in construction under
about 150 contracts. The Construction Division, in giving
execution to the policy of the department followed three
fundamental lines, which determined the kind of contractor
called for. These lines were in large part the result of ad-
visory cooperation, and included the following features:

(x) A strong administrative and supervisory organization.
(2) An elastic form of contract which, while suitably com-

pensating the contractor, should not attempt to unload upon
him the risks incident to the indecision and haste of the gov-
ernment's predicament; in other words, that the government
should carry its own risk.

(3) The employment of contractors of suitable integrity,
experience and going organization.

It was recognized from the start that so stupendous a pro-
gram demanded the awarding of contract to concerns accus-
tomed to handle the largest kinds of undertakings. The
type of contractor needed was of those who had the resources
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and the organizations to put through $3,000,000 to $5,000,000
worth of work in a few months. The Quartermaster's Oflice
availed itself of the services of an advisory board of con-
tracting engineers, and that afforded a fairly good sort of
insurance against jobs falling into the hands of concerns for
which the projects were beyond their capacity, resources or
equipment. In short, these were jobs for giants accustomed
to operate on a titanic scale, in which quick action and effect-

ive quality of work could be practically guaranteed. Natu-
rally those who had done things great in the past could be
counted on most likely to meet the greater emergency in the
present. This directness of action, this straightforward
judgment, this shutting out of politics, was, however, the very
type of procedure which would call forth criticism, as soon as
it was seen that the old beaten paths were forsaken for the
immediate meeting of national needs. This inevitable criti-

cism came in the natural but sensational outcry in the name
of economy which found voice mainly in the investigations of
the Senate Committee on Military Affairs and other exposes
late in 1917 and during most of the year following, into this

and other fields of government contracting.

Criticisms of the Cost-Plus Contracts

Criticisms were aimed at this contract for various reasons.
Of most frequent occurrence was that of the fees allowed
being too low. To this Colonel Littell,in his official announce-
ment of the plan and details, had reference, when he said:

This carefully graded acheme (of fees ranging from aj to 7 per cent on coats)
will, of course, not be satisfactory to some contractors, and we have naturally
received many protests against the low fees. It is a satisfaction to know, however,
that the great majority of the reputable firms have assented loyally and patriot'
ically to the government's determination to take radical precautions against excess-
ive profits. The criticisms of the few are perhaps the best evidence we could
have of the care the government is taking for the cantonments.^

The judgment of the engineering profession was favorable
to the system thus developed out of an official situation

/ Official Bulletin, ^[une 10, 1918, gives report of the Talbot Commission
March 15, 1918, explaining and approving the use of the cost-plus contract.
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marked by inaction and confusion. There was probably
no better statement of the government's position in point of

business sense than the following from one of the leading

technical journals:

Of course thia method of procedure will have its critics. There will be cries of
favoritism and excessive costs. As to the former we must depend for a square
deal upon the Quartermaster Department officials and their civilian advisers.

In the matter of cost we must realize at the outset that emergencies such as the
present one are not times for liargain hunting. We want work on a vast scale

done in an incredibly short time, and we will have to pay for it. With the labor
and material market in its present condition, and tending no one knows whither,
it is safe to say that only the most reckless type of contractor would gamble on the
camp jobs with the usual hard and fast kind of agreement. And it is the reckless

contractor, who will take a chance on going broke who should be kept off this rush
camp construction. The government doesn't want work started, suspended, and
finished way behind schedule by the bondsmen of a broken contractor. It is

work for picked men, men whose ability on large scale undertakings has been
demonstrated by past performances. There is a plentiful supply of contractors
qualified to handle the camp construction and finish it on time, provided useless

cogs are eliminated from the administrative machinery.^

Much of the protest and criticism of these methods and
awards had no other basis than the idea that the government
represented in the Emergency Construction Committee was
driving a hard bargain with the contractor in the interest of

speed and economy. Sympathy on behalf of the "poor"
contractor is obviously wasted. A general complaint of the
committee's discriminating against local contractors is con-
futed by the fact that one of its cardinal principles of operation
was to select contractors familiar with local conditions and
resources, provided there were firms of the requisite caliber

within the district.

The criticism that excessive rates of wages were paid had
more foundation in fact. But ample justification was found
in the demoralized condition in which two years of European
war contracting had left the labor market. By turning col-

lective bargaining on the part of labor over to a virtual

monopoly of labor leaders in the American Federation of

Labor a stabilizing factor was introduced, although adjust-

ments of wage levels were always made upward. The draft

' Editorial in Eniineirini News-Ricord, Vol. 78, No. 10, June 7, 1917, p. 514.
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law was now in full operation, drawing workers away to these

very cantonments as soldiers. Arsenals, shipyards, munition
factories, mines and railways, lumbering camps and mills and
civil and military occupations were all in the market for labor.

In scouring the country the different agencies of the govern-
ment rivaled each other, so that shipyards and munition
plants bid against each other, especially in the Philadelphia

district and on the Pacific Coast. Nothing short of the

lamp-post kept some of the agitators from fomenting discord

among workers whose conditions of housing gave fertile ground
for discontent. Profiteering by landlords was one of the

most flagrant of transgressions against public interest. Nev-
ertheless the construction program triumphed.

Professional versus Traditional Methods of Selection

From the very start the War Department felt that an
explanation was due the public for departing from its tradi-

tional Tiethods of awarding contracts for the sixteen canton-

ments. The older method consisted of presenting a full set

of specifications with advertising for bids, to be opened at a
more or less distant date at a specified place, all of which was
followed by a thorough comparison of bids and finally a
selection of the successful competitor to do the work for a
lump sum amount. He was presumably the lowest bidder,

whatever else he might be. Part of the delay in gettingthese

projects started was due to the determination of the Quarter-

mat ler Department to make these camps the healthiest pos-

sible places, and to do so it was not deemed best to bind the

hands of the government by any fixed sum contract, thus

abridgin, heir freedom to make changes. The advisory com-
mittee of town planners, water specialists and sanitary engi-

neers, both for speedy building's sake and for efficiency of

results, is credited with inducing the war authorities to change
from the lump sum to the cost-plus plan of payment, and of

selecting the contractors on the basis of integrity, reputation

for finishing work on time, equipment, aptitude for controlling

men, etc.
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Of course, it took time to establish beforehand all the pre-

cautions and checks required to make this newer method
work with as little friction as possible. First of all was the
problem of how to pick out the desired kind of contracting

firms, now that the open field competitive method had been
rejected as the means of selection for that of selective com-
petition. For that purpose the Quartermaster, acting with
his advisory committees, sent a questionnaire to all of the
leading contractors of the country for information about
their activities in the past three years, what sized projects

they had handled, how large a force of men they could main-
tain on a job, along with a summary history of the firm's

achievements. In addition thereto, leading engineers and
architects were asked to state confidentially what their ex-

perience had been with each contractor under consideration.

On this material one of the ablest and best judges of con-
tractors in the country was asked to pass judgment. His
specialty had been to judge of contractors for the leadingsecur-

ity and guaranty companies of the country. Every contract
awarded had the advantage of th;- judgment of such superior

technical talent as to the advisability of accepting or of
rejecting the offer of the contractors. These advisers worked
without pay.'

' Official Bulletin, June 9, 1917, p. 16.
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Did the Emergency Construction Contracts Make Good?

It is hardly necessary to raise tlie question whctlier these

emergency central ts really made good. Yet, as a vital part

of the preparation for war, it deserves straightforward

answer. The responsibility for this program the Council of

National Defense, of which the Secretary of War was the

chairman, placed upon the Committee on Emergency Con-

struction and Contracts almost instantly after war was

declared. That was organized April 28, 1917, and soon there-

after Major W. A. Starrett, of the United States Reserves,

formerly a construction engineer, was placed at its head.

This small committee of five, which cooperated with the

Army Construction Division, represented as high an order of

large scale building talent as one could wish, including an

army representative from the United States Engineer Corps.

It was made their duty

—

To suggest forms of day-work contracts applicable to the construction of can-

tonments and similar enterprises where rapidity in construction is essential; to

formulate plans and methods of expediting the construction of housing facilitiea

in connection with engineering and construction work and ?.ctivitie8 essential

thereto.*

Official Estimate of Contractua' Results

In reviewing the situation at this critical juncture of the

war plans, the Council of Defense officially states that it be-

came apparent at once that the ordinary method of advertis-

ing for bids and awarding the contract to the lowest bidder

could not be followed, because of the necessity of getting the

work under way at once prior to the development of completed

plans and specifications which could be used as a basis for

competitive estimates. Construction and designing had to

1 First Annual Report, Council of National Defense, 1917, p. 24-

92
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go on concurrently, and since no existing form of government

contract met tliis situation a new form fitting the conditions

had to be drawn.' Thus the cost-plus type of agreement

came into general use. Under it the sixteen national army

camps (cantonments) were built at an average estimated cost

of about $8,000,000, and sixteen National Guard camps at

the av»rage cost of about $1,900,000. The buildings of the

former covered an area of 2,000 acres and the rifle ranges, drill

grounds, etc., as large an area in addition. In the housing

of the 40,000 men for each cantonment the regimental units

each called for fifty-nine buildings, consisting of twenty-two

infantry barracks, six officers' quarters, two storehouses,

twenty-eight lavatories and one infirmary building. Besides

these there were divisional headquarters at each camp, also

quartermaster depots, distributing station and base hospi-

tals, having 1,000 beds each. There were twenty-five miles

of road to build, sewer facilities to install, water supplies to

construct—in short, to build hoi' -'ng accommodations, stores

for supplies, public utilities and administrative buildings for

sixteen cities of the size of Taunton, Massachusetts, Wheeling,

West Virginia, or Quincy, Illinois. And all of this in not over

four full months of time! Besides these, the sixteen National

Guard camps, where the men were quartered under tents, the

buildings, though less numerous, called for extensive construc-

tion of modern storehouses, mess shelters, lavatories and

baths, heating and lighting systems, in addition to two em-

barkation and one quartermaster training camps. Speaking

of the result, the Secretary of War thus summarizef

:

In the iT.ain, the work has been thoroughly successful. When its magnitude is

appreciated, the draft it made upon the labor maiket of the country, the speed

with which it was accomplished, and the necessity of assembling not only materials

but men from practically all over the country, it seems not too much to say that

the work is out of all proportion laigcr than any similar work ever undertaken in

the country, and that its completion substantially on time, is an evidence of effi-

ciency both on the part of those officers of the government charged with responsi-

bility for the task and the contractors and men of the trades and crafts employed

to carry on the work.*

1 First Annual Report, Council of National Defense, 1917, p. 24.

* Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 1917, p. 28.
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Cooperative Morale a Dominating Factor
To the cooperative character of the camp construction

organization one has to look for the main cause of the success
attending its program. First, the Construction Division of
the army and the Emergency Construction Committee, the
official am! the advisory agencies in direct charge, worked
together with remarkable accord. Second, the government's
representative and the contractors understood each other
and jointly put their best efforts into the job. An engineering
observer, speaking of this phase of the cooperative method of
work, writes:

No more tratifyiin experience ii vouchiafed to the interested olwrvtr on a
large conatructuM project than to Me an ex^trienced conwructing quartermaster
working with a good contracting organiiation. They came to the job with a aim-
ilanty of point of view. The technical point, they both underatand and, there-
lore, they talk a common language. They understand the orderly proceai of
organixauon and reUtive reaponaibility; the aenae of atewardahip on the part ofthe government officer U met by one of strict accountability: each haa hi. duties
•nd^both work to a common end, the rapid and economical completion of the

To those who could catch the vision of the end, without
being led astray by the oPending but incidental abuses incident
to big but urgent works, there was evident in this whole group
of projects something of the fighting spirit that inspired the
officers and soldier-^ for whose service these cities for training
were being built. Nor was it simply among the officers and
contracting officials that this equivalent of the fighting spirit
under civilian garb manifested the cooperative principle of
effort. Among the rank and file of men in overalls there was
the same quiet undertow of unity of aim. And of these too,
as well as of the engineers, it may equally be said:

It was, therefore, only natural that in going over the work we heard so much
discussion of the economies and saw the lighting everywhere to keep the cost,down. And these are of the type that went forward to ot:- first battle, a battle
aspinst the elements. A battle to erect, almost over night, the great construction
projects that were needed all over the country that our army could be called thatour munitions could be made, that our aviator, could be trained, and that our
supplies could be handled.
That there was waste is admitted, but that thU waste would occur was most

Clearly seen.
. . .

They saw the problem and met it squarely, not in the fatu-

?,m«' J™'?""'?" Division of the United Sutes Army," by W. A StarrettSctentiJK American, September 28, 1918, p. 352.
starrett,
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out hope that they would in all cam produce lOo per cent efficiency, but rather
with ;he pm.tical realiiation that they would jive their beat in itemming to the
ntmoat the waate that waa ineviuble. Beyond that, they went in with high re-
iolve that they would deliver to the tovemment, in time and adequately, the vaat
building program on which our very exiatence depended. They are willing to
abide by the reault.'

Theory of the Graduated Percentage Fee Contract
The general theory of gcvernmental war contracts, it has

been pointed out, makes military necessity the paramount
consideration within the limits of law. In the effort to work
out a form of construction contract adapted to meet war con-
ditions the problem was that of commanding the most com-
pf tent agencies available to perform a most urgent under-
taking within the shortest period of time. Certainty of
result was essential. To that end risks had to be concen-
trated on the side of administrative control, and withdrawn
from the side of executive performance. Whatever n ight
handicap the speed or quality of performance must be local-

ized on the administrative side of the contractual equition.
Transpositions of the contractual factors had then altogether
to be adjusted to the standards of laws and regulations, by
consultation with the legal, the auditing, the financial and the
judi iai criteria of valid contracting. As a result of these
conditions the cost plus percentage fee contract became the
standard in most general though not exclusive use for the
army's building program. In substance, the resulting agree-
ment was a sort of "honorable partnership" between the
employer and contractor; an arrangement in which the em-
ployer carried his own risks and secured thereby the services
of the contractor and his organization. Engineering experi-
ence in the contracting field had found that the interests of
equity and execution had become so well balanced by this

plan as to make one of the most acceptable forms of contract.'
The cost-plus contract was not, therefore, an experiment; its

value had been demonstrated in the wider field of commercial
experience.

' Seribner's Magasine, " Building for Victory," November, lorS, pp. 546-547
ci.'^.,',^''"^'"'' °' Dwight P. Robinson, President American International
Shipbuilding Corporation, on the agency type of the Cost-plus Contract, Senate
Committeeon Commerce Hearings, 65th Cong., 2d Sess.. on Sen. Res. 170 vol 2
pp. 2013-2016.



CHAPTER VI

Aimy Ordnance Contncti

In the support of the military establishment of the country

the expenditures for the Ordnance Department stand second

in importance only to the outlays for the Quartermaster Corps.

This department, from April 6, 1917, to June i, 1919, had at

its disposal credits to the amount of $4,143,483,823.16.

That made nearly 28.5 per cent of the entire amount expended

by the War Department during the period of hostilities.

The Quartermaster Corps expended in the sanr^e time almost

exactly twice as much. All except 9 per cent of the ordnance

outlays were made in the United States, the amount being

$3,783,345,386.02, as against $359,i34.436i4 for the Ameri-

can Expeditionary Forces.'

Distribution of contract items of $100,000,000 or over,

each, among the several features of ... penditure, shows that

ordnance stores, mainly ammunition, led with $720,740,000

;n round numbers. Automatic rif.es required $534,320,000;

ordnance stores and supplies $354.440,585 ; small arms target

practice, $188,276,000; tlie manufacture of arms, $161,041,-

100; armored motor cars, $117,300,000, leaving the next to

the largest item of $600,000,000 to settle contract obligations

outstanding when the armistice, on November II, 1918, was
signed. That event suddenly halted the industrial opera-

tions and automatically canceled many thousands of con-

tract undertakings These apportionments are from the

fiscal years' summary of total appropriations of 1917, 1918

and 1919.'

The making of munitions and of their supplementary

requirements is primarily an industrial task. The credit of

* War Expenditures Hearingf , Ser. I, part I, p. 40.
'Ibid., pp. lo-ll.
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furnisthing these direct implements o( lighting belongs to the

manufacturing forces of the nation. Nor is the achievement

simply a matter of machinery; it was the spirit rather of the

men and women back of the machines that, under the colossal

contractual relations with the government ^rove home the

end of the war to the final stage of victory. The manufac-

turing industries of the country were placed at the country's

service from the > irliest prospect of war. Typical of the

entire morale w';ich dominated the .American contracting

forces at home were the words of Samuel M. Vauclain of

I'hiladelphia. In conference with the Ordnance Department

authorities, weeks before Congress had voted funds for ammu-
nition and arms on the big scale required, he met the difficulty

of anticipating appropriations by the pledge: "We'll make

the rifles—you make the contracts."

There are several other aspects from which the subject of

ordnance contracting should be considered. It is necessary

to understand the main features at least of the position of the

Ordnance Office as a contracting authority when the war

broke out, with special regard to its capacity to meet its

legally defined duties, to determine its own problem and %o

meet the demands of the military situation as it developed

both at home and abroad in the light of the International

Ordnance Agreement of December, 1917.'

Again, what were the character and scope of the contractual

system, relations and organization r.s developed in the working

out of this problem by means of the department's own arse-

nals and the industrial organizations, commercial agencies and

financial institutions of the country?

Finally, what policy peculiar to the Ordnance Department

was pursued in the liquidation of war era assets in the post-

armistice period, involving cancelation of contracts, salvaging

of supplies and settlement of accounts with the contracting

public, while the demobilization was going on in the transi-

tion to conditions of peace?

> Anunai's ttMnitims: Rtport of Benedict Crowell, Dinctor of Munitions,

X917-1918, pp. 14-15. Washington, 1919.
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Situation of Ordnance Office at Outbreak of War
The position of the Army Ordnance Department at the

outbreak of hostilities with Germany is a sad commentary
on the popular conceit of self-sufficiency of our military
establishment even on a peace basis. The disease was the
usual failure of the department to develop apace with the
progress of national needs and worldwide changes. Mean-
while, the Chief of Orrlnanc; had for fifteen years been p'ead-
ing with his superior n authority to enable him to increase
his personnel and ass. nts, to have in readiness a reserve of

the basic tools and of technically equipped officers in sufficient

numbers to place governmen. arsenals and private contracting
industries on a war time scale of production of munitions at

very short notice. As has been pointed out elsewhere, its

designing force was pitiably insufficient to keep up with the
rapidly developing experience of the nations in fighting

mat^rie!. Owing largely to the failure to meet the expressed
need of additional officers, the equally important work of

manufacturing, inspection and other engineering lines of

work fared likewise. The p;ea of the Ordnance Office that
the increments of officers authorized by Congress in the act of

June 3, 1916, over a five-year /leriod, be expedited by taking
advantage of the emergency provision in the act giving the
President authoriiy to make such increaoe at once, was met
by an obstructive and sophistical opinion of the law author-
ities of the department handed clown months later, on Decem-
ber 26, 1916. That opinion ran as follows:

However great may he the need of an increaaed petaonnel ia the Ordnance
Department to meet the exiating aituati m, it ia not auch an emergenry aa the
ttatutecontemplatea. . . . That the report of the Chief of Ordnance doea not
atate a condition that can be regarded aa an emergency authoriamg the President

to organize an increaae of the Ordnance Department under the firat proviso of

aection 34 of the national defense act; and that, unlesa there is an emergency not
disclosed in these papers, a remedy can be afforded only in legialative action.

Under this ruling the Chief of Ordnance waited until the
day after the break of diplomatic relations with Germany on
February 3 to renew his plea for recognition of an emergency
situation, only to result in more legal hairsplitting in the
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Judge Advocate Gencrars letter of February 9, to which the
Secretary of War—another lawyer—subscribed in the follow-
ing official language:

Opinion ipprovid: Ai ConfriH ia in KMion and ia conaidtring thia quratlon
00 pnMOt uw o( tlw diacntion o( the Preaidmt will be aouflit.

Bakei.

In the face of this enforced attitudeof ignoring actualities
the Ordnance Office had undertaken a sur\ey of manufactur-
ing establishments which would most likely be able to produce
the supplies wanted without any great changes in their ma-
chine equipment. A series of conferences and consultations
was conducted between the department and industrial con-
cerns during most of the entire year before war was declared.
General Crozier, then Chief of Ordnance, testified, in the
mquiry of 11,19, that from the autumn of 1916 contracts had
•^- "n entered into with private concerns for the various kinds
of munitions. These included artillery, artillery ammunition,
small arm ammunition, powder and equipments, including
cartridge belts, etc. But of greater importance than any
other single implement of war, even than the machine gun,
he considered the infantryman's rifle. For the making of
these, three establishments which had been manufacturing
rifles for European governments were found to be practically
in readiness. Prior contracts had been awarded for the sup-
ply of manufacturers' tools and gauges although to an insuf-
ficient extent. These wee under the appropriations of 1916
and of 191 7, the List of which was made available in the act
of July I, 1916. Between August 29, 1916, and April 6, 1917,
orders and contracts of $100,376,973 net allotment were let,
and 4,000 placed within the next eight months.'
The first task after getting the more urgent contracts under

way appeared to be the long deferred increa.se in personnel by
which to carry on the enlarging work of the office. Within
a year the Ordnance list of officers increased from 96 to 4,000,
and in a year more to 5,000.' A force of five officers and

' See General Croaier'a Tettimony, Inveatieation of War Deputment. Decem-
. Ar^i'

'9"7;.P""
. PP- «5-J4» lor liat 0I contracla.

l-""""'. "«"
' War Expenditurea Heannga, Ser. I, part 5, p. 459.
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twenty clerks was required to work day and night making out
commissions and examining applications. Most of these were
set directly to making out contracts, at the rate of twenty a
day for the first eight months of the war. By far the greater
proportion came from civil life. They included engineers,
business men, financiers, bank presidents, college and univer-
sity professors, chemists and metallurgists, and lawyers, who
were of special service in contract drawing. These newly
appointed officers served as assistants to the regular oificers

in charge of the several purchase and supply divisions of the
Ordnance Department. For that reason there was no such a
situation as thac which aro- in the office of the Quartermaster
General whereby the conti. 'ing virtually was taken over by
advisory committees and the responsible contracting officer

made subordinate to the extra-departmental advisers.

Contract Procedure in the Army Ordnance Office

On the question, as to what part the supply officers taken
from civil life had in the purchasing and price fixing for the
several divisions having to do with supplies, it appears that
the assistants made the first negotiations but that no price

was finally agreed upon without the approval of the regular

officer. These divisional officers headed the contracting units

for ordnance supplies, just as similar officers in the other
departments or corps or bureaus of the War Department
operated as independent, uncoordinated units of purchase
and supply. Hence the two competed in the same market for

such supplies as blankets, harness, saddles and halters. But,

as a rule, the great bulk of the supplies of the Ordnance
Department were noncommercial in character, excepting, of

course, raw materials. Among the purchasing divisions there

was as yet no such coordination within that department as

came later. That came after the problem of contract han-

dling had been met by the ordnance bureaus to a sufficient

extent to get production well under way.

Now as to the department's external relations with the

manufacturers. For the Ordnance Department coordination
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with the industrial systems of the country became a crying
necessity early in the war. Prior to 1914 there were only six
government arsenals and two private works which could make
heavy weapons. So long as it had a practically unlimited
market from which to buy, it was master enough of the situa-
tion not to need more outside help than the two or three pri-
vate plants afforded. But now that both the army and the
navy were pressing their needs upon a market that had
become entirely inadequate there was urgent need for some
medium by which the contracting divisions of the service
might be guided in the placement of contracts with the assur-
ance of not overburdening some of the manufacturing plants
and leaving others undersupplied with orders. For this serv-
ice the General Munitions Board came into existence, and
began to function in cooperation with the Ordnance Office
within a month or so after the war began.'

This particular service was called the allocation of orders
and contracts. It served to keep the departments and their
separate contracting divisions from competing for the same
industrial plants.' A second service rendered by the General
Munitions Board, which later became the War Industries
Board, was that of initiating unutilized firms and the manu-
facturing capacity of kindred industries. This was effected
in two ways—by the creation of new industrial concerns or the
enlargement of existing ones. That was a problem of distrib-
utmg the load over the actual and potential manufacturing
capacity of the country. Local advisory committees rendered
valued assistance in this capacity. The third service arose
with the disappearance of the competitive system of awarding
contracts. With competitive bidding a thing of the past, how
was the government to know whether it was getting a square
deal as to prices agreed upon? With the trained price spe-
cialists of the War Industries Board, or its predecessor, passing

' War Expenditure. Hearings, Gen. Wm. Crozier's Testimony, Ser. I, part tpp. 404, 1^74.
"^ ^'

Hearinss on Army Appropriations Bill of 1919, Vol, I, p. 47: Testimony of

a™ >"

H^""*?;T <"•<'"?"':' orders allocation to preveni Jom^titionZtweenArmy and Navy Ordnance bureaus for forgings at beginning of the war
""""
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upon the industrial and commercial aspects of ordnance con-

tracts, the Ordnance authorities felt a sense of safeguardini;

presence—a precaution and an effective preventive of price

boosting which had outraged the common sense of the country

earlier in the war era.

The actual procedure in the relations of the War Industries

Board, which represented the extra-departmental Council of

National Defense, to the Ordnance Department may be

shown best by a specific instance from official testimony.

From the Hearings of the House Committee on War Ex-

penditures, the following is taken

:

The Chairman: Suppose you wanted to buy a certain kind of slielts of a cer-

tain calibre, steel products—was that all handled by the officers of your depart-

ment?

Gbneral Crozier; Mostly.

The Crairuan: What part of it did anyone else do?

General Crozier: When the ofhcera of my own department had from their

own knowledge, or with the help of suggestions from the War Industries Board,

entered into negotiations with certain manufacturers for the use of their plants

—

and, generally speaking for the enlargement of their plants which was usually done

at government expense—and for the supply of shells, we will say, at an agreed

price, '.nd had agreed upon specifications which we had theretofore explained,

and time of delivery and rate of deHvery, all of which was done before the order

was finally given, it was submitted to the War Industries Board for them to clear

it. That is to say, for them to approve the use of a particular manufacturing

establishment in doing such work, and in order that the War Industries Board

might indicate their opinion that it did not unduly interfere with the work that

that manufacturing establishment had for some other department, and also to

approve prices. And when that was done the order was formally given and the

contract was entered into by the Ordnance Department.*

Strategic Importance of America's Ordnance
Problem

The placing of orders and contracts for ordnance was vitally

affected by our European Alliance. Late in 1917 the division

of labor in the prosecution of the World War was formally

outlined as between Europe and the United States, in the

international ordnance agreement. With that defined, the

strategic importance of the problem only gradually dawned
upon the national consciousness. At first, indeed, it seemed

* War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 5, pp. 466^67.
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as if our Allies had really lightened our burden. But it soon
became clear that our problem, stripped of all that disguised
its naked realities, was infinitely more than a mere American
problem. As the elements of illusion lifted, its expansion
disclosed a scope even greater than interallied limits—it stood
out as a world problem of the widest possible extent and com-
plexity. In its essential character it consisted in the assump-
tion of the obligation to pour into the World War situation

three streamf of resources—millions of tons of subsistence,

millions of units of man power and billions of dollars worth of

supplies and nunitiont,. From this time forward the key
to the great i..ilitary drama as it was developed back of the
lines of battle centered more arid more in the industrial, the
commercial and the financial potentialities and achievements
of the United States.

America's armament program on this scale of production
of munitions was handicapped by an extremely limited

knowledge of how to work it out. There was also the diffi-

culty of utilizing foreign experience as yet largely unorganized.
The problem of contract engagements was still further com-
plicated by the rapidly expanding ratio of requirement which
each increase in the strength of the army entailed, from a
quota first of 500,000 men and up to 5,000,000; and, finally, b

.

the trend toward the widening uses and larger emphasis on
newly developing mechanical devices. Along with these

came the gradual awakening to the fact the rapid exhaustion
of the world's resources in both ra- .laterials and skilled

labor. "The cumulative effect of these factors," wrote an
official in the inner councils of the Ordnance Department,
"produced a task of si'ch inherent difficulty and such im-
r jasurable vastness as to transcend the most imaginative
conception of the human mind." The estimated cost of the
ordnance required to equip our first 5,000,000 men was
between $12,000,000,000 and $13,000,000,000.

.

The main burden of this two-year program rested upon the
shoulders of American industry. Several government arse-

nals and as many private concerns comprised about all that
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could be regarded as specially equipped for ordnance manu
facture, as ! te as April, 191 7. How rapid was the trans-

formation in tiic mechanical equipment of the country may
be inferred from the fact that when the armistice occurred

there were nearly 8,000 manufacturing plants, employing

over 4,000,000 persons, engaged in the production of ordnance

in the United States. In addition to that, it was estimated

by Ernest T. Trigg, speaking for the War Industries Board,

that two weeks before the armistice was signed there wer.'

urgent appeals for approximately i ,200,000 more war workers

than could be supplied without placing further embargoes on
nonwar industries. The pressure for production was out-

running the industrial man power.

Ordnance Office Reorganization as Affecting
Contracts

There was much criticism current as to Ordnance Office

methods and results from the very beginning of the war.

Congress felt that it had not been prompt enough in providing

machine guns." The increase of new official personnel by four

hundredfold by the end of the year 191 7 was one source of

confusion. This was inevitable, especially as the regular

army officers who could have trained the r.^;w personnel were

drawn away from Washington into the factory, the camp
and the field of operations in France. This lack of a training

remnant soon told on the morale of the whole force. It

found expression in a degree of confusion that might well

have made less devoted officers sick at heart. Yet it was

exactly what was to have been expected from years of the

policy of repression, of warnings and appeals to get ready for

emergencies. In nothing did this attitude of high official

ease in Zion appear to come to judgment more evidently than

in the handling of contracts.

The Ordnance Departmen*: itself, as organized on the peace

time baais, could not at first be expected to prove equal to

' Investigation of the War Department, Part I, p. 179. Statements of Chief

of Ordnance, December 12-31, 1917 (confidential).
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the overwhelming amount of war time work in the custody

of the new personnel. Many new varieties of talent from pro-

fessional, technical and business circles were added; but that

very factor rather intensified than helped to overcome the

lack of coordination among the several contracting units.

Thus both internal conditions and external relations with the

business organization disclosed some of the more serious handi-

caps under which the ordnance office was endeavoring to

transact a volume of work too big for it in the condition in

which the war had caught it. Yet, in spite of all the criticism,

this office had by the end of 1917 awarded contracts amount-

ing to $1,750,000,000 since the beginning of hostilities on
April 6. Senate investigations (Committee on Military

Affairs) had their effect in prompting the Secretary of War
to approve a plan of reorganization, whereby the Ordnance

Office work was placed on a functional basis. This plan

separated the technical duties from the business functions

and consolidated the operations into nine divisions, princi-

pally of procurement (placing orders and contracts), produc-

tion (industrial), ins[)ection and supply. By this arrange-

ment the work of designing of all kinds, the work of contract

letting and ordering, the work of keeping track of the prog-

ress of manufacturing and delivery of each one of the thou-

sands of contracts and the work of inspecting products and

purchases—these were differentiated into their respective

divisions. The Chief of Ordnance was given an extensive

staff of administrative and scientific assistants, more in keep-

ing with the enormously expanded program of ordnance

equipment to which the past couple of years of warfare had

added thousands of novel and essential items. At the same
time the more centralized control of munitions production

was put under the supervision of a Director of Munitions,

serving as Assistant Secretary of War. In the supply field

the Director of Purchase, Storage and Traffic had effected a

similar centralization; so that by the beginning of 1918 the

two great contracting divisions of the War Department were

reorganized and entering on the large scale program planned
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by the military authorities in cooperation with the All.^a
leaders of Europe.

'

The International Ordnance Agreement

Our war contracting program by the time the Interallied

policy of united action had been worked out by Interallied

conferences, involved two further developments in the scope
of supply and matdriel production. One of these was that
outlined in the international ordnance agreement based on a
searching survey of the military situation. The essential

features of this arrangement were:

That Great Britain and FrancR had developed their scale of production of heavy
artillery to such an extent as to b^ able to supply all American divisions as they
arrived in France during the year 1918.

That the British and French ammunition supply and reserves "vere sufficient

to meet the needs of the American army up to June, 1918, if the existing 6-inch
shell plants in the United States and Canada maintained full activity, and if 6-

tnch howitzer carriages were manufactured here.

That the most immediate need of France was, and to a lesser extent Great
Britain, a large supply of propellants and high explosives of specified varieties,

including 6-inch, 8-inch and 9.3-inch shells, and that large additional manufactur-
ing capacity for these shells be at once laid down in the United Sutes.

This program had a profound trfect on our entire war
contract regime. It brought out clearly the two concurrent
efforts of the war, that the United States had to maintain the
fighting forces of the Allied Powers by shipping food, making
and delivering in Europe war materiel during the year 1918,
and at the same time tranship our man power and build up
our war industries to equip them with munitions and supplies

in readiness for the final drive on the Central Powers in the
year 1919. The year 1918 was to be almost incidental—

a

period of gathering strength for a supreme effort in the year
or two beyond. One prominent effect of the plan of prepara-
tion was to bring the production of small arms to the front as
a feature of our munitions contracting, because of the early

discovery that "America can organize, train and transport

troops of a superior sort at a rate which leaves far behind
any program for the manufacture of munitions."'

' Report of Secretary of War, 1918, pp. 5,S-6o.
* America's Munitions, by Benedict Crowetl, Director of .Munitions, p. 17.

Washin^on, 1919.
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Analysis of Standard Ordnance ConhjctR

One of the most interesting features of war contract forms
is the evolution of successive standards and clauses as the
business developed from one form to another. When the
armistice came there were executed in the Procurement Divi-
sion of the Ordnance Office, which had ordnance contracting
in hand, not less than 20,000 orders and contracts. The so-
called informal contracts, for which supplementary legisla-

tion was at once sought and later obtained, fell largely under
this class of procurement orders, for which the Ordnance
Office had entered into agreements without conforming fully
to the lawful standards of army and navy contracts. The
form ufdd in the lawfully drawn contracts and orders was
known as Ordnance Office, Form No. 8, the twenty-four
articles of which represent the main part of the war's experi-
ence in the perfection of contract provisions. These were
generally, although by no means exclusively, of the cost-plus
type.

Complexity of Contracts Necessitates Analysis

Whoever takes pains to make analysis of a series of con-
tract forms, such as these from No. i to No. 3, inclusive, can
not but be impressed with the tendency toward increasing
complexity. It is this tendency toward complexity that
makes analysis necessary in the exposition of the contractual
relations. This is evident in the increased number of ques-
tions covered, in the enlargement of clauses into paragraphs
and in the disposition to expand definitions and terms so as
to cover all actual and possible angles and elements of doubt
that may have arisen as a matter of experience or of precau-
tion. The purport of these contract forms becomes clear if

one keeps in mind that the cost basis is fundamental in defin-
107
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ing the duties and specifying conditions. Time is tlie key-

stone to the cost-plus agreement.

Outline of Principal Features of Contract

A. Article contracted for, with description, and reference to

drawings and specifications, quantity and quality, etc.

B. Delivery, including quantities and dates.

(i) Instructions for packing, boxing, storing and ship-

ping.

(2) Inspection, to be prompt upon notice by contractor.

(3) Progress to be anticipated and delays penalized.

C. Price, Cost and Price adjustment.

(i) Fixed price, or fixed or per cent profit.

(2) Adjustment as to costs of materials, labor and

changes in specifications.

(3) Liquidated damages deducted for delays in delivery.

(4) Purchase price based on estimated c t to be ad-

justed to actual cost of materials, lauor, etc.

D. Special Provisions.

(i) Right to increase order within given period, at the

same price.

(2) Right to terminate order if war ends or Ordnance

Chief deems that public interest so requires.

(3) Settlement of disputes, employment conditions, etc.

(4) Property rights reserved, patents, subcontract assign-

able to the United States only.

These are the skeleton features of the most generally used

war contract forms by the Ordnance Office of the army.

Each of these has been the subject of negotiation at some time

or other, on one or more articles of purchase and contract.

In the standardized forms of this series the itemized articles

are as follows:

Article I. In this form the first article describes the com-

modity to be furnished, the prices and the time and quantity

involved in deliveries. The nation is at war. Hence the

preamble, which gives the reason for agreeing upon prices and

delivery dates, recites that "whereas a state of war exists
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between the United States and certain foreign countries con-

stituting a national emergency," and that "the usual require-

ments of advertisement for proposals are dispensed with,"

therefore contracting agreement is not any longer on the

competitive basis, but on mutual agreement that the " work-
manship and quality of the articles shall, in the absence of

other provisions, be the best of their respective classes and
free from latent defects." Here is a distinct concession to

accept goods by the standards of commercial work rather than
by technical inspection emphasizing incidentals.

Article II. Specifications.—The contract and the speci-

fications are related as genus and species. So that if there

be any conflict between the two the contract governs. If

the specifications be changed, as the government reserves the
right to do, the contract price is changed accordingly; the

price is advanced if the change involves added expense and
reduced if it entails less expense. The procedure for adjust-

ment of claims is provided for in Section XVII, under "ad-
justment of claims and disputes."

Methods of Controlling Materials and Delivery

Article III. Component Parts and Materials Furnished by
the United States.—So eager was the government to get its

munitions made that it practically agreed to deliver all "the
component parts and materials" at the premises of its manu-
facturing contractors in scheduled quantities " at such times

and in such quantities as in the opinion of the contracting

officer will enable the contractor to perform this contract in

accordance with its terms." In case of failure to supply

these component materials the United States shall reimburse

the contractor for any outlay made on that account. In

many contracts, such as copper furnished to the munition
makers or leather to the equipment makers, the government
had control of the surplus supply in the country. Such was
also the case with wool. Component materials had to come
from the government, unless additional supplies came to

light.
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Article IV. Manufacturers were given latitude on quantity
delivenes by the provision that a contract was to be consid-
ered as completed for purposes of settlement, if 2 per cent
more or less than the exact amount called for had been deliv-
cred and accepted. The rate of compensation was pro-
portioned to the quantity delivered.

Article V. Packing and Delivery.—Ordnance articles re-
quire careful parking as a rule. The contractor is generally
required to provide packing boxes and markings for domestic
shipment at no extra expense. Shipping to any part of the
United States is to be at the government's expense. Some-
times packing, if specially expensive, forms a separate con-
tract, and often a subcontract.

Payments, Priorities and Inspection

A rticle VI. Payment.—Va.ymmt as delivered is dependent
on inspection as a rule. Accepted deliveries are paid through
the District Ordnance Office, but funds can not be made avail-
able until the contract has been executed by the contractor
and returned to the Ordnance Department. In the legal
sense, delivery of contract completes the agreement.

Article VII. Hme.—This article is important enough
to quote in full:

riTO.-Time is the essence of this contract. The contractor shall give the
perlormance hereof pieference and priority over any other work except work
Heretofore given preference or priority by the United States.

Next in importance to the speedy execution of contracts is
the subject of inspection of products. That has always been
one of the most critical stages in contractual relations with
the government. Its ooject is to insure quality of product,
which IS a prime requisite of dependable war munitions. In
such matters there can be no taking of chances; consequently
every reasonable doubt must be construed against an article
which discloses any actual or potential defects. Such is
the theory, at least; but the i>ractice has at times of emer-
gency to be modified by the exigencies of the army, especially
when in need of supplies and munitions.
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Article VIII, on inspection, contains the following require-
ment:

uJ^'5«lr T "^ V* .r"^'*"
'- '*«™'»». '"lotion, .„d ,„„ by ,h.

jub^ert to .o«pu„„ or rejection by rt. Uml«l Sum „ ,he pUce o dtU^Zh«tab,fore ^,M. For thi. purpo« the United Sute. n^y mainuin .T

work or'"
^"' "I'Vr', '".'" '""*^'°" ""' "i"" '"y •"' •" ""icl or

ine requirementt of thu contract.

The entire process of manufacture is thus at all times sub-
ject to the inspection and supervision of the Chief of Ordnance
and his official representatives. This includes all materials
machinery, equipment and plant used in performance of the
contr.xct. He may require of the contractor to replace all
rejected materials or parts not furnished by the United States
and may withhold payment until compliance. Upon notice
of completion, final inspection shall be made promptly.

Inspection Standards and Emergency Production
On the subject of inspection standards there have always

been two more or less conflicting attitudes—the commercial
and the military. The experience of the small arms manufac-
turers with the foreign governments is recalled, as having come
veiy near defeating the hope of American helpfulness to the
Allied cause prior to our entrance into the war. That was
a clear case of failure to appreciate each other's point of view
on the question of essential quality in the effort to reach
quantity production in the shortest practicable time. In due
time the official criteria had to yield to the commercial stand-
d of effective tests, in order that the larger object might not

fa.i of achievement.

It was the same, both in the problem of quantity produc-
tion and in its solution, when we came to manufacture for our
own ordnance needs. If the government wanted articles of
warfare in exceptional' short time, it had to abandon empha-
sis on incidentals, put less stress on appearances and accept
products on the one single basis of service. Would they
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function effectively, within a reasonably allowable margin
of certainty, under the emergent conditions for which they
were designed? As standardization was developed, as talent

rose to the higher level of skill, these two attitudes came to

focus in the record output in such articles as service arms and
ammunition. Between April 6, 191 7, and November 30,

1918, seven ammunition industries made the enviable record

of producing over 2,600,000,000 rounds of ammunition.' In

commenting un this result in its relation to inspection stand-

ards, the Director of Munitions, War Department, disclosed

just such a concession in the official attitude to the require-

ments of the war. Contracts by numerous American
concerns had educated thousands of mechanics and shop ex-

ecutives to the production of ammunition for foreign govern-

ments, just as in the making of small arms. It was upon
these private concerns, ratherthan on thegovernmentarsenals,

that reliance was now placed. Their record is in no wise

discounted by the official apology:

Thii production ncorxl to some extent was made poMible by a leniency on the

part of the Ordnance Department which we had not displayed before the war.

When we could talce plenty of time in ammunition manufacture our specificationt

for cartridge* were extremely rigid. It Boon became apparent that if we adhered

to our earlier specificationf w« would limit the output of cartridgea. It wai
found in a joint meeting of ordnance officers and ammunition manufacturers that

certain increased tolerances could be permitted in our specifications without affect-

ting the serviceability of the ammunition. Consequently new specifications for

our war ammunition were drawn, enabling the plants to get into quantity pixxluc-

tion much more quickly than would have been poeaible if we had not relaxed our

prewar attitude.'

In peace it was the practice to meet inspection needs in

private plants by sending inspectors out from the nearest

arsenal, under some official command. War time work called

into being a separate inspecting division in the Ordnance

Corps. This meant decentralization. At first only artillery

ammunition and trench warfare material were given divisional

inspection, the larger plants, where rifles, machine guns and

others were made, being inspected by separate organizations.

^Amrrica's Munitions, 1917-1918, p. 193.
' Ibid., pp. 193-194.
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The work of contractors and the govci wment's interest were
both served by tlie volunteerinK of hundreds of ci\ ilian experts
for this service. Of these the Chief of Ordnance wrote in his
annual report for 1918:

Sonw idra of the ina|nilu>l<- and importance of impaction » k i> imparted by
the fact that even when limile.! to the inspection of artillery ammunition and
trench Ware material manufactured at private plana, the inipection diviiion
will requite the lervicei ,1 at leait Joo commiuioned officer, and about J ooo civil-un employe.. Only t«> experiencni officer, can be .pared to recruit, organiw
and tram thi. perw>nnel. That MtUfactory progreu i. being made i. due, in great
mcure, to the patrioti.m which has prompted many prominent and .uccwful
manufacturer, and mechanical engineer, to surrender their bu.inei» po.ilion. and
erve the sovemment a. officer, in the Ordnance Reserve Corp.:>

Cancelation of Ordnance Contracts

Cancelation articles arc a standard feature of practically
all war contracts. This is one way which the government
takes to protect itself against the contingency of the con-
tractor's inability to complete his agreement. In war time,
when speed of performance is primary, the failure to make
good in the schedule of deliveries in the absence of good rea-
sons affords the occasion for canceling the contract and put-
ting the job into the hands of another, in case the government
should not want to take up the task for it!,elf. Alter the
middle of 1918, however, the insertion of cancelation clauses
terminating the contract in case of the end of the war Ijcgan
to appear in the formal awards. Even eariier than that was
the edition of Form 600—D, War Department, Chief of
Ordnance Office, dated May 13, 1918 (War—Ord. O. O. PI.
Form No. 7). In that the cancelation provision ran as
follows:

ThU contract being necewiuted by a state of war now existing, it i> dwitable
and expedient that provision be made for its cancelation upon fair and equitable
term, m the event of the termination or limitation of the war, or if in anticipation
thereof or because of changes in the methods of warfare the Chief of Ordnance
•hall be of the opmion that the completion of this contract shall become unnece^
iary. It u therefore provided that at any time, and from time to time, during thecun^cy of this contract, the Chief of Ordnance may for any of the causes above
•tated notify the contractor that any part or parts of the article, then remaining
undelivered shall not be manufactured or delivered.

' Report of the Chief of Ordnance, 1918, p. jo, on " Inspection Division."
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The foregoing part of the cancelation article (Article XIV.
Termination) served to protect the interests of the govern-
ment in the premises, by practically suspending operations,

putting the entire productive program in the hands of the
Chief of Ordnance. For the protection of the contractor, on
the other hand, specific provisions were made to secure him
against possible losses from obligations extending into the

future. It was stipulated that in the event of such complete
or partial termination the United States shall inspect all com-
pleted articles then on hand and completed within thirty days
after notice, and shall pay the contractor the price fixed for

all articles completed and accepted. The government further

agrees to cover the cost of materials and component parts pur-

chased by the contractor on account of this contract, also all

costs necessarily incurred and remaining unpaid, and "shall

also protect the contractor on all obligations incurred neces-

sarily and solely for the performance of this contract of which
the contractor can not be otherwise relieved. To the above
may be added such sums £is the Chief of Ordnance may deem
necessary to fairly and justly compensate the contractor for

work, labor and services rendered under this contract."

Here was foreshadowed the main outlines of the contract

cancelation policy, six months before it actually came into

effect by the armistice. In the next edition of the ordnance
contract, dated October I, 1918, the scope of the article (XII)

on cancelation and termination before completion had a much
wider application; but the mention of the contingency of the

end of the war had disappeared entirely from the considera-

tions. Evidently it was not deemed prudent even to enter-

tain that specific condition, because of its possibly deterrent

effect on the rate of delivery of munitions. This later form
(Form 8), on the other hand, gave two specific conditions on
which termination might become effective, and defined the

procedure for settlement in each of these cases:

1

.

Cancelation for contractor's default in deliveries.

2. Termination in public interest, at the option of the Chief

of Ordnance.
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The latter included no doubt the contingency of the wars
end, without really making me- ion of it as such. It must
also have covered munitions wl'ich new inventions rendered
useless. In either of these f<i,.C3 o! termination it was pro-
vided, first, that all subco araf-ts should '. e assigned to the
United States at the requc I , f thi^ Chi i of Ordnance; and
secondly, that possession si' ,! .; b- irivcii the United States
so that the government may proceed to complete the manu-
facture, make additional articles or perform other work in
pursuance of the original project.

One other cause for cancelation of contract is included in
the failure of the contractor to afford adequate plant protec-
tion (Article XIII) against acts of alien enemies, or from fail-

ure to dismiss or keep out undesirables upon request of the
Chief of Ordnance. For such plant protection extra allow-
ances are to be made the contractor. In many cases con-
tractors organized vigilance committees to guard against
alien enemies.

Other Features of Procurement Contracts

One of the main difficulties in dealing with contractors is to
keep them from involving the government by means of sub-
contracting, by creating encumbrances (Articles XV and XVI)
and patent infringements (Article XVIIl). In order to keep
the contractor from making such entanglements and yet en-
able him to avail himself of speedier ways of executing his
contract, all subcontracts must first have the approval of the
government's contracting officer, all liens or other encum-
brances must have bonds or security for their execution and
release, in default of which the contracting officer may deduct
any claims out of payments due the contractor. The con-
tractor covenants against paying any contingent fees to any
third person in obtaining his contract, and agrees to protect
the United States from liability by use of any patented or
unpatented invention, process or suggestion (Articles XVIII
XXIII).



CHAPTER Vra

Control of Costs in Ordnance Contracts

It has quite generally been assumed that in contracts in

which the go\'ernment pays the costs the contractor's cost

statements were about the only basis on which the supervisory

authorities had to go in protecting the public interest. That
was not, however, the case; in fact, quite the contrary prac-

tice prevailed. The government, in much of its ordnance

contracting, organized and operated a cost controlling system

which would as a rule have done credit vo any privately man-
aged establishment. In some cases the contractor may have

been left to make up his own schedule of expenses incurred.

But it was by no means the rule. On the contrary, it was

the notable exception, taking the war time practice of cost

inspection as a whole.'

Definition and Principles of Contractual Coirs

One signal proof of the early purpose to keep mastery of

the expenses of contract work is found in the preparation of

standard rules and principles for the guidance of contractors

in the settlement and payment of accounts. This was to get

a common ground of definition and classification of items of

expense. On that basis the two parties to the ordnance con-

tracts kept two concurrent sets of cost accounting. The

contractor had his own bookkeeping outfit, and the govern-

ment had on the same premises, on the same project, its own
cost accounting unit. The latter reported regularly either to

the district ordnance board or to the central control at Wash-

ington, or to both. For each project there was a schedule of

progress of work, making each one of these awards compar-

able with each and every other one of a similar character.

As these returns took form they served as indexes of the pro-

' Hearings on War Expenditures, Ser. I, part 5, p. 502.

116
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portion of pay falling due. But they especially provided
against disputes as to what was and what was not to be in-

cluded in cost itemizing. It also laid the basis for a prompter
settlement in case of the termination of contract. In what is

known as Ordnance Office Form No. 8, the express provision
is inserted, that "any determination of costs in the event of
termination (of contract) shall be in accordance with the
pamphlet entitled Definition of Cosls Pertaining to Contracts,
issued by iie office of the Chief of Ordnance, War Depart-
ment, dated June 27, 1917, and made a part of the contracts."

This particular "Definition of Costs" was elaborated as a
joint product of cost accounting talent, including some of the
most eminent representativeb of the profession, in cooperation
with the Ordnance Office of the War Department. It came
into general use in cost-plus contracting within the first few
months ofter the advent of war. Under the competitive
methods of peace time awards there was no particular need
of the government's concerning itself about the costs; it had
to put its efforts on inspection and supervision so as to insure
quality of results. But whpp the conditions had changed so
as to make the governmi -ime costs, it became necessary
to add an elaborate sta of what costs pertaining to
contracts made on this ba. .5 comprised. This was done in a
statement first of general conditions, and secondly of the ele-

ments of cost, as outlined in this "Definition of Costs, " Form
2941.

In the adjustment of the government's cost control to con-
tracting practice the general conditions were fully taken
into account. These may be summarized as follows:

1. To state the general principles involved in accounting
for the cost of the articles contracted for with the United
States and to furnish suggestions for the guidance of the con-
tractor in accounting matters relating to such contracts.

2. To accept as adequate for the purposes of the govern-
ment the form or forms of accounting when the contractor
has established accounts, books and records that conform to
good accounting practice and can furnish therefrom the
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necessary data required to compute the cost of manufacturing

as defined therein.

3. That, in so far as it is practicable and possible to do so,

it was desired of the contractor that he shall "maintain sep-

arate from all other records pertaining to his business, the

records and accounts pertaining to contracts with the United

States." This meant a separate ledger, a separate bank ac-

count, also separate payrolls, store records, vouchers, sum-

maries, bank checks, for the convenience of both parties.

4. On forms to be supplied by the contracting officer of the

government, the contractor was to supply such details and

statistics as to the cost of production as might be required

from time to time, the cost being calculated from the date on

which the contractor or manufacturer shall commence work,

of which date the contracting officer of the Ordnance was to

be notified.

Four Essential Factors in Cost-Plus Contracts

On these general rules of procedure, the following defini-

tions of cost in contracts were laid down, consisting of four

elements

:

(1) The cost of all direct labor paid for by the contractor.

(2) The cost of all direct materials contained in or forming

part of the articles contracted for.

{3) Prorata share of factory overhead expenses applicable

to and necessary in connection with ihe manufacture of the

articles contracted for.

(4) Prorata share of administrative and general expenses

applicable to and necessary in connection with the manufac-

ture of the articles contracted for.

Direct labor in the sense here required applies only to pro-

ductive labor on the work under contract. The contractor

shall maintain a daily time report in connection with each

workman engaged on direct labor, setting forth the descrip-

tion of work, the parts of the article worked n and number of

hours chargeable to said article, the quantity of pieces com-

pleted, hourly rate of piecework price, the amount of over-
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time allowed and the total amount earned. The contractor

was required to maintain these daily time reports and the

information classified thereon so as to readily determine the

cost of all direct labor applicable to any operation. It pro-

vided, finally, that "the rate of wages paid shall not exceed

the rate of wages being paid for the various classes of labor

involved in the locality in which the work is done. In gen-

eral, salaries and wages will conform to the necessities of the

situation."

In the control of material cost the role of the inspector has

a larger part. Consequently the provisions as to what :s

included and what not, are far more elaborate in detail.

Three features embody the major regulations, however, in-

cluding (a) the preparation of a complete bill of materials

setting 'orth the kind, quality, cost per article or unit of prod-

uct, at discount prices, or net prices ; (b) that materials and

supplies shall be kept in separate storage as purchased for

contract account, and (c) that the inspectors and auditors

representing the contracting officer shall at all times have

access to those places where materials in connection with the

articles contracted for are received, stored, used, processed

and shipped, and all the records maintained in connection

therewith. Receipts, consumption in production, stocks on

hand, etc., must always balance according to the records.

In the item of overhead expenses, the elements of salaries

of foremen, shop superintendents, clerical work and indirect

(unproductive) labor, also the material equipment, such as

machinery, tools, taxes and insurance in proportion, and the

like, are included. The principal accounts under this head

are divided into thirteen di^'isions to cover factory depart-

ments. There are six other iiems under maintenance of

buildings, and five covering factory management and general

plant expense. The cost of building, maintenance, factory

management and of all nonproducing departments is thus

distributed over the producing departments to the extent of

its entering into the cost of the product made.

finally, the administracive and general expenses are ac-
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ceptcd as the fourth element of costs, in so far as the admin-
istration and general office activities contribute to the fulfil-

ment of the contracts with the United States. Under this
head there are eight separate accounts suggested, including
salaries, taxes, stationery, postage, travel and incidentals.
Where the entire product of the factory is devoted to the con-
tract work for the United States, the entire administrative
and general expenses become a charge on the contract cost.

These cost schedules represent the best judgment of tech-
nical accounting. Its application in control of contracts is

then only a question of getting inspection and auditing talent
to do the work.



CHAPTER IX

A Typical Ordnance Contract—Service Rifles

Among the nine spoarate divisions into whicli the Ordnance
Office of the War Department divided its \vorl{ during the
fiscal year 1918, that of Procurement alone had to do with
the preparation and execution of contracts. All the depart-
ment's contracting is done through some one of its fourteen
sections to which the negotiation of contracts is assigned, ac-

cording to the character of the material contracted for. The
Procurement Division is thus charged with the purchase of
all the fighting materiel of the army, such as artillery , ammuni-
tion, tanks, tActors, small arms and small arm ammunition,
machine guns, etc. The volume of operations of this contract-

ing division in the year under consideration may be measured
by the fact that nearly 16,000 contracts were placed, having
a money value of $5,000,000,000 approximately, including

an outlay of $325,000,000 in the work of increasing the
manufacturing facilities of the country in the effort to meet
promptly and effectively the ordnance needs of the army.'

Closely associated are the two other divisions that have to
do with contract operations, namely. Production and Inspec-

tion. The Production Division expedites production of
ordnance mat^ri i by placing at the service of arsenals and
manufacturers every known means to stimulate operating
functions. It placed in excess of 11,000 orders in 1918, with
over 4,000 contractors, erected 59 factories and enlarged 171,
thus assisting 230 manufacturers, expending funds in the
development of manufacturing facilities amounting to $420,-
000,000.' Inspection of contract? cost $13,000,000.

Of the total expenditures of $5,443,000,000 in the great
munition producing year of the war, the manufacture of
small arms did not much exceed 8 per cent of the ^gregate.

' Report of the Chief of Ordnance, War Department, 15 i3, pp. 1 1-13.
* Ibid., under "Production Divi8ion," etc.
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Thus the very weapon which some of the best military authori-
ties still regard as "the most important weapon, notwith-
standing the prominence given to artillery and to machine
guns, and notwithstanding the new implements of war, such
as the airplane and things of that type," had cost the country
an insignificant amount compared with the wasted outlay on
airplanes that never arrived.' In fact, according to the
ofiicial report of the commanding general in France, about
the only weapon that did arrive of American make in effective

quantities, to enable our men to take a share in the battles of

the war, was the modified Enfield rifle of the model of 1917.

Factors Affecting the Cost-Plus Rifle Contracts

At the outbreak of the war our army had rifles enough to

supply a force of a million men.' These were mostly of the

Springfield model of 1903, then the army -standard rifle.

There were difficulties in the way of manufacturing this »ype
in sufficient quantities, although our first divisions of troops

sent to France were armed with the Springfields, then demon-
strated as probably the best implement of its kind in the

world. The manufacturing of parts continued and the two
arsenals, then producing at the rate of 700 a day, maintained
the supply.' This was made all the more difficult by the

policy of the government prior to 1917 to cut down the appro-

priations for small arms and ammunition. The only two
arsenals—Rock Island and Springfield—that had manufac-
tured these rifles of 1903 model were reduced to 450 per eight

hour day. When, therefore, in the early part of 1917, it was
desirable to expand the rifle capacity of our government
plants, its skilled employes had been scattered into other

pursuits and the few that could be recovered only served to

emphasize the shortsightedness of Congress and of others

responsible for virtual abandonment of this fundamental

implement of national defense.

* War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part 5, p. 463. Testimony of General
Croxier.

* Ibid., p. 463.
* Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 1918. p. 42.
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This was the situation when the question arose as to what
model of service rifle could best be produced in quantities to
equip our increasing army. Why not the Springfield of

1903? It was the standard. It was the best of its kind.
Why not expand producing capacity at government arsenals
and armories as well as in private plants?

The answer is simple when the situation is known on the
manufacturing side < ' thr p'oblem. It takes ordinarily about
a year or more of preliminary work to make the machinery
and tools, such as gauges, jigs, dies, etc. These have to be
put at the service of manufacturing contractors in order to
make a start at rifle production, to say nothing about special

machinery and training or assembling skilled employes of
superior technical talent. This is what the Ordnance Ofiice

had asked for as an emergency consideration months before
war occurred, only to be refused on what to the laical mind
now seem specious excuses. Our Ordnance was not able to
make a respectable impression on the problem of governmental
supply of its own standard army rifle, and it had been denied
the often urged provision of having in readiness the necessary
manufacturing implements so that private plants could
quickly be enlisted for equipping troops. As it was, thousands
of our troops saw almost nothing of rifles before embarking
for France.

Why the Modifii > Enfield Rifle Was .'\dopted

Thanks to governmental shortsightedness, the choice of the
best American model of service rifles was out of the question
as a manufacturing proposition for 1,500,000, 3,000,000 or
5,000,000 troops. How true that is may be inferred from the
fact that by November 8, 1918, only 312,878 Springfield rifles

had been made at the two government arsenals.' The situa-
tion was saved by the presence of several rifle manufacturing
concerns in the United States which had for the better part
of two years, 191 5 and 1916, worked on large contracts for
British, French and Russian rifles. By the beginning or

^ America s Munitions, 1917-1918, p. 183.
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miJdle of I9i7these eneagements had been practically worked
cut. The foreign governments, especially Great Britain, had
supplied and owned the machinery. It was ascertained that
this could be purchased by the United States Goxernment.
Later we paid about half its cost for the rifle making machin-
ery.' This machinery had produced the British Enfield rifle,

mode' if 1914. Could that implement be made acceptable to
arm .imerican infantrymen? If so, a short cut to the solu-

tion of the 5cr\'ice rifle supply problem was in sight. Here
were at least three large scale industries equipped with ma-
chinery, and with a working force of skilled labor ready to
enter on quantity production as soon as final specifications

and drawings car-" from the ordnance authorities. The En-
field model was ncii enough to the Sprinfield model in impor-
tant characteristics to admit of adaptation to American needs.
If so, then it was either a question of building up plants for
making American Springfields, including tools and machinery;
or of adopting outright the British rifl'- in loto, or of modifyi, g
the Enfield to fit our ammunition of th s : andard caliber of .30
as against the impossible British rimmed cartridge of .303.

As in the airplane program we tried to build the plane about
the engine, the Liberty motor; so in the rifle program we
decided, in a sense, to construct the musket around the bullet.

In the execution of this program the three manufacturing
plants brought a fund of valuable experience to the aid of the
designers and procurement officials in repeated consultation.

Thanks to this cooperation, the requirements were soon met
sufficiently to proceed with manufacturing. But the official

attitude kept on modifying the design. This modification
became a source of delay and was o-'ten discouraging because
of the disposition to keep making alterations on the part of
the ordnance authorities. After the responsible officer had
approved a model and one if not two of the three manufac-
turers had started to manufacture, a successor in the kaleido-

scope of official shifts in Washington submitted a list of 51
changes of parts, thereby holding up the whole production

* Investigation of tlie War Department, Part 2, pp. 431-433.
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program for final specifications duly signed by the contracting
officer.' Although one of the earliest conferences on this sub-
ject occurred -.vith responsible war and congressional officialsm February or March before war was declared, it was not
until August 24 that this overparticular process of making
changes came to an end, so that manufacturing could lie
begun on the basis of final drawings.' The entire program
was held back b>- insisting on interchangeability of parts
beyond reasonable limits and on such nonessentials as a uni-
formity to a two-thousandths of an inch on the bayonet
blade."

Rifle Contractors Insist on Cost-Plus Contract
There were three factors entering into the production of

rifles by the three contracting concerns for the United Stctes
rifle model of 1917. Each of the three conccrns-the Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co. of New Haven, the Remington
Arms Co. of Ilion, New York, and the Remington Arms Co of
Eddystone, Pennsylvania—had been threatened with finan-
cial failure by the extremely high ratio of rejections in the
early stages of the pro<luction of rifles for the British, French
and Russian Governments. That was their upper millstone

;

the lower was the rapidly rising costs. Between the two they
saw their doom. Seeing the threatening result of the contin-
uance of such a policy of rejection of commercially acceptable
products, the contracting concerns went to the bankers
through whom the orders had come, laying the situation
before them and warning them that unless the attitude of the
official inspection was changed so as to base acceptance on
essentials, every one of the manufacturers of rifles would be
obliged to abandon his contract. This meant not only failure
of nfle supplies for the European Allies, but also the general
refusal among American industries to take foreign contracts

^«itimony of J. E. Ottenion, InvMtigation of War Department, Part 2. pp.

*Aimrica's Munitions, 1917-1918 p 182
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at any but the most speculative prices. The standard of
American Ciovcrnmcnt ordnance inspections was an equally
extra-hazardous risk, against which the contractors could not
appeal to bankers as negotiators of contracts. That element
of cost was, as the contractors reasoned, a government risk
and could not Iw assumed by the other party to the bargain.'
A second factor in the manufacturers' viewpoint was that

the rifle finally adopted had practically licen made over into a
new and different model from the British Enfield of 1914.
That opened the whole question of whether after all these
changes in plans and parts, in design and technique, the
machinery and tools with which the British rifles were made
would not have to be radically altered if not scrapped to
produce the American moflel of 1917. This view proved in
general to be groundless. The Ordnance agreement as usual
resened the right of the contracting officer or his superiors in
office to inject any desired changes in plans and specifications
at any stage of the manufacturing process. Of course, this
would be at government cost, but that must be figured into
the cost of delays in the schedule of the factory, in completing
one job or contract to make way for the next one already
signed up for other parties. Already five months of the most
precious time had been used in planning and designing a rifle

that could just as well have been done before war broke out,
if those at the head of the military establishment had not as a
matter of persistent policy held up on some pretext the most
basic work of ordnance designing. Now that the type had
been developed, the criteria of standardization fixed, and the
principle of ir'erchanjeability embodied, so that a screw-
thread mcasur ng a thirty-second of an inch made at Eddy-
stone must fit into the corresponding thread-hole as made at
llion and New Haven, who should in fairness and justice
assume the industrial, the mechanical and the financial risks
of turning out a noncommercial instrument of precision?
Certainly no open eyed investor could be asked to assume

' War ExpenditurM Hearingt, Testimony of Gtnertl Croiier, Ser. I part
5, p. 490. '
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»uch a responsibility for the government. The«; plants
could beat the world in making prwiucts to the .ommercial
standards; as for the government's standards -well, one never
knows exactly what they might be until the actual pnnluct had
passed the inspection. In short, that made the rifle in quev
tion, as It did of many other products under rontract for the
government, a distinctly speculative product. An.l it is a
principle of economic life that the experimenter has to a-sume
the risk. Hence the cost-plus contract in the rifle orders
The third factor in determining the form or tyiw of rifle

contract was the economic situation generally. The earlier
contracts for munitions for the Eurofx^an governments were
taken at prices so apparently lucrative as to set the stwk
market going into an orgy of speculati%e debauch oxer the
profits anticipated. But these proved, under later cost
conditions, to be only dead sea apples, as wage schedules rose
on the strength of striking employes, and materials sought
new price levels from week to week. Instead of phenomenal
profits, many manufacturers pocketed losses, and not a few
were bankrupted on these contracts. A contractor figuring on
steel billets, for instance, at S19, July, 1914, could !..,t have
expected to pay S42 in July, 1916, and Sioo in July 1917
\et that was the situation through which many munition
makers had come, the wiser for their experience, during this
prewar period.

Ohi>.s>nce Corps Meets Changed Conditions

T;u:se ,,iatements reflect essential factors in the contractors'
point of view. On the government's attitude it may be best
to quote the exact language of the Chief of Ordnance who
represented the army in the bargaining procedure:'
One of the earliat contracts of magnitude that wa. made after we got into thewar wa, the contract tor the manufacture of rM«. . . . We^de contract! with three manufacturing establishments.

. . . That was a contract

Lr^r nmfi.T,'''""'"" T-"" '°" "' -.anufacture plus a percentage of thecoat for profit. It was entered into after a consultation between myself and «>meof my ...Btant officers and the president of the General Munitions Board, a. i°

War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. I, part j, pp. 489-490.
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was then called, and the manufacturers. We discussed this point of which we are

at present speaking, namely, the relative advantage of the percentage system of

profit and the fixed sum system of profits. . . .

General Cbozier: As between us, I favored the method of a fixed sum per

rifle and not a percentage, but I yielded to the strong aversion of the manufacturers

toward that method, and their inclination toward the percentage method of com<

pensation. I say 1 yielded—Mr. Scott, the chairman of the General Munitions

Board, and 1 yielded on that.

I think that, perhaps, I may remind you that these rifle manufacturers had had

a disastrous experience in manufacturing rifles for foreign countries. The partic-

ular three, with whom we were deaHng, had been manufacturing for the British

Government. They absolutely declined to make any proposition of a price that

they would make the rifles for so much apiece. They said they did not know,

they could not know, and they were afraid to agree to manufacture them for any

given price. They were so uncertain as to the amount of work, trouble, effort,

labor and cost that would be involved in producing the degree of excellence that

we might require that they did not want either to commit themselves to the flxed

proflt per unit.

Criticism of the contractor's attitude, in wanting the

government to take all of the risks, wa.s voiced by some of the

investigating committees of Congress. But, as the Ordnance

Office explained, the government was quite willing to take the

chances, provided the work could be done at something about

what the product ought to cost.

What, then, should the rifies cost and who was to determine

that? It was a new thing for the Ordnance Office to have to

put a staff of cost accountants into the factory where they

were having war materials made, so as to ascertain for the

government just what the product in question actually cost

the manufacturer. An entirely new division in the ordnance

work was thus organized under the control and direction of a

cost accountant of national reputation.' In every factory and

plant where any of the i6,ooo orders and contracts were being

worked out on the cost-plus basis there were cost accountants,

accountant clerks and assistants at hand to record just what of

labor costs, of material costs, of overhead and general expense

items entered into the count of outlay. Hitherto the Ord-

nance Office had always fixed the price, so that what an article

» War Expendittlres Hearings, Ser. I, part 5, pp. 483-484.
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cost the manufacturer per unit was not a matter of concern.

Now the cost-plus plan was a condition that had to be met,

and to which the larger contracts of this department were
obliged, as its chief considered, to conform until conditions

might enable them to change. That change came within a
year; for not a few of the cost-plus contractors, after finding

themselves master of the conditions, materials and process,

were willing to change to a fixed price basis for their own
advantage.



CHAPTER X

Some Notable Features of the Sifle Contracts

One of the outstanding features of the modified Enfield

rifie, as produced under the cost plus percentage contract, was
the marked reduction in cost per rifle. The testimony of

Mr. Charles H. Schlacks, General Manager of the Eddystone
plant, is to the fact that on November 30, 1917, after the deliv-

ery of the first 100,000 rifles on the contract for 475,000 rifles,

the average cost per rifle at that plant had been brought down
to $25. The cost to the British Government, for the rifles

made by the same firm, the Enfield of 1914, an equally difficult

model to produce, was $42. As General Crozier told the Con-
gressional committee, had a fixed price contract been made
with the rifle makers, they would have cost not less than they
cost the British. As it turned out, the government paid about
$26 apiece. Thus, at a time when wage costs and material

prices were still rising, there was a reduction of 38 per cent per
rifle on the cost-plus plan. On the 2,202,426 rifles made by
the Eddystone plant that must have been a saving under this

form of contract of $37,441,293.' That result is a credit to

manufacturers and government alike, instead of being a cause
for complaint as to the form of contract or the profits to the
industry. It is no less a credit to the cost accounting systems
which were in force by contractor and Ordnance Ofiice in the

effort to control costs.

The rifle record of the government during the war was one
of its best achievements. It reveals the noteworthy fact that
in a total production of these implements to November 8,

1918, three days before the armistice, of 2,506,307 rifles, the
three factories at Eddystone, Ilion and New Haven turned out

2,193,330 and the government arsenals at Rock Island and
Springfield only 312,977, showing that seven-eighths of the

' America's Munitions, 1917-1918, p. 184.
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output of infantrymen's service rifles were made under this
cost-plus type of award by private concerns.

Comparative Output under Cost-Plus Contracts
That the government was getting the better of the bargain

by reason of progressive reduction in costs per rifle is proved
by the fact that it refused, sometime during 1918, to accept a
proposal from the manufacturers to substitute a fixed compen-
sation per unit in the place of the percentage on cost This
occurred after the making had been gotten well in hand so
that under the new conditions the elements of expense could
be reasonably anticipated. The government found that it
was gettmg its rifles at a lower cost under cost plus 10 per
cent than it could under a cost plus a fixed sum per rifle
A comparative statistical summary of rifle production is

herewith reproduced, from the oflicial report 01 Benedict
Crowell, Director of Munitions, showing output by months
during most of the war era" by the three private contracting
hrms and the two arsenals engaged on small arms-
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF^RIPLE PRODUCTION AUGUST, „.,.

Month. Eddy- Win- Spring- Rock
,9,7 """^ ="«• Ilion field' I.Ia„d Toul

Before August I ,.^ae
August I to December '•'" '•<*> ''.M*

J^,j
"^•"° ''^3'3 M,364 89,479 ",330 4,4,656

teafy- ;;..:;; Wilt HZ ?o1S r'° '"*> '''^
March. S'^ ii^ 5?'!'f *"" '-^ "So."?
April S'H IteS il'iit 'J" *"> "'""I'

§:::::::::::: J » B '&
'Is S

September..... «o?l «'?S «iS '^'"° •'" ""'i^
October \„'°f, W'l^ llf-l

»9,770 3.81.1 233,318
~--'« ^ J:]^ JS J^ _^ 'ir,^i

^'"''' '"••^ t'S'''" 545.54. 265,6,7 47,25. 2:^^^^

o£T5s3'''aT°ptXi«:it°nrx".rr^ti£'^"Sp"7«^

' America's Munitions, 1917-1919, p, 186,
10
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Record of the Eddystone Rifle Plant

Probably no other part of America's munitions production
came so near meeting the existing requirements of our Expe-
ditionary Forces as did the manufacture of service rifles.

Among all of the humiliating failures this achievement
stands out boldly as an exception to the rule of shortcoming
in actual hostilities. Not only were the rifles developed and
designed in large part by the manufacturers' cooperation with
the ordnance specialists of the government; they were deliv-

ered ahead of the contract schedule, so that every soldier when
he stepped on to the transport to sail for France was handed
a musket as his own. In the earlier supplies the arsenals fur-

nished Springfields; the contracting firms did not begin to

deliver until midsummer and autumn of 191 7. Their con-
tracts with Great Britain ran out in June-July, and their first

deliveries of Enfit'J? to our government were as follows:

From the Winches ir, which had begun on an incompletely
developed model, i\ugust 18, or 51 days after completing the
British contract; from Ilion, October 28, or 99 days after end-
ing the British award; and from Eddystone, September 10,

or 102 days from the time the British contract was finished on
June I . By February 2,1918, these three plants were turning
out 7,805 military rifles a day, and for the week ending with
that date these plants with the two arsenals produced 50,873
guns. By the middle of June we had reached the million and
a half mark, including a quarter of a million contracted for

the Russians but not delivered for obvious reasons. Eighty-

seven per cent of these were contract rifles, and of all produced
in arsenals and private plants combined the Eddystone rifle

plant of the Midvale Steel and Ordnance Company had the

honor of contributing 47 per cent, or nearly half of all pro-

duced, and more than half of the output of the three contract-

ing companies.

The achievements of the Eddystone plant and its working
staff deserve more than passing attention. It is something to

the credit of its management and directors, its officers and
employes, and the government's staff working with them, to
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have gone through the war time debauch of strike infested
industries and professional wage boosting with practically no
labor disturbances and with a payroll of as many as 15,409
employes whose average wage for the war era was not over
$25 a week. Of these 3,000 were women. Their presence
was made necessary by the inroads of the selective draft which
took many of the most skilled men, in spite of efforts to have
them exempted. In fact, the chief difficulty was the securing
and retaining of employes throughout the entire contract.
The shipyards in the vicinity on the Delaware competed mer-
cilessly, offering labor certain housing facilities, absolute
exemption from military service, lower passenger fares, higher
pay an<, widely advertised encomiums on the patriotic supe-
riority of shipbuilding over rifle making. In plain English,
the Hog Island concern ruled the labor market. By April,

1918, the difficulty of obtaining adequate help was so great
that women inspectors and women machine operators had to
be employed for the first time in the manufacturing depart-
ments. Four months later not even enough women could be
secured; the supply of skilled or even semi-skilled machine
operators was apparently exhausted. This urdersupply of
man power when skilled labor was absolutely essential no
doubt lowered the production capacity of the entire plant.
Even this difficulty could have been overcome but for the
accelerated turnover to which the government's ever advanc-
ing wage awards were tempting the rank and file of floating
labor supply. Only part of the inability of individual con-
cerns to take in unskilled workers and hold them long enough
to school them intensively for the performance of skilled jobs
was inherent in the conditions

; part of the difficulty, and prob-
ably the major part, was due to the pernicious policy of bribing
misled labor not to strike by progressively increasing their
wages to double the ordinary rates while the military arm of
government was leading millions to the battle front at a com-
pensation of food and clothing and $30 a month. The self-

restraint of the Eddystone staff of workers, drawn mainly as
is known from plain American homes in town and country
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into what they regarded as a national service, makes one of the

most enviable chapters of industrial loyalty in the histor' of

the war era."

Putting National Conscience into Plant Control

Not the least proof of this quality of citizenship was ex-

hibited in the manner in which this plant protected its opera-

tions against the presence of enemy alien sympathizers. Its

trusted leaders and mechanics were organized into a Vigilance

Corps sworn individually to safeguard the work of the com-
pany and government. This agency was especially alert

against all disaffection tending to defeat the purpose of main-
taining a morale devoted to the service of the nation by equip-
ping the men at the front with the best possible rifle in the
shortest possible time.

The Eddystone management was among the first to call the
attention of Congress and the military authorities to the exist-

ence in this country of highly developed facilities for rifle

production. Its attitude is shown in the fact that it agreed to

deliver in quantities in six months time, leaving the question

of the definite terms of the contract to the War Department
to settle later. Verbal authority to proceed was given April

20, for instance, the appropriation authorized June 15, the
contract signed July 12, and the first lot of rifles delivered

September 17. That bettered the contract considerably

which called for them on November 12, just 56 days later.

In fact, this company, knowing the absolute necessity of

gaining time as an industrial factor in military preparation,

went ahead to the extent of spending $750,000 of its own funds
on government account before it was formally and finally

awarded a contract on which it could draw a dollar from the

public Treasury. Every one of the approximately i ,400,000

rifles made by the Eddystone plant was produced under the

cost plus percentage type of contract. But the government
was always represented by one of the country's best equipped
small arms specialists and the manufacturers and their work-
ers put a national conscience into the control of costs.

^ On November 30, 1917, 80 per cent of the I3,ooo emplojres were native bom
Americans, 1 1 per cent naturalized citizens and 9 per cent foreigners.
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War Contracts Within the Navy

Without inviting invidious comparison between methods
and results of contracting in war time between the army and
the navy, it is fair to say that the latter arm of service was in

much the closer touch with the economic organization of the
country at the outbreak of war. It was in its purchase and
supply work far better organized to meet the conditions than
was the War Department as a whole. Its Bureau of Supplies
and Accounts stands out as a clear demonstration of effective
contract relations with the business world. Nor is that the
only one of the several bureaus whose contracting during the
war proved its capacity to produce results without culpable
wastefulness.

One might compare the aircraft production in the two
respective departments. This 'division, in the Bureau of
Construction and Repairs, not only combined the official

experience in aircraft engineering and design with that in the
aeronautical and allied industries already established, but
utilized the established airplane construction plants far more
persistently. Compare this program with the Deeds-Coffin
pror- lure, of estranging recognized aircraft capacity, in the
army's airplane fiasco. This is the naval policy:

The bureau haa felt that in the rapid development of aviation all passible methods
of improvement should be utilized, and for this reason, in addition to its own devel-
opment work, private firms have been encouraged to develop designs of their own
conception wherever there appeared promise of success. In some cases the types
thus built have proved of little or no military value; others have shown great
promise. In all of this work there has been close cooperation between the bureau
and the private firms.'

In its contractual operations the navy's work is chiefly that
of ship construction, ordnance production, mechanical engi-
neering and building operations. In all of these it adhered far

» Annual Report, Chief of Bureau of Construction and Repairs, 1918, p. 13.
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more closely to peace time standarua of cost control and forms

of contract than had been believrd practicable. Of course,

its scale of contract commitments had been a good deal smaller

than those of the army. Its total appropriations for the

fiscal year 1918 were $2,226,000,000 compared with $5,730.-

883,000 for the War Department. The better record in the

control of its contracts was no doubt due in a large measure

to its being ready with a cost keeping organization of its own.

Of this the Secretary of the Navy, in his annual report of 1918,

says:

The navy's cost accounting system has been entai^;ed from time to time to

handle the increased volume of business.

The protection of the government from wasteful expenditure under the

obvious disadvanuges oi cost-plus has been brought about through the prepara-

tion of a standard manufacturing cost-plus contract devised to eliminate improper

charges and through a close supervision of the expenditures as made. Cost-plus

contracts in some cases were unavoidable because of pressing emergency, but were

resorted to only when absolutely necessary and in as few cases as possible. Com-

petition even in the stress of war conditions has been the rule. Cost-plus con-

tracts were emergency exceptions and never resorted ro when open competition

could be secured.

Eleven million dollars has been saved during the year by establishing control

over cost-plus contracts and by examination of costs in connection with fixed price

contracts.^

In the chapters following herewith some analysis is made of

several of the more notable applications of this pr* iciple of

contractual relation between one of the great departments of

government and the business world in time of war.

» Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, 1918, p. gS.
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Navy's Earlier Uses of Cost-Plus Contracts

It is not generally known that the earlier use of the cost-plus

type of contract in governmental dealings had teen developed

in the navy. That was the case some years before the war.

It was found that any department, whether in war or peace,

which is charged with a vital part of the public defense must

be constantly experimenting to incorporate the latest effective

elements of progress. But it may be quite out of the question

for any department or bureau to specify in advance an exact

bill of costs to competing bidders when it comes to experi-

mentation, for instance, in naval gunnery. When experi-

mental problems are the feature of the production required,

it has been proved that the cost-plus method of contracting

often serves the best interests both of the government and of

the manufacturer. This is especially the case with reputable

concerns having a well developed cost accounting system.

In its original form, according to those familiar with its

initial use, this plan of agreement coincided in a general way
with the adoption of scientific cost accounting in manufactur-

ing industries; so that, instead of being the instrument of a

wasteful and unduly expensive method of public contracting,

this policy of placing awards wets the accompaniment of the

introduction of more scientific methods of contracting.

A Fiduciary Undertaking in Experimental Fields

It is true that a certain degree of business integrity is

assumed in this method of contracting. As between the

sheep and the goats of the business world, the selection of

honorable firms for the privilege of cooperating with the

government in developing a military idea is considered good

business in times of peace; then why should it be discouraged

in times of war? In the practice of the navy the cost-plus

137
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contract, serving as a pioneering form of agreement, limited
the outlay to what was fair and reasonable on the part of
the cooperating contractor. It was the navy's duty to safe-
guard the public interest by seeing that the expenditure was
made as the law intended But to select a contracting firm
to whom the experimen .. results were of far greater interest
than the amount of compensation, put the agreement on the
basis of a fiduciary undertaking bent upon getting the utmost
scientific or technical value out of the experiment. Owing
largely to such considerations as these the navy really never
abandoned its policy of using this form of contract where the
nature of the project called preferably for its use.

In other than experimental fields of manufacturing for the
navy the fixed price contract did not always, under war con-
ditons, function satisfactorily. This is clearly instanced in
the annual report of the Paymaster General of the navy for
1918. In that admirable exposition of the department's
policy, as shown in the methods of purchase by the Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts, the preference and practice is

shown prevailingly to be in favor of fixed price purchases.
But even with the bureau's excellent facilities for price
determining, and the prior inquiries of the War Industries
Board or the Federal Trade Commission, this agency which
bought about 95 per cent of the navy's supplies, still found it

advisable, under war time conditions, to resort to the cost-
plus method of contracting. It was a necessity of the man-
ufacturing situation, as the following quotation plainly shows:
The utiution as regaixU wngci, cotti of malcriab and finandni additional

plant capacity, has, of course, lieen such as to naie it necessary for many manu-
facture™ to ask for cost-plus contracts; on the other hand the navy, in order to
avoid the necessity of allowing manufacturers a wide margin of contingencies,
has found in many cases that its interests required either a cost-plus contract «-ith
a continuous and careful inspection of cosU thereunder, or speciil investigations
of bids and estimates whereby a fair fixed price contract could be entered in 3 or
a fair and final price awarded under navy comman ring orders for manufacture.^

Of course, the question of time was vital in all such deci-
sioiis. These cost-plus awards saved most if not all of that

Annual Report, Paymaster General of the Navy, 1918, p. 91.
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loss of time consumed by investigation prior to the signing of
the contract, lender its provisions the investigation could
be carried on as a procedure parallel to the assemblage of
materials, the working up of raw stuffs and its conversion into
tlie product needed for warfare. Checking estimates went
on side by side with the manufacturing process. N,.r could
there be any unfairness to either party to the arrangement, so
long as both the contractor and the government had com-
petent cost accounting representatives on the premises. But
there was substantial gain in the public interest by ;hc earlier
delivery of products needed to wage war.

Pioneering Risks in Novel Phodlction
This war was, furthermore, unique in that it blazed many

new trails in its requirements of materials, machinery and
munitions. No records were available as to the costs of the
very rapidly developing airplanes. Designs, from which
arge numbers of these craft were made, had become so obso-
lete within four months that no responsible government would
consent to their being used even in ordinary practice. It is
always so in a rapidly evolving art or industry—the risks
must be borne not by that factor in the industry whose total
capital invested and organization would be wiped out by a
single experimental failure; but rather by the party to the
contract whose resources are adequate to bear the losses of
pioneering experimentation. Otherwise the industry would
be self-exterminating and progress arrested. Only on this
economic basis was it practicable to evolve many of the
machine guns. Even so common a product as the service
nHe had to be made under the cost-plus contract. The naval
viewpoint is fairly presented on this phase of the subject in
the Paymaster's Report of 1918, under the head of Cost-Plus
Contracts. Rear Admiral iMcGowan there says:

^
When the contractor has no ,^a.t experience on which to ba« a price, where themateml ,. compl,ca.»i and .ubject to chanpng plan, and .pedSnTor „ 5e

m«rfrn'o'°l'*ir'^™' '^- " "•'••'" ""•«« ^^ b^Temploye^ ^„!
i^„. ; T» P"^""^'""' Particularly along the line, of airplane. Urge calibregun., and .hell, for «.m., .teel or ,-ooden .hip., and optical gb„ work.^ "b«^
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o handled. It tuf alio been found nemaary to place tuch ctmtracta in caiet in
which the contractor, though deeerving of confidence, lacked auflicicnt capital
and plant equipment and in ::ertain engineering or building caies in which a coat*
plui contract had been BUndard lince ita authorijatioti by lection 120 of the act
of 3 June, 1916.'

CosT-Pms Contract a Wartime Expedient

It has become clear, however, to most men who have had
practical experience with public contracting that there are
serious handicaps to the public interest in this method of

bargaining, under certain conditions. It is, ,t . hn-i Ijeen

pointed out, an expedient of an emergency cli.^r.icttT. This
applies when it is difficult to get work undertaken on the com-
petitive basis; but when the government is in no position to
determine costs or check contractor's estimate^ it may be
easily victimized.

The government had th. alternative of doing the work
itself at its own expense p.iid control; but in that event it fails

to take advanr.ii?e • the ready made organizatit)n of the
manufacturer. I >5,fncy of demand is the determinant in

war; but the contractor is not sufficiently in control of the
elements of production to be held responsible for results.

The navy's conclusions are timely and in the main conclu-

sive, beciLse of its cost determining outfit, when it reports

as follows on the use of the cost-plus contract

:

So far ai the aupplies and material! are concerned, such a contract has prac-
tically outlived its usefulness. Undoubtedly the chief benefit which has resulted

from its use has been to bring the manufacturing public to an appreciation of the
government's attitude that the price of the manufactured product should be based
upon its coat of production plus no more than a reasonable profit thereover.

Fortunately the defects in the cost-plus contract were realized before harm had
betn done and, as a result, no purchase plan would now be considered which per-

mitted the manufacturer to lose interest in keeping his cost of production as k>w
as possible.*

How this principle, of giving the contractor an interest in

keeping down the costs, was applied on a large part of the
vessels constructed during the war, is shown in the next

section.

> Annual Report, Paymaster General of the Navy, 1918, pp. 24-35.
' Ibid.
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Cost Plus Fixed Profit in Destroyer Building

Naval construction during most of the war period was
restricted rather closely to lighter vessels, including submarine
chasers, destroyers, mine sweepers and others. The larger or

capital ships were a minor feature of the program in the

Bureau of Construction ;,;'d R^airs. For the fiscal year
endin^ June 30, 1918, a total of 355 submarine chasers was
built and commissioned, and repeat orders given for 100 more.
Each of the five largest private shipyards in the country was
awarded large orders for destroyers,' in which the form of con-

tract was the cost plus fixed profit of a definite sum.
An instance of this kind was the contract for twenty de-

stroyers placed with the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Company, dated December 29, 1917, as Department
No. 899. The cost in this case, which was representative of

the other yards as well, was arrived at as follows: The com-
pensation shall be "the actual cost plus a definite sum for

profit, based upon the estimated actual cost to the contractor,

at its wage schedule in force on October 11, 1917, of Si. 500,-

000." Here was a definite basis of labor value on which to

place estimates and bids on a piece of work which was not

awarded until 80 days after the basic wage date. Possibly

in view of this interval, and also because of the tendency of

wage demands to become more excessive as the war progressed,

the torpedo boat destroyer contracts, in this and other cases,

provided for a wage adjusting on the October 11 basis. If

the wage schedule were increased, the stipulation ran, then it

was to be added accordingly to the cost. So too, if the esti-

mated cost, which was provisionally basic also, was increased

or decreased by changes introduced after the terms of the
contract had been settled, then the adjustment was to be
measured by the "net cost of any changes in the plans and
specifications."

Obviously, the wisdom, under the circumstances, of this

system of contracting lay in putting the premium on the de-

> Annual Report, Navy Department, Bureau of ConBtruction and Repairs,
191S, p. ir.
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crease rather than on the increase in the net cost. This was
accomplished by placing the highest total fixed profit derivable
at a definite sum, so that there could be no advantage accruing
to the contracting shipbuilder from any swelling of costs
beyond the estimate. On the other hand, some mode of ad-
justment had to be devised "whereby the contractor could reap
some pecuniary advantage from any economy in costs which
would bring the outlay below the estimated limit. On these
vessels it was provided that if the net cost exceeded the origi-
nal total of $1,500,000 by the methods prescribed, then the
contractor should be paid $135,000 as a fixed sum for profit,
and no more. That figured out exactly 9 per cent, on the
estimated cost of the destroyer. This rate may be compared
with a corresponding compensation of 5 per cent for an expend-
iture of an equal amount, in the building construction con-
tracts on the cost-plus basis of the Quartermaster General's
Oflice, War Department, of which there had been so much
criticism. While it is true that these two jobs are so different
as to be otherwise hardly comparable, yet it can not well
escape notice that under the terms of the building construc-
tion contracts, as developed under similar war time condi-
tions, the fixed profit going to the cantonment or warehouse
contractor would be but $82,500 for a total cost ranging from
$1,500,000 to $1,650,000; whereas, for a destroyer of that
amount of cost the fixed profit was $135,000 or better.
To gain a larger compensation the builders of these destroy-

ers had to attack costs in the other direction. Should the
actual costs be found to be less than the estimated amount it

was provided that "the contractor shall be allowed as profit
in addition to $135,000 on each vessel one-half the amount by
which such actual coft on each vessel falls short of the esti-

mated cost rcisf- IS aforesaid." Similar premiums on
reducing costs by as ivide a margin as practicable below the
estimated amount did not always accrue to the contractor by
so large a proportion as one-half. In the same company's
contract for building eij^ht oil tank steamers awarded over a
year later (October, 1918, or a month before the armistice) a
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fixed profit of $220,000 was placed on each vessel estimated as
costing $2,200,000, making a 10 per cent profit. The con-
tractor's additional winnings by bringing down the cost were
limited to one-third of "the amount by which such actual cost
of each vessel falls short of the estimated cost revised." In
that case the fixed profit on the highest cost basis of 10 per
cent of the estimate, plus a premium of one-third of the
economies effected, measured the possible profits. The corre-
sponding percentage of the estimated cost in the emergency
contract work of the War Department's Building Construc-
tion Division, was only 5 per cent, or just half that allowed on
the construction cost of the oil tank steamers as awarded by
the Bureau of Construction and Repairs of the navy.



CHAPTER Xm
Standard Manufacturing Cost-PIus Contract in the Navy

Both army and navy authorities, we have seen, found it

advisable to resort to the use of the cost-plus contract, in

meeting extraordinary conditions, in the course of the war.

The navy was fortunate in its more highly developed cost

determining facilities. Owing to its much more restricted

range of building and manufacturing operations it was also

in much better position to exercise accounting supervision

over contracting operations. By means of its well equipped

commodity sections it had in hand most that was needed to

keep in touch with market changes, price levels and com-

mercial conditions generally. The navy's experience as a pur-

chasing and contracting party is, therefore, a far better test

of the advisability or inadvisability of using this particular

form of contract than in the case of the army.

The navy's cardinal principle of cost control is expressed

in a single sentence: "The accounting organization has been

imbued with the idea that a way must always be found to

prevent the waste of the government's money without inter-

fering with the expeditious prosecution of the work."' This

principle had its chief application in the administration of

cost-plus contracts. Of these there were three specific forms

in use, and each had a separate administration under the

existing organization of the department; but the same gen-

eral methods of cost control by the Bureau of Supply and

Accounts prevailed. Operations under the three separate

spheres of manufacturing, of shipbuilding and of repairs

were, in spite of the usual objections to this form, on the

whole satisfactory.'

In the navy's experience in manufacturing during the

fiscal year of 1918 the outlay for such products as guns, air-

' Paymaster General's Report, 1918, p. 92.

' Ibid., pp. 92-93.
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planes, forgings and special supplies under this type of con-

tract amounted to $124,000,000; its shipbuilding awards
under the same type and supervision of costs were $168,000,-

000, and its repair contracts $25,000,000. All of this expendi-
ture of $317,000,000 in the three different fields of industry

under a uniform system of cost and compensation involved an
extensive adjustment of accounting methods to contracting

practice so as not to interfere more than necessary with speed
of execution.

Preventive and Stimulative Effects on
Manufacturers

What the naval authorities did was to adopt the standard
manufacturing cost-plus contract and adapt it to their

needs. They did this by developing and strengthening its

provisions on lines that avoided much of the unfavorable
results criticised in practice under other auspices. To begin

with, few contracts were made with the percentage profit to

the contractor. The lump sum profit was resorted to where-
ever practicable. This, however, involved no change in

fundamentals, because even the lump sum had to be calcu-

lated on a percentage of the estimated cost of production.

Had the plan stopped there it would have brought little

advantage to the government over the straight percentage
method of payment. The gain came in supplementing the
provision that the contractor should be entitled to receive,

in addition to the fixed fee, a certain proportion of the sum
by which he succeeded in bringing the actual cost under the
estimated cost. That proportion varied from 10 per cent to

50 per cent. It had the effect, as a rule, of infusing into the
manufacturer's attitude toward the job an effective interest

in keeping down the costs.

Success in the application of this method depended fur-

ther on two other factors, factors in which the camp con-

struction contracts were not equally equipped. First of all,

in the fidelity and intelligence with which the manufacturing
concern and its staff cooperated in observing the standards
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agreed upon of cost and compensation. The other factor is

the extent to which the government itself is equipped to exer-
cise control over costs i^nd inspect the work so as to facilitate

the manufacturing process and thus insure prompt payments.
The first of these provisions is preventive of waste. Thi-
second is stimulative of effectiveness on the part of the manu-
facturer. To take advantage of the first, more latitude in the
selection of the contracting concerns is desirable than can be
usually gotten under the competitive method. In the can-
tonment contracts and in the officers' training camp con-
tracts this advantage was gained to a large degree, possibly
larger than in any other phase of the government's work in

the war. Business honor, patriotic interest and other motives
enter into this first factor. Where the navy'^ mastery of the
inspection and accounting proved to be such as to relieve the
contractor from installing and maintaining an excessively
expensive accounting organization, the effect was mutually
advantageous. Experience has shown that most manufac-
turers, under this plan of the government's cost-and-profit
compensation program, found it "less exacting than that of
the system? maintained by the average successful business
concern."' Many concerns learned much to their advantage
by cooperating with the standard navy schedule of cost
control.

Cost and Compensation Provisions in Standard
Contract

A summary of the meiin provisions of the standard manu-
facturing cost-plus agreement will serve to bring out the
essential features as it applied to the major part of naval
contracting under war conditions. The defining paragraph
(first below) is quoted in full, as follows:

The department will pay the contractors a profit of (percentage of coBt of
product or stated amount per unit) completed and accepted hereunder and also
actual cost of production, defined in subparagraphs (a) to (e) below. No profit
will be allowed on costs under subparagraph (e). On such manufacturing work
covered by this corf nrt as the contractors may by specific authority of the de-

' "Contractors' Criticism of Cost-Plus," Paymaster General's Report, 1918, p. 94.
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partmtnt procure on lubcontract., the profit alIo<ml to the contractor, will be
one-half of the above .tated profit if the above .tated profit is a percentage on
"?, Li i' '^^^ """^ ""*' " ' '"""P •""• "" P"fi' ="°««1 » tiK contractor,
will be reduced by an amount equal to- per cent of the invoice cost of such sub-
contract work. Cost shall include:

(a) Cost of all direct Ubor definitely ascertainable as necessary for and em-ployed exclusively in the manufacture of th, articles contracted for hereunder
(b) Cost of all direct material definitely ascertainable as necessary for and

rn r^ »f
l-'-vely to the article, contracted for hereunder; but no material

shall be charged direct if material (or similar purposes is charged as overhead
expense to work other than that covered by this contract. The cost of direct
material shall be the net cost to the contractor, i.e.. invoice cost le» cash, tradeand quantity discounts, plus duty, etc.

(c) A proper proportion of overhead expeuKS. By the term "overhead
expenses is meant the indirect Ubor and other manufacturing expenses and the
general and administrative expense of the contractors. It does not include inter-
est, advertising, etc.

(d) The foregoing items of cost shall apply a. above .pecified to all labor direct
or mdirect, and material involved, whether the same be actually applied to prod-
uct accepted or not accepted, provided in the department's judgment the con-

mteAl
P"«=»""<>° "• prevent carelessness and unnecessary damage to

(e) Cost of machinery and equipment, patterns and drawings and temporarv
structures needed for the utilization and protection thereof acquired foV and
devoted exclusively to mivy work; subject to approval in advance. Title shall
vest m the department.'

There arc certain common provisions to all such confact
agreements, of which mention should be made in defining the
relations and obligations, as well as the compensation. For
example, as in the standard agreement, it is specified that—
The contractor will iise every endeavor to perform obligations contracted tothe satisfaction of the department, shall obtain materials at the lowest possible

prices, and never pay higher than (or simiUr materUls for use otherwise at thesamf plant. Nor shall higher rates of pay for labor be allowed, subject to piecework contracting. ^

Payments shall be made subject to the inspection and acceptance of materials
equipment etc., on the basis of actual expenditures, and in monthly instalment^
ten days after submittal of bills to cover the approved cost for the previous month
Special disbursements may be made not oftener than weekly
So far as practicable, the contractors shall maintain a complete separate sys-tem of accounts for government work, anH all books and records pertaining tothe contract shall be prewrved for two years after final setttement. All ordera

prices and awards are subject to the approval of the bureau concerned and thePaymaster General, so that purchase orders upon examination may be held sub-
ject to a test of the market by competitive or other modes of revision.

-' Annual Report, Paymaster General of the Navy, 1918, pp. 94-96.
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Cost-Plus Contracts in Shipbuilding and Ship Repairs

Leaving manufacturing contracts, for the time being, wliat

was the procedure of the navy in the two other imjjortant

fields of public contracting? These included shipbuilding,

and ship repairs.

In the earlier part of the war the navy was able to make

lump sum contracts for many of the craft required for its

purposes. But the unsettled condition of the market for

labor and materials so radically affected the finances of some

of the contracting firms as to make an adjustment necessary

in favor of the contractor. Probably the experience of the

Lake Torpedo Boat Company was typical. That company

had contracts on a fixed basis. "These contracts," says the

company's annual report for 1 91 8, "were taken before the

war conditions had caused the abnormal increases in labor

and material costs which were entirely unexpected and which

could not have been foreseen. Appropriations made by Con-

gress for submarine boats were limited as to price and as a

consequence this company suffered under the abnormal con-

ditions as did all shipbuilding companies that had fixed price

contracts with the government, which directly and indi-

rectly caused increases in the wage scale. On some of these

contracts, the government has already made partial adjust-

ments (February 6, 1919) and the company has filed claims

covering the various contracts involved."'

When the fixed price contracts were completed and deliv-

eries made, it was impossible to induce the shipbuilding firms

to enter into that type of contract again. The Lake Com-

pany consequently contracted for the next four boats on the

cost plus percentage basis and the next lot of eight boats fol-

lowed on the cost plus a fixed sum basis; but both lots were

awarded on the contingent cost and profit plan of compen-

sation. This individual company's experience is representa-

tive of the government's policy of beginning with the peace

time plan of compensation, being forced to shift sooner or later

to the cost plus percentage plan and finally to settle on the

'President's Annual Report to Stockholders, Meeting February 6, 1919.
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plan of cost plus a fixed profit per ship. The builder is also

allowed, under the latter form, a percentage of the sum saved
in reducing the actual below the estimated cost, of from
25 to 50 per cent of the differential. Furthermore, in some of
the earlier contracts, a 10 per cent profit was adjudged fair.

But this soon -proving ultra-profitable, was in later contracts
reduced to 9 per cent and in some of the latest to as low as

7i per cent. The policy was not, however, the product of
circumstances, but was settled upon after the Compensation
Board, composed of representatives of the four main bureaus
of the navy, had made a costs inquiry at the beginning of the
war.'

' Paymaster General's Report, 1918, pp. 102-103.



CHAPTER XIV

Navy's Procedure to Forestall Profiteering

How to get away from market conditions made abnormal

by war demands was the problem with which all departments

of the government struggled, but especially so the army and
the navy. The two main factors in the contract situation

were (l) the preponderance of quantities demanded as com-
pared with the available supplies. This applied to commod-
ities in general, but particularly to staples in which military

needs had to face the factor of speculative control of large

quantities. (2) The failure of the ordinary methods of com-
petitive bidding to insure limitations on the tendencies to

advance prices to profiteering levels. Where these conditions

prevailed they forestalled in many cases the reasonable hope
of arriving at a fair and just price by the ordinary methods of

governmental bargaining.

The four methods by which the naval authorities, espe-

cially the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, obtained the most
or their supplies on contract account, were (a) by competitive

bidding, (b) by allocation, (c) by cost-plus contracts, and (d)

by commandeering.

The usual competitive procedure was adhered to wherever

it could be counted upon to conform to the standard of fair

and reasonable prices. Under war conditions this method
had its limitations, as was patent in the efforts to obtain raw
materials for naval uspj.

When competition did not achieve its purpofle [says the official account] one

of two situations usually obtained: The supply of the material was not

sufficient for the nation's demands, or the manufacturers controlling the supply

were unwilling to furnish the material at prices wht-h the navy ought to pay.

. . . When material had to be obtained under thcac conditions, it was neces-

sary to resort to plans ranging all the way from mandatory orders to patriotic

appeal. For illustration, it was frequently unavoidable that the market on the

taw material entering into a finished ptt;<*uct would be inflated if competitive

bids on the finished product were to be asked in due course. The wider the

50
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conipetition Kcured, the greater the demand would appear to be for the raw
material. Every concern bidding upon the finifhed product, in caM it did not
have conttol o( iti raw material at the time, would leek to cover itielf upon the
raw ttock. H the liniihed product aileed for by the navy required 10,000 pound!
of raw material and there were twenty bidden, then the apparent demand for
the raw material would toul 300,000 pounds. In luch caiei, the volume of the
purchase being luAiciently large to inflate the raw material market, it waa necea-
•ary to meet the aituation either by price fixing upon the raw material, or through
a purehaae by the navy of the raw material.'

Price Policy in Naval Contracting

Federal law having defined the duty of competitive con-
tracting in other than emergency times, the navy had system-
atically followed that method for a series of prewar years.
As a consequence it had not only developed a compreliensive
body of experience with commercial methods but had also
acquired an indispensable acquaintance with the qualities,

classes and locations of materia! through its well organized
material sections. On this basis there was little adjustment
needed to adapt its contracting machinery to the extraordi-
nary requirements of war. There were, in fact, no essential
changes in principle. An almost automatic expansion in

personnel of the purchasing staff resulted, of course. Within
a year's time it had amplified its needs in this respect fourteen-
fold to a total of 402 persons. The prewar staff all told in-

cluded fewer than a score of officers, clerks, stenographers and
civilian experts. These had attended to the purchasing of
prewar requisites to the annual value of $27,000,000. From
that the volume of purchases rose to a maximum of more
than $30,000,000 a single day in war time. Of munitions
alone the Bureau of Supplies and Accounts purchased more
than a half billion dollars worth in the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1918.

The price policy of doing so larce a volume of business
on public account in so creditable a manner is well worth
examining. The navy's peace ti«»e purcK«sing policy of open
opportunity, established standards «i quality and complete
publicity to |irotcct large and Miiall alike, had naturally

• Annual RepWi Piymaater General «t the Navy, 1918, p. ao-3l.
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begotten the confidence of the commercial community.
The main reason, therefore, was that it was based on sound
and defensible grounds. In adjusting itself to changes in
industry under war conditions, it had no occasion to depart
from the position of insisting on the principle of paying "a
price based on cost and a reasonable profit added thereto."'
In comparatively few cases, however, it was found necessary
to resort to the war time power of compelling performance at
a price which the navy had determined to be fair and just.'
This involved the recognized responsibility of price fixing
when those quoted were not deemed just and fair. In this
respect the policy ran counter, and wisely so, to that of the
Council of National Defense. In the War Department con-
tracts, under the council's guidance, trade organization com-
mittees and subcommittees passed upon the prices of the very
commodities which they controlled commercially and which
they at the same time recommended as fair and just to the
contracting officers of the government. In due time, how-
ever, the navy's policy, which was rooted in commercially
sound prewar practice, won out in the reorganization of the
War Department's methods. The method of depending in the
hour of emergency on outside aid lost caste. The war estab-
lishment had failed in peace times to develop its several bu-
reaus in too many cases, with the exception of the Engineer
Corps, among others, on the side of their commercial relations.

Consequently, in the contracting crisis which followed the
outbreak of war, the army authorities took refuge in methods
admitting of profiteering in contrast with the navy, following
in the main the policy of competitive bargaining in the open
market. In due time this fact came to be recognized in

official circles in the army as well. This was the purport of
the War Industries Board's acknowledgment, the board
which ultimately had most to do with army contracting, that
"manufacturers waste their time to attempt to extort unfair
prices from the navy, as it seems to keep itself exceptionally

* Paymaster General's Report, 1918, p. 3.
'Ibid., p. 32.
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well informed, and uses, as it should, its mandatory orders
and commandeering privileges to secure fair prices."'

Within some commercial circles, on the other hand, there
was rather less readiness to accept this principle of cost as

the prime factor in price <lctcrmination for governmental
contracting. Some es.sential industries had apparently as-

sumed the attitude that cost accounting was a game at which
they alone were entitled to play, instead of an administrali\e
principle of which the government al)ovc all others should be
master in war times as well as in peace. 1 1 seems to have been
assumed that when a nation passed into the war status the
ordinary principles of lioth economics and commercial morals
were shelved, making of the government an easy mark of the
freebooting contractor while pickings were good. Fortunately,
this was not long in being overcome by the strong patriotic

attitude of commercial circles in the main. A saner and more
far sighted attitude was not slow in getting sway throughout
the ranks of industrial and mercantile comirns. This was
instanccti in the response of the Ford Company of Detroit in

undertaking to construct the submarine patrol boats known
as "Eagles."' It should be noted, however, that "in the pur-
chasing of manufactured goods there appeared to be a far

greater willingness to base their prices upon cost of production
plus a reasonable profit," than among the producers of raw
materials. To quote Admiral McGowan's analysis of the
bureau's experience:

The producers of raw itutteriab apparently believed ihat they »cre entitled to
the market price regardless of the relation of that market price to the cost of pro-
duction in even the high coat or inefficient concern. They were frequently ready
lo capiulize the war demand! to their benefit. They were often unwilling to
consider that there might be a true or normal market value having a relation to
the cost of producttun.'

'Annual Report, Paymaster funeral of the Nav>', igi8 p 32
' Navy Department, Report of the Chief of Construction anand Repairs, 1918,

* Paymaster General's Report, 1918, p. ai.
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Supply Bureau's Methods of Perpetuating
Competition

That many war contracts were the wurce of enormous
profits m mining, manufacturing and merchandising was
apparent at every stage of the war. That occurred in spite of
efforts at price control through special methods. Probably
the traditional viewpoint of the majority of those who adhered
to the prmciplc of public exploitation was to get all that the
market would stand. Especially when the market was as
large as the public treasury, the disposition was too generally
to follow the economically short sighteil impulse to go to the
limit in marking up prices. With such a classof contractors, to
assume that patriotism, unenforced by some workable stand-
ard of fairness, could be relied upon to temper ordinary greed
and avarice to any considerable extent, was to lean on a broken
reed. Consequently, to keep prices on a rational basis .•xnd
safeguard the public interest from unbridled profiteering
special effort was made to keep alive competitive purchasing
as long as possible. This had also the effect of restricting the
more unusual of contract arrangements to a comparatively
limited class and scope of cases and commodities.

Ordinarily, the method of newspaper advertising and cir-
culation of printed schedules was relied upon by the Bureau
of Supplies and Accounts to secure wide and open rivalry
among bidders. But under changed conditions that plan
had to be modified. Two adjustments followed. By one the
work of purchasing was divided into local and central, so
that the navy yards might buy locally for more immediate
supply of commodities which did not enter into the large scale
supply program. Thereby the central service at Washington
was left free to develop its own organization to meet the
special problems of effective bargaining. It did this by
adapting its staff . . he expanding demands of the volume
and variety of the > ,i ,.i iter's purchases.

In emergency b„-;.ning, time is of prime importance.
How to expedite ' i,.;l;n; thus became a practical problem!
To accelerate rers. is. the central purchasing unit at head-
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quarters arlopfcl two methods. To get forms into the hands
of prospi-clive hidders in the shortest practicable lime they
». re mimeographcti on the day on which the bureau r- -cived
the tt-quisitions. By means of stenciled mailing l-i, i revi-
ously prepared this was done with remarkable expcditiousness
The special section created for this work, consisting of stencil
cutters, mimeographers, prof)freaders, a „-mbler8 and six
other trained classes of workers, on a sin^W day turned out
74,000 sheets of mimeographed matter, lo these rush sched-
ules replies by mail had to be in hand witl.in a comparatively
short limit of time. That metho<l reduced the peace time
margin between announcement bthI hainK of contracts to a
fraction of former lapses. The o-hor mttbr-l ^^as M'!! imrt
expeditious. By it the more urfc,r.t nc-- Is . ,, tran.Miiiticd
by telegraph or telephone and accertanr,^ rn->ived at h. ad-
quarters. Thus much of the emergtiicv .oiiivjiiei, wcie con-
tracted for quite as quickly at Washington .rs if th<v had Im.-i
placed locally. And the plan had the addoi advantage of
central information as to market conditio.is, prices and c.m-
tracting practicabilities. Competitive control w::s thereby
projected into situations where less persistence might have
surrendered the contracting functions of the government to
less vigilant bargaining agencies, if not to the tender mercu s
of the harpies of private avarice.
How well equipped the Paymaster's OflSce was for this most

responsible of business functions, and how closely it cooperated
with other price safeguarding facilities of the government are
apparent from the following official description of actual pro-
cedure m the handling of bids:

Whm tht bid. received in th- regukr opening, were fim anilyied, the written

^T!;i;^"°°
«>"'"««'y •P'CMli-t WM niade a. to whether or not the

^J^^ """
""!:, " ""fr

"""' '^ "« «'"'"'"=<' "-' ">" the bid,

mI^^^T"^, ""'".'""«' ""''. "" '™* " """"•'"'"K « iu" price .n.ued.All poHible mean, of lecunng authoritative coat daU have been employed. Therantmctor «,, requarted to .ubnnt hU own coat «gure. .worn to and certified;

Ih! XTa .'• T'JT'^
'"'™" """''"'^ ""^ °' "« commodity action of

th! ll ; ^t "'* °''"*'' ' "^^ «co>."ti„, officer ...ordered tothe plant to report on the coat of manufacture; frequently the Federal Trad.l-omm«.ion wa. requeated to inve.tigate and fumi.h coat data applying to the
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induitry ai a whole. The dau regarding cost determination was so arranged as
to be available for use as the need recurred and the gathering of cost data was so
systematiied as to av-oid duplication of effort through separate cost investigations
by c"lferent branches of the government service.*

Even where competitive procedure liad reached its limits

the Paymaster's Office was by no means disposed to allow the
government with tied hands to fall victim to the contracting
practice of setting "what the traffic would bear." The fore-

going description of methods disclosed the fact that there
were other methods of preventing the public interest from
exploitation under the guise of alleged "prevailing prices."

The insistent adherence to the cost-plus-fair-profit standard,
supported by well informed cost accounting inquiries put the
manufacturing and mercantile concerns in the position of
having to make out their own cases and justify their claims
of inability to meet the governmental standard. That often
had the effect of exposing their inefficiency and ignorance
of the costs of their own processes or of bringing into light the
wide margin of profits on which they were operating for com-
mercial account. Even the fear of the war excess profits

tax was not wholly lost on the contracting mind in thi

.

dilemma.

Transition to Allocation of Contracts

Allocation of contracts was at times resorted to when com-
petitive placing of contracts or orders failed to meet the navy's
supply demands at reasonable prices. It involved govern-
mental dealings with the trade regarded as a unit of productive
capacity. Knowing exactly what the capacity of a given
class of mills collectively and individually was for the product
in question, and also being informed as to the state of orders

both governmental and commercial on hand, the authorities

could not easily be misled as to the ability of the manufac-
turers to handle the governmental requirements. This issue

came to a head in the case of the heavy demands for canvas
and duck in the fa!l of 1917. Prices in the market were then

' Paymaster General's Report, 1918, pp. 32-33.
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at abnormal levels. Manufacturers, busy at orders for com-
mercial account, took the usually offish attitude of being
unwilling to bid. Whereupon the naVy requested the War
Industries Board, then still an adjunct of the council, to
supply it with a list of mills from which an adequate quantity
of these staples could be expected within a reasonably short
time. Then, without hesitation, mandatory orders were
issued at "a provisional price at the figure which appeared
just on the basis of all available data in the hands of the
navy."' Not a few of the concerns entrusted with these
orders took the position in their replies that the quantity of
work demanded could not be done. To check up the alle-
gations of this sort the naval authorities promptly referred
these claims to the War Industries Board in whose files the
information as to capacity of every factory was a matter of
record. That resolved the situation into one of settling the
price without delaying production, which price the manu-
facturers claimed was unreasonably low. Then the navy,
calling for a show of hands, requested facts and cost figures,
at the same time assuring the mills of a fair profit over manu-
facturing costs. At this challenge the opposition collapsed
and the price was adjusted, not at 40 cents a yard, which the
manufacturers wanted, but at 34 cents based on a cost-plus-
profit rate of compensation. Later these mills requested
that the mandatory order, to which some sense of stigma was
thought to belong, be displaced for a voluntary contract at
the price imposed by the navy.

CoMPAPATivE Extent of Allocatio.v and Competition

Allocation of war orders or contracts arises also when an
unexpected shortage of supplies becomes imminent at a time
when industries concerned aie booked too far ahead to meet
the emergency in the quantity and at prices offered. To
dissolve this apparent deadlock the industry as a whole is

taken into nimcil. Its membership is organized into a
functioning unit "for a more coordinate handling of war

' Paymaster General's Report, 1918, p. 33,
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demands." On a better mutual acquaintance with condi-
tions the government's pressing requirements are thus allo-

cated among them on the basis of actual or potential capacity.

Such references have numerous advantages besides the main
effect of promptly assigning the work to be done. One such
"by-product" is the better understanding of the viewpoints
by contractor and government. A second is the appreciation
of the general welfare as a basic asset in economic oppor-
tunity. A third is the discovery of the as yet latent resources
of an industry in which individual action in isolated fashion

gives place to collective enterprise in the public interest in a
national crisis. Allocation has, in not a few cases, if not
always, unfolded the secret of something in industry more
precious than pecuniary profits.

Purchaises under allocation jis contrasted with 'owoetition
have included a smaller number of different v rw»odit«s.
Out of an aggr^ate of fifty-seven different kinds of com-
modities bought by the paymaster of the navy in 1.918,

twenty-two of them were secured by allocation and thirty-

five by competitive bidding. These included food products
alone. A typical case of allocating a contract occurred in the

purchase of canned foods. The Food Purchasing Board,
composed of representatives of the navy, the army, the Food
Administration and the Federal Trade Commission, in No-
vember, 1917, at once found demands in exces;i of supply and
prices abnormally high in the midst of a strong speculative

situation. Although the orders distributed among the can-

ning organization were not at competitive prices, they were
not based on abnormal market conditions, but on the cost of

production, in the finding of which figure the Federal Trade
Commission rendered inestimable services to both the navy
and the army alike.

in



CHAPTER XV

Standard Contracts Adjusted to Changed Conditions

In all other bureaus of the navy, especially those of Ord-
nance, Construction and Repairs, and Yards and Docks, the
standard forms of contracts found quite general use during
the war. That meant that the fixed price types of peace were
adjusted to changed conditions, instead of resoning to the
cost-plus form of award. This did noi apply to ship construc-
tion after the earlier stages of the war. Owing largely to the
unsettled conditions of the wage schedules and price levels,

the lump sum plan of compensation was found unworkable.
We recall that the Lake Torpedo Boat Company, which took
contracts at first on the fixed price basis, when these Ixiats

were completed found it necessary to change to the cost plus
percentage rate for the next four boats and to the cost plus a
fixed sum for the next eight. One of the Delaware River com-
panies which took a prewar contract for a battleship, but had
not finished until some months after the European War
began, lost some millions ol dollars on its contract. On the
other hand, the Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks, whose
contracting was most extensive, had no serious difficulty in

getting much of its constnution work done on the lump sum
basis, under one of its standard peace time contracts adapted
to war conditions.

Features of Standard Yards and Docks Contract

How a war time contract is adapted may best be shown bv
some analysis of the features of the agreement which naval
experience has developed in its dealings with the contracting
world. Take, for instance, the award for the construction of

the submarine base, power house and machine shop at New
London. The project had nothing about it out of the ordinar\

,

at least nothing that required departure from the standard
59
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form of agreement with adjustments for labor and other
variable elements of expense. In this respect it was favored
by the situation among contracting trades. Building of public
utility projects, in municipal and maritime engineering and
similar lines, happened to be at a standstill. It was easy
enough under these circumstances to adhere to the competi-
tive form of award. There were plenty of good concerns glad
to get such a job on terms that would enable them to keep
their organization intact and come out financially even on
government work. This particular navy yard contract at

New London is a good example of the standard peace time
form on a lump sum basis adapted to war conditions. It illus-

trates the two element- of retaining the established framework
while introducing factors of elasticity to meet changed
conditions.

The essential features of this contract as evolved by ex-

perience are three in number. The entire documentary mass
may be brought into clearer relief by grouping its provisions

under the following heads:

( 1

)

The Covenant and Agreement.

(2) Plans and Spei Sications, including drawings and blue-

prints, and the General Provisions comprising thirty-one

conditions.

(3) Adjustments and Changes, owing to unusual conditiims.

The Covenant and Agreement is really a summary of the

results of the negotiations as the successful bidder and the

government have agreed upon and have put them in writing.

Without this written record the contract, as we have alreadv

seen, is not valid. This part of the document, under which
the precuniary commitments are outlined, specifies the par-

ties to the contract, describes the project in general terms and
refers to the specifications and other provisions and condi-

tions by name, number and section or otherwise. It also

indicates the schedule or period of delivery within which the

work is to be done (150 days); states that the lump sum of

$171,000 is the price of the work, that the contract is not
transferable and that no member of Congress or officer of the

' ar£<r#.£3. w*' *t va >„tii.t ^m^nms^
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navy has any beneficial int<^est in the contract. Finally —
and this i« where the adjustmmit of the standard form to war
conditions begins—the two sp»i:ial clauses relating to price

fluctuation and to the adjustin»-nt of wa^es are embodied as
necessary to protect both partif^ to the agreement against
the exigencies of the labor and the material markets. F:ffect-

ive only during tlic war Wiis another typical provi*iofi. namely,
that of prfividing by the contractor at governm»-ot expens*'
additional watchmen for i|ie protection of the plan* and j/rop-

erty "against espionage, actt. of war and of dlion incim.-."
This was necessitated by 'he enemy^ polie- of < arrying fhf

war, by sabotage, dynamitmg and otherwise into the W'>rk-

shop of its antagonists. Tins recurs in practwallj cxery war
time contract after the earlier stages of the ««r.

Government Continues to Carry the Wak
Haza«ds

Both in protecting the building or manufartunng processes
against eneni\ dangers, and in tbt- insuranip nf the cootract-
inir party against losses try fluctuations in pntes awii wages,
the government finds it necessar^ to assume ti»e risks. The
theory, as some have expressed it, is that ,is war conditions
are responsible for the liaiiiility 50 changes in the supply of and
command over man pow-rr hI materials, therefore, it is but
fair and just that the was- making power, the government,
should bear the hazards of the economic undertakings neces-
sary to its military and naval operations. Transportation
was one main source of uncertainty in industry, owing to w ir

priorities. As the military establishment expand<d from an
army of 500,000 to one of 5,000,000 in the course of little more
than a year, the demands for materials and means of trans-
port, for manufacturing and administrative talent, expaminl
concurrently. The increases in wages in part at least had to

be assumed by the government. As the go\ei nment assumed
control of raw materials, it could put them at the se^^•ice ut

contracting manufacturers at a lower price than the con-
tractor could get them in the open market.

W?
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These two conditions affecting war time costs gave rise to
two special clauses in the contract under discussion. They
ran as follows:

Priu Adjuslmnt Ooiue.—It » agreed and undentood that the party of the
•econd part rcfcrvei the right to modify the compensation to be paid under this
contract in such manner as to obtain a credit, based on the difference between
the quotations on construction materials obtained by the party of the firat part
at the time of the p'^paiation of the proposal for work covered by this contract,
and the quotations that may be obtained on such materials by the party of the
second part.*

Adjuslmml of Wates Chuie.—U, after the date oi the contract, there shall be
any increase in the rates of wages prevailing in the vicinity of the place where
work contemplated by the contract is done that shall necessiute payment by
the contractor, on account of labor empkiyed exclusively on such work, of rates
of wages in excess of those prevailing in such vicinity at the date of the contract,
he shall receive additional compensation in the sum equal to one-half the amount
of the increase in the rates of wages so required to be paid by him o^-er the rates
prevailing at the date of the contract.*

In both of these provisions the government protects itself

against the contractor running up excessive increments of
cost. In the price adjustment the government may be the
source of supply of materials and a controlling factor in the
market on which the contractor has to depend. If there be
any advantage in this, the government is by these terms en-
titled to it, in the form of a credit against the lump sum of

$171,000. In the wage adjustment the government, again,

protects itself by assuming to reimburse the contractor by
only half of any advance he may have made, and the con-
tractor has to make his case good to the employing Bureau
of Yards and Docks, which is the final arbiter. There is also

some advantage to the government in the practice of deferring
all such adjustment of wages until the completion of the
contract.

Specifications and Provisions in Standard Contracts

War contracts as a field of enterprise and investment have,

as a secMid feature, highly important technical and adminis-

'Cimtraa for constructing submarine base at New London, Spe< ification No
2*26, fifthparagraph, under Appropriation No. 287, from copy oi contract in
Returns Omce, Interior Department, Wjshin^oii. Department No. 1 143.
-Addendum No. i, to the (ieneral Provisions, Bureau of Yards and Docks,

riav\' E>epartment, November 3, 1917.
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trativc aspects. One finds these embodied in the specifica-

tions and provisions, both general and special. A study of

the navy contract provisions, in yard and dock building, for

instance, impresses one with the wide range of market com-
mand, of business relations which enter into this branch of

business, and with the complexity of duties involved in con-

tract undertakings. These are in a topical way illustrated

by the following list of the New London Submarine Base
Specifications, Provisions and Instructions forming integral

parts of the contract

:

1. Specifications No. 2626, including drawings, blueprints,

etc.

2. General Provisions, of 31 paragraphs, for public works,
March 20. 1917.

3. Special Provisions, paragraphs 2 to 184 inclusive, dated

October 3, 1917.

4. Addendum No. i to General Provisions, on wage ad-

justment, etc.

5. Instructions relative to factory inspection of machinery
and materials.

6. Standard specifications as mentioned in paragraph 16

of No. I.

These several contractual documents together comprise

several hundred paragraphs, each one of which covers some
economic relation of sufficient significance to require special

statement. To get the government's viewpoint one must
examine the 214 topics given in the General and the Special

Provisions which this bureau issues to bidders. In the main
these also define the rights and duties of the contractor. It

is not within the limits of this inquiry to even enumerate these

topics defining the arrangements between government and
contractor. But a few may be singled out to give specific

content to the discussion. Such, for instance, are the fol-

lowing:

Control of Work.—The goverament, by its officer in charge, shall at all time*

excrcile full supervision and general direction of all work under the contract so

far as it affects the interests of the government, and all questions, disputes or

differences as to any part or detail thereof shall be decided by such officer in

^
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charge, subject to appeal, provided that it thall b* dlatiilctly umlentood that the
upervision and general direction of all work uader the contract by Ike oAkw in
cl]arge shall not relieve the contractor of reaponaibility foe the full protection of
aCid raponsibility for his work, both as regards sufficinKy and timt of eaerution.

In most contracts bidders are required to specify in their
bids the number oi days deemed necessary with their organi-
zation to complete the work. Within these liisits of time the
schedule of progress of work is to be made up "showing ap-
proximately the dates on which each p*rt of the work is

expected to be begun and finished" (General Provisions,
section 15). Closely connecte<i with this program of progress
is the vital matter of the cancelati':- of contract for failure to
advance rapidly enough or for '^riier causes. The go\c.-«-
ment holds this contingency i' •3 own hands in all oi its

dealings with private interest-. The theory of the pa-a-
mountcy of the public interest is well exemplified i« the fol-

lowing Provision No. 1ft, under

—

Annultrunt of CwUroc/.—If at any time the progress of t4ke work shall have
been such as to show that the work can not be completed within the time allowed,
or should any provision of the contract be violated by the contractor, the Chief of
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, ma> , if in his opinion the interests of the gov-
ernment demand it, declare the contract null and void without prejudice to the
right of the government to recover for the default therein or violations thereof.
Should the contract be declared nuli and \'oiti, the contractor agrees that the
fe-Ci'ernment may hold all material delivered and work done under the contract
and all machinery, 'ools, appliances and accessories upon the site of the work or
used in connection therewith pending the completion of the work covered by the
contract unless allowed or .lirected to mnove them in whole or in part.

Closely connected with this feature of the contract is the
matter of liquidated danvages for delay. This takes the form
of a deiluction from the contract price of a definite sum for

each and cverv* calendar day of failure to deliver on schedule
time. These damages are taken as the measure of injury to
the interests of the government from such delays and of course
the liaWlity acts as a deterring influence against tolerating

any of the conditions that might retard the progress on the
work.

It is evident that in dealing with the navy, as well as with
most other divisions of the government, the contractor's
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responsibility is of no ordinary character. The provisions of
the time limit, of damages for delay and of the possible ouster
from the work are not mere verbal specifications. In the
standard type of contract the contractor also assumes the
risks of the operations of the work, although in the cost-plus
plan of award the hazards of compensation are assumed by the
government. In the Bureau of Yards and Docks the pre-
vailing rule is thus stated

:

CoiUraclor'j KapmiibilUy.—The contractor ihall be rwpomibte for the entire
work contemplated by the contract and every part thereof and (or all tools, appli.
ancee and property of every description used in connection therewith. AM meth-
ods of work, tools, appliances and auxiliaries of all descriptions shall l>c sale and
sufficient, and if found by the officer in charge not to be so, shall be made satis-
factory by the contractor without delay. The contractor shall specifically and
distinctly assume all risks connected with the work, and shall be held liable for
all damage or in: i-y to property used or persons employed on or in connection
with the work a.id all damage or injury to any person or property, wherever
located, resulting from any action or operation under the contract or in connec-
tion with the work.

This provision opens the way to consider the large subject
of industrial compensation for injuries to employes—a sub-
ject with which the contractor has much to do in the hazard-
ous undertakings peculiar to the field of dock building and
shipyard work. This is, however, too large a theme to ven-
ture upon here. It is enough to point out that the policy of
the government, as here illustrated, is still not to assume these
hazards but to place them on the contractor's side of the bar-
gain, to figure them into his items of expense in making his
estimates as part of his lump sum bid. It is thus made clear
whose business it is to provide for this element of costs.

Changes in Plans and Specifications and Delays

Probably no single feature of the government contract,
whether in times of peace or of war, has done more to deter
honorable firms from competing than that of the changes in
plans and specifications after the iiward and in the course of
the work. The government's attitude on this question is, in
the view of many, the result of an exaggerated sense of pre-
caution against getting an obsolete product. The insistence
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on changes is certainly among the most vexatious of relations

between the two parties to the contract The real reasons for

the practice have never been fully brought out ; but whatever

may be the explanation for this feature in government

contracting as compared with commercial contracting, it is

always expensive; probably it is rarely as necessary as is

officially considered : and never is it to the liking of the con-

tractor, except in cost plus percentage contracts, if at all.

At any rate it is certain that the public loses millions thereby.

The form in which changes have usually been handled

depends on the amount involved. They often necessitate

the drawing up of a supplementary contract, especially if

the amount of cost is above a certain minimum. This may
in effect amount to rewriting the contract in the government's

terms. In this navy yard contract the subject was covered

by the following paragraph in the General Provisions forming

part of Specifications No. 2626:

if. Changes.—The government reserves the right to make such changes in the

contract, plans and specifications as may be deemed necessary or advisable, and

the contractor agrees to proceed with such changes as directed in writing by the

Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks. The cost of said changes shall be esti-

mated by the oHicer in charge, and, if less than tsoo, shall be ascertained by him.

If the cost of said changes is $500 or more, as estimated by the officer in charge,

the same shall be ascertained by a board of not lest than three officers or other

representatives of the government. The cost of the changes as ascertained above,

when approved by the Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks, shall be added to

or deducted from the contract price, and the contractor agrees and consents that

the contract prke thus increased or decreased shall be accepted in full satisfaction

for all work done under the contract: Provided, That the increased price shall be

the estimated actual cost to the contractor at the time of such estimate and that

the decreased cost shall be the actual or market value at the time the contract

was made, both plus a profit of 10 per cent.

In this particular contract the changes at the New London

yard were responsible for the addition of 45 days to the agreed

170 in which the contract was or-^-inally to be completed.

In point of time consumed that was an extension of nearly

one-third. Part of this was due to severe winter weather.

In point of cost, the changes added $24,431 to the govern-

ment's bill or over 14 per cent.

The subject of changes in plans and siiecifications is more
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or less rl(j-(ly related to that of inspection. The rule is thit

if the rennA ing or tearing out of work, uixin inspection, is ilue

to the fault of the contractor, the expense is to Ik- birnc by

him; if otherwise, then it is the rule to allow the contractor the

actual cost of the examination plus 10 |»r cent, with suitable

extension of time. This inspection applies to material as

well as to workmanship, and is the government's methwl of

assuring the quality of the work required to meet its needs.

It follows the lines of the prime contract back into the sub-

contracting factory, shop or field in all its ramifications. In

time of war when increased numbers of competent inspectors

are re<iuired for technical service, reliance has been found by

the navy in the civilian assistance drawn from the technical

professions and industrial life. It was from this resene that

the Ordnance Bureau of the navy drew to expand its inspect-

ing force from 94 officers and civiliai in March, 1917, to

1,193 in J"'y. '9i8- Of these 500 were enlisted men and 558

civilians. This was done without in any wise impairing the

high degree of efficiency for which the navy's Ordnance

Bureau has an established reputation.'

Naval methiKis of inspection have been criticized from the

standpoint of their effects on the progress of the work.

Delay in the contract are classt 1 as avoidable and unavoid-

able. The avoidable delays are such as delays in securing

materials, b> rejection of materials on inspection, changes in

market conditions f checking drawings, etc. I'navoidable

delays are such as are caused by acts of the governnu ut, acts

of Providence, ine\i table accidents, conditions of weather or

the tides, interfering strikes of labor, and other causes beyond

the control of the contractor. Only for the latter will he be

exempt from damages.

It is not always the case that allowances for unavoidable

delays such :i^ are caused b> ihe government really cover the

losses to the contractor. Inspection is not always so prompt

as it should be. Even though the contractor does get 10

Annual Report, Chief of Bureau of Ordnance, to Secretary of Navy, 1918, pp.
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dl \^
™'* ''°"'' ^y *''" government for inspection

delays, that compensation may be only a tithe of the lossfrom prolongmg the govern.-nent contract which preoccupies
the plant and staff until it is out of sight. This is really oftenthe case m ship construction. Delay in inspection means
postponement of acceptance or rejection, or modification
It postpones the mauguration of other contracts, by occupying
the shipways. Some of the wooden shipbuilders complainj
bitterly against this kind of treatment on the part of theEmergency Fleet Corporation. In naval work a commoncomplamt is that changes in more or less unimportant mat-
ters of detail too often hold back the progress of work. Sucha view was entertained no doubt in the following paragraph

oiZ-ZZf
'''°" "'

''' '-'^'^ '"''^'''' ^"^ """""^^'y

have ^lulted m many cases in tearing down work already coJleted a^ rebuT
"^connection with war condition, and ha. desired to keep the submarinerunder

crbinxten,?'"' """ "^^ "™'™' '^" '^'^"^ ""X^ « - 'PP^-

Thus the only shipyard in the country devoted exclusively
to the construction of submarine boats had its productivity
materially reduced by delays due to changes in course of
construction. Not even the exigencies of war time emergency,
when demands for speed were at their highest, was sufficient
to exorcise the evil spirit of delays due to changes in plans.

Annual Report to Stockholder., February 6, 1919, Augu.ta, Maine.



CHAPTER XVI

War Contracts of the United States Shipping Board

Among the major fields of war contracting, the operations
of the United States Shipping Board, primarily through its

Emergency Fleet Corporation, occupy a position next in

importance to the War Department in point of outla".
Appropriations for the military establishment alone of the
War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1918,
were a total of $5,666,729,650.89.' The corresponding ap-
propriation for the navy was $1,684,560,754.60.' Compared
with these vast amounts is the net available authorization for
the building program of the United States Shipping Board's
Emergency Fleet Corporation, as of December 31, 1918, a
sum of $3,284,337,500.' This figure includes not only the
amount of $2,769,337,500 authorized for ship construction
under these auspices, but also the amount of $515,000,000 to
pay for the requisitioned shipping tonnage commandeered
by the United States in the private shipbuilding yards of the
country. Thus it appears that the Shipping Board's fleet

construction contracting called for an outlay of more than
twice the size of the entire appropriation for the navy, with
which the Shipping Board was more or less closely associated
in the prosecution of the war.

Wide Extent of the Board's Contracting Powers

A brief rfeum£ of the statutory position of the Shipping
Board will suffice to indicate the wide scope of its contracting
authority. The Shipping Act of 1916 established the United

' Annual Report, SecreUry of War. 1918, p. 115.
» Annual Report, SecreUry of the Navy, 1918, p. 364.
'Sundry Civil Bill, 1920: Hearings, House Committee on Appropriations,

65th Conf., 3d SeM., Part III, United States Shipping Board. Testimony o(
Charles Piez, Vice President, Emergency Fleet Corporation, on status of building
program as of February 4, 1919, compared with that of December 31, 1918. pp"
4, as. Washington, Government Printing Office.
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States Shipping Board for the two main objects of (a) en-courapng developmg and creating a naval auxiliary and navalreserve and a merchant marine to meet the requirements oti^ commerce of the United States with its territories andpossessions and with foreign countries; and (b) to regulate^rners by .vater engaged in the foreign and interstate com!merce of the country. This act, approved September 7,ST; "''T' * ''^'='"«'™ of P'ans and policy of theUmted States m the position of a neutral enteri^ upon theU..rd year of the Worid War. During that belligefent^r o^^had come to be clear that the United States had vi-^^aHy

Allied nations were concerned.
This situation gradually drew into the service of the En-tente nations practically all the available shipping tonnage

of sh
^" V"i^

^*"*" with a totally inad^uate suppTyof ships with which to serve the markets of neutraTpeoples nowdependent upon this country for import and ex^'le^"^

b«n sold as low as five cents a pound. The whole nation

rmtT^ ,* '°.-T'"'
*° **•' '''''' "' '"^ '>*"«-" 'n which

rts most splendid rpportumty in foreign trade had beenmade of little avail for the me,^ want of merchant sh^Under these conditions the old opposition of the private ship-ping interests, against the government going into the businessof pnvate enterprise, rt-ceded to the background. Now lessthan ever, It was argued, would private capital go into theask of bu,lding a meixhant m,uine. Mor^ convincing wa^the plea that an effective navy might in a crisis even fail of
Its defensive service if inadequate shipping tonnage under the
national flag in the merchant marine were not available as anaval auxiliary. It is, therefore, rather from this point of
departure, of the necessity of a naval auxiliary in the present
state of the worid's dependence on maritime facilities fortrade, that the newer policy of the government going into the

B<i^d,",f7,^p"6!"" " ^'^^ '"• '"• A"" R"t Annu.1 Report of Shipping
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business of shipbuilding and operating apoealed to the popular
imagination as well as to the private shipowning purse Wemust not, It was urgued by growers of agriculture surpluses
as by the exporter and importer alike, and by the manufac-
turer, suffer ourselves to remain in the position of dependence
on the tonnage of other nationalities to sell our surpluses be
they agricultural, mineral or industrial. For the first time
the growers of grain and cotton saw sea power in a new and
significant light.

The manufacturing and mercantile opinion, after two full
years of enormous profits in sales to England, France and
Russia m the form of lucrative war contracts, was easily con-
vinced that it mattered little whether private or public funds
made ships; only so that they were made and put at the service
of foreign trade in which fortunes were being made in a single
chartering every day in the year. Meanwhile the most un-
foreseen changes had taken place among the commercial
powers of the world. Chief of these changes was that of the
United States passing from a debtor toa creditor nation among
the finanaal powers. The opportunity was irresistible.
Let the government build ships for immediate needs and leave
the matter of r me policy to be settled later by special
commission or by Congress.
The actual purpose of the original Shipping Act was to

turn over to a special co.nmission the problem of threshing
out the question of policy and to decide on a plan for the
national emergency arising from the insufficiency of mari-

time tonnage to carry the products of the farms, forests,
mines and manufacturing industries of the United States to
their consumers abroad and within."' During the next six
eventful months the members of the Shipping Board had
elaborated a program which took the form of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, to which the President delegated his war
time powers of the act of June 15. 1917 ' That act embodied
the contractual program of the board. It constituted one

'Proclamation by the Piwident, February 5, 1917First Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, p 7.
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of the most comprehensive schemes of governmental ship-

building ever undertaken by any nation. So large was it that

at its widest expansion its officers had committed the country

to construction contracts of 3,1 16 ships of deadweight tonnage

of 16,913,047 tons.' That was not far from one-third of the

entire tonnage of the maritime nations of the world, according

to Lloyd's Register, for the shipping year immediately preced-

ing the war.

Scope of the Emergency Fleet Corporation's

contrac'j -"5

The connection, as a matter of - jtutory authority, between

the Shipping Act creating the board and the Emergency

Shipping Act empowering the President to order ships, is

made clear by sections 5 and 11 of the former act. These

provisions are as follows

:

That the board, With the approval of thei President, ia authorized to have

constructed and equipped in American shipyarxls and navy yards or elsewhere,

giving preference, other things being equal, to domestic yards, or to purchase,

lease, or charter, vessels suitable, as far as the commercial requirements of the

marine trade of the United States may permit, for use as naval auxiliaries or

army transports, or for other naval or military purposes, and to make necessary

repairs 00 and alterations of such vessels.*

Section II. That the board, if in its judgment such action is necessary to carry

out the purposes of this act, may form under the laws of the District of Columbia

one or more corporations for the purchase, construction, equipment, lease, charter,

maintenance, and operation oi merchant vessels in the commerce of the United

Sutes. The toul capital stock thereof shall not exceed $50,000,000.

Authority to construct ships under these two sections was

broad and general, but it laid the basis for the contractual

operaiions contemplated in the Emergency Shipping Act.

That enactment, which became law sixty days after our

declaration of war with the German Empire, centered extra-

ordinary powers even for war time in the President. Prob-

ably no other board or commission ever had so broad a

power of contracting .ontrol over any industry as is emtmdied

in the following prov sions,' authorizing the chief executive

—

' Second Annual Report, U. 3. Shipping Board, 1918, pp. loo-ioi.
' U. S. Shipping Act, sec. 5.

•Emergency Shipping Fund Provision in Urgency Deficiencies Appropriations

Act, June 15, 1917. (Public, No. 233, 65th Cong.)
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Section l.—(a) To place an order with any person for such flhipa or material as

the necessities of the government to be determined by the President, may require

during the period of the war.

(b) To modify, suspend, cancel or requisition any existing or future contracts

for the building, production or purchase of ships or material.

(c) To require the owner or occupier of any plant in which ships or materials

sre built or produced to place at the disposal of the United States the whole or

any part of the output of such plant, to deliver such output or part thereof in

luch quantities and at such times as may be specified in the order.

(d) To acquire, construct, establish or extend any plant, and in pursuance

thereof, to purchase, requisition, or otherwise acquire title to or use of land im-

proved or unimproved or interest therein.

(e) To purchase, requisition or take over the titles to or the possession of, for

use or operation by the United States, any ship now constructed or in Lhe process

of construction.

(f) To take possession of, lease or assume control of, or to extend, improve or

increase, or cause to be extended, improved or increased any street railroad,

interurban railroad . . . necessary for the transfer and transportation of

employes of shipyards or plants engaged in the construction of ships or equipment

therefor.

(g) In pursuance of the foregoing powers, or any of them, to make advance

payments or loans of such amounts ind upon such terms as the President may
deem necessary and proper.

Section 2.—Compliance with all orders issued hereunder shall be obligatory on

any person to whom such order is given and such order shall take precedence over

all other orders and contracts.

Section 3.—Whenever the United States shall cancel, modify, suspend or requisi-

tion any contract, make use of, assume, occupy, requisition, acquire or take over

any plant or part thereof, or any ship, charter or material, in accordance with the

provisions hereof, it shall make just compensation therefor, to be determined by

the President : and in case of dissent at the award, to pay 75 per cent of the

amount thus provisionally determined, the remainder to be ascertained by judicial

procedure.

Section 4.—^Thc President may exercise the power and authority hereby vested

in him, and expend the money herein and hereafter appropriated through such

agency or agencies as he shall determine from time to time. ... All ships

constructed, purchased or requisitioned under authority herein or heretofore or

hereafter acquired by the United States, shall be managed, operateu and disposed

ot as the President may direct.

One Step further and the government's shipping program

became a full fledged going concern in the field of its specialty.

That step was the transfer by the President, as section 4 had

empowered him, of his enormous authority to any agency he

might designate. By Executive Order of July 11, 1917* he

designated the Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet

Corporation to exercise these powers and to put the program
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into effect. The same act appropriated (June 15, 1917) not
to exceed $250,000,000 for the purchase and requisitioning of
"ships now constructed or in the course of construction,"
acquiring plants, materials, charters, etc.; $150,000,000 for

ships turneil over to the army and navy; obligating the
expenditure of $250,000,000 for new construction, and limit-

ing the authorized construction program to $500,000,000.'
This was no ordinary contractual program.

Construction Problems of the Fleet Corporaticv

In the execution of this vast grant of powers the transition
from the peace to the war status had a radical effect on the
speed in building operations of the Shipping Board. In
peace its duties were to promote a merchant marine and regu-
late shipping. For that purpose it was provided that a sep-
arate corporation should be organized both for construction
and operation of shipping. This had the advantage of "plac-
ing on a comparative equality with private shipping vessels

operated under government appropriations," both in com-
mercial practice and with respect to the position of this ship-
ping under international law. The power under the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation Act to operate ships was thus greatly
restricted, but the power to construct ships was "limited
only by the measure of the appropriations."' The results in
construction were such that between the date of organization
of the board, January 30, and October 31, 1917, in a period of
nine months, during six of which the corporation was in opera-
tion, the latter was supervising in 116 shipyards the building
of 1,1 18 vessels and disbursing in this contractual program in

excess of a billion dollars a year. Our entering the war had
given an emergency character to the need of meeting ship-

ping problems; but it had done more -it had transferred the
shipbuilding and operating project from an ordinary admin-
istrative machinery of the government into an instrument of
newly delegated powers in the hands of the commanrer-in-

' Emergency Shipping .Vt, sees. 11-12. Approved June 15. 1017.
' Firtt Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, pp. 6-7.
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chief of the war, to whom the Shipping Board and its Emer-
gency Corporation were alone responsible, as the agent of the

President.

An analysis of the situation in the American shipping

industry at this time discloses the comlitions by which the

board and the corporation had to be guided. In that jx^rioil

of time between the outbreak of the European War and the

entrance of the United States, an interval of two years and
seven months, the shipping nations of Europe and .Asia had
come to this country with urgent orders for tonnage. Ocean
freight rates rose to fortune making heights within the

first year of the war.' Every way in our shipyards was thus

not only occupied with valuable orders for the time being,

but increased facilities were being installed as fast as possible.

Even with this the American shipyards were committed to

construction contracts, mainly to British and Norwegian
owners, as well as to domestic and Japanese companies, for a

period in some cases of two years ahead. As the emergency
became more acute and the chance of our becoming involved

i'l war with Germany more probable, the attitude of the

government toward private construction for foreign account

became more restrictive. For example, tentative negotia-

tions for an order for 100 vessels at an average cost of

$1,000,000 each, pending during the time of the Balfour

Mission to the United States and practically concluded sub-

ject to the approval of the State Department, were disap-

proved with a rebuke in view of the threatening outlook.

These and other conditions gave to the Fleet Corporation's

contracting problem a fourfold character. These lines in-

cluded :

(1) The building of entirely new yards where more ships

might be built.

(2) The construction of wooden ships under contract con-

ditions which would not interfere with the main burden of

the program for the production of steel ships. This part of

> First Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, p. 13.
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the problem was supplementary to the steel ship program
and not in any sense antagonistic'

(3) To unify and speed up pending contracts in private

yards by requisitioning all tecl construction of over 2,;oo

ton deadweight capacity.

(4) To standardize designs and place direct contracts for

steel construction as the major part of the corporation's

efforts to solve the problem of the national and international

shipping emergency.

Of these four concurrent tasks the first and the fourth were
of course the more vital. It was estimated that from 6,^00,000

to 10,000,000 deadweight tons would be needed to carry

troops and supplies to Europe a.id to make good the drain of

the submarine ravages, with any sort of a safe margin. But
our best shipbuilding year had yielded only 300,000 tons, in

1916, under the highest possible inducements in the earning

power of shipping. Wooden ship construction, by which
much more might have been accomplished, if the construction

had been confined to localities and firms accustomed to such

work, proved disappointing. That was due to divided

council, cancelations and a wavering policy generally. Nor
could the domestic facilities be relied on for any vast expan-

sion of tonnage, because out of the 142 ways in the steel ship-

yards when we entered the war, 70 per cent were building

craft for the navy. That narrowed djwn the Fleet Corpora-

tion's task to the building of additional ways at existing plants

and creating new yards for production on a large enough

scale to meet the menace threatening the world.

Tonnage Contr/cted for to October 31, 1918

Progress made in the awards of contracts for the different

types of vessels and the corresponding tonnage at different

dates of the war period is shown in the subjoined table com-

piled from official sources

:

' Testimony of Witliam Denman, Senate Committee on Commerce, Hearings on
Shipping Board, 65th Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. I, pp. 1095-1097.
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NUMBER AND TONNAOE OF CONTKACTS PLAfED FOR VESSELS
OF DIFFERENT TYPES AT DIFFERENT DATES"

Autusl I, iQi^ Oclobtr 31, 191? OcloWr ^t, tgt!\

Type* of VcMeU \'esKU Tonnage VeHels Tonnage \'esM>lb Tonnagp
Wood iji 810,900 375 1,310,900 R40 i,6o2,no<i-
|'«l 7<- ,*l7,ooo 30J a,3»3.ooo 493 3,374,».I6
C mpoBite 58 207,000 58 307,000 32 116,000

Total 363 1,634,900 738 3,820.900 1,365 6,092,616

Requisitioned 413 2,937,808 121 1,013,661

Grand total. . . 363 1,634,90a 1,151 6,758,708 1,491 7,Io^•,277

Ab of August 31, 1918,

These totals indicatr that within less than four months
i-fter declaring war the Flc-t CoriK)ration had ,^63 \essels

under contract, w hose tonnage was i ,634,9<x) tons deadweight.
The letter record of the next thrct! months, of 1,151 vessels

under contract with a total of 6,758,908 tin's, included 413
Vfssels requisitioned in pri\ate yards, of 2 987,808 ton.,.

That was not far from half of the entire tonnage under con-

tract, at the date of almost se\en months from the outbreak of

war. A year later, on October 31, 1918, when the construc-

tion program was at its highest, there were 1,491 vessels build-

ing ibr the corporation, of 7,106,277 tons. Of these, assum-
ing that requisitioned ships were all of steel, the steel tonnage
comprised 60 per ccs t of the total.

The achievements of the steel shipbuilding task have to be
judgetl by the results up to this latter date of October 31,
1918—eleven days before the armistice which suspended hos-

tilities. A summary of activities in this particular form of

construction, grouped by the ten contracting dirtricts, shows
the number of vessels delivered, under construction and unde-
livered at that date. It wili ser\e to give a sort of bird's-eye

view of the steel ship situation : hortly before the policy of

cancelation of contracts was inaugurated by the suspension

of hostilities Such a summary follows herewith, illustrat-

ing the wide geographical and industrial scope of the Fleet

C.)rpoiation'5 operations in the most expanded stage of its

development

:

'U. S. Shipping Board, First Annual P?port, p. 8; Serond Annual Report, pp.
137.14'-
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CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AND DELIVERI ;S BY DISTRICTS A'
OF OCTOBER 31. 1918 1

Lcx-alionof No.ofNo.of Deliveriet Under Contract Undelivered
Office Yard! Ways No. Tonnage No, Tonnage No. Tonnage

Roaton, Man 4 18 10 111,250 18 M7,loo 41 l6q,6oo
NewVorkCity 9 47 ij 78,100 85 3<)l,9l.< 17" l.3M,l»o
Baltimore ... 5 16 ao 164,885 15 116,175 94 7;u,.»05
lacluonville

. , 3 17 11 7S.S00 ,«. ,597,700
NewOrleana.. 7 36 6 46,000 56 J55.800
SanFranciaco. 11 57 41 396,000 61 5,14,0,10 179 1,707,300
S«""le 9 5" 89 7J6.394 57 481,100 194 i,68o,ino
Cleveland 17 97 159 539.470 95 368,300 179 1,116,550
Philadelphia.. 8 41 44 315.601 51 417.711 81 700.706

Total 73 390 377 1.35J.801 409 1.888.460 1.144 »,4i5.74l

The relative importance of ship cortiacting in the scoiw of

the Emergency Fleet's expenditures and commitments is

apparent from the financial statement of oix-rations as of

October 15, 1918. .\ccording to this recapitulation the total

authorizations made to that date were 83,671.000.000. The
corporation, in its plans of expansion of building facilities, its

requisitioning of ships and its work of housing and transport-

ing its working forces to and from the yards, had committed
itself to the extent of $3,446,679,414, of which $2,681,963,071

was for contract ships. How large a part of this total com-
mitment was in process of production is revealed by the figure

of actual expenditures of $1,041,806,923, In other words,

the outstanding oblip'ations, compared with the completed
work turned over to the corporation, were twice or more in

value of the undelivered work contracted for within less than
a month of the signing of the armistice.

The purposes for which these items were authorized and
obligated and expenditures actually made are summarized in

the accompanying table from the second annual report of the

Shipping Board:'
Purpoaes Authorizations Commitments Expenditures

Requisitioned ihipa $515,000,000 (479,487.817 (309.783,686
Contractshipa 1.804.000,000 1,681.963.071 614.132,638
Plant and property .,, 177,000,000 148,495,000 100,158.840
Housing 75.000,000 68.006,475 16,353,174
Transportation 10.000.000 10.70D.79t
Dry docks and marine railways 15.000.000 7.101,500 1.178.483
Foreign shipyards 55.000.000 50,813,750

Total (3.671.000.000 (1,615.451,(100 (1,041,806,913

> Second Annual Report. U. S. Shipping Board, p, 138.
Pages 98-99.
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SHlPPiNci E XHD Policy ('nder War Timk Oinditions

To underiitanci the ship rontractinif situation in the I'nitcd

States as part of the war program . e must take some aiiount
of the general military and maritime conditions as they existed

during the major part of the calendar year 1917. When that

year opened Russia had as Rood as collapsed, so complete had
the inii»rial debacle Ik'Coi as to practically eliminate the

eastern front from the war map of the world. That released

a million of Germany's troops to launch axainst the Allies in

the west, whose offensive had failed r)wing l.irgcly to jealousies

among those m ^h command.'
March 21, 1916, the German offensive broke with surprising

effecti\eness, crippling the British man i)ower to such an
extent as to impair seriously her capacity ls a shipbuilding

power at a crisis w hen seagoing tonnage was is vital as muni-
tions. Less than a year bef re that the Shipping Board's
Emergency Fleet Corporatii signed its first contract. Its

plan of construction and con..ol were influenced by the course

of events and developed with remarkable swiftness. It

found, when it t)cgan its official existence, January 19, 1917,
that by far the greater part of the country's ' p constructing

capacity in private yards was committed to u i\ work. 1 ne
government already had control of facilities under priority

contracts for repairs as well as construction. Costs were so

rapidly advancing that some of the contracts even then were
on the cost plus percentage basis. All the while, duringthe
past two years, the Teutonic submarines had been pursuing
their piratical work of destroying merchant shipping at a
much faster rate than the Allied and neutral shipyards were
able to replace it. This had earlier led foreign shipping

interests to place orders with American yards, in which there

were over i ,000,000 tons of steel shipping contracts for alien

account. These, with the naval program, committed the
steel shipyards to a full year's work at the very threshold of

the war shipbuilding program.

' See London Correspondence in New York Times.
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Summarizing the situation, with special regard to the

submarine menace, the Shipping Board, in its memorandum
of May 5, 1917, to the Senate Committee on Commerce, said:

The rate of destructivity of the submarine has mounted steadily even beyond

our calculations. A careful study of all the available sources of information

which have come to your board, and which we think exhausts all that is to be

known in the United States, clearly indicates that the Germans are destroying

shipping in the North Atlantic and Mediterranean at the rate of not less than

13,000,000 tons per annum. The reproductive capacity of the steel yards of all

the world under their present rate of reproduction plus all the wooden ships that

can be built inside of a year will give us not over 4.500,000 tons of new vessels.

. . . Unless the Central Powers be conquered on land, it is apparent from the

above facts that Germany may be victorious within the year, provided the above

ratio of destruction over reproduction is not changed.

The only resource left to the Shipping Board is the stimulation of production of

steel tonnage, and the only methou by which this can be brought about is by drastic

concentration upon shipbuilding of all the steel produc'ng and constructing

agencies within the nation. The first step necessary is the abolition of the slow

time commercial ship contracts, and the rushed completion of the vessels now

started by double shift employment of the yard labor.'

This, in brief, gives the Shipping Board's summary of fore-

cast and policy—that on the ocean the Allies were playing

a losifig game, and that the hope of the cause which the

United States had so lately as a month ago espoused lay in

building steel tonnage.

It was part of the board's policy to avoid as far as possible

direct entrance into the construction of ships by its own

organization. On the other hand, it needed the free play of

a corporate agency. Its plan of construction, under the act

creating it, centered in a subsidiarycorporation, for the general

management of which it had, after some delay, secured the

services of Gen. George W. Goethals. It was conceived that

as shipbuilding involved just such contract negotiations and

assemblage of men and materials as had been seen in the

Panama Canal project, therefore, the builder of that marvel

of engineering accomplishment could equally put through the

program of overmatching the German menace. The Allied

delegates to the United States had urged the vital necessity

> Hearings before the Senate Committee on Commeree, 65th Cong., 2d Sess..

Senate Resolution 170: Vol. I, pp. Iiio-IMI. Shipping Board Emergency
Fleet Corporation investigation, 1917-1918.
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of concentrating the ship operating under a single govern-

mental agency. For this purpose the Shipping Board asked

and obtained commandeering power over all existing ship-

yard contracts, including not only shipbuilding but also over

all industries producing ship machinery and appliances. This

extent of control over industries and engagements involved

priorities in steel production and all other nonmaritime indus-

tries capable of contributing to ship construction. Although
the Shipping Board did not go so far as to commandeer con-

tracts of vessels under construction, thereby complicating

the building process unduly, it obtained power by executive

order of June 7 to requisition all ships under the American
flag and on July 11 instructed the Emergency Fleet Corppora-

tion to requisition all American vessels under construction.

By August 3 this was put into effect, thereby completing the

policy of concentration of control over existing contract work
under private auspices.'

The Fleet Corporation's Major Lines of Contract

On November i, 1918, the Fleet Corporation had ships

under contract in 198 yards. These yards had 1,083 ways,
of which 939 were for Fleet Corporation work and 144 for the

navy. The government's merchant shipbuilding during

1917 and 1918 falls into four separate divisions of operation.

All of these came under the activities of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation. They are officially designated as follows:

1

.

The fabricated yards, of which there were four steel and
five concrete yards, in addition to the three big fabricated

government projects.'

2. The investment plants, whose property and construction

plant were almost wholly paid for by the government. They
were a minor feature.

3. Contract yards, to which the major part of the yards
belong.

4. The requisitioned yards, private contracts involving

compensation awards.'

'Shipping Facts, U. S. Shipping
Second Annual Report, U. S.

!

'Ibid., pp. 130-I33.

Board, p. a.

•hipping Board, 1918, p. 133.
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Although this classification is official, it has only provisional

value, because the main questions of interest center around
the so-called "fabricated" yards and the contract plants.

The requisition yards afford a problem of their own, as related

to contract policy. As one of the four features of the govern-
ment's plan to expedite ship construction it should, therefore,

receive its share of consideration. From the investment
standpoint the government, during this period, found it

necessary, in placing contracts for ships, to accompany its

awards with allotments of working capital or fixed investment
in yard equipment. With regard to the latter portion of its

capital it had always to protect itself by some form of agree-

ment as to the ultimate disposition of the immovable improve-
ment. In a total of forty-one different shipbuilding yards

it had such investments. Its largest commitment was, of

course, in the fabricated plants, and of these Hog Island took

the lion's share of invested funds.



CHAPTER XVn

Kinds of Contracts by the Fleet Corporation

Classifications of contractual arrangements by the Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation vary somewhat according to the
circumstances. While the policy of the Shipping Board was
to steer clear of the criticisable cost plus percentage form as
much as possible, if not entirely, it did by no means get far

away from the cost basis in its formulation of agreements.
It is simply playing with words to say, as was officially

stated in the testimony before the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee, December2i, 1917, that " we have not made any cost-

plus contracts."' It was about this time that the term "cost-
plus" became as a red rag to a bull in the eyes of Congress
and a sensation vending press. Nevertheless, the entire war
making organization of the government was at that very
moment operating probably three-fourths of its entire con-
tractual commitments on some form of cost-plus contract

—

a form of contract in which some recognized type of cost

determining was made the basis of production of war materials

and in which in addition to costs the contractors were being
compensated by a percentage of the cost or fixed profit.

What it was proper and politic to disclaim was the fact that
the initially unavoidable looseness of the emergency work
contract of the earliest camp construction period had not been
followed by the board in any case. It had acted wisely in

avoiding these abuses, temporary though they were, but its

biggest commitments, such as that at Hog Island, for 180
ships, at Newark for 150 ships, and at Bristol for 60 more

—

all fabricating yards under agency contract—were in the
form not of percentages but fi.xed fees based on estimated
costs.' Let words not mislead us, however. For it does not
take any genius to see that in a case in which the government

* Hearings on Senate Resolution \o. 170, 65th Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. I. p. 21.
' Ibid., pp. 367, 757, and 771.
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pays all the bills on a vessel whose estimated cost is $ i , 100,000

and the rontractor's fee is $38,500, the compensation is 3.5

per cent on cost, just as much as if it had been a cantonment

contract, on a dyed-in-the-wool, cost plus percentage basis.

The difference between the two contracts was mainly in the

safeguards thrown around the elements of expense mostly by
fixing a maximum fee earnable on each ship and in the form

of premiums put on holding down expenses without unduly
retarding the work.

Four Types in Fleet Corporation Awards

There were four different kinds of contracts under which

the unparalleled achievements of the Fleet Corporation did

its work of shipbuilding and repairing. These may be

classitied as follows:

1. Contracts covering the woik on requisitioned vessels

and the commandeered ships, which had varied forms of

compensation for the owners, under conditions existing in

private yards.

2. The flat price contract, such as the government usually

employed in prewar work and which Gen. George W. Goethals

insisted on as the better kind even for war time awards in the

shipbuilding field.

3. The cost plus a percentage or a fixed fee on cost. This

was usually a graduated fee, of a lump sum amounting to a

smaller percentage on the cost as the total costs increased.

It contained, as one of its features, a provision that no matter

how high the costs might go, the contractor could not get

above a fixed maximum out of a ^iven contract, but that if he

brought the cost within the estimated cost basis he was en-

titled to share prorata the winnings with the government and

labor.

4. The agency form of contract. This was the form under

which the Emergency Fleet Corporation carried out its work

of creating the shipyards and constructing ships by the agency

service of the three great fabricating yards—the American

International Shipbuilding Corporation, at Hog Island, the
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Merchant Shipbuilding Corporation, at Bristol, Pennsylvania,

and the Submarine Boat Corporation, at Newark, New Jersey.

At these government agency plants, ships, says the Shipping

Board's report of 1918, "arc contracted for at a certain figure

estimated to cover the cost of the vessels, and the contractor

receives a fee from 3 to 7i per cent of the estimated cost,

with a bonus in case the vessels are built at a cost less than

the estimated figure, or in case of delivery before the sched-

uled date."'

General Policy of Ship Contr.act Compensation

A good statement of the policy followed and the principles

adhered to by the Shipping Board, which governed the Fleet

Corporation in its contracting arrangements, is given by its

chairman in his testimony in the Senate Hearings in Decem-
ber, 191 7. There Mr. Edward N. Hurley describes the

kinds of contracts in use, as follows :'

We do not have any coat-plus contracts. That is, you build a ship for $1 ,ooo,coo

and you get 10 per cent on that. We have a provision in that contract—we
reduce the percentage. The navy is building some of its ships on a cost-plus

basis. Our contracts vary. Mr. Goethals placed a number of contracts at a
flat price and some on a percentage basis. Admiral Capps made a number of con-

tracts at a flat p- '_e and others on a definite fee basis. . . .

In the early days of the corporation a few contracts were let on the basis of the

contractor's receiving the actual cost of the vessel plus a profit of lo per cent.

The next step was to let contracts on a cost plus a fee basis, the contractor to be

paid the actual coat of the veaael plua a fixed fee for his services.

Two illustrations may here ser\'e to give concreteness to

the otherwise formal statements of fees paid. They show
how the corporation, in its contracting provisions, sought to

give the contractor an appreciation of the government's

policy of profiting by experience. For twelve wood cargo-

carrying steamers, which the Grant-Smith-Porter-Guthrie

Company of Oregon contracted to deliver, the government's

corporation as owner agreed to pay a lump sum fee of Si9,ooo

each. In order that the cont racting party should not run over

the estimated cost of $285,000 for each vessel, the agreement

* Second Annual Report, U. 5. Shipping Board, p. 121.
* Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, 65th Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. I, p. 29.
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was that the Fleet Corporation may withhold from this pur-
chase price for the completed hull "any amount over the
actual cost of the work plus $19,000, so that the contractor's

profit on each hull shall be limited to $19,000."' In the other

case, -that of the Hog Island contract, it was agreed that the
contracting agent's fee on each of the first 50 ships built

should average not less than $41,000 for each vessel completed
and accepted; but that the agent's fee for the first 150 vessels

or less of the same size and type should not be less on the aver-

age than $38,500.= These arrangements fixed in the con-
tracts the maximum and the minimum fees.

Principle of Payment in Agency Cf)VTR.\CTS

The principle running through the agency form of contract
is set forth officially in the subjoined quotation

:

The contractor to construct the vessels at a plant owned by the owner on a

cost plus a sliding fee basis, the fee stated being approximately 5 per cent of the

estimated cost of the vessels, with a provision, however, providing for the reduc-

tion of the fee in case the cost of the vessel exceeded the estimated cost, the min-
imum fee being approximately 4 per cent of the estimated cost. The contract

also provided for an increased fee in case the actual cost of the vessel was less

than the estimated cost. In this connection it is noted that in each case the saving
effected was divided in three parts, one part was to go to the corporation, one part

to the contractor, and the remainder to be distributed among the workmen.
For some time past the corporation has favored a straight lump sum basis form

of contract, in some cases with certain protections against increased material and
labor coets. Where the probable cost of work is not known, however, and can
not be agreed upon the corporation has entered into a few contracts with reliable

yards under a cost plus fixed fee basis, the fee named being about 10 per '.ent of the

estimated cost.>

The principle is here recognized that in what has been

known as pioneering work in fields of an experimental nature

and in production, in whicl. probable costs can not be arrived

at, it is safe to contract with reliable firms to get the gov-

ernment's work done by cost plus percentage contracts. As
a rule this is the one justifiable field in which this latter

type of contract must be resorted to, or the government do

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, 55th Cong., 2d Sess., Vol. I, p. 704.
• Ibid., p. 270.
Ibid., pp. 29-30.
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the experimenting on its own account. If, however, the
government has no adequate organization or outfit to do
similar work, it is manifestly the part of wisdom to find some
concern which has, and if the firm is one of honorable stand-
ards of dealing with the public interest, it will not only be
stricter with itself on public account than it wouUl be on
private contract, but would consider it an honor and patriotic

privilege to assist the authorities in elaborating their plans
of pioneering achie\ement.

General terms of pa>ment for work in the fabricated yards
differed materially from those in lump sum arrangements.
The few cost-plus contracts of the two types, comprising only
15 vessels out of 149, may be disregarded for the present.
The agency contract payments, for the American Inter-
national Corporation, which functioned at Hog Island as the
responsible contractor, called for a fee of S55,ooo for each
cargo vessel, and $82,500 for each troop ship, costing respec-
tively $1,100,000 and $1,650,000 on preliminary estimate.
This estimate was part of the contract, and was the basis of
comparison for the actual cost. Besides the 5 per cent on
estimated cost, the fee was increased by a part of the dilTer-

ence between the actual and estimated cost. If the actual
cost fell below, the agent got one-third of the saving, the
Fleet Corporation another third, and the workmen the re-

maining third. How well this excellent provision worked
out is not as yet made known; but in principle it met with
high approval. The fee thus specified might be further
enhanced or decreased per vessel, by the premiums or pen-
alties of delivery ahead of or behind the scheduled dates.
As much as $14,000 could thus be earned and $17,500 for the
troop ships. On the other har d the contractor was liable to
be penalized for delays in delivery, from whatever cause.
The maximum damages for belated \essel delivery were
$14,000 and $17,500 per troop ship. Even with these reduc-
tions, which occurred if the actual cost exceeded the esti-

mated cost per ship, the contractor's fee per ship could not
go below $41,000 and $65,000, respectively. .At these rates
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of payment, its earnings as agent were approximately

$6,000,000 on the construction of the first 120 ships.

Lump Sum Contracts in 80 Per Cent of Awards

The relative numerical importance of these several classes

of contracts as of December i, 1917, under the grouping fol-

lowed by the Emergency Fleet Corporation, is made clear by

the following summary :'

CLASSES OF CONTRACTS
Lump flum contracts made 130 Lump sum contracts 130

Cost-plus contracts 15 Wood hulls and 1 steel barge . 45
(a) Fee guaranteed, 9 Complete wood steamers. .. . 6
(b) Sliding scale fee, 6 Steamers, wood and steel. ... 4

Agency contracts 4 Complete steel steamers .... 66
Other than lump sum contracts... 19

Toul 149 '49

From this summary it is apparent that the lump sum con-

tract is the type in most general use. This form prevails

mostly in contracting for steel steamers and for wood hull

contracts. In the majority of cases, under this form, the

contractor furnishes his own plant. In a comparatively

minor proportion of lump sum contracts the contractor

leceivL., some advanced payments to assist him in completing

his pla.it. On the whole, the Fleet Corporation's practice

has been to adhere to the commercial basis of awards, as 80

per cent of the total awards were lump sum agreements. Of

the cost-plus variety the guaranteed fee type includes only

nine, consisting of five wood hull contracts and four complete

wood vessels; so that these are of comparatively small im-

portance in the larger total of awards. These, according to

the testimony of Admiral Bowles, were all early contracts,

the date of the latest being July 21, 191 7. Of even earlier

date arc the six sliding scale fee type of contracts, all of which

ftere wooden hulls. Of agency contracts there were only

four of prime importance. They were of the colossal scope

embraced in the fabricated shipyards from which 390 ves-

sels of 5,000 to 9,000 tons were to be launched, all steel

construction.

» Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, 65th Cong., adSess., Vol. I, pp. 332-340.



CHAPTER XVm
Salient Features of Shipbuilding Contract!

Analysis of some of the more salient features of the several

different kinds of shipbuilding contracts will help to show
how the interests of owner and contractor stand under these

several types of agreement.' This is done from the following

four viewpoints:

(1) Payments, or form of compensation, including terms
generally.

(2) Plant, including the ownership, financing, advance
payments for extensions, title to real estate, etc.

(3) Subcontracts and control over producing process.

(4) Premiums, damages and othei efficiency provisio'-

Payments

(a) Lump sum contracts call for a flat price subject to

changes due (l) to alterations in plans and specifications; (2)

to increase or decrease in cost by variation from basic labor

and material costs; (3) to premiums or penalties on delivery

schedule or savings on estimated cost basis; (4) insurance.

(b) Guaranteed fee type pays the owner the actual t, st and
a fixed fee, including cost of plant and extensions, definite

costs as in Munitions Manufacturers' Tax Act.' Example is a
fee of $20,000 on wood hull ships and $40,000 on completed
ships. As fee is guaranteed, labor and material costs are not
protected."

(c) Sliding scale fee contracts award the owner the actual

costs (munitions manufacturers' tax 3tandard)' plus a fee

varying in size with the difference between the estimated base

* Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, pp. 336-240.
' Revenue Laws, Public, No. 271, 64th Cong., in Act approved September 8,

1916: Title III, sec. 302.
Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, p. 237.
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cost and the actual cost. If the actual cost is less, the fc\ Is

enhanced by half the saving; if the actual is more, the fee is

cut down by the excess up to the amount of the normal fee,

thus wiping out the normal fee entirely, and the owner bearing

the excess of actual over estimated cost.

(d) Owners' pay, in agency contracts, (i) cost of vessel; (2)

agent's fee, and (3) costs of extensions, housing, etc. Esti-

mated basis cost is subject to ( I ) wage changes from schedule,

also on materials; (2) alteration expenses; (3) changes due to

labor conditions and owners' orders, and (4) lower insurance.

Cost of vessel includes rent of real estate, but not the salaries

of the executives. Estimated base cost do^i not include cost

of plant.

The fee earned by agent is an agreed normal fee, contingent

(a) on actual cost equalling estimated cost, and may be in-

creased by one-third of any amount by which actual cost is

brought under estimated cosv ; or be decreased by one-half of

excess of actual over estim.-ited cost, by losses arising from
agent's neglect, by liquidated damages for delay in delivery

of $300 to $500 per day (Contract 83) , without reducing aver-

age fee below agreed minimum, of $38,500, in Contract 86;

(b) by premium of $300 to $500 for advanced delivery, but

not to exceed a spet./ied maximum per vessel.

Earlirt Advances and Later Precautions

As to the times and frequency of payments, also conditions

on which payments on account are made, the Emergency Fleet

Corporation naturally followed different methods with differ-

ent contracts. On the whole, however, the urgency of the

work called for some concessions to shipbuilders whose work-

ing capital was limited or whose yards had to make extensions

to begin the contract. As a rule the payments fell into three

c'asses: (a) first payments, usually as ad\ance payments; (b)

progress payments, and (c) final payments. The procedure

in lump sum contract work was to make the first of these

payments thirty days after the execution of the contract, of

about 10 per cent of the total price of all hulls or \essels
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awarded. Earlier experience <)bser\ed few if any restrictions

;

but later it became ad\'isable to impose conditions on the
part of the contractor, of which the followinu are typi.al:

(1) The contractor must have made commitments in lalnir
and material costs equal in amotmt to the first payment.

(2) It was then siKvif. ihat, as a rule, the first instalment
should Ko into the liuildinK of hulls, not into plant construction.

(.1) Contracts executed after July 15 fre(|ucntly contain the
rc<]uirement that a specified numljer of wa>s nuisl l,e done
before first payment is nuule.

(4) First payments, after July, iqi;, were further condi-
tioned on the con I.-actor's ability to show that lash hail been
paid out for IalK)r and (or) materials used <ir on hand for use
in hulls. .And this condition ha<l thereafter to be insured by
placing first payments i-- the hands of trustees transferable ti>

contractors by the coriX)ration's representati\es attesting
that funds were used only for hull construction, or the con-
tractor had to give surety bond or mortgagi' on hi^ plant ti>

guarantee proper application of moneys in first payments.
In spite of precautions to guard against financially un-

dependablc contracting concerns, there were not a few aspir-
ing organization ^ which, by hook or crtxik, succeedctl in getting
aw-ards for ships. For these, rather than the generally reliable
shipbuilding contractors, stringent restrictions on payments
were needed. Ambitious localities in some few cases really
improvised an organization, with hopeful local backing and
maybe political encouragement, "to get some of the big money
that Uncle Sam was paying out for ships." ,A typical abuse of
first payments came in the ease of some contractors who got
some of the earliest contracts. The Fleet Corporation made
its first contract on April 27, 1917.' Between that date and
June 23 there were awarded thirteen contracts for 1 14 vessels
and hulls, mostly to Pacific coast builders. In the terms of
payment there was no provision insuring that the contractor
had committed himself for labor and materials to the extent

^Hearingon Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, pp. 1314-1316.
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of the payment!) advanced. I^pM of time seemed to be the

only condition (thirty or sixty days after signing the contract),

plus the proviiiion of submitting a sworn statement of equal

"obligations incurre<l," to abstract hundreds of thousands

from the Fleet Corporation treasury on its earliest contracts.

Both Parlies at Fault in Sloan Shipyards Case

Possibly the most notable instance of a shipyard's obtaining

advances of funds on what seemed inadequate grounds oc-

curred ";i the dealings of the government with the Sloan
SI lyards Corporation of Seattle and Olympia, Washington.

1 1 >ntract No. 6 was for the construction of sixteen wooden
steamers at $490,000 apiece, and was dated May 18. Thirty

days lat( , on that lu.np sum contract of $7,840,000, a l.rst

payment of 1 1 per cent or 8872,000 was advanced on the say-so

of the company's vice president. He had not only submitted

the required sworn statement, but was supported by the cor-

poration's auditors, who, after checking up the statements of

labor and .iiaterial oblir;ations, were none the less reluctant to

approve the payment on the showing at the yard. But the

disposition to yield to the rather loosely drawn terms of the

contract j revailcd. On no better showing, this contractor got

an equal amount on second payment—a "progress" payment;

although IT was known by the corporation's representatives

that the wa> s of the shipyards were cumbered with unfinished

motor Imats for private account instead of being cleared for

the laying of Fleet Corporation keels. Meanwhile the en-

terprising <il>stractor of public funds, with hoi.^oc enough

purpose, alarmed by the profiteering proclivities of would-be

subcontractors, was busy organizing subsidiaries to produce

the needed materials and machinery, thus neglecting the

management of the construction end of the work. It was not

until September, three or four months after the contract was
signed, and the contractor had drawn out S', 744,000, or 22

per cent of his award, that complaints reached the offices of

the Fleet Corporation's laiv department "that the plant was

being badly managed ; that Mr. Sloan was a very bad executive
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. . .
and wan hamlliriK thp situation like a promoter

instead of lilce a shipbuilder." In othiT words-
Mr. Sloan wa> loini aroumi promolini imall fonrmii in or.W lo make a uvint

on Ihc lumlicr. ami lome o( the olhfj- maltriaU. and he was iloing ihal wilh ihis
money that had Ijeen advanced.'

Aia ri'.uli.we h.ul them agree lo Ihi. pr.,vi.i„n. lh.it the vard »a. lo lie run
by people who were appoinle,! I,y the SI.Mn Company an.i approved l.y u.
that all the employe o( Ihe Sloan Shipy.inl C,>mp.iny . . . .ere lo l«
lubject to our approv.ll, and Ihjl the «-„pe „l their dutie. wai like.iie lo
I* .ubject to our approval; l.ul ih.it Mr Sl.xm w.,. lo re.i|,n Irom the a, live
management and »a. lo W relaineil onK lor .ui h dull,.. a> wc might a.k him
lo undertake.*

This first or advanced payment twcame notorious from the
reprotluction of the check in the ncwspa|XTs of the locality."
As late , January 29, 1918, not one of thise sixteen ships was
m course of construction.' The goMrnment, without exer-
cising its right to take over contracts if the progress was not
satisfactory, did assume supcr\ision. That was deemed the
better course under the conditions. In the form of supple-
mentary contract it was provided that all mineys coming to
the Sloan Shipyards Company went into a controlled account

;

that all moneys coming in on unfinished contract work still
on the ways (four motor Ixiats) in the same yard Iw likiwise
controlled; that the Fleet Corporation suiiervise overhead
expenses, veto unacceptable appointments and define duties
of employes, and also secure repayment of m. oys advanced
for construction of ships, but which had gone into other
purposes, by mortgages on the company's three plants, lumber
company, etc'

This was one of the Fleet Corporation's earliest experiences
in handling advanced payments on a lump sum contract.
Xot all abuses came from cost-plus contracts. The lawyers of
the council's office had cautioned the board against too free
advances. Of course, the extenuating circumstances were

'Hearing on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. II p ni8
•IbtJ., p. 1333.

>^ '

>M., p. 1315.
<Itid., p. 13 1 7.

'Ibid., pp. 1324-1325.
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the rush to get contracts under way. Better bargains might

have been made had more time been available. As it was,

people in official charge had to act on their Viest judgment,

with all the risks of sacrificing quality of work for quantitative

results. The government, in advancing capital, had to have

faith in ultimate results rather than emphasize too heavily

initial methods or conditions.

Capital advances on the part of the government (owner) to

the contractor or agent in the form of plant, machinery, and

the like may be more or less arbitrarily classed as fixed ; while

the advances for the purchase of materials, payrolls and other

requisites might be regarded as working capital. In the

advances to subcontractors this distinction tends to disap-

pear. ' w' these outlays were arranged under the different

kinds of co.ntracts is summarized herewith:

Plant, Financing E.xtensions and Real Estate

(a) In the earlier lump sum contracts, advanced' payments
might be used for plant extension or construction of vessels.

The contractor had the right of plant repurchase, at end of

contract. As arrangements became more standardized, the

government allowed only part of advances to go into ways, in

some cases requiring an equal amount from the contractor.

To secure the government this money is put into a trustee

account to be drawn out by countersignature of owner, or a

surety bond is required on the contractor's plant. In Con-

tract No. 99, the contractor's fee could be withheld until

accruals covered total advances due.

'

(b) In the guaranteed fee type of cost-plus contract, the ad-

vanced payments for plant additions were treated differently

:

they were spread over the cost of the vessel and so accrued to

the owner (government), who imposed a limit for extension

outlay and gave the contractor an option for added plant

repurchase.

(c) In the sliding scale type, the plant extension costs are

likewise absorbed into the cost of the hulls and are borne by

* Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, p. 239.
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the owner, if the expense is made by him. Extensions made
by the contractor belong to him. The owner may give him
an option for repurchase, as is usually done.

(d) In agency contracts the land was owned by the con-
tractor except in Contract No. 86 (Newark), where the city
had title. In all of the three big agency contracts the govern-
ment was the builder of the plant, with special provisions as
to options to purchase where ownership in land and plant are
different.

'

Subcontracts and Control in Construction, etc.
In lump sum contracts the approxal of government is

genera ly required for subcontracting for materials, machinery
and other outside work. In both types of cost-plus contracts
tne government exercises complete control over all orders
commitments and supplies for ships and plant. Some earlier
munitions contracts were subcontracted, however, without
regard to the government's regulations, making the prime
contractor liable under the common law to the subcontractor
In the agency contract complete control is assumed of agency
commitments, with agent's obligation to protect owner's
interest.

Premiums and Damages
These two items were discussed under "Payments."

Corporation's Policy Toward Contract Shipyards
The Fleet Corporation had contracts with many priv 'te

yards. In spite of the favorable attitude of the Fleet Corpora-
tion toward these yards with which it had done direct7on-
tracting, it is doubtful whether their real value was duly esti-
mated in the national emergency for ocean tonnage. The
effectiveness of these contract yards in carrying out the gov-
ernment s plans to expedite construction may be gauged by
the fact that m the single year ending .August 31, 1918, they
had put into service 287 ships of 1,800,000 tons, laid 566 keels
and launched 358 ships.= The completed ships delivered
'Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, p. j.o
•Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, .918, p. ,33.
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yielded to the government practically twice the tonnage con-

tracted for under the mammoth Hog Island plant's operations.

And the Fleet Corporation in these smaller contract shipyards

had under contract on the same date 9,113,880 deadweight

tons more. That was almost ten times the quantity of ton-

nage contracted for to the 50-way Goliath on the lower Dela-

ware. There was more rationality, more business horse-sense

in this part of the Shipping Board's policies than in all others

put together. The simple reason lay in giving to a special in-

dustry contracts for work in which they had simply to repeat

achieved results on existing standards—a plain process of

repeating orders or duplicating units. It was a case of vol-

untary duplication of experience by cooperation with the

government, without purporting to stil at a high percentage

on cost an intangible something called the "know how"; or

of dragooning private shipbuilders into service by the gentle

art of commandeering, both of which, if not ill advised in

policy, were certainly more uneconomic in execution. The

board's policy with contract yards is thus stated

:

Our policy has been to assist the builders to construct duplicate ships of those

they had built, after selecting the most useful types in all yards building exclu-

sively for the Emergency Fleet Corporation. This has practically resulted in one

class of ship being built in each yard, a condition which is obviously conducive

to maximum production. New yards have likewise concentrated upon a single

type so that upon completion of the first ship a substantial saving is effected in

the following ships.'

Much of the Shipping Board's most successful work in

stimulating steel construction was done through this plan of

contracting for work with existing shipyards. They com-

prised the majority of yards with which the Fleet Corporation

had contracts. The actual arrangements between the govern-

ment and the yards varied, as far as the form or type of con-

tract was concerned. The policy was to meet the yards more

than half way, by adapting contracts to their conditions. The

board's second annual report thus describes it:

Contracts ha\-e been let to these yards on the lump sum basis, the cost plus

fee basis, the cost plus fee and partial saving basis and the per deadweight ton

Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, p. 133.
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The pri«. for lump sum contract .hi™ rJlLT^^ 1
government.



CHAPTER XIX

Compensation in Requisitioned Ship Program

Requisitioned ship settlements stand on a different basis.

There the contractual relations between the yards and the

owners were not disturbed, but the government took charge

in a general way at least of construction aud acquired control

of the output as completed. The conditions and the nature

of the problem as they relate to the contractual position of

the government are the first to be considered.

Requisitioning of ships falls under two different heads, of

those completed vessels taken over for operating purposes by
the Shipping Board and of those which the Emergency
Fleet Corporation found in process of construction in Amer-
ican yards and assumed control of for the purpose of ex-

pediting their completion.

This situation as of September i, 1918, stood as follows:

Requisitioned by

—

No. of VcsbcIb D.w. Tons
Shipping Board for operation' 408 3,622,550
Emergency Fleet Corporation 219 1,344,232

Total requisitions 627 3,966,782
Total as of December 1 450* 2,910,361

The seeming discrepancv between the two totals thus given

as official is to be explained by the fact that of the entire ton-

nage caught in the requisition net, nearly a million tons were

of such sizes and kinds as to justify their release back to their

owners under the requisitioning order of October ii, 1917.

That left a little short of 3,000,000 tons subject to this status

of control for construction and operating purposes.

Maritime Policy the Controlling Factor

While it is questionable as to whether the Shipping Board

authorities had good and sound reasons for commandeering

* Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, p. 23.
' Ibid; p. 100, B (2), including 35 ships released, canceled and transferred.
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the shipping in process of construction, there is little reason to
question their wisdom in taking over the operating tonnage of
all classes for use on government account. The one all-suffi-
cient reason was the abnormal freight rate situation, making
It impossible to operate shipping under the conditions exist-
mg on the double basis, of both competitive and official freight
charges. Profiteering had had the field for two years or more,
with the result of vast disaster to the efforts of exporters to
reach their markets. Shipping lines abandoned the less lucra-
tive routes for the more profitable ones. Europe was thus
served while sailings were practically suspended between the
eastern ports of our own country and the west coast. South
and Central America were as good as cut off from our markets,
including the regular movements of coffee and wool from
Brazil and Argentina. After a careful survey of the fac-
tors, including freight soaring ever higher, suspended .service
and the necessity of keeping value and co^ts of services in
some sort of reasonable relation, a scheme of general requisi-
tion was worked out. The purpose was to restore this vital
element in national efficiency to a more normal basis, to secure
fairer distribution of commercial facilities, and to prevent
private profiteering from defeating the war aims of the gov-
ernment. The plan did not contemplate disturbing the oper-
ative organizations under private auspices but insured gov-
ernmental control in disposition of tonnage on public account
at compensation to be determined.
The authority for this requisitioning was given under sev-

eral statutory provisions. In the main, however, the emer-
gency shipping fund section, in the Urgency Deficiency Act of
June 15, 1917, conveyed tl.c needed power to the President.'
On July II, by executive order, this was delegated to the
Shipping Board, which obtained control of operating tonnage
and construction tonnage under different requisition orders.
For the former, considerable time was consumed in working
out the principles that should govern the relations involved
in the emergency severance of ownership and control. So

' First Annual Report, V. S. Shipping Board, 1917, p. 13.
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that It was not until the middle of October that the general

order issued three days before went into effect, covering all

steel, power-driven cargo vessels of 2,500 deadweight tons and

over, and all American passengers ships of like size, that were

suitable for ocean service.'

Contractual Arrangements for Requisitioned

Ships

In this discussion interest centers in the working agree-

ment by which the owners and the government, in the person

of the Shipping Board, came to terms. This was drawn along

lines of established shipping practice and was submitted to

owners, whom it obligated to operate the vessels for the

United States; also a requisition charter was sent, in which

were defined the duties of government and shipowners, and it

fixed the requisition rate to be paid to owners by the govern-

ment. The Shipping Board reserved the right to cancel the

requisitioned agreement at five days' notice. These rates of

compensation as fixed gave to the owners a definite and cer-

tain amount per di idweight ton per month for csu-go vessels

and per gross register for passenger ships. The rates varied

according to speed for passenger boats and with the form of

charter under which a ship operated.'

Not all of these questions of compensation could be settled

in advance of assuming control. The measure of response

to the plan was ample evidence of confidence and cooperation

on the part of the American shipowners. By June, 1917,

many of the leading companies had already turned over their

documents and charters. Various governmental agencies

assisted in arriving at an equitable war time agreement. The
policy of the board was to charge, in operation of shipping,

the requisition rate, which was a sort of tentative or base rate,

when that rate was deemed to be advisable for the interests

of the government, the Allied governments or the consuming

public. Otherwise it "charged higher rates when necessary

to prevent excessive profit by private interests."

> First Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1917, p. 14.

Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, pp. 34-35-
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In operation, two difficulties arose which are specially

worthy of note as relating to the agreement with vessel

owners. One was the absence of inducement to maintain
efficiency in employment of tonnage under an assured return

to owners—a difficulty whicn wa^ in a large part overcome
by the Shipping Control Committee of the Shipping Board.

That kept closer watch for delays and had the allocation of

tonnage. The other difficulty, that of adjusting all the finer

questions of compensation on as just a basis as practicable, led

to the appointment of the Ocean Advisory Committee on
Just Compensation. This committee was an excellent exam-
ple of the method of enlisting the services of expert judgment
at small cost in settlement of disputed questions of contract-

ual awards. Its membership of four included an ex-judge of

the Supreme Court of New York, an insurance expert in

marine matters and two marine surveyors and engineers.

Their duties—to recommend the amount of compensation
deemed to be just on vessels to which title had been taken,

and likewise to adjust claims on requisitioned vessels lost

under risks assumed by government—were discharged in

holding hearings and making awards for fifty-nine vessels,

involving a sum of $26,152,675, between April i and October

17, 1918.'

Control of Chartering Nonrequisitioned Ships

A third difficulty should be mentioned, as affecting the

compensation for requisitioned ships. Of the original ship-

ping taken under control about a million tons, as has been
noted, were released and returned to the owners. Among
these there were 475 vessels requisitioned of 968,551 tons,

some of a size below the minimum tonnage limit of 2,500
deadweight tons, also including vessels released for operation

by owners as not in the requisitioned class.' This outside

tonnage proved to be an undermining influence when it came
to maintaining or controlling charges on freight and travel.

That gave owners of government controlled ships, whose

^ Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, p. 89,
Ibid., p. 13, Table I.
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returns were limited, an occasion Cor complaint on grounds

of discrimination. To meet this condition, the Shippmg

Board created the Chartering Committee, with control of all

charters of nonrequisitioned ships and of neutral tonnage

Besides having the effect of placing all American controlled

shipping on an equal footing as to rates, this obliged neutral

shipping to assume its part in the less desirable service lines

The effect on war time charter rates is thus described as of

December i, 191 8:

Prior to the formation of the Chartering Committee, •i™"^'''""
J"" '"

trading between the Unit«l State, and South America reached the unprec^ented

to., of $.3.10 per deadweight ton per month. The South Amencan market »

vSl to ut for it. or«., nitrate., copper, etc., had l^n more or le«
"^f'^>;'^'

foreip. owner for other trade, that yielded .till grater
''^''^'[^^J^luTv^

Karcity of tonnage fon^ed freight rate, on merchand>« movmg between tl>e U»'ted

Sute. and South America to extreme level., bringmg m lU «^'" 'f^f™^ ^J^
manipulation in freight room. Thro. gradual reduction, m charter rate, and

W employi"! m«.n. available to th..u, the Chartering Comm,ttee«|c«dedm

^ging a r.Idju.tm.nt. Today the time-charter rate for neut^l v»»l «"<!"'

betwen the United State, and South America i. $8.33, a reduction from the

former high level of more than 36 per cent.
:,i, ,1,- ~.„li that

A .ufficient amount of tonnage wa. diverted to thi. market, «*h 'h", re.uU hat

then: ha. been a conatanl flow of importation of the much needed commodife.

from South America.*

Effects of Ocean Freight Control on Shipyard

Conditions

Although the relation between the control of ocean shipping

rates and the construction in private shipyards is not so self-

evident, it nevertheless had a substantial bearing on the

contract situation. For one thing, it took away that abnor-

mal inducement to the builders to drive work on the ways for

the premiums offered by profiteering owners of tonnage. It

was this sense on the part of labor in shipyards-that they

were being exploited for the advantage of the owners and

operators who were wholly uncontrolled-that lay at the

bottom of the strike epidemics current in all Amencan ship-

building districts. The lack of control in freights had put an

abnormal inflation of values into the whole construction situa-

' Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, PP. 68-69.

" Ibid., p. 70.
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tion, so that nobody who could build ships wanted to do

anything {or the government where, especially in the case of

the navy, a fair and just price was always insisted on after a

careful determination of cost condition-." That was also the

Goethals policy in the army suppl> contracts. When this

element of riotous boosting of freights was once removed

from the sea as a field of investment and enterprise, it im-

parted a far more manageable set of conditions to the entire

shipyard situation. It served also as a forewarning to the

shipbuilders that they must reckon with the more drastic

handling of the construction resources on the part of the

government, as soon as the military and naval necessities in

the maritime outlook might call for the total subordination of

private to public interests. After the requisitioning of con-

struction under way in the order of August 3, ig'T.' t^^ order

of October 15, taking control of shipping, gave much needed

balance to the construction program.'

Was Requisitioning of Incomplete Ships Advisable?

The other part of the Shipping Board's requisitioning pro-

gram, of taking over the tonnage under construction in pri-

vate yards, is to be considered on a separate basis. The

procedure was not by the board direct, but by the Emer-

gency Fleet Corporation, which had charge of all construc-

tion under the board's control. By the corporation's order

of August 3, 1917, 444 ships were covered by the comman-

deering, excluding canceled and released ships, of 2,895,848

tons. Of this total, 255 ships of 1,596,831 tons were com-

pleted by October i, 1918, averaging 145,000 a month.' The

government's object was to expedite construction and to

secure unity of control. It has been officially claimed that

this was achieved, but the evidence is not wholly convincing.

The increased output cited as due to the requisitioning could,

as in the case of the New York Shipbuilding Corporation's

' Report of Paymaster General of the Navy. 1918, p. 32.

* Annual Refvjrt of Shipping Board, 1918, p. 1 16.

' lUd., p. 34.
* Ibid., p. 117.
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record, quite as well have resulted from other causes. And
there is evidence to the contrary, that requisitioning ships in

private yards under the conditions tended to hamper rather

than to help the tonnage output. The testimony of Presi-

dent Ferguson of Newport News was to the effect that "the

work has not been expedited as a result of their taking them

over; as a matter of fact, we would have finished the ships

quicker had they never touched them."'

There is considerable force to this view of the matter when

it is recalled that the commandeering was fjllowed by send-

ing out designers to simplify construction and readapt the

types to the shipping needs of the war time situation. This

could not but upset the working program of yards having

requisitioned ships in process of building. It likewise reop-

ened the question of contractual relations.

On this phase of the subject there is much evidence that

the Emergency Fleet Corporation in some respects unsettled

rather than unified the situation. In a given yard, one of

the largest on the Delaware, there were, for instance, on their

ways say velve ships, most of which had been contracted

for at prices prevailing prior to the advances of wages and

prices and freight rates to war record levels. If, for instance,

the greater portion of these vessels were contracted for at

$60 a ton, and those later contracted for at $160 a ton, the

profits on the later lot had to be made to offset the losses on

the earlier contracts. When the government came in with

its commandeering order, it delayed or postponed settlement

as long as six months in some cases, leaving the builders in a

state of uncertainty as to what the terms of compensation

were to be.

On the other hand, the corporation's control over supplies

ol materials, over labor conditions and over the foreign

owned tonnage' made for better results under a unified pro-

gram of ship construction. Public interests and private

efforts to seize the harvest of great profits had in some way

* Hearines on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, p. 592-
* AnnualReport of Shipping Board, 1918, p. 116.
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to be brought under a singli; policy. In the case alxixc cited,

the newer yards, which bt-gan with high priced contracts,

say at S300 a ton in some cases, simply robbed the yards in

which contracts were being filled at S60, by paying fantastic

advances in wages. Out of this chaos commandeering
brought some sort of order by allocating lalmr, material and
equipment.

It can not be said that a commandeering order was neces-

sary for the control of that part of foreign contracts on Amer-
ican shipways placed by British shipping interests. This
comprised nearly a million tons and its transfer to the Fleet

Corporation for completing was obtained by negotiation

between Chairman Denman of the Shipping Board and Mr.
Balfour, May, 1917. His offer to return the tonnage to the
American flag, to assent to its being taken over by our gov-
ernment at the contracted prices, was accepted.' On the
part of the Norwegian ships in process of building here there

was less willingness. The ocean freight situation was far

too enticing to owners of prospective tonnage to be easily

bereft of their boats in which, by carrying coal to Italy, for

instance, they could get (July, 1917) $40 to $70 a ton, com-
pared with a prewar rate of $6 a ton. It was probably these

very conditions, of bleeding the European purchasers of

munitions, materials and food supplies, by profiteering prices

and freight rates that at bottom justified this commandeering
policy.

The requisition of the operating tonnage really required

the commandeering of the construction tonnage as a logical

sequence in the policy to control the ocean freight situation.

That had become wholly demoralizing in its effects prior to

the advent of the Shipping Board into that field. As a mat-
ter of expediting construction, the prices for finished vessels

were so abnormally high as to cause builders to finish their

ships at the earliest practicable moment, had they been able

to * steel, labor and equipment without government aid.

Ships were then worth three or four times what they were

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 1 70, Vol. I, p. 1073.
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before the war and charter rates had risen to a thousand per
cent over what they were in the earlier half of 1914. The
fact was, also, that some of the private shipbuilding concerns
were loath to work on government account, because of the
higher prices obtainable on commercial account. Midsum-
mer of 1917 saw the turn of the tide when the requisitioning
of the ships in shipyards took effect. Of the tonnage there,
over 90 per cent consisted of cargo and oil tankers, so largely
had the supplying of Europe with materials and manufac-
tures become dependent on this country as to practically
preempt .-American yards.'

Reverting to the original order for commandeering the
hulls and materials of steel shipping in process of construction,
the restatement of the corporation's policy will show how
broad a basis was being laid for the command over construc-
tional resources. The report of 1918 thus formulates the
comprehensive pinn of action, in the execution of which it

stopped far short of its great opportunity to organize a broad-
gauged shipbuilding policy on the basis of the existing facili-
ties. The commandeering policy, although somewhat objec-
tionable in method and too limited in extent, was sound in
principle, as stated herewith

:

Th« purpoKs of thu commandeering order were 10 secure to the United State* a
tonnage which otherwiM would have gone very largely into foreign owner.hip; to
expedite conitruction by aimplifying the deiigns of many of tht« ihipa^ to prevent
interference by theae shipa with others which the corporation purposed to con.
struct; to acquire control over the American shipbuilding industry, which could
not be acquired except by having direct relations with the shipbuilders; and to be
in a position at all times to allocate materUI and equipment between theae ships
and others. At the time of the commandeering order practically all of the avail,
able shipbuilding capacity of the country was taken up either in the building of
ships for the navy or in building these commandeered ships. These ships were in
various sUges of incompleteness, and in some cases only a few materUls had been
acquired by the builder.*

Commandeering as an Emergency Shipyard Policy

Here is where the Shipping Board and its corporation missed
one main chance, in not planning for a larger expansion of

> Annual Report of Shipping Board, 1918, p. joo
' Ibid., p. 116.
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capacity in the requisitioned yards. Some of the private
>ards were practically clear for acceptance of fresh orders.
Probably more of them had ships nearing the later staRcs of
completion. There were vast imssibilities of doubling or
trebling the numlx-r of ways n the existing shipluiilding
plants, as the situation presented itself in the midsummer of
1917. The government, it would si-em. could have thrown
its organizing talent, its vast financial resources and its aliso-
lute control over facilities, materials anil manufacturing indus-
tries of all related classes in this direction, of supplementing
private yards, with vastly more hojx' of success in speedy
production of tonnage than it obtained by the pursuit of the
fabricating shipbuilding program.
Not only, then, was the commandeering of shipbuiiding

advisable as a matter of self-protection to the government's
purposes; it was indeed the open door, the only open dixiT to a
constructive program based on the common sense conception,
that if you want anything done and done right and quickly,
do not go to outside people who bring you a new trick, but go
to those who have done work in that line before. In other
words, those who have built ships all their lives were the
"know-hows" to which iogicallyrecoursc should have been had.
Instead of that, these possibilities of cooperation with gov-
ernment were only partly utilized; the shipbuilding industry
in existence was placed almost in a status of arrest, and treated
niggardly in the later distribution of orders from the govern-
ment. The tardiness with which accounts were settled in

compensation claims hindered generally the operations of
commandeered vessel building.

One of the misconceptions regarding the private shipbuild-
ing situation, between the beginning of the war and the date
of commandeering, is the current statement that these plants
were indisposed to cooperate with the government on any
such a policy as would involve putting their facilities at the
service of the government. This is probably in direct opp<>
tion to the fact. Shipbuilders were quite as ready to servt:

their government as any other craft. The government
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never seemed to realize that .he American ship constructing
capacity wSs a quickly expansible instrument, if properly ap-
proached and handled. The unresponsiveness of the govern-
nrient is probably represented in the well known incident of
the offer to the government at the outbreak of war of the full
facilities of a shipbuilding concern then constructing 40 per
cent of the tonnage building in this country. Not so much as
an acknowledgement of the offer was received for weeks after
at the hands of the officials of the department to which the
tender was made.
Under these circumstances the government approached the

tonnage problem with totally inadequate appreciation of the
possibilities of the industry as the war found it. The Navy
Department was in control of the field to the extent of utiliz-
ing 70 per cent of the shipyard capacity. Had the Navy
Department, the Shipping Board and the Fleet Corporation
joined with the existing shipyards of the country, they could
have had little if any possible need of going after newly con-
trived expedients based on large scale experiments in the
quantity production of standardized steel tramp ships.
Aside from the moral effect of these vast undertakings, the
fabricated yards, by their priorities over materials and labor
which the established shipyards might have used, were a
hindrance rather than a help in winning the war.



CHAPTER XX

Oonta o's' Fees ji Fabricated ShipbuUding

Of the twelve so-called fabricated shipyards, all were in the
east. These were government agency plants erected at
public expense to construct and equip standardized types of
large steel ships. The materials, machinery and equipments
were manufactured elsewhere on orders distributed among asmany as 3,500 outside plants in various parts of the country
From these many places of manufacture the requisites of
shipbu.ldmg were shipped in to the fabricated yards where
the assemblmg, erecting and equipping were done under the
direction of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, the owner
and the second party to the contract. The other party was
the contracting agent, who agreed to construct and operate
the fabricating yards at a certain fee, amounting to a given
percentage of the cost of ship production. The govern-
ment was to pay the cost, including labor and materials and
overhead.' The contractor was selected, supposedly for
his capacity to handle large scale undertakings. The fee
awarded was, within definite limits, conditional on the agent's
ability to execute the operations within scheduled time vary-
ing with his success in controlling costs and expediting work
His work included the negotiation of contracts with outside
firms, the preparation of plans and specifications to be ap-
proval by the Fleet Corporation. The agent was to insure
the dcluery of materials, machinery, etc., to erect shipyard
facilities and to construct and fit out vessels to the ext.'nt of
several hundred, varying in size from 5.000 to g.ooo dead-
weight tons. The Hog Island contract, for instance, called
for delivery of 25 cargo .hips wilhin 13J month,, after signing

Isla"dc3a«.
''""•' '"^'"''"'" '" '"' ' PP- '-"^^rs: .Xb^ract of Hog
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of the contract on September 13, 1917; 25 more within i8i
months; 25 of the type known as the troop vessels within 15
months, 25 within 20 months, and 20 within 22 months,
making 120 vessels in all.' Referring to this contract, the
contractor, in the president's report to the stockholders,
April 3, 1918, says of the compensation:

The contract docs not provide that the agent shall receive remuneration for the
work of designing and constructing the yard. It is to receive a fixed fee for its
services in constructing each ship, one-half payable when such ship is half built,
the remainder when the ship is completed and accepted by the United -States
Government. No remuneration whatever except this fixed fee per ship is to be
paid to the American International Corporation or to its associates, Messrs.
Stone & Webster and the New York Shipbuilding Corporation. For the purpose
of carrying out this contract, the American International Corporation formed as
its operating unit the American International Shipbuilding Corporation. It en-
gaged the expert services of the New York Shipbuilding Corporation and of Messrs.
Stone & Webster and has agreed to pay for those services out of the fee which it

expects to receive. The men entirely engaged upon the job, whether taken from
the organization of Stone & Webster, or any other organization, enter the govern-
ment employ at salaries approved by the government officials and become regular
employes of the Emergency Fleet Corporation.
The essence of the contract is time. Speed is to be the controlling factor in the

work. Practically everything is to be subordinated to this and the contract signed
by the government so states.

The Importance of speed in construction, which was ! om the first present in the
minds of all concerned, may be seen from the fact that it was represented to us
that the commercial value alone of the use of the ships under order, based on the
present government chartering rates, amounted to {9,000,000 per month, so that
if two months' time could be gained in the construction of the yard and in the
building of the ships, this would in Itself mean a direct financial saving of
f18,000,000 to the government.

This contract has been criticised from two main points of
view. On the one hand it has been alleged, without good
reason, that the fee method of paying the operating agent
corporation, although ostensibly only 5 per cent on the esti-

mated cost of the vessel, was by means of rentals, deprecia-
tion, premiums, etc., actually twice that rate, or over lo per
cent plus cost—a rate of compensation which had been con-
demned as excessive in the case of cantonment construction
for the War Department.

J May 7, 1918, this contract was extended to include 60 mofe vessels making
180 in all. See Second Annual Report of Shipping Board, 1918, p. 131.
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Criticism of Agency Compensation System

A simple calculation will show the force of this criticism.
The cargo ships in question bore an estimated cost of Si.ioo,-
ooo,' 5 per cent of which would give the agent a fee of $55 000
per vessel. On that same vessel, if he brought the actual
cost as much as $150,000 under the estimated base cost of
$1,100,000 the agent received one-third of this saving- and
agam if he expedited the delivery so as to complete the vessel
ahead of schedule, he earned S300 for each day gained, up to
$14,000 as the utmost premium on earlv delivery. Adding
these sums together we get, instead of the simple 5 per cent
fee on $1,100,000, or $55,000 on each vessel, $1 19,000, or 10 8
per cent on the estimated cost. Similar results are deri\able
on the troop vessels, in which sexcnty vessels the oremiums
for early delivery and damages for delay were limited to
$17,500 per vessel—a limit not found in the first fifty ships

It IS obviously true that this system of compensation
doubled the winnings of the contracting agent, as compared
with the normal fee. On the other hand it has to be judged
from the viewpoint of its bearing on the government's side of
the accour- ''he object of making he fee conditional on the
contractir 's capacity to speed the deliveries made for
the advant. , the owner. That, indeed, was the essence
of the contract—that all else should be subordinated to speed
and the government was perfectly willing to pay for it. No
fault could be found with the premiums on early deliveries or
penalties for failure, if proper limits were drawn. The other
great weakness of all contract arrangements, other than the
lump sum contract, was the tendency to excessive costs.How to make it to the interest of the contractor to keep costs
down without losing in speed of construction progress was
really the crux of the whole contract problem. Besides the
positive inducement of premiums and participation in savings
to the extent of one-third of the reduction below the esti-

' For List of Contracts for Ships, including costs, etc., a« Investigation ofir <;Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporafion, by U. S inafeTommittMonCommerce, 65th Cong., jd Sess., on Sen'ate Rescllutlon \,o, Vo" ifpp TlT,".
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mated basis, there was a negative prc\ention. This con-

sisted in the penalty of cutting down the normal fee by vvha >
ever amount or proportion thereof the actual exceeded the

estimated cost, by charging against the agent's fee losses due
to the agent's neglect or mismanagement, and by a possible

deduction of §14,000 a ^essel delayed beyond the date of

delivery, at the rate of §3(X) to S500 a day of delay . These
deductions from the normal fee can not go beyona the limit

of $41,000 as the fee to be counted on for each of the fifty car-

go boats and $65,000 for the troop vessels. The agent's com-
pensation may be greater or less as he reduces or enhances the

total cost and as he expedites or delays delivery. If, for

example, the agent runs the cost of the cargo ship up to

$1,110,000, he loses one-half of $10,000 from his normal fee

of $55,000; and if he is ten days late in delivery he loses

$3,000 more, bringing his fee for that ship down to $42,000.

The limit of such deductions and penalties is $41,000, so that

on this supposition he is near his limit. At the limit of §41 ,000

his rate of fee would be only 3.7 per cent.'

Compared with cantonment and camp contracts this ship

contract is not far out of the line. Some of the smaller

cantonment jobs worked out on the cost plus 10 per cent; but

they were the exception, especially after things got started.

Some of the larger ones, on the other hand, yielded the cost-

plus contractor as low as 2.2 per cent.^ In this case the unit of

comparison is the camp job with the individual vessel, of

course. As a matter of fact, the fabricated yard contracts, in

the case of Hog Island work, yielded the agents between 3 and

7^ per cent on cost.*

Selling Government Its Own Achievements

This rate of fe; is considerably lower than that mentioned

by the representatives of the American International Chip-

building Corporation when it first took up the matter with the

' See Agent's Fees, Article XX of the Contract.

'War Expenditures Hearings, Ser. II, part 2, p. 115. Testimony of Gen. R. C.
Marsfiall.

'Second Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, December i, 1918, p. 12.
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Fleet Corporation .s general manager, General GoethaU.
Harris O. H. Connick, vice president of the would-be contrac -mg corporation, said, in testimony on this matter later:

on'J^otrl^t'jr"
°™'- '"' '"""^ "" <—" '-^——

.

fnilfk,??™"'f
^''°' ' """'• "= '^''= ^"''"K "> '"^«' "T reputation He(Goethah) wa, to finance it; he wa, to provide the money to build that yard- and

iilr;;"
"""^ "^"" "' "'^"'-"°° -" ^-''OP'-''-»« pu.' 'hU

Senator Nelson: But you had the organization al^dy, had you not'Ml.. Connick: Ye.; but that organization wa, engaged in others; VV.had to take .t from that other work; we were all workTg and busy

alir^a'JX.S"'-" '-"™ °' '^' '>•'" ^"^ '>"---- took

Mr. Connick: We did not take all the men away from that wd«:us«Kl th-. contract, and settled upon these poinu. h" cithalsi said h^

ton Ships.
. .

We got m touch with Mr. Ferris, who had been coooerati„„mth^u._;and he prepared the general design of the ship, showingiu«:h«5r;:ouM

It is to be noted that .Mr. Ferris referred to here was thenthe naval architect and consulting engineer drawing a salaryunder appointment of General Goethals, in the employ of theEmergency Fleet Corporation. His services for the Fleet
Corporation which the would-be contracting agent had also
called in, included the passing upon and approval of plans and
sFccifications for approximately i,ooo ships of a total value ofnearly S,,ooo,o.x.,ooo. So far as naval architecture, in thedesigning and supervision of construction plans for shipbuild-
ing was concerned, the Fleet Corporation had no need of going
to an organization which was in the market to sell its "reputa-
tion on a .0 per cent basis." The government had already
developed what the Fleet Corporation was preparing to produce; and the would-be contracting concern, instead of bring-
ing. It IS alleged, anything worth purchasing to the govern-ment, was gathering from the government the very ideas andplans which It sought to sell at lo per cent on the job's cost.
'HearingBon Senate Resolution 170, Vol. II, p. i960.
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Every essential feature which Mr. Connick and his organiza-

tion represented as desirable for the Fleet Corporation to buy,

had either been worked out in the Goethals contracts for the

two other fabricating shipyards or was already developed in

more or less available form in the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion's plans if not in the naval auxiliary ship designs of the

Navy Department. At the two yards referred to, the Sub-

marine Boat Corporation at Newark had begun on the fabrica-

tion of the 5,000-ton type of ships, and the Merchant Ship-

building Corporation at Bristol had agreed to begin on or

had alread" arranged with General Manager Goethals to build

a large number of the 9,000-ton type of ship^ for which com-

plete plans were i.'' '•xistence. After consultation with these

shipbuilding concerns, and drawing on the resources of the

Emergency Fleet Corporation for the essential ideas, this

contract seeking organization with a "reputation" to sell,

appeared to have developed in conference with General

Goethals a tentative agreement to supervise the construction

of fabricated parts of standardized ships costing $200,000,000,

at a fee amounting to between $12,000,000 and $15,000,000.'

Hog Island "Know-How"—Square Deal or Gold Brick?

When this provisional agreement between the Fleet Cor-

poration's general manager and the American International

Corporation was submitted to the Shipping Board for review

and ratification, about the middle of July, the fee seemed to

some, especially the president of the board, Mr. Denman, to

be unduly large in view of the fact that fully half of the work

to be done must be contracted for in plants and places wholly

apart from the fabricating plants and finished ready for as-

sembling in the fabricating yards. It was held, therefore,

that this outside work for which subcontractors received a fee

of 5 per cent on cost, was not at all under the supervising

services of the contracting organization. On this point die

testimony of Mr. Denman is explicit

:

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. 11, p. 19,^Q.

' Ibid., p. 2439.
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What made my associates and myself in the Shipping Boani hesiute and ask
for further figures was this: We could not see, as we talked with Mr. Conniclc,
that we were to get out of this group of corporations anything more than the
"know-how," and that phrase was used at that time—of, perhaps half a dozen
men; that this enterprise was a completely new creation, in which the government
furnished the basic idea of fabrication, all of the capital, paid all the salaries,

except for these few supermen that were to be put into a new organization—and
furthermore, it was to furnish it commandeering power, so that what even the
greatest organizations of capital themselves could not do. this group of five men
would be able to do: they could stop the flow of steel to other places and divert
it to this place: they could use the government pressure on labor and they were
to have every assistance that the government, with all of its war powers, could
give them. And that was to be part of the bond that we were to give the Vanderlip
group, through Mr. Connick's agency; $12,000,000 for supervising an estimated
$125,000,000 worth of work, where the plant is owned by the contractor, and the
scheme is furnished by the contractor, and the running capital is furnished by the
contractor, is one thing; but that figure, for the job in this case, seemed to us open
to question.

Out of this position of the Shipping Board, the unfortunate
controversy between the president of that Imdy and the general
manager of the Fleet Corporation soon came to a head—over
the question of the propriety of the Hog Island contract fee^
as to the award for 50 of the steel ships with the option of

making it 120 later. It seemed, in the judgment above quoted,
that this proposal amounted simply to a scheme to sell to the
government its own ideas, plans and specifications, such as it

had already planned to emlK>dy in two shipbuilding plants
under operation. It was so unusual a procedure in its terms
and assumptions as to entitle it to be questioned before giving
it t the country as a consummation of the government's
foresight or insight or bargaining capacity. The attitude of
the president of the Shipping Board was thus expressed

:

They were to supervise the building of the plant. But as to that you will find
—and I will later insert in the record a letter that I have from General Goethals—
that entire plan had been worked out before the contract had been entered into.

We had already designed the ships ourselves, through our own employes.

The letter above referred to was dated July 13, 1917, just
two months before the Hog Island contract was signed between
the Fleet Corporation and the .American International Cor-
poration. In it General Goethals had st.ited tl.at within the
next three days he would awuid two fabricated steel ship-

building contracts (Bristol and \ewark) for 4(X) ships with an
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aggregate tonnage of 2,500,000 tons, to be completed within

eighteen to twenty-four months, the contracting companies

to get 6 per cent of the total cost of the work. The plants

were to be government owned, the government was to have

the benefit of fixed commodity prices at the government

schedule and the designs of the ships, the plans of the yards

and the distribution of the work of furnishing materials and

the fabricated parts had been arranged by the various con-

tracting agencies at the service of the Emergency Fleet

Corporation—without Mr. Connick's aggregation of "know-

hows."

Speed was the dominating consideration, controlling every

relation. The next in order was the avoidance of unnecessary

wastefulness. The contractor, in the Hog Island project, gave

ample proof in the course of this herculean task of his purpose

to subordinate his own profits in orcl r to make the project a

success. Of course, having been assured of a minimum fee

as compensation, he was in position to concentrate his efforts

on executing the program on schedule time. On the first

fifty ships contracted for, it may be doubted if he came out

even. The last of them was delivered on October 6, 1919,

although due March 28, 1919. He, however, soon exercised

his option (October 23, 1917) of contracting for 70 more, and

later (May 7, 1918) added 60 additional, making 180 ships to

be built at Hog Island by this one contract.' His fees were

agreed upon as follows:

SHIPS, COSTS AND FEES PAID HOG ISLAND CONTRACTORS AS
REPORTED BY MR. PIEZ. DECEMBER 19, 1918"

Number and Claw Total Estimated Normal Fee to Minimum Fee

ol Ships Cost to Gov- Contractor to Contractor

emment
50 ships—class A $65,000,000 $2,750,000 $2,050,000

70 ships—class B 115,500,000 S,??;."")" 4,550,000

Toul $170,500,000 $8,525,000 $6,600,000

60 additional ships' 85,000,000 3,150,000 2,310,000

Grandtotal $256,000,000 $11,675,000 $8,910,000

> The cancelation of the 70 ships contracted for October 23, 1917, all troop and
cargo ships combined, was announced in November, 19 19.

•Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, December 19, 1918, Vol. IV, pp. 21-22:

Testimony of Charles Piez.
' Dates of contracts: 50 ships, September 13, 1917; T> ships, October 23, 1917;

60 ships. May 7, 1918.
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Although these fees range between 3.5 and 4.5 per cent, in

the aggregate, they created the impression in popular thought

of being gained under conditions that did not give the gov-

ernment a square deal. This probably came from the few

instances of inordinate salaries paid to people commercially

known to be incapable of earning any such money. Corre-

spondence of Congressmen with constituents indicated wide-

spread belief in padding of salary and cost sheet rolls.

Wastefulness and overloaded payrolls, prior to Rear Admiral

Bowles's report, no doubt helped to swell fees as well as costs.

Comparative Fees at Three Fabricatinx, Yards

Failure on the part of the largest of the fabricating agencies

to command the confidence of the country, whether in its

methods, its good faith in negotiating and interpreting its

contract or in its results, does not necessarily call into ques-

tion the fabricating principle as carried out elsewhere. At

the other large fabricating plants—the Submarine Boat

Corporation at Xewark or the Merchant Shipbuilding

Corporation at Bristol—there was at least the nucleus of a

shipbuilding organization. That was not the case at Hog

Island. At the Newark plant an established yard had been

building submarine chasers with substantial success before

entering into the contract for the addition of a completed

yard of twenty-eight ways at an outlay of Si7,ooo,ooo, with

a fee of abo't 6 per cent on the ship's costs, not including any

fee on the yard. There was a staff of shipbuilders with which

the government was dealing. They were masters, not ama-

teurs, in their art. They sold to the government a demon-

strated service, not a theory or an experiment. They laid

their first keel ninety-three days alter the date of the con-

tract. At the Merchant Company's yard there was a design-

ing and engineering staff identified with the plant, which was

also in position to assume a contract as a going shipbuilding

company out of its organization. It was really the first of the

three to bring completed fabricated ship plans to the Fleet

Corporation. It organized its own shop capacity to fabricate

about 15 per cent of the material within the yard. It had
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the established connections for handling within the trade,

as if by an annex to its own Chester Shipbuilding Company,
the work of the forty 9,000-ton ships on the twehc ways
which, with yards and shops, were to cost Si2,(K)o,(xx>. Both
of these shipbuilding concerns took their contracts as an
extension of an existing organization within the trade. Con-
sequently they did the work without overpaid publicity

agents misleading the public or attempting to i^ xince the

public that it would ultimately get good nioiu\ out of a

construction engineering adventure into the shipbuilding

trade and industry. It must be admitted that later achieve-

ment ..elped to confirm this view.

These three principal fabricating plants recei\ed substan-

tially the same fee for their work. They each had a different

job—a different ship to build of the same type, known in the

contracts as the standard t\pe complete \ e. d : cost-protit

sharing. Their fees corp; ;:re as follows for the first lot in

each case of the gixen toniidgc:

COMPARISON OF FEES FOR THREE BIG F.\BRIC.\TIMG PI,.^NTS AT
HOG ISLAND, BRISTOL AND NEWARK YARDS'

Hog Island Bristol Newark
Number of ships and tonnage 50—7.500 40—9,000 50—5,000
Basic cost per sliip $1,050,000 $I,.105,408 $750,000
Normal fee per ship $52,500 $64,000 $37,50O
Minimum fee per ship $38,500 $50,000 $26,000
Limit of premium or damage per ship. $14,000 $14,000 $11,500
Per cent on normal cost 5 4.Q0 5
Per cent fee of minimum cost 3,66 3.85 3,47

These earlier contracts for 140 vessels were all made before

the middle of September, 1917, All of the companies had
options to increase the .umber of ships at the same or reduced

prices. At Hog Island 130 more were contracted for, making
the full quota 180; at Bristol, 50 more, making thei" quota

90; and at Newark 100 more, i aking their total 150. Usu-
ally, a revised basic cost was made the basis for the fee for

the additional vessels taken beyond the original contract,

thus presumably lowering the fee as the builders became
more familiar with the work.

_
' Copies of these three contracts are reprinted in Hearings on Senate Resolu-

tion 170, Vol. I, pp. 260-279: 747-777, with other contracts.
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Extent of Subcontracting in Fabricated Ships

At the fabricating yards the principle inaugurated was to
have nothing done there which could l» done outside. That
division of \a\yoT reciuire<l the main part of the preparation of
parts to l)e arranged for elsewhere than at the yards. To
what extent this was done is shown l)y the statements of

Assistant General Manager K. T. Howies reganling the dis-

tribution oi subcontracts or outside pgrchascs. This covers
the cost of ship construction at Hog Island i.p to January i,

1919, giving the total costs and the percentage of the total

which had been subcontracted or bought from outside sources.

The items of cost are also given, to exhibit the several sources
of expenditure in the general plan of itemized costs:

SUMMARY OF COST AND SUBCONTRACTS—180 SHIPS"
Items of Cost Total Amount PercentaR

_, . . , ,
Subcontract

Fabncated steel $72,^92,000 20 2
Miscellaneous steel fittings 4,850,000 1.4
Boilers I9,30«i,ooo 5.4
Turbines 27,568,000 7.7
Auxiliary machinery 17,212,000 4.8
General equipment 39,^02,000 10 9
Stores 10,168,000 2.8

Total $190,997,000 53.2

It thus appears that slightly more than the half (53.2 per
cent) of the entire cost of building the fabricated ships at
this plant was expended in subcontracts and other outside
outlays. It follows that almost half of the total cost was
taken up with the assembling of the constitutent parts at the
fabricating yards, the installation of the machinery, fixtures

and finishing involved in the completion of these 180 ships.

Roughly apportioned, the inside cost of work was virtually

as large as that contracted on the outside. In fact, for the

' ffearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. V, p. 87, Exhibit C (January 2, 1919).
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fifty A-ships, the first lot contracted for to the American

International Corporation, the total cost of $41,000,000 had

only 49.4 per cent incurretl on the outside, the yard outlay

exceeding the external expense. This was probably due to

the fact, among other causes, that in the building of this

initial lot the contracting agent found the construction of

ways interfering somewhat with the assemblage and erec-

tion of the ships. .At any rate on the next sixty A-shipa of

the same ty|K' the sulnontracting outside ran up to 54.8 [xr

cent <if the total cost, or over 5 [icr cent higher, with the yard

costs corrcspondintjly lowerctl. These latter ships cost

$54,ooo,(XK). The only other ships planned to lie built at

Hog Island on the contract in question wire the seventy

B-ships, known as troop vessels. Their total estimated cost

was $96,000,000, of which 54.2 per cent was contracted for

on the outside.' This contract was canceled in part later.

Subcontracting on Plant Construction

The proportion of half and half does not hold, however,

when one gets to the part of subcontractors in the plant con-

struction. Here the ways cost $65,000,000 or more, accord-

ing as different dates are given. Much more work had, of

course, to be done on the spot than in vessel construction.

The sixty-seven subcontractors who worked on plant con-

struction did work which cost the Fleet Corporation

$12,685,983; so that less than 20 per cent of this yard work

w-'S sublet.' For that they recei\ed a total fee of $408,344

ai d were paid in rentals for equipment, machinery and tools

used $176,914, a fee rate of 3.2 per cent.

The president of the American International Shipbuild-

ing Company, which actually did the work at Hog Island for

the agent-contractor, tescified thus:

We made up in consultation with the contractori, an estimate of r„e cost of the

work that they were going to do, and also a list of the equipment that would be

required, and that they would bring onto the job. Then the contract was made

on an agency basis with them, and they were paid a fixed amount of money as

> Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. V
, p. 87.

• Ibid., p. 88, Exhibit E.
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nnul for the rtiuipment and ai compcniation to them for doing the work, whether

that wtirk at actiially performed e«:eed» the estimate or comes under the etti-

mate; they have an incentive to get the work done quickly and promptly—and
ipcctl wat what we were trying to get all along the line—from the f.tci that they

got no morv money from the ute of their equipment for six months than they

would get for the um of it for two months.*

Much of this yard work was amonK the most iliHuiilt to

forecast in the effort to estimate costs, anil was consequently

sublet on the fee basis. By far the larger pan 'if the sublet

outlay on yard work was paid for in fees. The actual amount
of fee subcontracts was estimated at S7,**.l6,466 out of total

subletting of Si2,685,9«,^, or 61.7 per cent of the work done
on the fee compensation. Practically half of the total num
bcr of contractors worked on this basis. The other less yen-

eral methods of compensation were, in the order of fretjuent y,

by rentals, by unit cost or by a combination of these three

varieties.' All of these fees were based (in estimatetl cost.

AoKNT Fails to Keep Cost Ri t ords

Some mention should \k made of the general principle of

subcontracting practice, as it was applici; to yard building at

Hog Island. It is the practice to subcontract a varying pro-

portion of almost all large scale engineering work to concerns

which do special work in particular parts of the reijuired

undertaking. The Shipbuilding C'orporation was authorized

and agreed to do this, and subcontracted, among other parts

of the yard construction, that of pile driving. On this the

agent got no fee, and the fee of 5 per cent to the subcontractor

was the only one paid.' Any responsible agent would, how-

ever, have regarded the interests of the owner more scrupu-

lously than the Shipbuilding Corporation did those of the

Fleet Corporation, in the ordinary duty of keeping track of

costs. Possibly because the agent got no fee for the outlay

of yard work it took the unwarranted ptjsition on this matter

* Testimony of D. P. Robinson, before Senate Committee on Commerce. March
8, 1918. Hog Island Investigation, Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. II,

p. 2013.
' Testimony of Charles Piez, Vit:e President and General Manager, Ibiil., Vol, V,

p. 113.

•Testimony of George O. Muhlfeld, Ibid., Vol. II, p. 2Jy7.
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to which the Attorney General of the United States refers in

his report on Hog Island conditions as to cost control. This

report says

:

Another fact of strong significance is that while the contract provided in express

temu that the agent should Iceep a detailed plant cost account and contained very

careful provisions defining cost, yet the agent at an early date took the position

that since the government paid for everything that went into Hog Island it was

unnecessary to comply with this provision. Hence, at no stage of the work since

last December could it be determined what any unit of plant construction cost.

Thus, it was never possible for the agent, and the agent never attempted to super-

vise either its own work or the work of its subcontractors, from the point of view

of what the work was costing.'

The fact is that, especially as to the yard construction at

Hog Island, costs as estimated were so soon distanced by the

excessive actual outlay as to make the estimates the merest

guesses. The original guess for the yard construction cost of

$21,191,096, to which sum the Fleet Corporation limited the

cost, was later not only doubled but trebled and more. But

part of this was due to changes in plans from the original, for

which the owner rather than the agent was responsible. Under

the circumstances it is not to be wondered at that the con-

tractual responsibility played at loose ends with costs and con-

trol of subcontracting outlay. The attitude of the men on

the job seemed to be that, as the government paid the bills,

costs were not a factor in the effort to get results.

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. V, p. 114.



CHAPTER XXn

PToflteering versus Patriotism in Hog Island Project

The Hog Island project, in its contractual aspects, started

out with a heavy load of prejudice against it. It gave to the

public, whether rightly or wrongly, the impression that it

was conceived in the purpose of the profiteer and developed

in a riot of wastefulness. The Denman-Goethals dispute, a

perfectly natural issue between a lawyer and an engineer

accustomed to have complete control, helped to concentrate

interest and inquiry almost exclusively upon this one of the

twelve fabricating plants. There is something heroic in the

fortitude of the responsible contractors in facing all the result-

ing criticism, investigation and popular reproach, biding the

time until they could make good. To a large extent, however,

the interests representing the contractor's side of the bargain

were responsible for all that befell them. However public

spirited they may have been as individuals, their official atti-

tude spelled profiteering purpose to the public, which had

long since made up its mind that the thing that the govern-

ment paid for to this contracting interest was not worth the

price.

Public Distrust of Bio Business Methods

In the first place, the negotiations with the government

were not open and frank. Mr. Connick, of the agent corpora-

tion, in his persistent failure to submit to the Shipping Board

the essential basis of the contract—the estimated cost of the

ships for which he had been negotiating with General Goethals

—utterly forfeited the confidence of the Shipping Board of

which the Emergency Fleet Corporation was the subsidiary.'

This vital datum of cost was retained in the hands of the con-

tractors to be, without a copy either in the possession of the

Fleet Corporation's office or of the Shipping Board, at the

1 Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. 1, p. 1 113.
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time when the Hog Island contract first came before the

board for approval. Indeed no amount of request by wire or

by telephone succeeded in getting out of the hands of the one

party to the contract the accepted schedule of costs on which

the fees were to be calculated. Under these circumstances it

is not at all surprising that the contractors, withwhom General

Goethals had negotiated tentatively the Hog Island contract,

failed to command the confidence of the Shipping Board.

As a result, the shipbuilding program lost practically two

monthsofthe most valuable time, in the midst of the gloomiest

outlook during our participation in the war, in the inaugura-

tion of its fabricated projects at the three main yards. By

the resignations of the head of the Fleet Corporation and the

president of the Shipping Board, these contracts were thrown

forward into September for final signature. By that time,

however, the Shipping Board and the head of the Fleet Cor-

poration, Admiral Capps, had taken time to examine the

terms, and a much fairer contract had resulted, especially as

to terms of compensation.'

The view that big business had overreached itself, not for

the first time in war contracting, was probably best voiced in

the attitude of the Shipping Board's former president, whose

duty it was to sign contracts representing the United States.

In his testimony before the Senate Committee on Commerce,

April 5, 1918, his position is thus defined and emphasized:

The quostion of proSteering at Hog Island was the only one betveen General

Goethals and myself when we handed in our resignations. I felt that, in a great

transaction like this work, where the government itself, and its power, was the

main reliance for the success of the enterprise, anything that looked like a profiteer-

ing payment to the great people on top who could well have given us for nothing

the services of these five or six men, would be simply an invitation to every labor-

ing man, from the lowest unskilled laborer up, to demand a wage on a similar basis;

and that instead of getting us more ships and faster ships, this kind of overloading

of profit at the top would impede the progress of the work, by starting strikes and

labor disputes up and down the scale of labor oiganization. . . .

It is greatly to the credit of the gentlemen who have succeeded us that a very

much lower and fairer figure was fiiced on for the acquisition of this skill that these

men had to give.*

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. II, p. 3031.

Ibid., p. 3433.
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Navy's Fair Price Policy a Bargaining Factor

The real credit for this reduction in contract fees, from one

of 10 per cent of costs to one of s per cent or less, was partly

due to the current criticism as reflected in Congress There

was much current discussion adverse to cost-plus CDntracts,

especially of the percentage type. But it was also due to the

infusion of the navy's fair price |X)licy into ship awards, by

the advent of Admiral Capps as General Goethals' successor

in the Fleet Corporation. In the negotiations which were

later resumed, the president of the American International

Shipbuilding Corporation, the agent, and the operstive com-

pany at Hog Island, says;

We had this contract pretty well worked out when the difficulties arose in the

Shipping Board, and things were laid aside until we ;
* into it again with Admiral

Capps. . . . We told him about where we had reached. He gave us his

ideas about the contract; what he thought the duties of people in our position

were to the government, with which we agreed. We told him that we would like

to have his ideas of what he thought compensation ought to be here. He gave

them to us and we accepted them, provided we could work out the proper form of

contract, which we did, and I consider that it was very well worked out from the

standpoint of the government's interest.^

The Hog Island contract was finally signed September 13,

1917. Nothing was done prior to that date, except plan out

the designs and specifications provisionally for the yards, on

which later the contractors did $65,000,000 worth of work

without getting any fee whatever. They sublet the fifty

ways to five different subcontractors, in groups of ten each.

The operating concern, the American International Shipbuild-

ing Corporation, had the business of subcontracting largely

in its own hands, even though the Fleet Corporation main-

tained an official there whose more or less formal approval

was necessary to make the sulKontracts effective. Not a

single contract of this kind submitted to the Fleet Corpora-

tion's official for approval was ever rejected, although a num-

ber of them were returned with objections stated and explana-

tions asked. The practice was for the shipbuilding contractor

t Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. II, p. 2021.

P. Robinson.

Testimony of Dwight
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to ask for bids from subcontractors, at least three in each case,

thus preserving competitive conditions in selection of sub-

contractors.' These subcontracting firms were paid a fee of

5 per cent on the costs estimated. The task was one of

enormous proportions and responsibility. Practically all of

these contracts had to be made by the agent contractor under

the Fleet Corporation's nominal supervision but without any

close checking of prices and terms.

1 Hearings oa Senate Resolution 170, Voi. 11, pp. 1572-1573.
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Policy and Practice in Wooden Shipbuilding Contracts

From the viewpoint of the Shipping Board, wooden ship-

building was from the very beginning of the program regarded

as a desirable supplementary source of tonnage. On that

matter there was little if any doubt after the United States

got into the conflict. Within about three weeks after it was

organized the board, finding that the steel shipbuilding yards

were in no condition to construct for government account

anything but an inconsiderable tonnage for some months to

come, on existing facilities at their disposal, came to this

conclusion regarding wood tonnage:

Apparently the only available resouire of the country for the further coiutruc*

ton of tonnage was wood, and as many wooden ships driven by steam power

and constructed from unseasoned timber were in successful use on the Pacific

coast, it concluded to engage in an enterprise of stimulating the construction of

wooden cargo cairieis as a supplement to the output of the steel yards.*

The investigations on which this decision was based were
made by F. A. Eustis and F. Huntington Clark, who went
thoroughly into the questions of the availability of equip-

ment and engines and its bearing on the problem of similar

supplies for steel shipping. The board's proposals were then

formulated, the wooden shipbuilders of all coasts canvassed,

and the conclusions submitted to the President. They were

in turn referred to the Council of National Defense, from

both of which in due time official approval was received.

Some of the earliest contracts let were for wooden ships,

mainly of the Ferris type of construction. In fact, the board

inaugurated wooden construction at first more largely than

steel tonnage, for the reason already indicated. Within the

first 22 contracts awarded 36 ships were of wood, 32 of both

wood and steel (composite) and 28 of steel, making 96 in all,

> Letter of Shipping Board to Senate Committee on Commerce, May 5, 1917.
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within the first two months of contracting. By the begin-

ning of 1918 over 400 wooden ships had been awarded, with

60 more pending. The standard was that of 3,500 to 4,000

tons, Ferris type, although as many as ten different types

figured in the board's awards on any considerable scale.

These were mainly lump sum contracts. The contract prices

for the Ferris type wooden steamers ranged, during most of

this period, from $140 to $160 per deadweight ton.' In

poiii' of geographical distribution of contracts this branch of

the industry was the most widely expended branch of the

shipbuilding program. It included a large number of ports

on every coast, including the Lakes. Up to December I,

1918, contracts had been let for 1,034 ships of 3,024,000 tons

involving commitments of $503,129,582, including 34 con-

crete ships.

Elements of Reaction and Delay on Contracts

From this apparently normal policy toward wooden ship-

building, as a part oT the means of meeting the maritime

emergency, there resulted some reaction about the time of

the Goethals-Denman resignations. These two officials had

apparently been in entire accord on the advisability of push-

ing wooden construction wherever it could be done without

prejudice to the major interest of reliance on steel tonnage.

Although the wooden ship plan was generally attributed to

President Denman, who knew the capabilities of the Pacific

coast on this matter. General Goethals had actually brought

to the point of executed contracts or ready for signing as

much as 1,218,000 tons of such ships prior to the date of his

resignation.' Possibly the report of those who made the

survey as to the engine supply for the wooden ships, that

they could furnish within the next eighteen months enough

engines for a wooden ship production of between 2,500,000

and 3,000,000 tons, awoke jealousies.'

'Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I. p. 1837.

'Ibid., p. noo.
•/W., p. 1098.
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Between the end of July and the beginning of January fol-

lowing, adverse attitudes on the part if the Fleet Corporation

toward wooden shipbuilding became rumored. Airplane

spruce production on the west coast asserted a prior

claim on the industry. The effect was a suspension of

activities already under way and of a most promising char-

acter for tonnage production. The report that the Anacortes

yard on the Puget Sound might l)c closed down, with several

ships well advanced toward completion, had a damaging

effect all along the west coast. The reason for the temporary

suspension of letting these contracts, in January, 1918, was

alleged to be the difficulty in getting out the timber needed for

beginning construction. That applied to the yards unequally.

Some of the eastern yards had taken contracts without being

sure of their supply; some southern yards found the lumber

contractors of that section unable to get out timbers as fast

as was anticipated; and others whose experience was nil

should never have been awarded any ship contracts of any

kind. The time to take account of the situation had arrived,

and contracting was thus and then suspended after pending

negotiations were cleared. But this was only temporary.

Policy of Conservative Control Prevails

The lack of progress in cases where contracts were actually

awarded may have led to a suggestion of cancelation; but

these were only incidental to the fundamental difficulty of

reenlisting wooden shipbuilders, lumbermen and others in

the Emergency Fleet Corporation's program if it once allowed

the suspension of work where builders and accessory industries

had made commitments on its promises. The Fleet Corpora-

tion, having heard from the commercial interests of the coun-

try on this subject, thought enough of the exigency to issue

a statement of policy regarding wooden shipbuilding. It

feared that the concentration of the country's demands on

the Pacific coast for lumber might interfere with the other

war contract industries depending on lumber, if more wooden
ship contracts were awarded. Hence an embargo ou ship-
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ments from that area of production. But it was held that

this restrictive policy was based on misinformation—infor-

mation that was brought to the Shipping Board by agents

sent by the board to ascertain the Pacific coast situation

without knowing beforehand anything about the resources

and methods of that territory. This sort of policy could but

be demoralizing, if not actually causing doubt as to the sin-

cerity of purpose of the ' oard toward wooden ship constrUL-

tion. This suspicion was, however, largely dissipated,

though much too late in being issued, by the following an-

nouncement by the board on January 21, 1918:'

The policy of the Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet Corporation is to

build the ihipe that can be built and to build them as fast as human labor can

turn them out. This applies to the wooden ships as well as to the steel ships.

Our policy is to give as much support as possible to those who already have con-

tracts rather than withdraw that support in order .to extend the number of yards

and ships that might exist on paper. New contracts are balanced against the

available labor supply and the available supply of materials. . . . The con-

tracts already issued for wooden ships call for more lumber than the amount that

is being supplied at the present time. As soon as there is assurance of getting

more lumber it will be safe to issue more contracts for wooden ships.

> Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, p. 1000.
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Aircraft Production Contracts

No other sphere of governmental war contracting, not even

excepting shipbuilding, was anywhere so disappointing in

results within the war period as that of aircraft production.

The national weakness of boasting about bigness was here at

its best, especially among some of the official misleaders of

popular expectation. When the midsummer program of

1917, promising 25,000 planes, turned into the apparently

fruitless situation of the autumn of 1918, the country was

simply heartsick with dismay. It was a real relief to get

Justice Charles E. Hughes's report to the Attorney General,

made public October 25, 1918.' Something less than a month

later.on November 20, 1918, following the armistice of Novem-

ber 1 1 , General Pershing made his report on the organization

and operation of the American Expeditionary Forces, from

May 26, 191 7, to the signing of the armistice. In that he said

of the army's equipment for modern war, that among our

most important deficiencies in material were artillery, aviation

and tanks. And of aircraft he specifically stated

:

In aviation we were in the same situation, and here again the French Govern-

ment came to our aid until our own aviation program should be under way. We
obtained from the French the necessary planes (or training our personnel, and

they have provided us with a total of 2,676 pursuit, observation and bombing

planes. The first airplanes received from home arrived in May, and altogether

we had received 1,379. '^^ first .American squadron completely equipped by

American production, including airplanes, crossed the German lines on August

7, 1918.*

It should be said in advance that the military authorities

never succeeded in developing the prewar air service to any-

thing like an adequate position. In March, 1916, the Sec-

» Report of Charles E. Hughes on Aircraft Production Investigation, October

25, 1918, Congressional Record, December 30, 1918, Appendix A, pp. 883-914.
' Report of General Pershing to the Secretary of War, November 20, 1918, Con-

gressional Record, December 30, 1918, Appendix B, p. 915.
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retary of War first took up the question of letting aircraft
contracts. One of the first things to vex his official soul
after assuming office was a bitter feud out of which charges
of insubordip' ;ion arose between the Chief Signal Officer,
then in co-...iiand of aviation matters, and a subordinate
officer of greater talent and zeal than patience in promoting
the aviation section.' These sources of friction were elimi-
nated by reorganization. Under the newly awakened interest
in the possible needs of the army, which had almost neglected
this arm of service hitherto, the Secretary got into communi-
cation with the three or four leading manufacturers of aircraft
in this country, only to find that, with their commitments to
European powers on lucrative contract work, early deliveries
to the United States could not be expected. The official

attitude is thus illustrated by two incidents. In the aircraft
section of the Signal Corps the Secretary found, as he told
the Select Committee on War Expenditures, "a very serious
condition of disorganization."' Army officers, in some known
cases at least, had allowed petty jealousies and temperamental
attitudes toward one another to overshadow the devotion to
duties they owed to the nation. The net result was that the
progress of this important branch of service was to some
extent sacrificed to personal animosities. The other incident,
illustrating the low estimate in which aircraft was then held
even by those in high command, is shown in the rejection by
General Funston of the offer by the Secretary of War of air-

planes for the memorable pursuit of the Mexican raider. Villa,
in the American Army's incursion into that country with
General Pershing's cavalry column in April, 1916. Prior to
August 29, 1916, there had apparently been no special appro-
priation made for developing aircraft.

War Authorities Iso ted from Aircraft Industry

Not only was there lack of development within the military
organization. That short sighted attitude of the military

, . 'Testimony of the Secretary of War, Hearings on War 'Expenditures. Ser 1

1

Vol. I, pp. 3-7.
"^
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establishment, of keeping itself out of touch with the l)ranchcs

of the countr>'s industrial organization on which it must rely

most directly in case of an emergency, now demonstrated its

folly. This part of the contractual situation has twen aptly

described in a somewhat critical summary of conditions after

the country had been at war a full year and had I>ecome awak-

ened to a comprehensive aircraft progri.m. SjH'aking of

governmental neglect to take im< r'.*st in aircraft development,

this survey says:

When we entered thii war a year or more a{{o our War Department hai! a few

airplanes which proved themselvet worthless when tested in Mexico. \Vc had a

number of aircraft inventon and experts. We had men of capital who believed in

the future of the airplane both for purposes of war and of peace. The Dayton-

Wright Company was making planes and other accessories, bui was not manufac-

turing motors. The Curtiss interests were making planes and engines. The
Wright-Martin Aircraft Corporation i*as making the Hispano-Suiza motors for the

French Government. Other concerns were making parts of the Rolls-Royce for the

British Govemtnent. There were a score or more of companies hard at work on

various types of engines and completed planes.

We had laid a firm foundation of the aircraft industry. This industry thought

it had the right to expect the support and patronage i~' our government. No such

support was extended when Germany invaded Belgiuu' and plunged Europe into

war in 1914, but our inventors and manufacturers 01 aircraft devices renewed

their efforts so as to be better prepared in the event we were dragged into the

conflict.

The War Department prejudiced the contractual situation,

in both policy and in practice, by drawing into its council

men who knew little or nothing of this specialized craft.

Its practice was that of relying on men who had not hitherto

wrestled with the problems of the industry. Would any other

nation's military authorities in such a crisis have failed to

call to its service, for instance, the leaders in this pioneering

work who gav; to the world the epoch making secret of power

over the air?

This policy had its logical effect in widening the gap between

the skilled and expert specialists on the one haiid and the war

authorities on the other. It put into the contracting work

men who had hardly the standing of amateurs in the industry.

There was not a single member of the advisory or official

boards on aircraft production which guided the government
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who could speak for and to his fellow aircraftsmen for the
purpose of bringing the resources of the craft into harmony
of action on the government's behalf.' On the contrarj

—

Not a nun cloMly (imllur with the Kicnce or practice of aviation or o( aircraft
production wai appointed to either of theae boarda. and up to the prevnt date
(May 17, 1918) not a man recofniied ai an aviation npert hai been called by the
War Department to duty in either of then ofKcial bo<lie> or gi' , any authority
to directini iti policy and in expediting the ipeedy producti'.n .1 aircraft (it to
meet the up-to-date and highly efficient German air Heet.'

Another case of shutting its vs.- *ri the facts of airplane-

producing facilities is given in the experience of the Witte-
mann-Lcwis Aircraft Company. Although not a large con-
cern, no one could truthfully den>- that its staff was well
versed in the science and art of designing and constructing
airplanes. Ii .ad been in the business for twelve years, in

which time 'l had made approximately 300 airplanes for many
ot the ' -it known aviators. These had been flown all over
the I .lited States and in foreign countries. They had a
capacity to deliver 600 machines inside of twelve months, and
100 machines monthly thereafter. They were thus among
the oldest aircraft manufacturers in the country, but were
never allowed, though once promised, to have an opportunity
to participate in supplying these much needed craft.' Dur-
ing two years of continuous and steadfast demonstration of
their ability to serve the aircraft authorities, they met a
parallel proof of the government's policy of promise with
nonperformance. That insistently confused conglomeration
of incompetence and irresponsibility embodied in the Coffin-

Deeds-Potter aggregation at Washington, in order to save the
automobile industry and the piano manufacturers for airplane

making, baffled the efforts of dozens of competent engineers
and manufacturers of aircraft to assist the government.' To

' Investigation of the War Department, Part 3, p. 1603.
» See Thomas Committee Report, Senate Report, No. 555, 65th Cong., 2(1 Seas

p. 3. .

• Hearings before Subcommittee of Senate Committee on Military AlTairs. 65th
Cong., 3d Seas., Vol. II, p. 920.

• Keadryiiortcd statement of Victor E. Clarke, of Aircraft Production Board,
plant facilities division, Ibid., p. 895 (second paragraph); also p. 921 (paragraphs
3 and 3) in letter of July 30, 1918, to Senator A. S. Thomas; and p. 896.
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quote the experience of an aeronautical engineer with the

unbelievably bad conditions at Washington :

It ha« been ihown by experience that in the meee of the aircraf -, - t "an at

Washington it uaually ukei one a few dayt to Antl out whom he it i . .rding

a particular question; when he finally diicovera hi> place it taltef a tew days more

to get an inten-ie<^, "ily to meet a youngitrr perhapa who hat lieen given the

reiponfibiiity to place large order* and decree the fate of many anxioua airplane

men. If an attempt if made to reach the men preeumetl to be atop, it is again

found that they are many, and if any ii reached, it may not take long to face

the "youngster" again with the same result.'

ExTKNT OF Prodiction TO D.\TE OF Armistici;

The two main lines of contracting in aircraft production

were for planes and engines. The policy—an utterly mis-

taken one as events proved—of attempting to stake the air-

craft program on the creation of an entirely new type of

engine out of automobile experience for airplane propulsion,

resulted in the main contracts for engines being placed with

Detroit and other automobile concerns, numbering about a

half dozen in all. This was setting aside a larger number of

engine building companies e.vprcssly for aircraft, of both

domestic and foreign patents, who had built for our allies

before we entered the war. The special industry of demon-

strated capacity was thus only allowed to contribute inci-

dentally in what was their peculiar field. The capture by the

automobile industry of the contracts for many thousands of

engines, say 25,000 or more, has generall>' been attributed to

the personnel of the .Aircraft Production Hoard at Washing-

ton, in whose decision rested to a controlling extent the que

tion of types and kinds of engines and planes that were to be

adopted for the air ser\ice of the army. The results, up to

the date of the armistice, of airplanes and engines produced,

April 7, 1917, to November 11, 1918, were as follows:^

' Letter of Mois H. .\vram to New York Times, dated ifay 2, 1918.

"Senator Shafroth: "Unjust Criticism of War Department," Congressional

Record, February 21, 1918, p. 4183. Senator Reed, of the .Aircraft Production

Inquiry Subcommittee, Committee on Military .Affairs, characterized these figures

as "deliberately misleading," although given out by the War Department as

representing the situation as of November 11, 1918.
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^"-ofi'-S. 9? ^Handtey-Pag. combat
[ ^'"l 'f^uementary training ^ .g

Advanced training iAH
''°'"'

i7m8 T9SS
Engines:

Combat Liberty 11 «7a j, ta-,
Combat Hi,pano (180) '^'JS "J^Elementary training 10 568
Advanced training r^j^i 'jto

''°'"'
29.83J Ts^

In addition 2,676 combat planes were sent to tlie Allied Powers.

Why the "Smashing" Coffin-Deeds Program Failed

To the question, why this "smashing" program empowered
with a billion of dollars failed, there seems but one answer:
It fell into the wrong hands. The special branch of the War
Department whose work it was to be alert in its particular
field lacked the elements of leadership in the critical hour; and
in that emergency there was injected an entirely extraneous
policy based on the theory of mass production of an experi-
mental motor to which all else was subordinated. The whole
vast program was thus staked on the one idea, which had yet
to be proved workable in this special field. That is substan-
tially the conclusion of the Thomas committee of the United
States Senate after its investigation for the Senate Committee
on Military Affairs.' This committee found that there was
no sort of hope for the once announced fleet of 25,000 air-
planes to be in readiness by or before the time when the army
could be put into Europe. Three appropriations had been
made brt veen March 12 and July 24, 1917, the latest of S640,-
000 oo( !) substantial part of which had been wasted, and
a furthe, sum of 5884,304,758 had been found necessary.'

' Senate Report Xo. 555, 65th Cong., 2d Seaa., p. 3.

.u J-u*1'c- °'??il?' ""Wment of the policy one should read the brief Report oftne Chief Signa. Officer, War Department, for the year ending Jun. ,0 1018 on
Aviation, pp. 1-7. Also the Report of the Bureau of Aircralt Production.

John D. Ryan Direitor. May 24 to June 30, 1918. The latter report covers the
hrst period under reorganization.
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These disappointing results were, in its judgment, due to three

causes

:

I. That the airplane pn>gram waa largely placed in the control of great auto-

mobile and other manufacturers, who were ignorant of aeronautical problems.

II. These manufacturers undertook the impossible task of creating a motor

which could be adapted to all classes of flying craft. It is not too much to say

that our airplane program has been largely subordinated to the Liberty motor.

in. We failed at the beginning of the war to adopt the common sense course

of reproducing the most approved types of European machines in as great num-
bers as possible. This should have been carried on coincident with the produc-

tion of the Liberty motor. This sound policy has very recently, but after a lamen-

table lapse of time, been adopted.

In these airplane contracts the government furnished liberal

advances of working capita while bearing all the costs of

production. The Wright-Dayton Airplane Company bor-

rowed $2,500,000 within a period of about seven months, and
the Fi 'her Body Corporation of Detroit, which had orders

for the same number of planes, received $2,000,000 as a loan

from the War Crr its Board.' Here as in other cases, the

government paid all bills, assumed all risks and supplied most

of the funds for the prosecution of its work. The contractor

gave his organization and his officers, in some cases as the

Wright-Dayton Company, at excessively inflated salaries,

over and above what they received commercially when the

government did not pay the bills. In general, the govern-

ment reimbursed, in these airplane awards, the contractor

for all costs of labor, material, use of plant and machinery',

overhead expenses as apportioned, depreciation on plant and

equipment, a fixed profit on aggregate costs and a premium
for any reduction of actual below the provisional bogey cost

per unit of product.

Cost-Plus Contracts for Liberty Engines

During the summer of 1917 orders for Liberty motors were

awarded to six different companies to the extent of 22,000

engines. The distribution of these among the several auto-

mobile companies indicates how far that industry had been

Hughes Report, toe, cit., p. 884.
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Chosen to manufacture this specialized engine which hitherto
had been the more or less exclusive work of the aeroplane
mdustry Deliveries as well as awards are shown in the
table followmg, of 9,689 motors of the US-I2S, out of the
22,000 contracted for in 1917:'

AWARDS AND MONTHLY SCHEDULE OF DELIVERIES OF
LIBERTY ENGINES

Months
1917-1918

November, 1917 .

.

December
January, 1918
February
March
April

May
June

Lincoln Paclcard Nordylte Ford
Motor Motor & Marmon Motor

July v.'.;:::
Au^st
September
October
November

Total orders ....
Actual deliveries. .•

Deliveries to the army

.

Deliveries to the navy

Co
5

8a
160

»75
700

1,400
1,900
1,480

6,000
J.787

Car
50

aoo
500
800

1,000
1,200
1,200

1,050

6,000

3,864

Co.

»5
"5
550
700
800

3.000

57

Co.

200
800

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

5,000

General
Motors
Co.

250
300
400
500
400

2,000

1,013

Total

55
280
685

1,200

2,250
3.500
4.725

4.455
1.250
1.300
1.400

500
400

22,000

9.689
6.895
2,794•To October 11, 1918.

The navy, which began at once to utilize an American
designed flying boat for its coast patrol service, with English
and British engines, made marked progress by adapting
engmes and planes to American manufacturing conditions '

Its policy differed from that of the army in utilizing foreign
experience while developing American engine types, rather
than hazarding almost everything on the ability to evolve a
single type of motor as the army automobile-aviation au-
thorities attempted to do in the Liberty motor.
By far the larger proportion of the motors for army aircraft

use were thus let to the several automobile concerns, some of
which were recently and expressly organized to make aero-
nautical engines for the first time. Of course the government
paid the cost for the time and waste incident to an industry
'Hughes Report, he. cil. p. 902.
Report of Navy Bureau of Construction and Repairs, 1918, pp. n-14.
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learning a new branch of manufacture. As the cost-plus

figure was based on the bogey or provisional cost, it had to

be high enough to bring into the operation these novices in

making aeronautical engines, even though the aircraft engine

building concerns remained idle. The first cost unit arrived

at was $6,087, to which the Secretary of War had the approval

of two specialists in the motor field. On that the agreed

profit, at 15 per cent on cost, was to be 8903.05 per engine.

At , inautical engine specialists were apparently not consulted

gt.ierally. Another specialist of large experience, however,

arrived at a bogey cost of only $2,400, not counting overhead,

but including labor and materials. It appears that the Air-

craft Board, in the person of Col. E. A. Deeds, was made

aware of this marked difference, but no action resulting in a

reduction of bogey costs was taken until December, after

most of the Liberty motor awards were made and in process

of manufacture on the higher basic figure. In Decemljer,

however, after the press and Congress became awake to the

inordinately high figure the government was paying the five

amateurs that had controlled these fat contracts, the basic

cost of the Liberty engines was reduced from $6,087 to $5,000,

the per cent of profit on cost reduced to 12J per cent and the

resulting sum of profit per engine to $625. The consideration

in view of which the contract was modified was that these

concerns were to have special allowance for depreciation and

have advances of funds by the government. The real cause

for the revision was, more probably, the fear of the govern-

ment's commandeering these shops as a whole on the very

evident ground of manufacturers' profiteering.

Analysis of Liberty Engine Builders' Profits

Let us see how these engine builders fared even on the

lower basis of I2i per cent of the reduced bogey. On this

feature the Hughes report goes into considerable detail cov-

ering a full year under the cost-plus contract. According to

his analysis, the Packard Company, on a delivery of 3,100

engines, or slightly more than half of its award of 6,000, had
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a profit of $ J ,937.500. That was its fixed profit alone on
normal rost, counting nothing for the winnings from bringing
the actual under the estimated cost, in which of course the
government would also be the gainer. Qn the entire order of
6,000 engines, which it was then (September, 1918) figured
would be m delivery within eleven months from the date of
lettmg the contract, the Packard guaranteed profit would be
$3,750,000. An added profit is to be reckoned from the 25
per cent of the cost differential. As the end of the contiact-mg period approached, it became as good as proved that these
engines would really average a cost, not of $; 087 as originally
contracted for; nor even at $5,000, as was agreed on in Decem-
ber, but somewhat under *i,2oo per engine." On the low
actual cost the Packard people were thus entitled to a further
profit of $2,700,000, as Justice Hughes figured it, making
with $3,750,000 a grand total of ^6,450,000 earned on the
6,000 motors.'

The Packard case is more or less typical—typical of the
ovo-estimate of the provisional cost, of the excessive differ-
ential and of the profiteering proclivities of the Liberty motor
group of airplane-automobile contractors. The Ford Motor
Company, on the same general bases, was estimated as gath-
ering m profits of $5,375,000 on its order of 5,000 engines
That matched pretty closely the Packard average profits of
$1 ,075 an engine whose cost was really little if any over $3,200.
The Lincoln Motor Company checked up its first 600 motors
made, out of its order of 6,000, finding that the average cost
even at that early date in its delivery, was only $3,583 per
engine. Its actual average cost for the full delivery was
probably not less than $3,000; but at the higher basis of
$3,200 its yield of profit would run up to $6,450,000. If we
add the further profits of spare parts of $1,500,000 the grand
total was $8,000,000. This takes no account of the 40 per
cent depreciation which the government was generous enough
to allow the company for the use of its plant for the term of
the TOntract, of say a year and a half. On an actual invest-

' Huihct Report, l4x. eil., p. 906.
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ment of $850,000 this was golden winnings. To the same

company the government advanced $10,800,000.' The two

other companies, the Nordyke & Marmon Company and the

General Motors Company, including the Buick and the Cadil-

lac, on their orders of 3,000 and 2,000 engines, respectively,

could have made little '. any lower average profits per engine.

Liberty Motor Profits on a $4,000 Fixed-Price Basis

It became clear quite late in the Liberty motor production

that the government was getting the bad end of the bargain,

as compared with the contractors on the cost-plus basis. On

this account the Lincoln Motor Company's contract was

revised the third time. It began on the high level of $6,087,

later relapsed to $5,000. By the contract of July 31, 1918,

after all of its 6,000 engines were to be delivered as of the

original schedule of dates, it accepted a fixed price contract of

$4,000 an engine. It probably made $1,000 per engine.

Under this substitute contract at $4,000 per engine and the

corresponding spare parts, it is figured that the Lincoln

Company would have reaped profits of $11,250,000 on the

9,000 motors by completing deliveries by April I, 1919. The

Nordyke & Marmon Company switched from Us 3,000-engine

contract on a cost-plus basis to one of 5,000 on a fixed price

basis, at $4,000 an engine. It contained also wage-and-price-

adjustment clauses in common with those in the Lincoln and

Packard contracts. On the newer Packard contract, an esti-

mated profit of $15,000,000 was regarded as a conservativ.

estimate.

What did the government gain by this belated shift to the

fixed price plan of compensation? It relieved itself of the

almost impossible task of keeping track of costs by such

cost checking means as it had at command. It took away

from the contractors the positive inducement of a demoraliz-

ing arrangement to shoulder the entire burden of efiicient con-

trol over costs on the tax payer. It cut out the abnormal

allowances for depreciation to the builders. It must have

' Huiha Rei>ort, Ix. ca.,'p. 907.
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CHAPTER XXV

Contractual Maladjustment in Aircraft Relations

In general, it may be said that the terms of aircraft awards,

as the urgency for producing results increased, tended to take

the form of cost-plus contracts. That was so not only in

prime contract work, but also in the apportioning of specific

operations to subcontractors. It was the case in awards as

far apart in their nature as those for hundreds of millions of

feet of spruce lumber for propeller blades and wings were

from the metallic parts of the airplane framework. It was in

the conditions of the times that justification was found for

the resort to this kind of contract. But at bottom lay the

fact that for a large part of the war contracting authorities

the problem had gotten so far out of governmental mastery

as to practically concede to the contractor his own terms.

Within limits there was some general price checking of a too

general character to be effective in many lines. The " bogey"

estimate of probable cost was a sort of a tentative meeting of

minds in the form of a forecast. But reliance, outside of the

navy, was mainly on the cost fixing agencies of the War
Industries Board, especially for munitions contracts; and the

Federal Trade Commission served as a cost ascertaining

agency for such raw products as cement for cantonment con-

tracts and for copper, etc. These served to put some limits

to the tendency to inflate costs in the cost-plus awards.

How this kind of award worked in aircraft work is shown in

the Hughes report, as follows:

The justification for cost-plus contracts was found in the fact that the under-

takings were novel and that the manufacturers did not have accurate data upon

which to make a satisfactory estimate of the cost of production. This was con-

spkuously true in the case of airplanes of types with which manufacturers in this

country had been unacquainted previously. For production in large quantities

either new plants or greatly enlarged facilities at existing planu, as well as special

tools, would be requited to meet an exigency of uncertain duration, and it would

also be necessary to procure the requisite labor and materials for the new under-

^3
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Unfair Profits on Bogey Cost Basis

How the contractors fared under these awards for motors
IS well known. On the planes it was little different. As a
rule the profits turned out to be exorbitant. The contractors
figured out the bogey or estimated cost so high as to make
themselves safe within a wide margin and thus provide for a
premium measured by the agreed percentage of the difference
between the fictitiously high bogey and the actual cost. On
the DH4's the Dayton-Wright Airplane Company was to
have 12J per cent profit, on the bogey basis of $7,000 per
machme, or a profit of $875 per plane. Even under the less
favorable conditions of early stages of production, these
planes cost only $4,400. On that actual cost basis, the con-
tractor's profit would have been $550 per plane, instead of
$875. If, in addition to the agreed profit of 12} per cent of
estimated cost, the contractor got 25 per cent of the difference
between estimated and actual costs, his aojed winnings would
ir this instance be $650 more, making with the $875 a total
of $1,525 per plane as net profit.'

Why the unwarranted practice of counting profits on the
estimated cost, before cost specialists had checked them up,

' Hughe. Report, toe. cil., u. 906.
• Hid., pp. 888, 906.
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is not clear. The case of the Dayton-Wright Airplane Com-
pany's estimate was only formally less CKregiously liberal to

itself. This was a new plant with only $1,000,000 invested
whose sole occupation was on government planes for which it

had orders for 4,000 DeHaviland 4's and 400 Standard-J
planes. Its profits on these two lots, allowing for no pre-
miums of the smaller lot, figure out $6,548,000, not counting
profits on experimental work or spare parts. This was for an
estimated period of a year and a half, from date of award to

completion. There was, however, a saving consideration

which allowed the government to revise these excessively

profitable contracts, if the bogey cost proved to be unduly
high. On that basis the government placed that cost at

$5,000 instead of the original S7,ooo, making the Dayton-
Wright Airplane Company's profit about $775 per plane and
the total of $3,300,000 on the 4,000 planes.

A Fair Basic Price by Arbitratiok

In at least some of the awards the fixed price contract was
the original one. The Wright-Martin Company in its first

contract with the Signal Corps for 500 of 150 h.p. Hispano-
Suiza motors took the order on the fixed price basis. The
next 500 order was originally on the same basis, but later was
canceled and included with a larger order on the cost plus
fixed profit basis. Out of the combined orders for 7,500
motors of this kind, for which the Wright-Martin Aircraft

Corporation had the American rights, only 500 were made on
the fixed price basis.

One of the features of the price determining with this com-
pany was the more rational way of arriving at the bogey or
provisional cost. This was done by a board of arbitration

determining independently what would be a fair and just
estimated cost. For the first 1,000 motors it was placed at

$3,600; for the second i.ooo at $3,200, on accounc of the
added experience. <\i the third 1,000 it was reduced to

$3,000, plus any added expense of a then pending wage ad-
justment on the ShiiH^ng Board level. These wage rates were
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it all. The producing capacity of this immense place with

six separate plants working was not kept in full employment.

Its first order for 600 machines on June 30 was not followed

up with another order until September 15. Delay in pro-

duction, increasing the cxjwnse unnecessarily, was the inevi-

table outcome of such treatment. More of the same incfft-

ciciit administration was evident in the Order NO. ^(1,401 , for

700 JN4D machines which was canceled after the company
had Iwgun work on them. In fact, the contractor had fab-

ricated practically all the parts ready to assemble them. In

place of this order they substituted the Model J.\4H for the

same number of machines on different specifications. The
material and parts for the 700 JN4D were scrapjied. On this

the Curtiss people had worked from Decemlwr 29 to the fol-

lowing April 29—exactly four mortths for worse than nothing.

The difference in the two was that the Curtiss engine was to

give place to the Hispano-Suiza engine, and although there

were some changes necessary to fit the new motor into the

plane, it required new parts throughout. On these very

Hispano-Suiza engines the contractors had not received all

the information necessary to proceed at the expiration of

three months after getting the order from the government.

An order for 1 ,200 of the J N4H's at a later date specified four

different types or models into which the lot was divided, as to

which there was the same delay in getting from the Signal

Corps the needed information to proceed. Multiplying

models was another weakness of the aircraft authorities, as if

some new reason for delays had to be devised. But these

were not minor changes. In an order of 2,000 Bristol fl>ers,

given January 10, 1918, there were spare or extra parts in-

cluded to the value of $2,746,185, on which the Curtiss firm

was to get 12J per cent profit. March 30 that sp re part

order was canceled. On a bigger scale of official b.undering

was the cancelation of the order for 3,000 Spad machines

given September 15, 1917,' deliverable between January I

> Aircraft Production Hearings, Senate Committee on Military AfTairs, \ 1). I,

pp. 74-86.
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From a somewhat different angle the Wright-Martin

Company's experience is typical. That company manufac-

tured motors in its eastern plant, while its plane production

was done in its Los Angeles factory. I ts rxperience in dealing

with the Aircraft Production authority , -'•istratcs the diffi-

culties of getting enough commitments 'o ,0 ahead in quan-

tity production. It never obtained any engineering or design

specification from the Signal Corps, but performed all of its

own engineering functions an I submitted them to the govern-

ment for approval. To the urgent proposal that the Aircraft

Board, in the spring of 191:, give engine orders for larger

production to occupy liii.s plant with J2,ooo,ooo invested in

engine building of rli-.pMnstraied typo and scr\ice, nothing

came except a first 'irder ior 500, awailed July 30, 1917.

On July 25 the gern.il mana/ r 't.nfl to ilie Signal Corps

office that if it couk c- en thi ; lace orders in sufficient

quantity to make develorn.ien; = ^ ortl. whik, deliveries could

be guaranteed by the \\ilt>lii M h,:i. Comiiany of 7,540

motors, beginning with sixty engiui=, in A.ig.ist, 1917, and

building up to 1,250 a month in the following; May with com-

pleted deliveries by July 30, I9i8. ^" that was asked was a

year's orders and freedom to go ahead

.

In the plane production of this company, th< initial ordf

of fifty planes brought out an element of expr-se for which t'l

Aircraft authorities were notorious. That was "the miii^

able condition of the drawings and specifications fumishei .

The Los Angeles factory manager smted that over 4,v.w)

changes had to be made in the drawings ,it a cost to the com-

pany of $60,000 over and above the estimated cost, or more

than $1,000 per plane, due to slipshod specifications. In

April, 1917, this plant had a capacity of about two planes a

week.

How completely out of line the United States Army author-

ities were on the aircraft matter may be shown by other facts

of an official character. For instance the Chief Signal

Officer ot the Wa, Department, as late as September 28, 1918,

as if apologizing for delinquencies, states in his annual report
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of the Central Powers for some line of escape from their

inevitable dilemma. Yet here we have the aircraft con-

tracting authorities proceeding on a policy of commitment to

a two years' program on a strictly experimental basis. In the

cocksure conceit of that policy not only was the possibility

ignored of our earlier troops being inadequately protected

on the western front, as they were for most of the war, against

a superior aircraft force,' but the contingency was inherent

of our entire preparation fizzling out into nothing more than

scrap iron. Yet that apparently never entered into the

vision which inspired the aircraft program. If it had, there

would never have been that abysmally untoward blunder of

making so little of the experience of Europe in furnishing our

armies with the quickest available aircraft equipment, and

of failing to utilize the aircraft industry to any but an

incidental extent.

The causes of aircraft failure may be classified as fun-

damental and administrative. Among the first, one thing

stands out in clear relief at the very start. And that is almost

inextricably linked up with another equally basic in its effect

on contract efficiency in getting results. If the judgment of

the aircraft industry and its authorized exponents stands for

anything it is that our war program came to grief primarily

because it was in conception, design and theory, as well as in

execution, based on false and often obsolete lines of devel-

opment. That fact assumed, its practical outworkings must

end in breakdown of its own weight, as it actually did.

Parallel with this unscientific and extra-hazardous policy ran

the other fundamental cause of failure—the official impotence

to adhere to common sense principles in selecting specialists,

executives and advisers in the planning and performance for

this most highly technical and exceedingly intricate program.

' Comparatively speaking our troops were almost unprotected, so far as our

airplane relief went, until the last nmety days of the war. The Chief of Air

Service in France. Maj. Mason M. Patrick, states: "On August 2d was the first

time that any -American-built plane crossed the front line," when 18 DH4's went

over. Of the 667 American planes sent to the front up to Noveinber 11, all

DH4's, only 213 were in operation then. Only in ballcon service, which the Air-

craft Board did not control were we in any sense protecting our iBnks by adequate

observation. War {Expenditures Hearings, Ser. 11, part 4, pp. 170-171.
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CHAPTER XXVI

EiaentUl Aspects of Airplane Spruce Contracts

Contracting opurations in supplying the airplane spruce
lumber, which enters so largely into the construction of pro-
peller blades, extended into two or three main areas. The
navy found its chief source in New EnRland and northern
New York.' But by far the major portion came from the
principal habitat of this species in the nvo States of Wasliing-
ton and Oregon. That area supplied the army proRrani.
which comprised the major feature of our aircraft production.
Our Southern lumber districts furnishetl some spruce at a
time when a failure of the Northwestern supplies seemed inevi-

table for various reasons. Jf that the chief destination was
the British requirement, for which its buyers aloni; with other
foreign purchasers were active m .American areas loap before
we entered the war. The main source, for Allietl as well as
for domestic airplane consumption, was our own Northwest
and British Columbia. Besides spruce, fir, though heavier,
pro\ed to be an available substitute from the same general
region of supply.

Conditions Surrounding Northwestkrn Spruck-Fir
Contracts

A determining feature in the contracting situation was the
fact that spruce especially grows not in a continuous stand
but in scattered clumps or patches among the prevailing
timbers of other species. Until the airplane industry created
a demand for this kind of timber, it was relatively more or less

neglected. It was at best a by-product in the larger lumtier-

ing and logging operations of that grandly fore.sted region of
other varieties. As soon, however, as the aircraft program of
the Allied Powers and that of the United States combined

'Annual Rtport, Chief of the Bureau of Construction and Repairs, .Vavy De-
partment, 1918, p. 15.
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duction consisted of hundreds of local small scale concerns,

employing from twenty to fifty men each, owning their own

equipment and carrying on their own operations in getting; out

logs. The two divisions of labor are as distinct as the two

sides of a shield and jimt as essential for each other. They are

ahnost as complementil in their respective functions as the

two blades of a pair of srissor- lietwccn them and the colos-

sal timlier owning inlcrevts of the Northwest there are numer-

ous contracting organizations, including those operating mills

on a more or less extensive scale, witli which the logging .igen-

cies are a fundamental factor in handling lumljer cf^tracts of

any consick-raine proportions. The cuwt'/mar> contract for

getting out limlier 1,- for deli\'er>' at railway si*lS.n^' or water-

side at detinite lerms for compensation by lixerf j»rice rates

and advances of Lunds: this work - done durinif <Aicr than

the winter month- m the lowland.- especially, adniTttjug ol

logging (or afioiit eight months

As soon as the Coffin-Deeds airplane pf<gram liafi <Jf>R-

mitted the countr\- to the much exploited scheme of crea*i««r

on our own hook a 25.000-airplane lleet, there began to I*

aresiet}- about lumber lor propellers. .Appeal was made to

the xarious lumbermen organizatums of the Xorl'iiwcs! and

a practically universal commitment ootainert I'tr wholehearted

support of th»- gm'ernment in ii- airpiani- stuff requirements.

When it came to the actual work of getting out from

6,000,000' to 3ti).ooo,uxi= feet of spruce and lir per month, the

cru.x of the sitiati n lecaroe apparent The timber owning

interests, recogmiaog that in 100 per cent of standing timber

in a spruce tract. onl\- 15 per cent was spruce, but that the

other 85 per cent might as well U- cut to avoid damaging the

rest of the stand, saw in the demand for spruce < ' so large a

scale a serious cause for the depression of lumber prices of

other varieties. To get out the spruce with the tir would

throw on the market a great many times more lumber of other

kinds. Douglas (ir was at or about this time selling to ship-

' Estimate of Col. Chas. H. SHgh, Heariup on War Expenditures (.Avialion).

Set. II, Vol. I, pp. 580-581.
, ,. ,^ .

• T«timony of Howard H. HolUnd, Mi., Ser. !I, VoL II. pp. I9»-1969.
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me to say that the people here don't know anything about the

situation out there on the coast, and thus the trouble. They
are trying to carry on lumbering operations from Washing-
ton."' The agents sent out had not that adequate measure
of authority that made them free to plan out a policy and put

a program through to get results. Consequently, Major
Sligh's work of somewhat more than four months of organiz-

ing contracts did little more than develop the problem and
indicate its difiiculties. In summing up the cause of this

delay in the spruce and tlr lumber supply for the factories,

Major Sligh concludes thus in his testimony on the subject:

The procrastination and the indecision and the vacillation of the Airrraft

Board th«K ha« tieen indicated in ignoring the rvcommendationi that I made,
and which policy has been largely carried out in other works, is responsible to a
very large degree for the condition in which they find themselves today. If

I had been authoriced to have this stock cut to dimension in June, if I had been
authorized to buy the 6,000,000 feet I asked for in June, instead of having to wait

umil August; if we had been authorized to give protection to the 80 per cent of

men that wanted to work, you would not be wondering today where you were
going to get your spnice.'

Second St.^ge—Big Firms Get Cost-Plus Contracts

Such is the testmiony of the conditions that surrounded the

attempt to deliver the monthly quotas of spruce and fir for

airplane needs out of the Northwestern wchxIs The lumber
committee of the Council of National Defense had failed to

organize the contracting plans, after some months of swivel-

chair activities at Washington, in which the big lumbering
interests and their secretaries floundered about. The efforts

of the Aircraft Board to install an organizing head on the

spot were wrecked by withholding authority in critical junc-

tures, owing probably as much to conflicting councils as to

ignorance and lack of confidence in their own agencies on tie

coast. Under Major Sligh, sis well as under his successra-.

Major Leadbetter, the compensation in contracts was that of

a fixed price. The spruce lumber was paid for at $105 per M.
and the fir xr $55. This plan of payment continued until

» Hearings on War Expenditures Ser. II, Vol. II, p. 1791.
• Investigation of the War Department, Part 7, pp. 3315-3316.
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winning of the war and in the filling of iti requirements on iumlier, and more
particutarty in its plans to increi^K the production of spruce and other airplane
tnaterial.

» We, the Loggers' Information Association of Puget Sound, having a joint input
;of 1,000,000,000 feet per year, in meeting assembled, again lender to the United
Sutes Government direct our services, organimtions and equipment, without
profit, in the logging and opening up of the spruce tract of Clallam County on the
Olympic Peninsula.

We consider as unnecessary and detrimental to a large and important industry,
the continuation of the operation of the so-called Siems-Carey Company, and ask
that it, in the public interest, be canceled.'

The newer prograin, without really intending to disrupt
the small scale operations in logging, centered in the awarding
of contracts with a small number of large logging outfits.

These were of such size as to cover a given district of the sev-
eral into which the spruce territory was apportioned, so that
there w. Ltid be no overlapping. One of these, easily the most
criticized in the discussion of the government's contracting
policy for spruce lumber, was the agreement dated as late as
May 12, 1918, between the Siems-Carey-H. S. Kerbaugh Cor-
poration of Maine and the director of the Aircraft Production,
througu the Signal Corps as contracting officer for the army.

Features of the Siems-Carey-Kerbaugh Contract
Among the most notable spruce contracts the so-called

Foster agreement, the Warren contract and the Porter
Brothers contract were well known arrangements for spruce
production with the Production Division. But none of these
reached the level of importance of the Siems-Carey contract.
This latter included not only the production of not • ss than
250,000,000 feet board measure, but also the construction of
a railroad of some fifty-two miles in length into the Pleasant
Lake district of Washington. These two projects were tied
together as mutually dependent, so that without the one the
other could not become effective. It was the expediency of
the railroad project that aroused misgiving. Yet it was
deemed basic to the possibility of the need of getting from this
particular territorj' a maximum of 500,000,000 feet of spruce

' Testimony of William C. Butler, before Subcommittee No. I (Aviation) War
Expenditures Hearings, Ser. II, Vol. II, pp. 1028-1030.

1*
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be able to deliver per month? ThrZL ^mpany

Vet the agreement ca ed for lo ooo ooo f«.f iA^ T,
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after the presentation of the contractor's invoices with piKetany manifests, showing delivery free on board cars a mof^fproduction and certificates of inspection by authorized g™",nment inspectors certifying to measurements and compZncewith specifications. Under Colonel Sligh, who had c^Ce ofthe Spruce Production Division for the first se^•eral mrth!ci Its activity in 1917, the initial price was $.05 Th"t wLcnticized as unduly low. But it held, and brought out mu^spruce under adve,^ conditions, when cantonmentsSbuilding and other demands made spruce lumbering a side

« ?ot ^*T
''°'°"'' ^'"'"'= "'-'' '"<= price tiMgh as"$140 to S.60 presumably for special grades. This contrac

cTarrTnth'''"^^"'"'*'^
""'»' *'''-™"'l<'-f™htv^^^clearly. In this case the percentage profit was to be a mini-
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mum of 7 per cent, but might go as high js t j per cent. The
profits beyond the maximum of ij per cent were to be re-

turned, and the adjustment was to be part of the plan of

liquidation and settlement at the . nmpletion of the contract.

(Article XVII.) At the minimum rate of 7 per cent, if the
value or cost of production was as estimated, S23,ooo,ooo, the
sum of the contractor's profits would have been on comple-
tion, $1,610,000. At the maximum percentage allowed in

the agreement it would have been $3,450,000, making it, next
to the Hog Island contract of the American International

Corporation, one of the largest and no doubt most lucrative

among governmental war awards, excepting only the Liberty
Motor Engine contracts.

This contract was peculiar in another respect ; it had not the
usual section or paragraph or reference to standard definition

of what should be included in costs. On the contrary, a
special memorandum on definition of net cost of production
(Schedule A) was appended so as t clarify the terms in this

peculiar field of enterprise. Althoujjh the provisions of this

cost memorandum follow in general the lines of definition in

use in other typc-i of contracts, they were far more specific,

owing to the different nature of the industry. A comparison
of the Ordnance Office's schedule of this kind would show how
widely the details must vary, in the case of a spruce lumber
contract.

The Lake Pleasant Railroad Contract

This railroad of fifty-two miles, into virgin spruce and other
timber territory, hii ame the source of volumes of criticism,

recrimination and some serious aspersion of corporate and
individual integrity. Many who knew the situation accused,

not without some show of reason, the contracting interests

and the Milwaukee Railway representatives of collusive

influence in causing the government to build a line of unnec-
essary length for its spnue producing purposes. It was to

cost $2,5(0,000. withoiii rolling stock, the War Credits
Board was to advance $50,000 on account, the government
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was "to pay all sums which the contractor shall expend," in-

cluding all interest on funds borrowed, all costs of subcon-

tracting, labor, materials, equipment, er^ineering and every-

thing else except "overhead chargeable to the contractor's

New York office." The government shall have an engineer

and an accounting officer on hand to facilitate payments and

expedite decisions. The contract might be canceled at the

government's will and an adjusted settlemer>t effected. On

all of the costs of construction and so forth the government

was to pay the Siems-Carey-H. S. Kerbaugh Corporation 7

per cent profit as a minimum and not over 15 per cent as a

maximum.
The employment of soldiers to the extent of nearly 18,000

in June, 1918,' for emergency work on this road and in the

camps brought up the question of wages. The contracting

lumbermen for logging, as well as for camp construction and

road building, were supposed to have paid the soldiers the

regular scale of civilian employes, less the usual rate of army

pay. Although the arrangement was not without some fric-

tion and proved in practice to be far from ideal from the

soldier's point of view, working under contractors' civilian

bosses, the situation seemed to have gotten to that critical

stage at which anything practicable was the best way out.=

Nevertheless, under the cost-plus contracting system there

was ground for the complaint that some of the contractors

exploited the soldiery in the most outrageous manner. Their

junior officers were, as a rule, afraid to make and press com-

plaints; their senior officers were rarely heard from, if com-

plaints ever crossed their desks. The American soldier toiled

at his post in the spruce regions of the Northwest to win the

war, as truly as the men on the firing line. There was no

doubt that in some cases his services were taken advantage of

for cost-plus profiteering, on the part of contractors and sub-

contractors, in airplane spruce production.

' Report of the Bureau of Aircraft Production, June 30, 1918, p. 7.

' Testimony of Jolin D. Ryan, Director, Bureau of Aircraft Production, before

Senate Subcommittee, Committee on Military Affair., 65th Cong., 2d Se»., Vol.

II,p. 1174.



CHAPTER XJT/n

GoTemment Contracts for Housing War Workers

Owing to the rapid concentration of workers in tlie centers

of administration and industry the housing problem was not

long in becoming acute in its demands on governmental at-

tention. At Washington the influx of officials, war workers

and clerical forces for all the civil, military and naval agencies

focusing there, produced a result that obliged Congress to

act for relief.' Even more urgent was the call for relief at

the navy yards, arsenals, shipbuilding districts and localities

where munitions were making or materials being extracted

under emergency conditions. In fact, so critical had the

conditions become that it was no longer a question of how

workers should be housed, but whether or not the industries

producing war supplies could continue to command workers

at any price under the conditions productive of an inordi-

nately high labor turnover.

Origin and Development of the Housing Program

Governmental methods of meeting a situation and solving

an urgent problem are well illustrated in the steps by which

the housing plan took shape. As early as October, 1917, the

Council of National Defense foresaw the need of anticipating

action. It showed its clear grasp of the task by calling Otto

M. Eidlitz, a New York builder of remarkable executive

ability and business balance, "to investigate the question

whether there was a lack of industrial housing in the coun-

try." A committee of five of excellent selection was ap-

pointed to make a report to the Secretary of War. That was

submitted on October 31, Mr. Eidlitz, chairman. Acting

solely in an advisory capacity, under the same authority, a

I Act to authorize the President to provide housing for war needs, May 16, 1918

(Public. No. 149, 65th Cong.).
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second inquiry was begun November 12, by Mr. Eidlitz, "to
see whether, under existing appropriations or existing laws,
funds could be found to talce care of industrial housing for
workers where it was needed." Congress was beginning to
be critical ot the use of war appropriations and legal limits
were being respected with more than ordinary caution. Of
this inquiry by Mr. Eidlitz, he testified before the House
Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds:

I went through the throes of that investigation, and got the Emergency Fleet
Corporation started on their housing, and unearthed the navy situation as to the
opportunities which they had, where torpedo boats and torpedo boat destroyers
were being fabricated, that they could provide those faculties. In February then
of 1918, a bill was introduced and eventually in May that crystallized into the
present bill. . . .

I saw the Emergency Fleet Corporation—their legal department. The ques-
tion was taken up whether they had funds that could be used for doing this work
and council determined after a time that they could, and subsequently to be sure
that there should be no misunderstanding of it, they had a special bill passed by
the Legislature authorizing them to do it.^

The navy found authorization in the Emergency Defi-
ciency Act of October 6, 1917, for the outlay of $50,000.
But there were a dozen or more localities where work on navy
contracts was retarded badly for the lack of housing near to
the works. Take the case of the Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Corporation at Sparrows Point, Maryland

:

They had a contract with the government to produce a certain number of
vessels in a certain time. They were perfectly able to do that, because they took
no more contracts than they had the capacity to neliver. The situation we found
was simply that one-half of an ab«)lutely equipped shipbuUding plant was not
operated because they could not keep the labor in vhat vicinity; they had housing
in Baltimore, which meant a run of an hour and a half or more each day each way,
with the result that, even though a man might Uke the wages and might Uke the
work and all that, they could not hold the men. The>- had 1 1,000 men employed
to get 400.*

At Wilmington, at Camden, at Chester and almost every
other locality along the Delaware shipbuilding shore, the same
deterrent condition prevailed—the labor locally available
had been absorbed, the increase in workers had to be drawn

' Hearings on Operations of the U. S. Housing Corporation, 65th Cong., 2d Sess.,
part I, p. 15.

' Hearings on Senate Resolution 170. Vol. I, pp. 810-81 1 ; also Vol. II, p. 1391
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from more distant places, places too distant to go to and
come from as a daily matter. Hence men came, tried out the

work and found it impossible to stick. Navy work at New-
port News was similarly handicapped, and much compiaint
arose, because the destroyers were likely to be finished behind
schedule. Their urgent need for convoying the fleets taking

troops and munitions to France was constantly in mind. In

the city of Bridgeport, where ammunition contracts shared
with torpedo-boat construction in producing the crowding,

the situation was possibly at its worst when Congress was
asked to pass the measure which became the act of May i6,

1 91 8, for full authority enabling the President to provide

housing for war needs.' By executive order of June i8, the

Secretary of Labor was authorized to give effect to the housing
provisions in this and in several other acts.' The several

stages in legislative procedure were not, however, completed

;

and not until the act of June 4, 1918, was passed did the

United States Housing Corporation come into legal being.

It was not organized until July. On July 8 Congress raised

the housing appropriation to $100,000,000.

It thus required from October to July to develop the

machinery and delimit the scope of the emergency housing
problem. By the first step the Fleet Corporation took up
its own task and kept it separate

Extent and Results of Shipyard Housing'

Housing for shipbuilding labor was largely under the
Emergency Fleet Corporation. By the beginning of 1918, or

nine months after war began, the number of workers in the
shipbuilding industry had increased from less than 45,000 to
more than 300,000 skilled workers. This entire body was
practically under the government's control and in its employ.

* Hearings on Senate Resolution 170, Vol. I, pp. 820-^31.
* Hearings on Senate Resolution 371, Part I, pp. 17-19.
'For extended discussions and testimony see title of "Housing Problem" in

Index to "Hearings before the Senate Committee on Commerce," U. S. Shipping
Board Emergency Fleet Corporation, Vol. II, pp. 3490-3491, referring to the ship-
yards.
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It had the obhgation of providing suitable living conditions
to get Its work done. Besides the 300.000 in shipyards
another 250.000 men were manu.acturing equipment and
shipfittmg machmery in various parts of the country. Hous-
ing projects were located at twenty-four different shipbuilding
centers, at which 9,286 individual houses were built, accom-
modatmg 20,362 men; 1,108 apartments accommodating
3.355 men; twenty-four dormitories for 1,900 men and two
hotels with 2,681 men. Total accommodations for 28 358men in this mdustry were thus provided, making approxi-
mate y 10 per cent of the total shipyard work noused by
governmental outlay. In this body of contractuig the Fleet
Corporation made commitments to the amount of $58,635 300
to twenty-four different yards, on thirty-two different proj-
ects up to November 14, I9i8.' In connection with these
operations fifteen different municipalities furnished school
facilities and other advantages and eleven utility companies
received loans for making connections for gas and electric
current to the houses provided. On passenger transportation
commitments a net outlay of $1 1,109,380 was made for carry-
ing workers to and fro at various places.

In the contracts between the Fleet Corporation and the
companies for housing projects for shipyard workers certain
legal arrangements were standardized. There were three
parties involved, including the Fleet Corporation, the ship-
bui.der and the realty company which acted as the subsidiary
for the shipbuilder to hold the realty, to advance costs of
development, to execute bond for all advances loaned at 5per cent for ten years and covered by mortgage, and to
operate the housing facilities according to the tripartite agree-
ment between the shipbuilder, the realty company and the
Emergency Fleet Corporation. In this agreement the Fleet
Corporation controls the selection of architects, engineers
and contractors; sales, renting and restrictions for six months
after the end of the war, and limits the rates of dividends.

188^1"' ^°"""' ''""" ^- *• S'''PP'»8 Board, Appendix, Table XII (B), pp.
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The shipbuilder guarantees the realty company's obligations,
and the winding up of the project is provided for, including a
maximum write-off of 30 per cent in recognition of the high
construction costs; and to encourage individual purchasers
this same write-off is allowed to remain in the release \alue
of the lots on bond and mortgage.

Here, as elsewhere, the policy of not putting the govern-
ment into actual competition with private business was fol-
lowed. In order that the Fleet Corporation might not be
put to the necessity of becoming landlord, it provided the
unique plan of lending to the shipbuilder who in turn becomes
sponsor and guarantees the acts of the realty company. In
this way the land was secured without cost to the govern-
ment, either by purchase for the account of the shipbuilder,
or by a fund subscribed by the citizens of the locality in need
of housing. Advances made by the government to either or
both, as well as to local utility companies, were well protected
as a rule. How large these commitments were is evident
still further by the fact that under the authorizing act of May
16, 1918, the Fleet Corporation's appropriation was for this
purpose raised to $75,000,000. By October, 1918, it had
obligated itself for $64,802,845 at twenty-five shipyards,
housing nearly 30,000 shipyard workers and their families.'
One of the most pressing of these projects was at Hog

Island, where about 20 per cent of the total employes had to
be housed by special projects. Of these there were four
undertaken, at an outlay of $10,031,000. More than half of
the $57,000,000 of commitments was for housing contracts at
or near the Delaware River shipbuilding localities. For the
Hog Island needs, which exceeded in importance, 953 houses
were erected in one locality. Begun in May, they had 75
per cent completed by December i, and practically all occu-
pied. Another locality for 600 houses more was to have been
done by February, 1919. The combined cost of abcut 2,000
houses averaged $3,407 per house.' In addition, the corpora-

•nS"'^
Annual Report, U. S. Shipping Board, 1918, pp. 143-146.
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tion bought 436 houses in process of construction in Phila-
delphia at a cost of $855,405, averaging less than $2,000 a
house. These 436 houses were requisitioned, to which the
corporation took title, excepting 260 of them which by Febru-
ary 14, 1919, it had sold for cash, at a very slight loss. Others
were solfl shortly thereafter. On the operation of renting the
net of 6 per cent was obtained, the selling prices fell 8 per cent
under cost for houses sold, and on the entire Hog Island hous-
ing projects costing $6,800,000 an estimated loss of 10 per
cent was allowed on the 1,990 workmen's houses.

Contractors' Fees in Housing Corporation Projects

Public criticism of cost-plus percentage contracts had been
to a great extent spent when the Housing Corporation came
to take up its work. The method of paying a percentage on
cost was forbidden by the Urgency Deficiency Act of June 4,
1918.' Its legal authorities, in drafting the form of contract,
had the advantage of past mistakes. They therefore planned
much more deliberately and intelligently for the protection
of the government. Not only in heir formal draft of the
terms, but also in figuring out the estimated or bogey cost,
was there a keener insight into the problems of fair ba.gaining.
This was primarily due to the fact that one of the most capable
and yet public spirited contractors in the building industry
was placed at the head of the Housing Corporation. His
organization and prosecution of the work showed in nothing
to more advantage than in the type and forms of contract
utilized in this particular division of war time service.

A single quotation from the Senate Investigation into the
Operations of the United States Housing Corporation will

suffice to indicate this feature. That inquiry began shortly
after the armistice, on the question of what the policy of this
corporation was as to the completion, cancelation or abandon-
ment of contracts pending. Many of those in process ol con-
struction were for emergency purposes strictly and had no
permanent purpose. Some at Washington, in semi-comple-

' Public, No. 164, 6sth Cong., "Housing for War Needs. " Sec. 7 as amended.
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tion or more, for dormitory purposes for war workerts were
regarded by the corporation as too far along to be abandoned,
especially in the congested and profiteering conditions of

tenancy in the Capital. The estimated cost was $1,834,^00
in the award to the G. A. Fuller Company.

In answer to the inquiry as to the character of this eon-

tract, the president of the Housing Corporation explained the
method of the sliding scale fixed fee contract:'

The character of their contract a this: They state what in their opinion is the
value of the work. Our own estimating department has made the estimate on
that job. I fix the fee, the maximum fee that that job carries; and if there is any
addition in connection with that proposition without there being a definite change,
•imply an overrun through excessive labor coats or material cost, or what not, the

fee does not vary.

Senator Harowick; What do you mean by the fee?—the profit that they
got out of it?

Mr. Eiolitz: The profit that they get; their fixed fee. Their fee is fixed.

Senator Hardwick: How did you fix that profit? What systtm, I mean,
did you adopt?

Mr. Eidlitz: We have a sliding scale. It might be interesting for you to

know this: On all of these jobs that we have placed, the fee for jobs over one
million dollars is 3) per cent. The fee for all the jobs less than $t,ooo,ooo averages

3 J per cent.

Senator Hardwick; fhat is on the gross amount spent—the gross cost?

Mr. Eidlitz: On the gross cost; yes.

Simator Hardwick: Does not that have a tendency, though, to make your
contractor swell the cost of the construction considerable?

Mr. Eidlitz: No; because wc fix the fee.

Senator I'ardwick: I know, but you fix it at a certain percentage.

Mr. Eil .i.-z: We fix the fee on what we estimate the job is worth. I will

give you a ;'triking example in connection with that. We estimated the cost of

those dormitories down in the navy yard at $244,000. The contractor estimated

it at $310,000 or $200,000. We put it in at that price. We had fixed the fee.

The fee remained the same—based on what we thought the job would cost. Now
the job actually will cost about $250,000. His fee does not change.

One of the pitfalls of cont-acting experience in government
jobs w«s found in the charges for plant rental." Unless this

feature of expense were guarded the contractor might swell

rental charges for his facilities to an extent which would
materially raise his profits. In order to head off this practice

* Hearings on Senate Resolution 371, Part i, p. 35.
' Ibid., Part i, pp. 82-83.
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th,.„„i, " '"\™ '^<^"™- 'ht "intrartors statement wns

It vva. also arranged that if the cost ran up in excess of the

t:frj:::z:x:' '- - - -» -^ ^ pena-t.,re:i'::

Method of Selecting Contracto. s

Although the Housing Corporation was operating in itscontract work, under emergency conditions, admitting of tsawardrng contracts without competitive bidding, i" n'ne theless did mat" ,t a matter of established policy to maintlincompet,t.ve conditions in the selection of c'ontrLtorsT
'

t.t on beca 3e the actual nvalry was limited to a winnowedhst of b>doers The procedure is well worth describrngbecause of .ts substantial soundness under the condition ft

^
true that th.s method exposed it to the charge o 7a oring»me at the expense of other bid.lers, or of wouW-be bidder"ye .t was on the whole one of the best planned and most sens.bly executed of the war time contracting. As sTn as ;became known that the corporation or its predecX theBureau of Industrial Housing and Transportation of theDepartment of Labor, was in the field for conVract work, a genumbers of contracting firms applied and were listed; a ques!tmnna.re was filled out by each applicant; in many ^ases h srecord was looked into by an investigator as to his effidency!

'um'TJ",^"'" R^"!"""" 37'. Part i.pp. ,6, 82-8.
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his cqui|)mfnt, his capability for cxccutinK a job of the kind,
the location of ciiuipmcnt and his organization 'vith special
regard to the location of the job. It was the practice in these
awards to select bidders so that those of a <iven localit\ in
which the work was located min: i h.ive a'nple opijortiiiiity
to compete for tl.o contract, pro\idr(l they measured up to
the standard of ability and of competency. In spite of this
much complaint came to the members of Congre.i, allcKini;
that some of the stronger and more capable companies were
getting an "undue share of the work." Owing to this the
Housing Corporation followed the practice of sprca<linK ihc
contracts generally throughout the country.

After having selected a group of half a dozen or more of the
applicants for opportimity to bid on a given project, in\ ita-
tions were sent to each one, describing the project, as based on
specific.ntions and drawings expressly designated by pages,
numbers and other forms of reference. In this same in\ ita-
tioit the essential requirements of the work were described,
indicating what the contractor wis expected to do to meet
the government's conditions. On the Plaza housing project
only four of the eight invited to bid actually replied with
bids. The others fell out for various reasons, such as the
job being too big for their organization, because the time
limit did not synch, ^nize with other prvijects still uncompleted
or other reasons. Out of the four competitors the successful
one wfas selected on the basis of his answers to the following
questions in th? invitation

:

I. Your estimate of the total cost of the work, including your fee. overhead
and ai: operating expenset, including I500 for office furniture and equipment for
corporation's staff, electrical work and cost of preparing required estimates of cost
to be SLbmitted before award is made.

J. Deiail-d list of plant equipment requited for proper handling of this work,
to be furnished by contractor.

}. State the lump sura price you will ask as rental for said plant equipment for
the duration of the work.

4. State the maximum rentil price per diem, for teamj of horses and wagons,
for motor trucks, not including drivers or chauffeurs, speciiying size, capacity, how '

equipped anc^ lumber proposed to be used.

5. What !^ p will you, as contractor, render which you consider to be ade-
quate for the proper, efficient and speedy execution of the work?
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lest by selection of untrustworthy, incompetent or fictitious
subcontractors the job might get into allTinds of entangle-
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Materials, Prices and ''-'ages in Holding CoNTRAirrs'

The contractor in the housing contracts was thus invited
to bring his organization, if he got the award, an^ install his
resident manager at his own expense, while all othti- expenses
of the project would be paid for by the government. He paid
the bills and was reimbursed. But what kind of check was
imposed on his purchase of materials, lali' and equipment,
including salaries of others than the general manager?
The Housing authorities were well fortified against abuses

in the purchase of materials. They utilized the Construction
Division of the army, which ir 'ue time became one of th(^

most extensive and the most capable of agencies in the vast
operations of governmental building. It was this branch of
service that orgrnized the construction of the camps am'
cantonments, by the cooperation of the Committee on Emer-
gency Construction and Contracts. It was o- iginally a sub-
committee of the Munitions Board, which 1 -r Iwcame the
Wnr Industries Board. This Construction I . ision took the
Housing Bureau's lists of materials needed, conferred with the
War Industries Board as to the allocation of the contracts for
tnese materials so as not to interfere with existing cmergenc-
commitments, and on that basis of allocation proceeded c

purchase the materials for the construction projects of tht
Housing Bureau. By this method of control both prices and
quantities were kept in hand, because the Construction Divi-
sion and the War Industries Board were by this time fairly

if not exceptionally well equipped to protect the govern-
ment against anything like rampant profiteering. For, next
to the navy, the War Industries Board had become the most
highly specialized price determining agency at the govern-
ment's command in war contracting. In a much narrower,
yet equally important field, the Federal Trade Commission
ser\'ed in ascertaining certain basic material prices.

In the matter of wages, the Housing Bureau (later, the
Housing Corporation) was governed more largely by local

Hearings on Senate Resolution 371, Part i, pp. 74-77.
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scheliul?';
'^^ "'^'^ ^^""^ '"°''"^' '* '""""^ ^ predetermined

schedule of wages in vogue, and that had much to do with the

r.Trf' !!!f 7?vf
''''•'' '" *''" '"'^^'"y- The contractor was

restricted to the going rates of wages, unless authorized bythe bureau to depart from that basis. These varied withchanges in the conditions affecting employment. But it mustnot be thought that the contractor was at all free to go outand bring ,n workers at any rate of wages that he might elect
to pay, just to get them. That was not the case, because
there was an Industrial Relations Committee that watched
he wage question very carefully. Besides this supervision of
the general wage level, so as to protect the rovemment against
fictitiously high wage costs, thus inflating the cost of the
project, the Housing Bureau's own auditor, timekeepers and
checkers were on the premises for the express purpose of seeing
that the government was not overcharged. And beyond that
the actual payroll of every project was forwarded to the bu-
reau s head office for visaing every week. As an instance of
the wages paid.the following schedule of rates on the Wash-
ington Plaza project may ser\e, overtime being at double or
time and a half rate:'

Occupations „egut
Bricklayers Jo 87
Briclclayere' helpers. .,...','""*" --

Common labor
Common labor, December 2. '.

.

Carpenters
Plumbers .'!!.""

Plumbers' helpers. . . . !

Painters '.'....

Plasterers .'!!!.*,"

Sheet metal !!!!!!!!
Steam fitters "!."."!!.'

Steam fitters' helpers

Time
Regular Over

11-75
•75
.60

50
.40

45
• 75
•75
•35

•75

• 75
•75

•75
•40

Nov. 6

t9 62

191S

I 12
I 50

• 70
I 50
'•50
I 50
I 50

Dec. 4
$7^<io

4.00
3 20
3^6o
6.00
6,00
2.80
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
3^20

This work was done on the eight-hour basic day, with the
customary additional rate. The fall in wages between Novem-
ber 6 and December 4 shows the extent of reaction resulting
after the armistice when housing policy radically changed.
'Hearings on Senate Resolution 371, Part I, p. 140.



CHAPTER XXVin

Cost Keeping Methods on Housing Projects

There were nearly a hundred different projects in the build-
ing program of the United States Housing Corporation when
the armistice forced upon the management the change of
policy. Between sixty and seventy of these had been awarded
.o contractors and were in varied stages of completion.
hese were located in the eastern States mainly, although not
few were at localities all the way across the continent with

several on the Pacific coast. They included not only housing
facilities for the war workers at munition making centers, but
also transportation facilities and other public utilities, such
as sewer connections, water supplies and similar utilities.
The capitalization of the corporation at $100,000,000 with an
available cash fund of $60,000,000 is further indication of the
range of accounting operations required to keep in hand the
work of such wide geographical scope and of such a complex
and varied character.'

Control of Relations Between Corporation and
Contractor

To understand the methods by which track of costs was
kept in the course of these projects, one must keep in mind the
organization under which the work was conducted. Around
the central authority in control were gathered responsible
contracting firms selected on a restricted competitive plan
These brought with them to their respective jobs their own
individual methods and organization. One of the first prob-
lems was, therefore, to standardize these methods and adjust
these organizations so as to get the most economical and yet
expeditious and satisfactory teamwork out of the whole cor-
poration program. On the side of economical execution

.ion"""! '^TpI ^6.""'""' °"° *•• ^''"'"- """"«• "" S«ate Resolu-

»75
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within reasonable cost limits the method of keeping track of

the expenses was most vital to the success of the undertakings.

The policy followed was one in which, while it left the con-
tractor free in a real sense to handle his project in his own way
so far as control of men and handling materials were con-
cerned, it none the less recognized the necessity of exercising

an absolute supervision of the progress of the work and the
costs of the contract at every stage of advance from beginning
to end.

This policy resulted in the installation of a system of prog-

ress and cost reports on the part of the employer of the con-
tracting firm. These were due every two weeks. More fre-

quent returns might have interfered with the operations, and
less frequent ones admitted of unfavorable developments
getting too much of a start before checks could be applied for

correction. By this plan, the Housing Corporation, with its

headquarters at Washington, not only kept in contact with
the manifold elements of expense in each project; it also put
into the program a group of specialists fully equipped to

cooperate with the contractor in the solution of his problems,

while representing the government in the progress of work and
in cost control. The type of men thus called to the joint

service of contractor and government alike at headquarters

included a works superintendent, inspectors, engineers, an
auditor and a cost engineer. "While acting with the con-

tractor, these men remained definitely a part of the govern-
ment organization, assigned not only to assist the contractor

but also to see that he performed his contract." These con-

tracts were of the cost plus a fixed fee type.

The form of contract itself—cost plus a fixed fee graduated

by the amount of outlay—made necessary that some stand-

ardized method of protecting the government be introduced.

In these cases this was accomplished in part by the selection

of contracting companies with reference to their trustworthi-

ness or dependability. It was, furthermore, in part secured

by the government insuring the operating contractor against

losses which ordinarily went with a fixed price contract. On
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his part the contractor agreed to put at the service of the
government his organiiiation, his plant, his equipment, his
personal responsibility, his business connections and his com-
mand over the supply of labor and materials for the construc-
tion in the shortest possible time of the buildings contemplated
in the contract. This method of selecting the contractor
on the professional basis consists in picking out some for
special consideration from a large list of contracting firms
whose records have been compiled as to the ability, size and
standing generally. From these records a tentative list of a
half a dozen of the most desirable ones was selected, and these
were invited each to submit a concrete proposal as to (a)
estimated cost of the project, (b) fee desired for the service of
management, (c) time required to complete the work, (d) the
proposed organization to be placed at the work, and (e) the
machinery to be supplied and its value. It has been well
said that

—

From the viewpoint of tlie contractor nothing is now left which he may sell
except his engineering; skill and the use of his equipment. The government fact
the prices of material and labor, controls how much of each he may obtain and
where he may obtain it. The government controls transportation, fixes rates
and allots cats for the movement of materials. The government controls the
money market and indirectly determines who may borrow money and at what
rates. Therefore the contractor is not much attracted by advertisements for
lump sum bids. . . .

That the government has not been blind to the conditions ib indicated by the
fact that most of its work during the past year has been let on the fee or per-
centage basis.'

This practice of awarding contracts on a fee basis, in such a
way that the fee which is predetermined is increased if the
total cost of the work is reduced below the estimated or official

cost, establishes an inducement to economize in expenses. It
puts a premium on the exercise of skill in management which
is what in short the contractor has sold to the government.
On the four large construction efforts of the government, the

Construction Division of the War Department allowed a
percentage of profit on costs ranging from 2 to 7 per cent of

rlJ''",'!!^'r^'^;^^''^?r^i?^°\^'"^ '3. 1918, pp. S54 ff-: "Uncle Sam-
General Contractor," by C. S. Rmdsfoos.
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total cost. The Shipping Board's Housing Committee
allowed the contractor 4 per cent, while the Housing Corpora-
tion of the Labor Department paid him from 2 to 4 per cent,
according to the size of the project. Of course, the larger the
outlay the lower the rate of percentage of profit on costs, but
the higher the sum total of the fee earned. Yet this applied
only up to a maximum limit, beyond which no contractor
could earn a larger fee, no matter how large the gross cost.
This limit acted as a fixed price feature. The plea that
economic conditions made some more elastic form of contract-
ing necessary, under the circumstances, might have much
more weight, had not the Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy
Department, constructed under much the same conditions

735 public works projects at an outlay of $84,700,000 during
the fiscal year of 1918 (to June 30), all of which contracts
were based, with few exceptions, on competitive bids after
public advertisement. ' In these cases the government bought
the materials at standard prices and turned them over to
ihe contractors. It was done without lowering standards of
workmanship or inspection.

Work of the Cost Engineering Section

Within the lines of policy just described the actual functions
of control over contractual costs were, of course, exercised by
the cost engineer. As developed by the Housing Corpora-
tion this section had two definite functions. Its duties were
to compile promptly and accurately comparable records of
the progress and cost of the work performed; and, secondly,
to utilize these progress and cost returns for the improvement
of conditions, so that progress may be accelerated and costs
ret, pd wherever possible. This work is quite distinct from
the routine bookkeeping and auditing functions, although as
a matter of course the two divisions of service cooperated
in the distribution of costs to certain accotints, as the cost
engineering section might require.

An excellent analysis of the work of the Housing Corpora-

' Annual Report, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department, 1918, p. 7.
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tion in its cost Iceeping methods is given in the Engineering
News-Record of August 7, 1919, describing the system gener-
ally as follows

:

The ystem a<lopte<< may be divided broadly into field and office methodi.
Because of many coni',derationa, it wa» determined to make the field do all the
work poMible, leaving only the planning, systematizing, directing, coordinating
and gleaning to be done at headquarten. The principal advantage of doing it

this way, rather than by concentrating the work at Washington, was that it made
the system so flexible that it could be applied to one building only or to a thousand
towns with very little difference in the headquartera force. To do this, resident
cost engineers had to be intensively trained in the Washington office, in order
that they might be sent to the field thoroughly conversant with the duties
required.

One of the most notable experiences in the entire range of
war contracting was that of selecting the types of talent for

meeting the emergency requirements in the office or field as
the case might be. In many of these emergency situations

it was not the technical so much as the general training that
gave the would-be incumbent the entrte into the particular

position of urgent usefulness. The grasp of general princi-

ples involved in these projects and the acquaintance with the
general methods by which onstructive results are measured
were the determining factors in selection of men. To con-
tinue the statement of the cost controlling problem:

The men themselves are the most important part of the system. If we could
not have secured good men we could not have worked the system. As the system
had to be flexible though standardized, it was necessary to employ men who were
themselves flexible though standardized. Of all classes of men, those with an
engineering training seemed to possess this quality of adjusting themselves to
conditions as they find them, better than any other class. This is because they
are taught to take what they find and create out of it what they want. Their
training enables them to see broadly the purpose back of their routine work and
thus to grasp the important and to disregard the inelevant.>

The personnel of the central staff as it related to progress of
work and cost control, apart from the few leading corporate
officers, included the following

:

•
!,'^^^ ^i*'* °^ ^^ article from which this and the preceding quotation are taken" " Keepmg^the Cost of Building the Government Houses," by John C. Prior and

respectively chief cost engineer and assistant chief cost engineerHerbert P. Green,
for the U. S, Housing CorpoVation.
McGraw Hill Co., Inc., New York.

. _ . _ engmeer
Engineering News-Record, August 7, 1919,
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h,H ^f'^^"?^ the Construction Division, whose assistanthad as h,s dufes the analysis of reports for information andm ^°"'r*r
""" '^' """^ superintendent to

exp^'t^"'
"""^ •"'* "^^ ^ ^^"^"l ^^ P-K'^

2. Chief cost engineer, who formulated policies, organizeddevelopments and correlated activities, and with ;hom weredirectly associated—
(a) The assistant cost engineer, whose duties were tosystematue and standardize operation and information andto enhance the general efficiency of the organization.
(b) The general field cost engineer, to coordinate fieldactmt.es, obtain official estimates, educate assistants and actas field representative of the chief cost engineer.
These were the essential features of the system as locatedat Washmgton. They had, of course, thJr various Ifeassistants and clerical forces. These together comprised the

office personnel at headquarters.
The other part of this line-and-staff system of control is seenin the organization of the individual project. There the works

superintendent was in direct charge with his field auditors
engineers and inspectors working out the specifications withthe contractor. For purposes of cost keeping, however, thecost engineer on the spot is the most vital official. With his

r.n'i;!^?''
coworkers in the other recording functions hes enabled to prepare cost reports, to record progress of the

project and to cover any special phase of the operations
equired by the central office. It is not easy to overTsrimate
the value of this part of the control service. The projectcost engineer, by the grasp of his functions, by the power ofmassing results and by his clarity of insight into relations per-forms the unique part of making facts inferentially valuaWe
Instead of being a mere collector of facts in the mass, hebecomes the selector of the facts which prove or disprove
hypotheses, onng out into bold relief concurrent relations andshow what measure of cause and effect there may inl rebetween them. Intheshort periodoftheoperationof the Hous-
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ing Corporation these applications of the statistical methods of

measurement of construction and financial results, in the
hands of competent engineering direction, yielded most
valuable checks on costs. In doing that they also made dis-

tinct contributions to the policy of employer and contractor

working on a project on a common scientific basis.

Cost Control as Affecting the Contractor

Without going into the minute details of forms and schedules,

it is sufficient here to point out that the basis of this working
arrangement for both control of cost and for the contractor's

guidance was the estimate of the probable cost of the work^a
statement which comprised an integral part of his bid for the
job. Even though the government paid the bills, it was of

vast importance to know from the several available con-
tractors at what expense they provisionally estimated the
undertaking. The one chosen for the project then reviewed
his estimate of probable cost. This consisted rather in re-

writing the items into forms prepared by the Cost Engineering
Section, in the light of full instructions as to classification and
subdivision of items, than in any considerable change of data
based on reconsideration. This official estimate is the docu-
mentary standard by which the entire project in every state is

to be tested both as to time required and as to outlay thereon.

Although this official estimate is of more or less tentative

character it serves the useful purpose of affording a common
point of departure in the absence of a formal contract" in
urgent emergency work. In such emergency projects where
detailed specifications and final drawings can not be prepared,
some such preliminary estimate is necessary. One of the
seeming disadvantages would of course lie in the temptation
of the contractor to overestimate costs. But against that is

the risk he runs of rival bidders being chosen because of their

bids conforming more exactly to the state of the market costs,

or of costs where the government controls the material prices.

In the absence, however, of a rival, an overestimate would
obviously work to the contractor's gain, especially where a
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bonus say Of 25 per cent is offered lor all the amount by
which he brings the actual below the estimated cost. But the
government's own estimate is some insurance against that.
1 he advantage of a higher estimate is also obvious for him if
the contractor is to be penalized by making him pay 25 per
cent of the excess cost over the preliminary or official estimate.
The better method of safeguarding against these contingencies
lies in the existence of a cost keeping staff whose check on the
official estimate may be made of service from the start. Evenm the selection of the contractor, whose figures on equipment,
rentals salanes, etc., enter into the provisional cost estimate,
such checking is fundamental.
There are other aspects of the cost plus fixed fee contract

that in the experience Oi the Housing Corporation might well
be given consideration. In a previous chapter the subject
was discussed underthe Emergency Construction Committee's
work on camps and cantonments. In that branch of gove.n-
ment contracting the percentage profit on gross costs was
much cnticized and, shortly after the first set of contracts were
let, abandoned or safeguarded by special provisions more
protective of the public interest. But the principle survived,
and rightly so, owing to better supervision. The Housing
Corporation, with this criticism in mind, avoided most of
these mistakes by resorting to the fixed fee compensation with
bonus and penalty clauses attached, and by pinning down the
contractor to the official estimate. Equitable provisions were
made for delays and changes in plans for which the contractor
could not properly be held responsible. But the greater pro-
tection to the government's interest in the premises was no
doubt to be found in the presence of a working cost keeping
organization. Thereby not only co,ts as they came in from
the contractor's sheets were being checked effectively in the
light of market values, but a system of price determining was
at hand by which the government could step in as the supplier
of materials. Where the market has come too much under
the sway of speculativeconditionsaffectingsupplyanddemand
a remedy could always be found in commandeering the needed
n terials or equipment.
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Where timr is, as it was here, the essence of the contract,

control of progress and cost must prove to be of a low state of

efficiency licforc costing more than it i worth. This was one

of the criticisms of the Housing Corporation—that it was
topheavy with overhead costs—when late in 1919, the House
voted to abolish the Housing Bureau on the ground of extrav-

agant expenditures. One of the most valuable results of this

system was, in spite of later criticism, to disclose at what
stages of completion the working force should be increased

or decreased. These housing projects showed in a general

way, according to the cost engineers, that "the working force

should be built up from a nucleus of about 10 per cent of the

whole at the beginning to nearly the maximum force when 25
per cent of the allowed time has expired, and that the mcxi-

mum should occur during the period from 45 to to per cent,

but nearly the maximum should be maintained until 80 per

cent of the allowed time is gone. The force is then reduced

rapidly to the size required for completing odds and ends and
for cleaning up."' Out of such results as these it is easy to

see that cost reports and progress records must, if promptly

and accurately furnished, enable those responsible for the

construction to locate unsound conditions of expense and to

detect in what respects the schedule of progress needs atten-

tion. Then it is only a question of immediacy of application

to correct the abnormal and to concentrate resources on the

advance of the project along normal lines.

It is probablytrue that in the administration of the Housing

Bureau, in the Department of Labor, there was an overloading

of salaries. President Eidlitz served without salary through-

out his term of incumbency. In the liquidation of tne prop-

*;rties after the war, prices for houses realized were little below
their cost. This indicates at least that they had not been

extravagantly built. From 460 houses of four to six rooms,

two-story, in Rock Island Arsenal territory, a price of $3,000
each was realized in October, 1919. Ninety-five per cent of

the buyers were occupying workmen."

' Engineering News-Record, August 7, 1919, p. 250.
* New York Times, October 36, 1919, in dispatch from Rock Island, Iltinois.
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Housing Contract PoUey u Affected by the Annistice

One of the most difficult questions to settle as a result of
the suspension of hostilities was that of what was to be done
about the uncompleted buildings. Instantly the Bureau of
Industrial Housing began a policy of retrenchment.' On
December 5, a Senate resolution was adopted by the Com-
mittee on Buildings and Grounds, reported out December
10 and passed December ij, making it a joint resolution of
both houses of Congress and directing the United States
Housing Corporation to suspend work upon all buildings
where construction was not more than seventy-five per cent
completed, and to cancel all contracts lor urniture.'
This affected the entire program of providing housing, local

transportation and other general community utilities at
arsenals and other industries where industrial workers were
engaged. The policy of these industries varied as to whether
work was to be prosecuted, reduced or suspended entirely.
The controlling consideration wa,"- the precaution not to dis-
lodge labor in any considerable numbers that might work
hardship to workers in adjusting themselves to peace condi-
tions. Between completion of going jobs, contraction and
cancelation, practically every contract had to be dealt with
on its merits. That was in turn affected by the broader
questions of military and naval policy. At the navy yards
and at public arsenals and on all other outside projects which
it was thought wise to keep going, the policy adopted was to
eliminate all overtime and Sunday work. But this left un-
disposed of all such projects as to whose salvage value there
was difference of judgment, where completion might more
than correspondingly enhance the salvage value to possible
purchasers, or for public use.

' Letter of Secretary of Labor Wilaon to Director Otto M. Eidlitz, November
., 1918, relating to policy and projects
' Senate Joint Resolution, 65th Cong. 3d Sess., sec.

a84
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The main facts as to the work of the Housing Corporation

as of December 2, 1918, when the Senate inquiry into the

policy of liquidation was being conducted, indicate that there

were 98 projects under construction contracts. Of these 60,

or almost three-fifths, were let. Plans were completed for 25,

ready to be awarded. Of the remaining I .onstruction was

postponed on 5 projects, on 5 others plans were in preparation,

and on 3 the investigations had been completed. Of the 60

projects awarded 23 had been canceled and the losses were

being adjusted So prompt was this part of the procedure

following can( lation that within three or four weeks adjust-

ment was effected with a comparatively small loss to the

government. Of the remaining 37 contracts, 15 were cur-

tailed, leaving only 22 projects to proceed as contracted for.

Thus on December 2, three weeks after the armistice, there

W'5re 37 out of 98 projects still going on either as planned or

as curtailed. This curtailing was effected, among other ivays,

by canceling or suspending orders for materials, supplies or

other forms of outlay not yet actually mvolved in building

operations.'

The Housing Bureau was organized in May, and took the

form of the corporation in July, Its appropriation was then

made $100,000,000. By December 2, 1918, or within six

months it had contracts ou .standing as follows, showing the

extent of its liquidation in funds

:

Amount of Estiinatefl Final

Claues of Projectl Contracts Cost

Projects to proceed Ja3.073.96' »»3.073.9*l

Projects to be curtailed 17.330,957 11,297,471

Projects to be canceled l7.6a7,95J 4053,483
Projects canceled without lott 5.458.375

Total 163,491,146 J38.4»9.9'5

Housing Corporation Handles Own Cancelations

The policy of the Housing Corporation varied with the

local conditions as the war came to an end. It had, for in-

stance, commandeered between 400 and 500 houses, for rent-

' Testimony of Director EidliU, Hearings on Senate Resolution 371, part I.

p. 119.
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mg only on term, mutually agreeable to owner and the Hous-
ing Bureau. Theic were at once turned hack, so that by theend of two months two-thirds were in the hand« of the owner..On It. buildmg contracts the corporation had in hand, as has
been stafed. 98 projects in all. On November 1 1, 51 of these
were abandoned, on 15 work was curtailed, and 22 were pro-
ceeded with as planned.
The kind of project proceeded with depended on its stage

of completion, its «rvice for housing locally a a marketable
or needed I. 'rovement and on the nature of the project. AtHavre de c e, Maryland, 80 houses, 74.2 to 87 per cent
completed, on owned land, and much in demand for civilian
employes at the A Lillery Proviug Grounds, were completedA nearby government activity of a permanent character,
requinng added housing, of course, called for completing
improvements. At Bridgeport, however, the question of
adjacent war work only in part affected the question of com-
pleting the 338 housM and apartments of a more or less per-
manent type. These were 62 to 85 per cent completed, and the
locality was m need of these 5 different projects for housing
Its own existing peof.le. The Housing Corporation here, urged
also by the business interests, were in favor of completing
and selling, as against attempting to market "as is," by trying
to sell a half finished project. The Housing Corporation had
spent $3,f62,428 and estimated that $613,894 would finish
the $ pri>ject8.



PART III—LIQUIDATION, CANCELATION
AND ADJUSTMENT

CHAPTER I

Liquidation of Contractual Aiieti

Government war contracts have thus far been considered

from the two aspects of the principles of procedure and the

practices of administration under war operations. We now

come to the point of summing up results—of liquidatinK the

no longer needed resources, of pointing out the mistakes and

the merits of operations in the realms of administrative and

.conomic values, and finally of formulating such concl<'.sions

as may be warranted by a scientific study of the facts and

factors under review.

Liquidation of military and economic resources following

the end of war involves one of the most vital of pnxesses

affecting the welfare of the fighting nation. Regardless of

whether victory fell to one belligerent or the other, liquidation

may be so badly managed as to mar victory or intensify

defeat. Much of the moral effect of triumph may be Jissi-
'

pated and turned to shame by the bungling and incappble

manner in which the transition stage back to peace is handled.

Success here depends primarily on the transfer of the nation's

man power from the temporary pursuit of war to the per-

manent occupations of peace. If that be done constructively

with the minimum of disconieni it may be said to be well done.

But the shift of man power depends for its success on the

manner in which the economic resources arc released and the

man power and the material resources coupled up so as to

make for the general and individual welfare. Transition to

peace is always a critical era in public interest and national

policy.

i»7
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THE PROBLEM OP Shttung Un™,SHEO CONTRACTS
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*5^ -"""'"K
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Hearing, „„ War Expenditure, Sar. VI, Vol. H, p. ,„6.
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agreed upon on the.date of the hearings was 17,241 contracts,

involving obligations in settlement of accounts of $179,280,-

000, of which there had been paid to claimants, under these

agreements, $177,142,000, or little more than 99 per cent.

It was the judgment of the War Department that many of

these unfinished contract commitments could be liquidated

at not more than 10 to 15 per cent of the cost of the unfinished

articles on hand. It might be considerably less, if in the

discretion of the Secretary of War it were deemed fair and
just as a reimbursement to hold the contractor harmless

against expenses and obligations incurred pursuant to the

requirements of the original contract. Later, in actual

experience with thu application of the Dent Act to the settle-

ment of the so-called informal contracts, or procurement
orders, it was found that in the disposal of some 6,600 out
of probably 20,000 or more, the government settled for 12

or 13 per cent of the total contractual commitments on un-
finished orders.' It was the purpose of the department in

handling these unfinished contracts to substitute a supple-

mentary agreement embodying the principle of not making
any allowance for prospective profits on these unfinished

products, but to cover all claims for a fair and just settlement

by a 10 per cent allowance on the cost of the partly finished

goods.' All finished products were paid for at contract rates.

It is well worth observing how theWar Department handled
this situation. No contracts were let after the armistice.

The need for a prompt suspension and cancelation of all con-

tracts, most of which were reaching the maximum production,

was recognized by the offices of the Directors of Munitions
and of the Division of Purchase and Storage. These two
officials probably controlled 90 per cent of the contracts in

the War Department. They immediately conferred with the

Navy Department and the Shipping Board—the two leading

employers on war work—by which the hours of labor were

' Hearings on War Expenditures, Set. VI, part 38, p. 2126.
* Hearings on House Bill, No. 13,274; '*Relauve to Contracts," to provide

nlief, etc., p. 15, in Letter of Comptroller of the Treasury to the Secretary of
War, November 25, 1918, on illegality of contracts.
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To correct this disability to effect legally a prompt settlement
with the contractor, he said

:

There are three classes of cases. The first one is where a contract has been
made and not signed by the proper officer, where the contractor has delivered his
material, and where we have paid him for it, and by reason of the fact that the
contract was not regularly signed the payments are illegal. The second case is
where we have gotten part of the stuff, but where no contract has been signed.
The third case is where we have given an order to a contractor to make prepara-
tions to go to work, where he has expended the money, but had delivered nothing
under the contract at the time the armistice was signed.
Mr. Greene: The presumption is that the government does not underuke

to insure these contractors against any speculative risk.

General Goetiu.s; None at all; it is simply actual cost as far as we are able
to determine it. The method of procedure is that we notify the contractor that
his contract is suspended and no further production will be allowed. The con-
tracting officer, t; .ther with his inspectors, determine how much has been ex-
pended on that contract and what is properly allowable. That goes before the
bureau board of review, and they pass upon it, and, if in passing upon the claim,
it receives the approval of the chief of the bureau, the claim is settled beyond
question. The next case is where there is a disagreement. If that can not be set-
lied by the bureau board of review, it comes to a part of my organization, which is

called the board of contract adjustment, which passes upon it, and there decision
is final.

So the machinery is set up for the closing of these contracts, and had there been
no illegality in the signing of the contracts this legislation would never have come
up and we would have settled the claims by the machinery which has been set up,
and the Congress would not have been appealed to.'

It was much to the credit of the engineering talent in office
in the War Department that it had ready at hand fully or
ganized machinery to liquidate these thousands of contracts
almost as soon as the war stopped. The fact is that the
War Department, early in and during the year 1918, under-
went a comprehensive reorganization ts business arrange-
ments. Excepting in the hopelessly nmddled .Aircraft Pro-
duction, where the correction began too late, and in some other
minor divisions, these reorganizations showed excellent results.

.As a consequence, when the commercial organizations and
the bankers came along with their schemes for the settlement
of these outstanding war contracts, to stave off anticipated
bankruptcy, they found that the War authorities, in both the

' 1 iearings on House Bill No. 13,374, p. 8.
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became the most momentous problem before the War authori-

ties. The situation was fraught with the most far reaching
possibilities, owing not only to the numerous thousands of out-

standing contracts of the government with its own citizens

at home but also with other governments throughout the
world of Allied and neutral relationship.

Supply Situation at Armistice and After

In war there is no safety in buying supplies on the hand-to-
mouth basis. On the date of the armistice, Pershing's army
had three months' supplies at hand, but the purchasing con-
tract work was no less than eight months ahead of that date.

General March, then Chief of Staff, explained to the War
Expenditures Committee of the House (July, 1919), that

—

Eight months ahead of the armistice, on November 11, 1918, we were worlcing

on a program which contemplated laying down in March, 1919, an army of 80
divisions in France and 18 at home which was about a million more than we had
on November 11, when we cut off and stopped it. But the buying going on in

September, October and November was not at all for these months but for the
months ahead, for the spring campaign; so on the day when the armistice was
signed, and when I shut down everything in the United States, the storehouses all

along the seacoast were filled with supplies, and trains were filled with supplies of

foodstuffs making for the seacoast to go across the water, and food products in

the course of delivery all the way along back. When the armistice was signed we
stopped trains and held trains filled with food products a long time, until we could
get storage for them, and we encouraged contractors to store stuff and hold it for

us until we could dispose of it. We had a three months' supply on November II,

which was baaed not on the strength of the army of that date, but based on the
spring drive of the next year. We were buying supplies and laying in supplies,

not for an army of more than 3,000,000 men, but for in army of more than
5,000,000 men.'

This heaping up of supplies, under the impetus of the war
program based on the spring drive of 1919, was going on while

the army was being demobilized almost trom the day of the
armistice, until the reservoirs of commerce were overflowing

with foodstuffs under military control. The first check came
with the order of November 30, in which General March
declared a surplus of foodstuffs. Nevertheless, actual sales

did not really take place until May 5, 1919.

* Congressional Record, July 39, 1919, p. .^$4^.
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by the sense of the statement. To those who have examined
the situation from the viewpoint of liquidation upon prices

and producing interests, the department seemed disfiosed to

lean quite too far toward the side of the producers and the

commercial distributors and to overlook the interests of the

consuming public in the premises. So eIso ».as ne regard

for the wage earner who had gotten about all he asked for in

the war. The price paying public in actual liquidating prac-

tice was thus again made to occupy the role of the "forgotten

man." With prices at the top notch, there was far less danger
to the public peace and to the general economic welfare of the

great consuming public in putting on the market some of the

vast accumulations of foodstuffs at once, than there was in

the official fear of the Secretary of War, in "inconsiderately

tendering its vast accumulations of supplies to the public con-

sumption while it was demobilizing its industrial and military

forces."' As matters turned out, the failure to do so enabled

wholes; lets, manufacturers and retailers to enter upon a post-

armistice campaign of profiteering. That led to an epidemic
of strikes for advanced wages in railway and steel circles, on
the ground of advancing costs of living. In this the policy of

not disposing at once of some of the surplus promptly reaped

its own sowings. Had that been done prices must have been
kept down in many of the staples of which there was no sort

of doubt as to the army's ever needing even a fraction of the

stocks piling up at every central storage point. Especially

culpable, from the consumers' standpoint, was the agreement
on the part of the Acting Quartermaster General by letter of

December 6, a month after the armistice, assuring the can-

ncrs' association that the 200,000,000 cans of vegetables held

in the government's stock would not be marketed during the

current season. Then, or soon thereafter, by January i, 75
per cent of the pack of tomatoes had passed into the whole-

sale and retail trade for domestic consumption. It was these

holdings that the order referred to was designed to protect

> From Letter of Secretary of War, to Hon. H. D, Flood, Appendix to Minority
Report, H. R. No. 171, dated July 26, 1919, p. 15.
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served the public interest in the category o( those, "the im-

mediate cancelation of which would have disrupted the in-

dustry, doing material damage to the contractor, to the

farmer and to labor." The tapering-off policy was adopted

in the case of some of the service rifle contracts for which, of

course, there was no need now that the army was to be reduced

to a peace footing as soon as practicable. In the weneral

Staff's authorization of the declaration of a surplus of perish-

able food products, as of November 30, an army of 500,000

was made the basis of the estimates of the amounts to be

withheld out of total stocks, in arriving at the quantities to

be assigned to surplus.

The first step in working out the problem applied only to

perishable foodstuffs and was practically the initial acknowl-

edgment on the part of the military authorities as to its

purpose in handling this biggest of all single economic ques-

tions arising out of the war. This came nineteen days after

the armistice. On the following day the Secretary of War
announced that in the disposal of the army surplus the follow-

ing three principles would be followed

:

1. The disposal of supplies, as far as possible, through other government

agencies and relief commissions.

3. To take up with the original producer who furnished the articles to the gov-

ernment the question of repurchase, in order that materials might be distributed

thivugh their original and customary channels.

3. To offer the remaining surplus in the best market or to the public at large

with lull publicity.

When the War Department turned salesman it apparently

felt some diffidence about sailing far from shore. Its policy

of dickering with the producer, after having paid him a profit

for his goods as purchaser, and before venturing to offer the

surplus to the consuming public, was characteristic of its

great tenderness for the interests with which it had fixed

prices. The plea that these prices were fixed by the govern-

ment and should therefore be "protected" in the formulation

of any sales policy for the disposable surplus, is based on the

false assumption that that fixed price did not take into account

the risks of an end of the war. That canners of foodstuffs
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supply offices and camps, where an officer designated by each

commanding officer of the ix>»t or station was assigned to thij

particular duty. These officers were in turn assembled in the

supply office of each zone for specific instructions as sent from

Washington. Colonel Norris Stayton of thi? Quartermaster

Corps, Assistant Director of Storage, thus describes the scope

and results of this inventory

:

On Decemlier .^i this invrntory »tartp<l throuRhout the L'nitcd Stiiti-i. The

phyaical count was completeil in ten days at all posts, station and dejiots. Thea«

reports were then brought to Washington and ronsolidated. When it is conaifl-

ered that this vast quantity of purrhase and storage supplies were M-attereti

thi^ughout the country in sixteen zone supply ilepots, fnnc army reserve depots,

four large port terminals and from two hundred to three hundred iKists. it is

obvious that the task of determining the amount ,tnd ligation of these supplies

was a problem in it^'lf. To illustrate, there were sot.'e iSo.rKW dltferent items to

be counted, reportetl and consolidated. To do this, it tooit approximately 10,000

p,^ple to complete this work. Inventory was completed on April .^o am! a list

prepared for the use of declaring surpluses.

Here we have at last the scientific basis for a definite plan

or method of getting tangible results in surplus disixisal.

The division between retained stock and surplus, on the pro-

visional basis of an army of 500,000, was by this time more

easily arrived at, because both of the rapid demobilization

and of the indisposition of Congress to favor more than

350,000 men for a peace time army. Consequentiv the half

million basis was a safe criterion. On this matter the army

authorities could, however, take no chancns, as to the needs of

the forces undergoing demobilization. That was likewise

influenced by the precaution of not returning the soldiers too

rapidly to civil life on account of the difficulty of finding

occupations for them along with the adjustment of workers

from war time to peace time work. It thus came about that

out of an army of 3,700,000 men on November II, 2,000,000

of which were in France antl i ,700,000 in continental America,

'ully 8oo,(XX) men were discharged by January 11, 1919-

By May 24, a total of 2,252,000 men were out of the service,

and releases were being effected at the rate of 80,000 weekly.

Probably half of the numerical total of the army at its largest

shared in the order making canned vegetables part of the
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Under war department regulations these supplies remained

in the custody of the commissioned officers, whose <luly it is

to assume and retain property accouni.ibility. The sum
total of such property is in due time divisible into three parts:

(a) Supplies nettled by the army.

(b) Reserve stocks or property transferable to the other

government departments (auto trucks to Depiirtment of

Agriculture).

(c) Surplus supplies to be sold and for that purpose turned

over to the Sales Dir.-ctor of the Division of Purchase, Storage

and Traffic, to negotiate sales.

Until such division into disposable and nondisposable prop-

erty is made no steps can be taken looking to the liquidation

of army assets; and until such sales are made the regular

commissioned officers are responsible for the condition,

protection and preservation of the public properties in their

charge.

The volume of disposable surplus thus turned over to the

Sales Director, actually or prospectively, made of that task

one of the largest mercantile transactions ever engaged in by
the army authorities. It was estimated by Senator James
W. Wadsworth, chairman of the Senate Military Affairs

Committee, that there were in the form of unsettled contracts,

including such properties as machinery, r^w materials, food-

stuffs and manufactured products as of July 31, 1919, assets

disposable to the value of $2,000,000,000, for the proper han-

dling of which the greater part of 8,000 emergency officers was

needed. Even those now or then in charge of these stores

and stocks were not given anything like an adequate labor

force by which to afford ordinary protection against exposure

of property in their custody. At some camps of concentra-

tion hundreds of automobiles were left exposed for months in

the open without any apparent effort to conser\c these

valuable vehicles. Individual requests for information as to

how to proceed to purchase were lost somewhere in the morass

of impotence with which the administrative arm of service

seemed to be smitten in the reaction following the arrival

of peace.
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A few examples at home and abroad will suffice to prove the

facts.

Some of the most flagrant cases of failure to take care of

army property might be cited both • the United States and

in France with the Expeditionary '-'orces. At Nitro, West

Virginia, 52,000 bales of cottO'- , i.]il;.r.iied In August, 1918,

were still rotting in exposure o n'in aiid su: over a year

later in September, 1919. At C imp Jo.-up, A lanta, Georgia,

several thousands of automobi.' i-ul-i a.id motor cycles

were left exposed as part of the many millions of public

property wasting on this spot. In the meantime the various

departments of the federal government had spent $175,000

for the same kinds of vehicles which had deteriorated to the

point of junk in the camps in Georgia and elsewhere. Prob-

ably the most inexcusable case of abandonment of the official

regard for custody of property was near Baltimore, Mary-

land. In September, 1919, 11,000 army cars were still stored

there, many exposed without ever being" even uncrated.'

Of the latter there were over 3,000 pleasure cars and trucks.

Nine months after the armistice, i,ooocars had been added, and

less than a hundred sold as wrecks and extra parts. There

has never been any satisfactory explanation of this utter

disregard of custodial responsibility, and nobody has been

brought to account for its perpetuation. Inadequate labor

at this locality does not excuse superiors in authority.

The only excuse ever given was that somebody in control

was under orders not to put these cars on the market at

the time.

These instances suffice for conditions at home. Abroad

there was ample evidence of destruction of valuable govern-

ment property in the breaking up of the organization in

France. Members of Company L, 23d Engineers, saw for a

period of from two weeks to a month continuous burning of

military equipment and supplies at a salvage dump, where the

79th Division was located, near Souilly, France. This in-

cluded shoes, jerkins (wool lined jackets), rifle and pistol

*JV«w York Times, September 4, 1919.
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CHAPTER II

Cancelations of Orders and Contracts

War contracts usually, but not always, contain clauses

providing for cancelation on given conditions. In some
forms this appears as a rigiit to terminate the ccntract for

neglect, refusal or failure on the contractor's part to prosecute

with promptness and diligence, for default in performance of

agreement, or if conditions arise which in the opinion of the

contracting officer make it advisable or necessary to cease

work." This gives two distinct grounds for cancelation:

one is based on delinquency of the contractor, and the other

on the right of the government to take such action as may
protect its own interests under unforeseen contingencies.

The cancelations arising from the ending of the war come
under the latter class. Under the former class of causes for

cancelation came all that group of contracts that required

emergency speed, such as were made for the construction of

the camps and cantonment buildings. In these cases the de-

posed contractor for delinquenf-y was to be dispossessed at

five days' notice and the coi i 'ng officer to be given posses-

sion of the premises for the :; of completing the work.

'

In case of cancelation for the ,,arpose of abandoning the work
and terminating the contract," the standard form provided

that—

The contracting oAicer shall assume and become liable for all such obligations,

commitments and unliquidated claims as the contractor may have theretofore, in

good faith, undertaken or incurred in connection with said work. . . . The
contracting ofhcer shall pay to the contractor such an amount of money on account

of the unpaid balance of the cost of the work and of the fee as will result in the

contractor receiving full reimbursement for the cost of the work up to the time of

such abandonment, plus a fee to be computed in the following manner: To the cost

of the work up to the time of such abandonment shall be added the amount of the

'Contract for Emergency Work, Q. M. G. O., 3rd ed., Art. VII: "Right to
Termi.iate Contract."

Ibid., Art. VIII.
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chapter on Analysis of Standard Ordnance Contracts, based
largely on "definition of costs pertaining to contracts," as
established in Ordnance Office practice.'

These quotations from actual contracts of representative
character will serve to show by what authority and forms the
government anticipated cancelations and provided for settle-

ment of accounts. The particular procedure in such adjust-
ments forms a part of the administrative work of the main
supply service of the General Staff. That is probably best
elaborated in the practice of the Purchase, Storage and Traffic

Division of the War Department, as found in the official

Supply Circular, No. iii, issued November 9, 1918, or two
days before the armistice. This statement of procedure had
so much to do with the extensive work of winding up war
contracts under the War Department auspices as to make it

advisable to reproduce its main features herewith.

Termination of Contracts and Orders in Public
Interest

The position of the government in the termination of con-
tract work is b-\sed on the assumption that the production of
an article or the rendering of a service for which there is no
further need justifies termination, with proper and fair

compensation within the provisions of the contract. Where
there is no such provision for stopping work by prior agree-
ment, the discretion of the appropriate officer of the govern-
ment is relied upon to exeicise that authority in the public
interest. This authority in that case is not exercised in the
form of a notice of cancelation but of a rcciuest to suspend
work in the public interest. That is, the government pro-
ceeds on the assumption not of having a right by contract
agreement to stop work but requc-ts the contractor to sus-

pend as a matter of duty to the common weal. That is the
ground of action, although the contractor does not always
recognize his right to proceed, in the absence of an express
terminating clause, in some cases for a period of fifteen days

' Definition of "Costs," Office of Chief of Ordnance, Form 3941.
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Supplemental Contracts for Settling Claims
In these extensive adjustments the contracts or orders ter-mmab e by prior agreement are readily thrown into the course

<.f settlement. But those as to which no such recourse is openpresent a different problem-a problem in whose solution the
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tact of the careful bargainer finds field for play of negotiating

powers. To liegin with, the noncancelable contracts are nf)t

terminated by any formal notice to that effect, for the good

reason that such notice would bar the way to the making of

the supplementary contract, which is what the War authori-

ties are after. Hence, only a request to suspend is issued, not

a notice of cancelation. Here is where the g<M)d will and pub-

lic spirit of the contractor conies in with good effect. On such

a basis it is found to be no difficult matter to arrive at an

agreement as to what is a fair and reasonable compensation

to be paid the contractor by reason of susjiension or termina-

tion of contract. In the case of a voluntary agreement the

result is then "embodied in a supplemental contract which

shall set forth the agreed compensation and shall provide in

specific terms that it constitutes full and final settlement of

all questions and claims growing out of the original contract

or order." This, in turn, can not become binding until

approved by the Board of Contract Review of the particular

supply bureau concerned.' For instances in which the con-

tracting officer and the contractor fail to come to an agree-

ment the Board of Contract Adjustment was created to de-

termine all claims, doubts, and disputes which may arise

under departmental contracts.*

Summary of Features in Contract .Adjustment

Governmental relations with the business world underwent

rapid changes following the armistice. There was pressure

from such organizations as the United States Chamber of

Commerce, the Illinois Manufacturers' Association and the

New York Merchants' Association, for as prompt a relea.se of

business concerns as practicable. It was especially in the field

of munitions production that large amounts of capital and

labor were tied up—awaiting a definite policy of release from

the government, provided always that settlement on fair terms

could be accomplished on mutually satisfactory bases. Under

' For functions of these boards see Supply Circulars, Nos. 14 and .71, Purchase

and Supply Branch, dated respectively July 30, 1918. and August 16, 1918.

*War Department. General Orders. No. 103. .November 6. 1918.
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PurcL T ^"•:?^'K« W. Goethals, then Director ofPurchase Storage and Traffic, and of Director of MunitionsBenedict Crowell of the War Department, and ^7""
S.S ants the following general steps of procedure were t lenj

orioH^ I
"^ ''°"' ^'''' "'^ """'''''' «"' t° «™ve theprionties so that manufacturers could be free to take civHorders w.th the least practicable loss of time in mIkLg hetransition to commercial work.

,/J;^"'''"
^ """"^^ *'*" November 1

1 practically all of the25,000 contractors had been notified of the suspension of heircontracts and of the purpose of the government to expedtethe settlement o accounts as rapidly as possible by payingprovisionally at east 75 per cent of the tentatively3
detTrZ:r"\'"""^ ^'^ "''''' ^"^^«^^ f°' ^"bseqTentdetermination after reexamination and review

the mnnr^'''"T *° '^"'' *°" '"''''"" " '''"'''^' °f '^bor fromthe munition plants and other industries, especially the textileand the metal industries, an abrupt dislocation of emX-ment was to be guarded against everywhere by continuing
operations of contracts. That was the case Jth thTkni?goods industries in Connecticut and with the service riflemanufactories as well as in some other war suppTy estab!

fI"^:^:
'' ^''^^'""^ ^'"' '^'"^''^ tw'off until

bound^hvl'"'*
'^'^' ''^'' "' ™''' '" "''''='' ^""tractors are not

i^erest it i^ "'"'h
*'""' "'^"'''" ^^"-'^'tio" '" the public

Tr^tTlu f
P"'^'' *° "^««ti«<= a supplementary agreement

TJ^" ^: "
"'" °' ""^ ''"^'"^' ^^^^-^t ='"d at the sS^Time

finished products. This was subject to review of all suchclaims and adjustments by the Board of Contract Review asnegotiated by the district claims boards
'

trolier^of f^T'^' ^^ T""" "^ '^' '^'"''""' »' ^^^ Comp-troller of the Treasury, that thousands of the procurement

trac^'dXr"'
for munitions, were not in theUTf^!

further en?w- 7 ,"^- *" '^' '^^' '"^'^^ ^^visable somefurther enabling legislation on the part of Congress. These
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informal contracts, for rifles for instance, had lieen partly

filled and deliveries accepted, to which extent the government

was Imund to pay on the quanUin' meruit principle. But for

t'.e unfinished work or that in process the Dent Act was

,)a sed (appro\ed March 2, 1919), leKalizing orders for which

legal contracts had not been issued or were delayed.

6. The setting up of liquidating machinery for the presenta-

t'.on of contractors' claims in standard form, for their consider-

ation by district claims Ijoards of \ari()Us bureaus, for their

re\iew by central lK)ards at \\';'-h'iigton and the final adju-

dication of contractual <iuestions arising out of the war, so as

to forestall as far as practicable appeals to the slower processes

of the Court of Claims.
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Pcurmistice Methods of Adjusting Contract.
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Only the older business men rccallwl this phasj' of oxpcricnie

in this field. To the jjreat mass of contractors the situation

was imiciiie. Some proposed organizinK scmi-ci\ic and senii-

ofticial boards, composed equally of members of local cham-

bers of commerce and of governmental representali\es. Hut

these commercic-l interests were not as a rule enough in toiK h

with the situation to be clear as to what ought to be done.

The government alone had the grasp that could ciK>rdinate the

essential elements of the problem. This \iew of the situation

was typically expressed in a trade circular issued early in

1919, referring to the new problem created by the sudden

termination of so many contracts:

ComimTt'i.il c(iiitr:u ts are never l)rfathe(l in stuh sinliien anil wholettiile fasliioii

and there is little precedent to ^uiile. The tedious itrcHeases of litigation must Iw

avoided. Settlement must U' made jusc a.- the contracts were made—liy newly

negotiated seltlenient agreements fair to the government and to the contractor.

But this negotiation can not prweed with the freedom of private business. Much

of the preliminary work in the field must \k acconiftlisheil by sulxjrdinates without

full rx'sponsibility and authority. Final action on each separate negotiation must

be had in Washington by resfionsible ofikers with full authority. The held is so

vast that the government has Iteen forced to set up a complicated mechanism radiat-

ing from the capital.'

Administrative Facilities for Claims and Contracts

What appeared, when the contractual situation was looked

at as a whole, to be one vast problem, really when viewed

more closely fell into several distinct problems. Some con-

tracts were only retluced, others suspended and still others

canceled outright. Then there was an entirely different

cleavage into formal and informal contracts. Another classi-

fication was that of procurement orders, compulsory or vol-

untary, and contract agreements. Informal contracts were

those as to which relief was sought and obtained by the pas-

sage of the act of March 2, Kjig. These applied to agree-

ments with contractors for war purposes as to which no prop-

erly executed contract documents could be found or were

never executed as intended. The hurry of war was made the

scapegoat in this case. It thus came alxjut that the War

' Federal Liquidating .Association, Inc., Washington, L). C, p. I.
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I. The Board of Contract Adjustment

tho^U' '"n"'
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three commissioned officers of the Unite,! St„„ ,
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oy tne War Department, and which had aot been disnose.)of by mutual agreement. This was the most compreSboard^of contract adjustment and was essentially™ of

2. The War Department Claims Board
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yy. rciatmg to

3- Bureau Claims Boards

Each of the so-called bureaus or corps (mistakenlv call«)

anse out of tie agreements which said bureau has made

Claim
'V''":,'he Ordnance Claims Board, the SignaTsertt

'^^'-^^^^^!?iis^^?t.jSTS"'r^-.j^^.41. /anuarv 7. igVy]
Training Fields.
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4. DislricI Claims Bmrds

Kach of the ilcpartmcntal l)llrl•au^^ has divided the country

into districts, in each of which is located a claims Imard to

which the bureau's claims orininatinj; within that <listrict

conic for consideration, inxcstiKatioii. accountinn. etc. I he

Ordnance Corps has a claims l»)ar(l in its district olVicc at

Philadelphia, New York, Bricigeijort. Connecticut and lios-

ton, as well as at other iK>ints where there is a distric t cmhrac -

inR ordnance contract work of sulVicieTit imixirtance to war-

rant a local Imard. To thise district lK)artls fell hy far the

greater part of the actual work of adjusting the contract

relations between contractors and the Roxcrnnicitt. The

Purchase Division had its own claims board in the same

district, as had any other departmental bureau with contracts

enough to make it worth while.

Excepting the Board of Contract Adjustment, all of these

agencies for handling claims were established features of the

War Department claims organisation during ixace. Thi-

prevailing purpose in the department's |K>licy with regard to

these claims and cimtracts was to negotiate a settlement

wherever possible. Hut where such efforts at mutual .i>;n<

nient failed the way was left opin for the contractor up.)n

IK'tition, to have the Secretar>- of War p.is- u|K)n the claim,

or his duly ap|>ointcd representati\e. It was a|)parent that

the secretary himself could not assume any such respoiisibilil\

in person, and yet it was realized that aii\ attempt to deputize

his dntl' 'n ti,!- respect must carry with it a high rank of

ot^ici^l r( .(K..i-i[jility, Otherwise the decisions would lack

weight and force commensurate with the prestige of the

department. Consequently the Hoard of Contract Adjust-

ment is the duly authorized representative of the Secretary

of War, much as the War Department Claims Hoard repre-

sents the department, the Bureau Claims Boards the bureaus

of the department and the District Claims Boards the respec-

tive bureaus in the districts.
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Features of District Claims Board Hearings
No part of the machinery for clearing decks of pending

contracts was better adapted to its purpose than the distrrcfclaims boards The plea of the Secretary of War forthe
utilization of these agencies instead of setting up an entirlf^new ^t of district agencies, as was proposed by the Hitchcock
Bill ,n Congressional discussion on the subject, was by no

™nTrh t\
"^'^

P"^r"'='' " '«^'" '""^ Philadelphia
personnel be taken as typical, proved admirably selected tomaster the problem and effect the desired results Someaccount of the procedure will indicate the basis of confidence

In. ,"'!,] ""'^ <^™'-'"«i°"^ on which the War Depart-ment relied for disposing of the bigger end of the task.
At these hearings the subject of consideration was the brief

t/a tor'?T'
'"^ ^'''"^'' ^""'''^ '"^•^ investigated the con-tractor s claim in its several aspects. It was the practice toput into the hands of the members a copy of the brS threedays before a hearing occurred, so that each member of theboard might be familiar with all or part of the subject which

dutv of Z^7" ''^' """^^y "^^ ^''^^^^^ with theduty of maintaming a regular schedule of dates and hours ofhearings, and it was made his express duty to ^notify the

so thaTh™"*'"?'
"' '^' '^^'' ^" ^°' "^"^ •'^^""K °f his claim

f,n,l <; kT^ P''^'™' *'* ^'' representatives at thattune. Such hearing may be of an informal nature in whichthe claim IS freely discussed and an agreement or settlementmade which is found satisfactory to both the ordnance con
tractor and the claims board."
The organization of the claims board is as follows:
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SCHEDULE OF ORDNANCE CLAIMS BOARD FUNCTIONS

Philadelphia District

Legal Adviser

P. F. Rothermel

Claims Board—6 Membera

John C. Jones, Chairman
John r)ickey, Jr.

Maj. F. M. Masters.

Maj. R. W. Appleby
Capt. Malcolm F. Ewcn
I. H. Francis, Alt.

Claims Board Secretary

Alex. H. Carver

Claims Board Branch

P. F. Rothermel. Ch.

\Vm. M.Davison. Alt. Ch.

1st Lt. S. S. Parsons

Capt. R. C. Williams

Capt. C. McC. Mathias
iBt Lt. Melvin S. Lentz

I8t Lt. \V. T. Sample

Contracting Officer

Capt. Malcolm F. Kwen

Liaison Divisions

Purchase, Storage
and Traffic

Traffic, Storage ami
Warehou&mg-Lt. Lentz

Salvage Branch Com.

I. H. Francis
Lt.-Col. C.F. Hirshfeld

Subcontract Branch

Capt. J. W. Johnson
Capt. S. D. Heed
Mai. Edw. Wiener

Plant Facilities Branch

I. H. Francis, Ch.
Capt. F. M. Shepard
H. B. Hackett

Finance Uranch

L. N. Shrigley
Capt. C. McC. Mathias
Lieut. P. P. Beards

Plant Investig. Branch

Lt.-Col. Hirshfeld. Ch.

Maj. R. A. Green
Wm. Vollmer
Maj. F. L. M. Masury
Capt. E. J. Snow

Cost Accounting Branch

Capt. R. H. Johnson
W. S. Hall
R. S. Crook
E. J. Comerak
P. S. Booth
G. H. Yeomans

From this outline it can be seen how the work was distrib-

uted as to personnel, what duplication in functions occurred

in the division of duties, and to what extent the five separate

divisions of the Claims Board Branch were manned by differ-

ent persons. The distribution of the civil and military per-

sonnel is also thus shown.

It should be noted that probably the majority of the mili-

tary members were really civilians appointed to military
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Philadelphia District Ordnance Claims Board

ments etr U.
"''7' ™^" ^'^'^^- ammunition, accoutre-

trict. Lpon the suspension of war thp vnl,„«„ t i
•

arising was enormous. So extendCe had r ,
"^
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factors involved. The feature of these reports was that they

contain every essential element in fact or law that was likely

to have any bearing on adjustment and liquidation uf the

claim. They had examined the contract or the orders,

repor .^J on the cancelation status, on the state of completion

of the contract, the contractors' total claim and its separate

parts item by item, so as to see whether any unauthorized

materials, labor, overhead or facilities claims entered. In

parallel columns the items of claims were offset by what in

each case the claim staff examiners thought or found to be

actually allowable and what items were rejected in tola, and

on what ground in each case. The cost accountant or exam-

iner who made the plant examination was often present to

report in detail on items allowed, reduced, raised or rejected.

On such a basis of consideration the amount of claim actually

regarded as fair and just was arrived at. Then the contractor

claimant was called into the conference, the findings of the

board explained and the justness and fairness of the awt.d

emphasized as the net terms of settlement.

The net amount for which settlement is made is often only

about 10 per cent of the contract claim. If the contractor

accepts net terms or any other definite amount, the agree-

ment to that effect is drawn up, signed and forwarded to the

department's Claims Board at Washington. That board

usually accepts what the district board, on which a depart-

mental bureau's representative sits, recommends, and the

contractor has agreed to accept. Prompt payment follows

thereafter.

One could hardly enjoy the privilege of attending these

hearings without feeling that the clear purpose impelling the

machinery of liquidation was a drive for settlement. Where

points in doubt or dispute hung fire, the case was often laid

aside for a later session, in order to have the particular matter

cleared up. This, in not a few cases, required the calling of

witnesses. When witnesses were heard the producing of the

witness is made a duty of the claims staff branch, through

which agency practically all the evidence pertinent to the

contract has come.
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To summarize the features of evidence before the claimsboard one may thus group the material features •

for!;
""'"""'^ 'il^'i'" as formulated on the ten or moreforms prescnbed for the purpose of having a uniform andcomprehensive, as well as an authoritative statement of what

the rolnv
* ''T K

^' ''"' *° •'''" '""^ *•= government underthe conditions of the contract.

2 The brief of the staff claims branch in which the resultsof the several investigations are embodied to check up state-

tTedair^Th
,'"•'' ''^''^ valuations, etc., as found inthe c aim The conclusions and recommendations summarizethe results, indicating what the net claim is regarded asamounting to, in the judgment of the staff

3. The contract itself, or, in the absence of any written
contract, as in the invalid contract cases and others, the rules!conditions and statutory regulations governing contracting

ln/T"Tu^'''""'' ^'""'^"y- O" 'he basis of these

whth ?r r-' f
"<^' ^'"•'""t of compensation is arrived atwhich the claims 1 .rd approves in settlement.

Workings or ,.. Typical District Claims Board

n,oll"°* P'^'^ff^^,
to attempt to describe the workings ofmore than one of the local district claims boards in the settle-

Ztrl. h "T^"' f
"'"'' Consequently the Philadelphia

d strict has been selected as representative, both for volumeo orders awarded and for variety of products used for warpurposes inchiding ships. And among the different bureaus

nine, nl^'
Department located in that district, the Ord-

methods followed in effecting settlement of the many andenormous contracts^ The Ordnance Office has some eleven
districts, and the Quartermaster General's Office eight, ineach of which there is a claims board at work on their rL"spective bureau claims. These boards are among the bestequipped branches of administrative service in the depart-ment. An outline of the Philadelphia claims board's organi-zation will indicate in a general way the features of main
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Organization of Philadelphia District Claims Board Branch

{District Ordnance Office)

The claims boards operating in the district in question are

primarily adjustment bodies. They were organized to pass

on the recommendations of the investigation and account-

ing staffs into the merits of the various claims of the prime

contractors and subcontractors. This comprehensive scope

of work was divided into two main branches of activities, as

follows

;

(i) Claims Board Branch, including the several features

of—
(a) Subcontract branch.

(b) Plant investigation branch.

(c) Plant facilities branch.

(d) Finance and cost accounting branches.

There is also a legal adviser, a contracting officer and the

secretary of the board, in the personnel of the organization,

which are not operating as separate branches.

(2) Associated functions, among which are included

—

(a) Purchase, storage and traffic.

(b) Traffic, storage and warehousing.

(c) Salvage board.

In the official description of operations of the Ordnance

District Claims Board in Philadelphia, a district that in area

covered a main part of the eastern half of the State of Penn-

sylvania, its procedure is thus described

:

It holds stated hearings in accordance with the schedule prepared and arranged

by the secretary of the board; adjusts differences tietween the government and the

contractor as regards the claims, and malfes recommendations as well as authoriz*

ing settlement contracts which are forwarded to the Washington Claims Board

for approval. On receipt of the approval from Washington the final voucher is

issued, closing the contract between the government and the contractor.

For the efficient and smooth running of the district board's

operations the secretary has as much to do as any single

official. Within the district he is the medium of contact

between the claims board, the claims staff branch and the

contractor. He takes the initial step in all action pertaining
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CO a claim for ,he board whether in receiving or disposing of

office' of .he 'ftr'"
"(P^-^''"- "e receives notice from'the

office of the Ordnance district chief of the acceptances of sus-pension or cancelation of orders or contracts. Upon thereceipt of such notice he supplies the contractor w^h the

^ to^oWo'T ''

""-T""^
'"' *'"'^ P"'P°^^ (P'"«"^« Forms

I to 10) together with instructions for the making out of hisclaim. On any questions which arise in the course of thepreparation of this claim, the secretary is the adviser of thecontractor as to the proper method to proceed. Thus theimportant procedure of settlement of the army contracts of

fo";:l' r^
°''°"^" '" ^'^'"^ ^^ ^'^^^ stood' immediately

follow ing the armistice was inaugurated

ran^JtVf''*f""^'^'l^"""'''"' ™" *'"-°"8'' ^ ""^h ^^iderrange o activities. Not only is his office and his service thepoint of contact with every outside interest, but every in-ternal function of the board or its branches is included in the
circuit of his contact. As soon as the claim is received fromthe contractor, copies (6 or 7) are given a docket number, two

sTrrbfZh *"f K^^r'i!'
"'^ ""' f°"^ ^^^'^^-1 1° ^he claims

staflF branch, of which there are four divisions. This startsthe investigating machinery, which looks into the fourfold
phases of the contract claim, in order to verify, check up andreport as a unit to the full claims board on the merits of thec aim. In this part of the work the technically equippeddaims branch has probably the most fundamental dXs
rs^tr"'"^^-

'"''"' '' ''' ''^°'"-
"' ^"--'-^

JtLZ^"'
*''\^"'^^°"t^«""al relations of the contractor

claimant are, what pecuniary obligations are involved, as

wfth Th ^T"^ ' contractor in negotiating settlements

branch
'"^°"*'^"°''- ^^''^ '' ^^e work of the subcontract

(b) Plant investigation makes inquiries as to all matters

chTn'jr"'H'°
^'''""'' -^"t°"^^. delays in operations,

changes in drawings, counterclaims and similar items, report-
ing in detail its findings to the claims staff branch.
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In the experience of the government the claims for delays in

furnishing materials, drawings and instructions to go ahead,

or other requisites of the contract, have been a fruitful source

of excessive charges. The same is true of the item of changes

in the drawings, of which the airplane production was a fla-

grant instance of vacillation in specifications. The govern-

ment viewpoint is that as a rule these changes may and often

do reduce rather than add to the contractor's expenses. Yet
they are usually made the occasion for an extra bill of expenses

on public account, and in official opinion are regarded, it may
be safely asserted, as an overworked claim for which the plant

investigator should always be on the guard.

(c) The plant facilities branch of the investigation work
covers that part of the claimant's establishment which is

included in equipment, buildings, lands, leases and any other

facility of production of the finished ordnance article. What-
ever it may need in the way of inventories of facilities it gets

from the plant investigating branch, and calls on the cost

accounting branch for audits of the books of the contractor

claimant.

In its placing of orders or contracts the Ordnance Office

found many manufacturing concerns with organizations suited

to manufacture products of the kind wanted for war purposes,

but whose capacity was nothing like that needed. By ad-

vancing capital for increasing facilities to double or more that

of the would-be contractor, or by agreeing to pay a price for

the article which would amortize the increased cost of the

extra facilities, the capacity required by the government was
supplied. Then care had to be taken against these claims

coming in in any other form. The facilities branch covered

these elements.

(d) The finance and cost accounting branches furnished the

claims staff branch with information relating to the costs of

operations, Sae prices of materials, the overhead charges, the

distribution of expenses, payments to contractors, counter-

claims and financial matters generally embraced within a
comprehensive accounting and audit of claims.

1
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These four lines of investigation into the contractor's claim
if we add the points covered b: e legal adviser, comprise a
reasonably complete inquiry into the accuracy and validity of
the elements of law and fact involved. These inquiries go to
establish the degree of soundness of the contractor's position as
a basis for liquidation of the government's obligations, when
brought together in the claims staff branch. There they were
coordinated and a report made to the district claims board on
which report action was taken by that board and on which the
board based its findings and recommendations.
Did the government and the contractor receive fair treat-

ment in the effort as thus organize ' to effect prompt settle-
ment for the enormous volume of claims? It is certain that
the investigating, auditing and accounting services of the
various claims sta.fs of the district claims boards, if that of the
Philadelphia district be taken as representative, deserve a
large part of the credit of saving the postwar contractors from
bankruptcy. They also saved the government from recog-
nized exaggerated claims. But for these technically equipped
investigators neither contractor nor government could have
expected to arrive at a fair and just settlement based on fact
and law alike. But by means of these aids the path to ad-
justment was cleared in a comparatively short period of time.
They, armed with the writ of investigation issued by the claims
branch of which they are members, constitute the flyi ig wedge
of inquiry into the intricate maze of contractual relations and
conditions, bringing order and justice out of what otherwise
might have turned into chaos.

How THE Claims Staff Branch Was Organized

In its structural character the claims staff branch might be
properly designated as the "neck of the bottle," and in its

functional character as the brain of the investigating service.

The claims board itself retained the supervisory and judicial
functions, putting the burden of investigation and contact
•with the industrial processes on the claims staff branch. To
the claims staff branch also fell the task of preparing the forms.
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inquiring into counterclaims, supplying the technical talent,

briefing its own results and reviewing each part or clement of

investigation that went to make up the consolidated and
coordinated return on the contractor's claim. Its branch

board of review was composed of the full membership of

seven; with a secretary, an assistant, and a recording and
routing clerk.

The main internal or staff work of the branch was, however,

divided up on functional tines as follows

:

1. Forms and methods committee, of five members.

2. Counterclaims committee, of five members.

3. Technical committee, of seven members.

4. Briefing committee, of six members.

In the handling of claims, four copies are received from the

claims board's secretary by the claims staff branch's secretary,

who routes them through the four committees in the order

given above, unless the forms and methods committee finds

tha. -he claim is not made out according to instructions to the

contractor. In that event the defectively prepared claim is

returned to the secretary of the claims board and the return

noted on the records of the branch board of review. If

correctly prepared it goes at once to the counterclaims com-
mittee, where it is examined as to the nature of the contract.

Then the examination begins into the merits of the claim and
for the discovery of any information that may disclose a

counterclaim against the contractor. This is done by means
of a writ of investigation issued by the branch board of review

to the five different divisions, including subcontract, plant

facilities, plant investigation, finance and cost accounting.

Out of the reports received from each and all of these regard-

ing the counterclaims the counterclaims committee makes a
statement for the use of the branch's briefing committee.

The technical committee likewise examines the claim, and
for the purpose of obtaining the necessary information sends

out writs of investigation through the board of review to the

various branches. On the basis of the final reports thus

received the technical committee reviews the claim as to
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matters of a technical nature that may be of interest to the
board, but reporting its findings to the briefing committee.
I he briefing committee considers the facts and results as
brought out by the investigation committees and branches
and prepares a brief of the claim to lay before the board of
review for approval or disapproval. If approved, the secre-
tary sends nine copies the brief with underlying reports
and original papers and exhibits to the secretary of the claims
board.

This completes the presentation of the claim, its counter-
claim and the investigation of the merits of the case as thus
formulated. All of this is summed up in the branch brief,
which IS the real matter before the adjudicating authority—
the district claims board. For the expeditious disposal of
the matters assigned to each contributing part of the service
much depends on the chairman and the secretary of the
claims staff branch. The latter especially, being charged with
the duty of making up a schedule of inquiries and hearings
must keep track of time allowances for investigations and
report delays or changes in dates so as to secure due coordina-
tion of the factors that enter into the maintenance of a uniform
schedule of hearings. Here progress charts come in, along
with daily contact with the branches and the liaison functions.
Uie claims staff branch determines from the reports what
witnesses are to be called for the government at the hearings
before the board, whose secretary sees to their presence on
scheduled dates. The board itself, desiring further investiga-
tion, applies to the claims staff branch through its secretary
for inquiry into subcontracts, for instance, not only within
the Philadelphia district, but also in other districts. These
are handled through the subcontract branch. The claims
staff branch has, therefore, relations not only with con-
tractors in its own district, but may have to fc'low the rela-
tions into outside districts and reciprocate on their be'ialf.

Organization of the Five Invti igaiing Divisions
The external work of the claims staff branch is primarily

to investigate. Evidently the thoro;.ghne5s with which the
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contract claims are investigated and the interests of the gov-

ernment looke<l after in the settlement of war contracts de-

pends primarily on three things. First, the capability of the

board individuaUi and collectively considered. Secondly,

on the elements ^.l Tiastcry embraced in the composition of

the claims staff branch, and, finally, in the extent to which
the five investigating divisions of the claims staff branch are

used effectively to exhaust the merits of the claim, with
balanced regard to what may be fair and equitable to both
contractor and government.

Owing to the fundamental importance of these investija-

ing branches in this vital work of contract adjustment, some
brief outlining of their organization is pertinent to an ade-

quate treatment of the subject. For, in their make-up, even
in mere outline, is revealed the grasp of the problem of the

proportions never f»fore undertaken. This organizing and
operating service was the joint result of several factors, of

which mention will be made later. The working outline

follows:

1. Subcontract Division: j members and legal adviser—
A. Executive officer, controlling recording and routing,

office manager, and office force in general.

B. Analysis board, 3 officers.

C. Review board, 3 officers.

D. Working assignment of classified claims:

(a) Claims in Philadelphia district, 4 members.
(b) Other claims in that district, 3 members.
(c) Claims of DuPont Company, Mr. C. H.

Fleming.

(d) Claims of Bethlehem Steel Company, Capt.

W. N. Bannard.

(e) Claims of Midvale Steel Company, Capt. H.
L. Cox.

(f) Claims from other districts, Capt. E. F. Ran-
dolph.

(g) DuPont engineering claims, 2 officers,

(h) Miscellaneous, 3 officers.
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In order to grasp the fuller significance of ordnance investi-
gations IS related to contract settlement, one must recall the
production side of the ordnance contracts. The entire
countr)- during 19:8 was districted into eleven ordnance
divisions. Each district, under the decentralizing policy of
control over manufacturing was organized so as to be practi-
cally self-dependent in operation. It had an ordnance chief
and representatives of the several divisions of the Ordnance
Department. In fact, the district unit was in an essentia'
sense an ordnance office in minaturc. That plan of organiz.i-
tion brought the technical officials into close and effective
contact in production. Of this the Chief of Ot.lnance, in his
too brief report of 1918, thus speaks:

There ha> lieon e.ul>li.h,,l i„ ihi, division a technical m:lion. comrK,«.,l o(
highly trained technical expert., lo ailviw and assist manufactu-cr.. Friim time
to ttroe Ihese experts visit manulactiirinK PSIal.liahment., offerinn pro(e«iional
advice ar ' aminlance m coopiTatin- «ith the stall of the district officers Fre-
quent conferences are held in the v..r.. .us disi rict. in whic h manufacturers cnRaged
in the proiluclion of similar ord': nee material assemhie an.l meet officers of the
production <livisioi. for the ,, cussion of any ]irol,lems which may Ik- presented
Results show conclu, ., i .at these meetings are highly beneficial and are con-
Idered by manufactu ---i 'o be of paramount impurtance.i

It was such familiarity with the problems of production
that developed a capacity for solving the problems of liquida-
tion of tho ordnance accounts. Fortunately for the needs of
the postl;ellum business situation, the army specialists, joining
with the business executives and the professional accountants,
constituted a highly specialized group of war industry ex-
perts. It has been one of the best proofs of the sound econo-
mic judgment of 'he war authorities that these men were
brought together upon this task in the critical after war
adjustment.

In the classification of subcontracts for the purpose of
clearing up claims there was no room for other than a grouping
r.n the basis of the contracting concern as the unit. That is

t -e feature of the assignment of investigators in the foregoing
outline. Some one is placed in charge of the subcontracting

' Report of the Chief of Ordnance, 1918, p. 12.
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relations of each large prime contractor and has his assmiates
and staff to do justice to the phase of the prolilem entrusted to

him. Thus spcLiatization is utilized to advantaRc. The
affairs of the given contractor, as for instance, the Dul'ont
Company or the Bethlehem Steel, are thus ma>tered in the

service of intelligent adjustment.

When, however, it comes to plant investigation a different

arrangement of work follows. Here it is not relations with
other producers, but rather the .; ccial products that arc the
subject of inquiry. Consequently the division of labor is on
a commodity basis.

2. Plant Imesligation Division: 5 members—
A. Analyzing board, 8 members.

B. Board of review, 5 members.

C. Secretary and recording and routing.

D. Investigating sections:

(a) Projectile section, 7 members.
(b) Trench warfare section, 5 members.
(c) Powder and explosives, 7 members.
(d) Gun carriages, 4 members.
(e) Small arms—steel and wood, 6 members.
(f) Miscellaneous, machinery and containers, 6
members.

(g) Small arms ammunition, i officer.

(h) Oils, preserving, i officer.

(i) Special investigation, 8 members.

Besides investigating under writ from the claims staff

branch, to which the report goes by way of the board of re-

view, this division handles requests for inventories or apprais-

als from cither the plant facilities division or the cost ac-

counting division. In the matter of plant valuations it is

the final authority.

3. Plant Facilities Division—j members—
One feature of the Ordnance Office policy was to utilize the

industries of the country for the production of the major
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portion of Its needed quota of munitions. The governments

r^.iri^' r T"""'''
P"^""'' ^'^"* one-seventh of the rifles

n« nli?' M*" "!"'"" ^"* P"^^te enterprise would
not, mdeed could not be expected to put its own capital intothe enlargement of >ts buildings, the purchase and installa-

sTvnnth"'^ i"""^ ^f ""^ ''^''"« °' ownership of lands, tosay nothmg of extendmg public utilities for so large an increase
in workers at any given industrial center. The large iron

Sl,T T.
"' '''*'''" **" Philadelphia district lent them-

selves to the urgent needs of the government, and to thesethe public funds were advanced on terms varying with the
circumstances and conditions. This accounts for the appear!ance of plant facilities as so important an item in many of theclaims settlements. In this district a special staff of Lesttgators was organized to deal with the subject. Its featureswere as outlined herewith:

'"tures

A. Analysis board of 8 members with a civilian chair-
man. This hoard had jurisdiction in the matter of •

(a) Land leases and liens, 2 members.
(b) Buildings, 2 members.
(c) Machinery- and equipment, 2 members. For

the largest plants there were appointed individual
investigators, as shown in the following-

(d) Bethlehem Steel Co., Mr. H. B. Hackett
(e) Midvale Steel and Ordnance Rifle Plant, MaiW. H. Tilton.

(0 Midvale Steel and Ordnance Gun Plant, Capt
n. L. Cox.

(g) Loading plants, Maj. H. W. Goddard
(h) Marlin-Rockwell, Lt. R. S. Guerber.
(1) Eddystone Munitions Co., Maj. J. A. Brown
(j) Miscellaneous..

Besides these th°re
review and salvage.

the following boards: inventory.
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4. Finance Division: 3 memJerj—which investigates the fol-
lowing features of the settlement claims:

1. Financial standing of contracting parties.
2. Relations of prime contractors to subcontractors.
3- Counterclaims, advance payments, etc.

5. Cost Accounting Division: j members—which divides its
work into the following lines:

:. Analysis board, 5 members.
2. Review board, 5 members.
3- In charge of cost-plus contracts:

(a) Midvale Steel and Ordnance (Eddystone), with
staff of one chairman, 4 accountants and 14 clerks.

(b) Midvale Steel and Ordnance, general plant,
with one chairman and 3 clerks.

(c) Tacony Ordnance Corp., i head and 4 clerks.
(d) McArthur Bros., i head, 2 accountants, 4 clerks.
(e) J. G. Brill Ci I head, 2 accountants, 6 clerks.

4. In charge of claims investigation.

5. Assistant supervisors (6), juni. r accountants (6), and
clerks qualified in accounting (17).

This completes the outline organization of the five investi-
gating branches or divisions of the claims board branch. It
serves to indicate into what matters each of the several
activities is directed, so as to cover the entire field of contract
claims in the course of settlement. These five different
branches are the sources of the results which are combined
into the complete return on a given claim, for the action of
the claims board branch, before submission with recommenda-
tions to the Ordnance District Claims Board. If the con-
tractor accepted the conclusions of the claims board, the
agreement is put into writing, forwarded to Washington for
approval or rejection, and if approved is promptly paid for
and the contractual relations closed. As has been stated, in
the vast majority of cases the approval of the departmental
authorities after review at Washington was given to the
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district claims boards findings as accepted by the contractor.
In the terms of settlement, the contractor often accepted
property at agreed prices; but where that was not the case
the property retained by the government was either stored
removed or turned over to the sales director to dispose of at
the best terms obtainable. That ended the chapter



CHAPTER IV

Summaiy and Conclusions

One of the first things to impress itself upon the re\ iewer of

war time contracting is the fact of the enlargement in Iroth

the range and the variety of economic experience through
which the government and business passed within these few
years. One of the revelations has been the prominence of

public spirit as a fact in war time enterprise. It is not too

much to say that war service infused a new altruistic element
into economic life. Another outcome has been the discov-

ery of vast and as yet undeveloped powers of cooperation

between private enterprise and governmental authority.

The traditions of American business had theretofore rather

been those of antagonism between these two sources of eco-

nomic power. As a consequence American efforts had been
handicapped in the field of international competition as com-
pared with other countries. If the war shall have taught the

value of worki.ig together in international enterprise, the gov-
ernment will have learned one of its most needed lessons.

Another conclusion from a retrospecti\e survey of public

contracting is that the government has come to appreciate

more fully the value of large scale business organization as a
means of economic achievement. This was demonstrated in

the mediating service of the various trades organizations in

marshaling their industrial and commercial membership to

meet the needs of the government early in the war period.

For example, the knit goods trade and industry was never
united until the needs of the army and navy had made unity

of action among its members of vital importance in supplying
this class of products. Such an emergency seemed to bring

forward the right leaders and to inject the right attitude into

the trade to ensure a high grade of cooperation.

Among the engineering organizations of the country a
333
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Similar result was seen in the capacity of American profes-
sional and business orRanizations to cooperate in public
services Much the same may be said of the accounting and
the legal professions. I'robably the government, in thesefew years of contracting for war purposes, derived more ad-
vantage from the voluntary cooperation of the three profes-
sions of law, engineering and accounting than from any other
three that could be named. These three at every stage of the
drafting and execution of contracts, in which the government
had bilhons of costs at stake, rendered continuous and expense
saving services. In no stage of the relation of contractor togovernment did they jointly appear to more advantage than
in the cancelation, liquidation and final settlement of these
contracts. Their services in expediting settlements have
been exceptional.

War contracting had a very marked effect on the position
of the economically superfluous middleman ;a trade with the
government. In the navy before the war it had been the
rule that no person shall be received as a contractor who is
not a manufacturer of, or regular dealer in, the article which
he offers to supply.". This kept out the man who carries his
office in his hat. In the War Department, as in every other
department, after June i6, 1916, under the National Defense
Act, the Attorney General's suggestion was made effective
then and thereafter. According to that every bidder had to
agree that he had employed no third person to solicit or obtain
his contract and promised not to pay to any third person any
compensation on that account. Revised Statutes, section
3737. forbade transfer of contract or order, thus supporting
direct dealings between contractor and government.

War Time Status of the Government Contract
From what has thus far been seen it is plain that the gov-

ernment contract itself has undergone a-marked transforma-
tion in passing from peace to war service. As an instrument
of public bargaining with private concerns, the status of both

' Revised Statutes, sec. 3722, p. 7J5.
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of the parties to the agreement has changed. It ceased to be
simply an isolated resultant of the free play of economic ele-

ments in the open market under normal conditions of supply
and demand. The position of the contractor, instead of being
determined by competitive bidding, in war becomes largely the
result of compulsory cooperation. He is no longer free to act
as an independent individual ; he figures rather as a member
of his trade or industrial organization. Collective judgment,
rather than individual enterprise, determi-^s his relation to
the government in supplying the resources of the nation to
meet the demands of war. The statutory criterion of com-
pensation defines his interest as a price that is fair and just

—

nothing less and nothing more.

In like manner the position of the government, the other
party to the contract, has changed. In the peace time con-
tract the contracting officer represented the government.
He signed for the United States, although representing only an
isolated bureau or division. But under the coordination of

purchasing power, of contracting scope running into hundreds
of millions of dollars a month, the governmental side of the
bargaining equation becomes a colossal engine of command
over goods and services. This organization was mighty
enough to fix price lev els for the market as a whole, by the
cooperation of the War Industries Board and under the
mastery of a single director as the official contracting head.

Theory of the Contractor's War Time Position

A further comparison of the position of the contractor in

war time with that of times of peace serves to bring out still

another change. In peace his responsibility is much wider
and his sha e in assuming risks is much more extended.
Under competitive conditions of award he has to take his

chances with all others on the common plane of responsibility,

be that technical, financial or commercial in character. But
in war time, at a period when materials, labor and funds are

all considered as first of all at the service of the government,
the theory of the contract shifts, like eve.y other economic
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arrangement, to the war time basis. In making this shift,

however, the government often takes over the risks of enter-
prise. The contractor becomes the cooperator with the gov-
ernment, rather than the competitive performer on a project
in which the hazards of the enterprise still lie on his side of the
equation. But what the contractor lacks in economic hazards
he adds in fiduciary obligation. In other words, war time
contracting puts the contracting party in the position of hav-
ing his compensation practically guaranteed, but binds him to
work for and with the government to accomplish the object
quickly. The very purpose of releasing him from contractual
risks and of assuring him a given recompense is to divest him
of those claims of self-interest in order that he may be free
to serve the government in the fiduciary capacity of a war
worker. It makes no difference whether the contractor be an
individual or a corporation; or whether he be exjcuting a
fixed price, a cost-plus or an agency contract; his having
divested himself of the risks of an undertaking and having be-
come assured by contract of 'the costs being covered and a safe
margin of profit, the center of gravity of his responsibility
passes to the status of more intense cooperation with govern-
ment. Anything less is a clear evasion of obligation.

On this vital principle of fiduciary relation of the agent to
the project the American International Shipbuilding Cor-
poration at Hog Island took the less defensible position of
nonliability for the unfavorable results and methods there
disclosed. Its officers assumed the attitude indicated in the
following, in reply to a charge of mismanagement:

1. Thai each suhstamial act of the agent was approved, expressly or impliedly,
by the Fleet Corporation or its representatives.

2. That if the Fleet Corporation was dissatisfied with the management its

remedy under the contract wasto terminate the agency: that it could not have the
benefits of the agent's continuous management and at the same time charge the
agent with mismanagement.

i. That the Fleet Corporation in placing an additional order with the agent
on May 7. 1918, with full knowledge of past conditions, waived any charges of
waste and mismanagement and admitted by its conduct that the agent was worthy
of its agency and entitled to receive additional trust and responsibility.

4. That when all is said and done this was a war job where speed was of the
essence, and that an undertaking of such a nature is to be judged not by its costs
but by its accomplishments.
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This alleged defense is not wholly in line with fact. It is

wholly out of line with the lawful right of the government to
review the acts of its agents at later dates. The fact is that
the agency contract relation is a most intimate assumption of
business accord as between contractor and government. So
much so is this the case that the datum of confidence and
cooperative capacity is assumed as an essential condition of
entering into the contract of the agency type. A corporation's
managers and advisers who lack this concept of contractual
duty, so far as to excuse themselves from due vigilance against
gross mistakes on an emergency project, attempt to evade
joint responsibility. On such a policy of evasion, no contract-
ing concern would dare to build a reputation for fiduciary
trustworthiness.

Fiduciary Position of Agency Contractors

One can not go far into the field of government contracting
in the war without realizing that many of the concerns which
got jobs on the agency basis did not measure up to the confi-
dence imposed in their competence and fidelity. Possibly
the heads of firms may have entertained the higher concep-
tion of fiduciary service in war time; but it is none the less
the fact that in the execution of the work in both method and
quality, as well as in the profiteering purpose controlling the
jobs, the active officials in charge worked on a much lower
level of what was due to the government. In the agency con-
tract the government assumes all the risk for the express pur-
pose of getting the use of the agent's organization and oper-
ating heads at cost. This cost it covers in a fee presumed to
be generous enough to insure the contracting agent's coming
out even.

A good instance of this kind is reported in the agency con-
tract of the Marlin-Rockwell Loading Company, March 23,
1918, for the erection and operation of loading drop shells,
on a 10 per cent cost-plus contract. In addition to that the
agent was to be paid 10 per cent on the cost of operation until
one-fourth of the specified number of bombs had been loaded.
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That rate was to continue until the government should arrive

at a basic cost, when the agent was to get, in addition to its

10 per cent, one-half of the difference between the basic and
the actual cost, so long as its total profit did not exceed 15
per cent.

This was presumably a generous even though a hazardous
contract, so far as compensation was concerned. Instead of

doing the work themselves, this concern subcontrac^d the
work for $6,500,000 for a fee of 3 per cent on cost.

In the investigation, which followed complaints, it was
found that in discharging their first duty to select a site, the
company put the matter into the same hands as those which
for $3,000 an acre disposed of the Hog Island tract that had
been offered a short time before at a rate of S300 an acre. A
large part of the land was under water at high tide when a
dike broke a few weeks later. In its designing of the plant
the company had no aptitude nor claim to such a job. On
operation it will be enough to quote the report of Major
Clair Foster, after his visit to the construction locality, where
none of the contracting company's staff could be found,
except a few who knew nothing and had been brought in from
jobs of quite difTerent character. Major Clark thus summa-
rizes the exploiting agent's viewpoint

:

Regarding the Marlin-Rockwell Company, to my way of thinking, the outstanil-

ing fact disclosed by this inspection is that that company failed to comprehend
the fundamental difference between a "contract " for the performance of which it

would be entitled to make whatever money it could by risking its own resources,

and a trust accepted by it as an employe of the government. It failed to see that,

risking nothing of its own that any other employe is not risking, it was engaged
like any other employe of the government to forget all about pay day and to work
shoulder to shoulder with its fellow employes for the common kikkI.'

War Contracts Had First Call on Capital

The theory of the priority of war business, as it related to

capital issues, is illustrated by the operations of the Capital

Issues Committee. This committee was not authorized
until almost a full year after the war began. By the act of

' Hearings on War Expenditures, Ser. VI, Vol. I, pp. 705-706.
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April 5, 1918, it took over the work of the Federal Reserve
Board, which had exercised restraining control on capital
issues to conserve financial resources for war needs. Its
policy was to authorize "capital for use only by those enter-
prises and industries which served some immediate or definite
military or economic need. " There were total applications for
12,564,021,000. By this means banking and investment re-
sources were conserved both for credits to contracting con-
cerns and for the purchase of Liberty bonds. Out of a total of
$2,064,803,000 passed the two main portions were for public
utilities and manufacturing—two divisions of enterprise which
had direct relation to the war industries at various places
These two uses made up three-fourths of the entire issues ap-
proved.

'
These results are to be taken in connection with the

advances of capital by the War Credits Board to various war
contractors.

Methods of financing war contract industries developed
with experience. It took neariy a year to see that on a scale
of production so stupendous some extraordinary means of
supplying capital to contractors and municipalities affected
thereby must be provided. Such work on a smaller scale
might have been done by the regular banking concerns out of
their ordinary resources. In fact, banks are as a rule rather
prone to welcome government contractor accounts. The
war industries, many of them highly centralized on an exten-
sive range of outlays and advances for materials and to sub-
contractors, entailed heavier financing than was deemed wise
for the local banks to assume. To meet these needs in hun-
dreds of localities where war orders and contracts had been
placed the War Finance Corporation was created by Congress
and organized with a capital of $500,000,000 and an author-
ized issue of $3,000,000,000 in K)nds.' It was authorized to
make loans to banks and trust companies by which they

were to finance operations necessary or contributory to the
prosecution of the war. " The policy was not to act directly

3d^!^p',^,f'"^
'""'' L-ommiu^, House D<x,,mcm No, ,4*5, 65,1, Cong.,

* Official Bulletin, May 20, 191s, p. 8.
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with the industries but to make approved advances through

the local banks. This supplied a readily available reservoir

of credit and working capital. It proved to be one of the

wisest aids to relieve ordinary commercial banking and at

the same time to assist industries in the production of war
materials without delays for want of financial backing.

Federal Taxes on War Contract Profits

On the economic distribution of the shares of wealth pro-

duced the war developed some marked results. The unusu-

ally high rates of income taxes and the excess profits taxes ai

levied by the federal authorities were an attempt to recover

some of the extraordinary gains from war con racting. Even
before the United States entered the war, the nunition manu-
facturer's tax (approved September 8, 1916, Title III) levied

a tax of 12} per cent on the entire net profits ol such industries.

The enormous profits of the contractors for European coun-
tries at war before this country came in had produced a
speculative rise in security values in the iron and steel indus-

tries, as in others, whereby an entirely new group of million-

aires arose. On these profits the taxing powers tried to lay

hands, only to find that after a year or two wages and price

levels generally had risen to more than overtake the antici-

pated profits. In the case of some of the small arms industries

the advances in labor and material costs were such as to bring

severe losses to the contractors. This experience was dupli-

cated elsewhere.

The munition manufacturer's tax of prewar times was in-

structive from another viewpoint. It attempted to define

how net profits were to be arrived at by specifying the several

elements that might be included in the costs of production

(section 302, of act cited). In the next act of Congress, of

March 3, 1917, passed more than a month before the outbreak

of war with Germany, the first real war tax was provided for.

It levied an excess profits tax, in addition to the munition

manufacturer's tax, of "8 per cent of the amount by which

such net income exceeds the sum of (a) $5,000 and (b) 8

]jer cent of the actual capital."
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This impost applied only to corporations and partnerships
in this form. It made still another contribution to the tech-
nical side of economic terms, by its definition of invented
capital. By section 203 of this second of the war measures,
invested capital was made to mean

—

(i) Actual cash paid in,

(2) The actual cash value, at the time of payment, of assets
other than cash paid in, and

{3) Paid in or earned surplus and undivided profits used or
employed in the business, but not including borrowed money.
A third stage in the effort of Congress to take for public use

a part of the profits of war industries and incomes came with
the Rcvrnue Act of October 3, 1917. Its features were the
graduated income and excess profits taxes. After the income
tax returns and excess profits taxes of March 3, 1917, had
been compiled in the office of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, it was apparent that the profits of practically all
the main kinds of corporations could easily stand a much
heavier rate of excess profits taxes. Consequently, as the
war contracting had enriched trades and industries phenom-
enally, as the Borah Report proved beyond dispute, a war
excess profits tax of "60 per cent of net income in excess of 33
per cent of such capital," was not considered unduly burden-
some as the maximum rate. The attempt to forestall an
admittedly general evasion of war profits taxes, by a more rigid
form of reports and returns, as proposed by Senator King of
Utah, in the course of the enactment of the act of October 3,
1917. failed of approval, largely for administrative reasons.
There was not any doubt on the question of the government
not getting anything like the proportion of excess war profits
that European governments did.

CoNGRESSi )NAL CrITICIS.M AND WaR CONTRACTS
It has already been pointed out that Congress had com-

paratively little to do directly with the military part of the
war, but that its services consisted mainly in discussion and
inquiries as to the economics of expenditures for the conflict.
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In doing that, it must of course not be assumed that CongreM

made a point of interfering with the administrative part of

war. It was rather in the line of seeing that the laws of Con-

gress were observed, that the policies of the administration

were pursued along fair and just lines, and that the fiscal

ways and means were supplied in quantities, kinds and at

times when most needed. It was, in short, the business of

Congress to see in a general but substantial way that the game

of war from the business side was played with as much re-

gard to fairness as the circumstances of war admitted.

Congress in this capacity occupied itself in seeing to it that

the contractor did not get too much the better of the bargain

in his dealings with the government ; and also that the govern-

ment did not in its exercise of power unduly overreach the con-

tractor. Con.Tress thus became an economic arbiter between

the two parties to the war contract, in a much larger sense

than is generally appreciated. It gave a prompt protection

to the public interest by its investigations; and when the

government became overweening it was a strong reminder to

public authorities that even though this was a war era still

the public law rather than official will was the source of

authority. The vigilance of Congress is therefore one of the

reasons why a nation usually comes out of war with a stronger

grip on the rights of person and of property. In its investiga-

tion into the contracting activities of some of the advisory

committees of the Council of National Defense it restored the

constitutionally provided (unction of the departments. It

also, in the same inquiry, relieved the contracting public from

having to deal with other than the legally authorized officials.

Finally, as in the Dent Act, it passed after due discussion such

enabling legislation as was necessary to settle on fair terms

with contractors who had begun work in good faith but with-

out a formal contract. This act had much to do with the

expedition with which the War Department liquidated the

unfinished contracts in which the armistice caught the war

contracting industries.

On the side of control of war expenditures Congress did not
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figure very creditably. Early in 1917 it was propowd that
Congress should be represt-nted in some way in seeinft that
the vast amounts it was appropriating were properly applied.
That was parried by the shallow excuse that it would "reflect
on thf administration." The aircraft fizzle proved that its

fears ivere not ungrounded. But the proposal never .wn to
anything and Congress during the entire war praLiii »lly

voted everything, without much question, that was asked
officially. The hearings Iwfore the Appropriations Com-
mittees prove that this was not tlone withoia some formal
inquiry as to purpose and adequacy of the esi imates submitted
for Congressional approval. Apart from these committee
hearings there was little discussion rn the requests of the
administration's spokesmen for bill! 11., of authorizations
either in bond issues or taxes to be riised. in f.u 1, Cnin'ie-m
was a unit in approving most of thtsi- measu , r. nii.nd for

the financing of the war, because of Ic. fa th in ti.r Justness ot

the struggle.

Concrete Economic Results of War (ontkact Era
It now seems in order to try to summarize S4)me of the

more specific economic results arising from the lontractual
experiences of the war era. Much might be brought to light
regarding war contracts as a source of contribution to na-
tional wealth, as a prolific source in the rise of a new class of
millionaires and as a period in which the purchasing power of
millions of wage earners was swollen beyond the dreams of
the most imaginative. This increment of wage earning pur-
chasing power took its rise in the American war contracts
with European countries, resulting in the inflation of wage
scales ostensibly in keeping with the exaggerated ideas of
contractors' profits. When, owing to changed economic con-
ditions in cost of production, many of these profits disap-
peared, wages did not, however, come down but held their
high ground or went on advancing. Theirs was the harvest
of a scarcity market in an emergency era.

This sudden increment in bu/ing power made itself felt
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not only in the price levels of necessities but equally so in

luxury products. The arrival of a new class of purchasers

for consumption in the retail markets reacted on wholesaling,

thence on the jobbing trades and ultimately but promptly

back to the mills. Urgency of demand for early delivery

made every link in this series of price factors more and more
independent of conservative standards of value. Mills kept

putting up prices as bidders rivaled each other for supplies.

To make matters worse, war contract priorities reduced the

number of concerns free to make commercial goods, thus

further intensifying the demands and enhancing the profits

of the manufacturers. Under these circumstances nothing

short of the firm hand of commandeering authority was able

in some instances to get government work done. In order

not to restrict the sources of profits more than necessary and

thus unduly narrow the basis of excess profits revenues, orders

were often apportioned as equitably as practicable among
the members of a given industry. This equating adjustment

of public and private interests was one of the better results

from the relations of government to private enterprise during

the war. Much of the credit for the measure of success in

this was due to the industrial and commercial organizations

cooperating with the government, either locally or throug*'

the War Industries Board.

Still more specific results are the following:

Dejects 0} Bureau System Disclosed

The war disclosed the defects of the several bureaus of the

War Department as contracting units. Least of all of these

defects appeared in the Engineering Corps, whose practices;

and traditions kept it in touch with business life in peace.

But all of the bureaus suffered from competition among
themselves in the same markets and from the extremely

limited range of competitive bidding into which prewar con-

tract awards had fallen. Under this serious handicap they

passed into the war time market with grievous results as to

costs. To these the early breakdown of the Quartermaster
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General's contracting service was partly if not mainly due.
Its prompt reorganization in line with more effective methods
of war supply eliminated much senseless competition among
governmental purchasing agencies.

Principles of Price Control Developed

Price control on the part of the government comprises a
most valuable contribution to economic experience. Prob-
ably the best results were exemplified in the navy, where the
principle of fair prices and reasonable profit found embodi-
ment in contractual practice to a remarkable extent. The
Navy Department bureaus, especially the Bureau of Supply
and Accounts, demonstrated what might be done with an
equally well equipped and effectively managed staff of pur-
chasing agents, commodity specialists and cost determining
accountants. In the reorganized Quartermaster and Ord-
nance offices, as the Division of Supply and Storage under
the General Staff, much equally good purchasing was accom-
plished. The principles of control, both statutory and admin-
istrative, as treated in Part I, indicate that the govern-
ment before the war ended, during most of 1918, had a much
firmer grasp of its supply problems than in any previous war in

which the United States had a part. Congress was quicker
to detect WTong systems, wasteful methods of administration;
and the Executive sooner or later adjusted its faulty practices

to better standards. The protccti\e services of advisory
agencies, of the food and fuel confol and similar means of
ensuring some regard for reasonableness in price fi.xing were
of untold value in keeping down contracting costs.

Abiding Faith in Competitive Awards

The war time experience with forms of contracts proved
the abiding faith of the government in the wisdom of com-
petitive bidding as a means of arriving at an approximately
fair level of costs. The engineering profession's utilization

of the cost-plus contracts fur public awards may have a lim-

ited field in experimental. emergcnc>- and pioneering lines, but
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certainly it has not found favor in Congressional quarters.

Possibly the iniergency work contracts of the camp and

cantonment type may have justified themselves. But noth-

ing that the government has done, of which the general public

has had close cognizance, had at first a more demoralizing

effect on the confidence of employes or employers in govern-

ment business ability than these very contracts. In the judg-

ment of many, these and the shipbuilding and aircraft con-

tracts, owing to their wasteful execution and to excessive

cost.'i. were among the most potent factors in promoting

wage exactions, price inflation and speculative trading at the

expense of the government and of the normal cost of living.

Accountancy Gives Scientific Character to Contract Control

One unique result of war contracting is the enhanced im-

portance given to the service of accountancy in sasfeguardtng

public coat keeping, contracting and claims *ttlem«it».

Government control over costs of work being dor •Jrvelopcd

enormously on this technical side of its equipment. There

is rtill limited service for the old line specialist ; bu' his work

is being expanded into the staff and line accountmg which

gives the central office better control over produi-tion on

pifblic account, regardless of where it is carried on. It brings

to the service rrf the official inspection force a power of super-

vision over processes not hitherto available. In short, the

more direct use of cost accounting and organization of pro-

duction on such lines has imparted a distinctly more scientific

character to the contract relations of gin ernment to industry.

Rejkx Action of Standardization on Industry

Standardization has gained vastly by reason of the work of

war contracting. The specifications of the formal contract

ha\(' often introduced for the first time exact stanflards of

measurement into the industrial processes of manufacturing

conc(Tns. Take this single case. .A small foundry in Con-

necticut took to making six-inch mortar shells for the Ord-

nance Corps, and s«ion Uarnetl the lesson of ordnance exact-
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ness. Before that it had been making bed casters in which

there were 124 separate parts. After h^arning the secret of

standardizing work from the war contracts it reduced these

parts to twelve. It got back to commercial work on this new
basis within fifteen days after the armistice, eager to test the

possibilities of standardizing methods in cost reduction.

Thus the army and the navy have taught the civilian mauu
facturer many a secret of competitive pf>wer in the emergency

work of the war. This result leads one to sugge-:t that in the

cooperation of the technical with the practical m our indus-

trial life there are untold potentialities of which the war
work has given but a hint. The standardized contract is

but another gain in this direction.

Probable Economic Outcome of Shipbuilding Program

It is almost too soon to assay the gains or losses tmm our

shipbuilding experience. Something will depend on the policy

adopted for control and working standards in the held of

operation. But it is doubtful whether the hopes of mass pro-

duction on the fabricated plan of standardized ships will be

realized, now that the pressure for t(mnagt' is removed. The
fields of service arc so varie<l in their hearing on types and
methods of construction, and the adaptatitms of tonnage to

these specific uses are so persistent in marJtimt^ competition,

as to emphasize specialization rather than standardization as

the thing of the future. Some of the most advanced authori-

ties regard standardized ships as a thing ot the oast in the

race for maritime mastery. It i^ >till too much of an open

question to decide how much ot nur shipbuilding experience

in the war program extended is asset and how much liability.

It is quite probable that the excessive costs of production in

these government yards may in due time under fabulously

high freight rates run up their earnings of operation to a point

of profits that will wipe out the billion or more dollars which

was exp)ected to he charged off in the final financing This;

\iew is based on the official annoimcement that the net earn-

ings of the Quistconk—the tirsi Hog Island ship to i»e accepted

sn^^^iis^
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by the government—on a ninety-two-day voyage earned
$461,161; the estimated cost of this ship was Si, 100,000.

Up to October 8, 1919, scarcely a year after war teased, this

yard delivered its fiftieth ship. .All of these were promptly
put into operation and from th«' date of commission have been
earning these exceprtional profits. Other fabricating yards
have been doing almost if not quite as well in enhancing the
operative earning power of the Shipping Board on its govern-
ment built tonnage. In wooden shipbuiUiing results were a
disappointment through no defect in the idea.

Aircraft Production in Army and Navy

Results in the aircraft production contracting have to be
judged mainly from the military viewpoint. If the moral
effect on the enem> of the e.xtensiveK' advertised production
on an enormous scale was such as to shorten the conflict by
a single month, then the country's thanks are due tt) the pub-
licity end of the aircraft program. If the war ended only
two weeks earlier on its a< count, it canceled more than half

of the appropriated cost of S64O,ooo,0<xi in 1918. Otherwise
the results must be valued in terms of the scrap heap and sal-

vage account rather than h\ any contribution of a positive

character to econoric experience. Even the much e.xploited

Liberty motor, unsupported by orticial backing, sinks to. its

place as an emergency pr<xluct with all the rtisad\-antages of
the conditions and circumstances of its origin The aircraft

industry as such deri\ed mainly negative gains from the gov-
ernmental program of the War Department.
The results are quite different in the navy where aeronauti-

cal manufacturing by prixate concerns was encouraged in

every reasonable way.' By utilizing these facilities from the
start, and standing by them in realizing the high production
schedule of iyi8, while developing its own facilitie concur-
rently, the nav>- by the middle of 1918 was in po^iti<)n to

transfer certain producing concerns to the belated arm\- work.

' Report 01 Chid' of Bureau of Conslriiction and Repairs, \av\ lV[wrtmMit.
I'hS; on airplane prixluction, pp. 1.^-14; on spruce production, pp. i.i-[M

T^^K^^^
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In the navy's airplane spruce production. It secured coopera-
tion of the most desirable Icind from the start, while the army
methods of handling this part of its aircraft program resulted
m dissension among the lumber producins; ygencies. thus
vastly enhancing the expense in Treating .i(l<led facilities

while setting the existing ones at losferheads.

Housing Operations on the Wiiok- Jmlified

In the housing operations during the war the government
sought to reduce the appalling labor turnover at its -.arious

producing plants, by tnakini; the conditions <if liviny more
tolerable. In stabilizing the labor conditions th»- H-.usiiijf

Bureau and Corporation of the Departmetit of l^ljor worked
on right lines and followed sound methods anr policies m
the main. It produced results li great economir service in

munition production especially. It differwl in tb- end .vith

its Congressional investigators on the question of whetto • to

complete or to cancel lertain projects incomplete when rhe
war ended. (>n the whole the Housing Corijoration showed
the better business judgment on questions of poliiy of sale of

properties in uniniished condition especially wiiere the local

demand for housmg was a<Jmittedly iii excess of tl»' suppH,
Congress, however, bent on reducing exijenses, de<ided ad-
versely; and wa.s probably (lo much iitrtuencetl by results as
seen in the Plaza project at the national apitai

Gwernment Brought N<rd! .^landardi to Industry

In nothing did the .American majiul.icturer appear to better
advantage than in his prompt res|«mse to the proposal to
adapt his working forces and his etiuipment to the needs of the
war. This was on a par with rhe atlituile of the engineering
anfl other professions. By this means the industrial capacity
ot rhe country was vastly increased in any givin diriition.

Ordnance experts sent out among cotitractini; plants assisted

greatly in speeding up, in reaching (piantity prixluction and
in anticipating the contract delivery schedule. As a result the
close of the war left us with a large increase in the number of
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specially skilled workmen in the finer lines on metal working

and instruments of precision. The Navy Ordnance Bureau

makes special mention of a typical instance of this in a Muske-
gon firm in the making of gun sights.' Of such there were
thousands unnoted.

Another remarkably good record was made in the industrial

field in the readiness with which the manufacturing plants after

the armistice took up their commercial work. Many of these

war working plants had learned to do higher grades of manu-
facturing by virtue of their government contracts. More of

tiiem learned for the first time the economy of standardiza-

tion. They therefore took advantage of this experience in

governmental work, by entering upon more lucrative kinds of

commercial contracts. This entrance into a newer field upon
return to peace was for industry one of the most valuable by-

products of the war. In a series of reports on the demobiliza-

tion of industry, Captain William A. Du Pay published the

results of an inquiry among munition plants, following the

termination of contracts.' He found that at the end of two
months after the armistice there was only a shadow of the war
time production left in some lines. Gradual cancelations had
averted disaster.

Remarkably Rapid Transition to Peace

Under the general scheme of terminating and settling con-

tracts the assets tied up were much more promptly liquidated

than had been expected. By the army's plan, it will be re-

called, district claims lx)ards for ordnance contract settlement

were established, consisting of the district officer, a civilian, the

civilian representative of the War Industries Board and three

army officers. For the purchase and storage (quartermaster)

the zone supply officer esta!)lished a board of contract review

c()mp<*sed of army officers and one civilian. When these

agencies had reached an agn-ement of settlement with the

contract*»r, the results went hef<)re the Board of Contract .\d-

' KcpoTI of n>tf*, p. 6.

- HItttadrlphin Lfflnfr, Biisini^- Section, January and February, I9it), especially

-Anicles II (January 2,V. Ill (January 25), l\', \', and \ 11 (Fehiuarv 4, 1919J.
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justment at Washington (or .approval and prompt payment.
Failure of parties to agree resulted in 75 per cent payment
subject to subsequent adjudication in the Court of Claims. By
this method the "frozen assets" due to the sudden stopping of
war were released within ninety days of November 11, in the
great majority of cases. Thus the stupendous commitments
aggregating $12,000,000,000 at that date were mainly melted
into commercial resources at the service of peace time industry.
In the item of motors, for instance, the cancelations were
$271,000,000, in the Purchase and Storage orders of over a
billion dollars. Ordnance and Aircraft had $10,000,000,-
000 of contracts pending. During the first six weeks $3,-
000,000,000 of these contracts were canceled. At the end of
two months probabty hali of the contracts were still running,
but rapidly tapering down to the vanishing point. Such was
the case with smsill arms. The industries which had served
well in war were thus not hurried back to peace conditions,
with the abnormally high prices for raw materials and a lalx>r

situation that required careful handling.

The clearing up following the »ar covered a most extensive
field of financial, industrial and commercial readjustment. In
liquidating the contract work the policy of a gradual release of

labor and industry justi&d itself by results. That this was
Skccomplished without so much as developing an unemploy-
ment problem of any significant proportions is in itself a
credit to the government, to contracting concerns and to the
country in general. In the liquidation of the material re-

sources involved, the government realized a cash price of

$400,000,000 for its war assets in France, or almost as much as
the Liquidation Commission asked for it. This sum should be
compared with that of Si. 8.54, 787,989 as the total amount ex-

pended by the American Expeditionary Forces abroad lietween

April 6, 1917, and June 1. igi8. The process of salvaging is

still going on in domestic quarters. .\n(l though there have
been flagrant cases of delinquency in the custody of war
property, the main trend of settlement has exceeded the rate

of progress anticipated by the business community. The

\ If wmMif^inT: ^ '^ff^
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methods of adjustment as carried out by the district claims

boards and their staffs thus far, with some signal exceptions

due to contractual greed or otiicial incompetence, haNx; been a

credit to those who planned and carried out tile program.

With this work completed, the war driven organizations of

economic life turn full face-about toward the demands of

peace. The slowing up through which the nation is passing in

its producing and commercial efforts is akin to the attitude oj

a patient recovering from a fcM-r. But this giant nation is

none the less on the sure road to recovery from the many mis-

takes to the surer masteries of a '< re fuller than ever of the

possibilities of economic ser\' of itself and of its ,e'k>w

peoples.
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